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Wide Range LCR Measurements can be 
this quick and easy... 

SuNCTSON 

C • 

1606IA TEST FIXTURE 
nirsLitt • 

Just touch and read. 

The new HP 4261A Digital LCR Meter brings you the 
accuracy and wide range of an impedance bridge, plus 
the speed of an automated digital test set. Eliminating 
bridge balancing and dial reading reduces the chance 
of human error significantly. Just set the FUNCTION 
switch and take the reading from the auto-ranging 
31/2 -digit LED display. HP's auto-balance circuitry 
eliminates the tedious knobturning and ambiguous 
meter reading of manual impedance bridges. 

The 4261A's auto-ranging feature gives you 
almost instant readings: inductance from 0.1 micro-
henries to 1900 henries; capacitance from 0.1 pico-
farads to 19.00 millifarads; resistance from 1 milliohm 
to 19.00 megohms; and dissipation factors from zero 
to 1.9. And you get all this measurement capability 
for only $ 1,740.* 

Options add computing power. The 4261A gives 
you a wide choice of optional configurations too, such 
as back-panel inputs and outputs that are compatible 
with the HP Interface Bus (conforming to IEEE 
488-1975), for automated testing or data gathering 
under calculator or computer control. You can also 
order the HP 4261A with optional BCD outputs, and 
remote control features. 

internal, external, or manual trigger. You can select 
DC Bias levels of 0, 1.5, 2.2, or 6V (or external) and 
test frequencies of 120 Hz or 1 kHz. You can make 
two-terminal measurements for general applications 
and three-terminal measurements, using a guard ter-
minal, for high impedance measurements. Or, for 
extremely low-impedance measurements such as a very 
small inductance or a large capacitance, you can make 
four-terminal measurements. 

Contact your local HP field engineer. He can show 
you many additional features and benefits that the 
HP 4261A offers. 
*Domestic U.S.A. price only. 

The Useables-
new standards in component testing. 

HEWLETT JID PACKARD 

1196 

And it's versatile. The HP 4261A offers you the 
choice of two test-signal levels (50 mV or 1V), and 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 

1507 Pape Ma Poe Palo . 1o. *Warne 94334 
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THE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
SPECTRUM 

The HP 140 family covers it. Precisely. Conveniently. 
Completely. From 20 Hz to 40 GHz. 

Select normal or variable persistence display or choose 
economy or high-resolution IF module. 
Then pick or change your frequency 
range by simply plugging in 
the appropriate tuning module. 

20 Hz to 300 kHz 
The 8556A tuner covers 20 Hz 

to 300 kHz and comes 
with a built-in tracking generator. 

It's calibrated for measurements in 
both 50 and 600 ohm systems, 

with accuracies better than -±-1 dB. 

I kHz to110 MHz 
The 8553B takes you from I kHz 

to 110 MHz with —140 dBm sensitivity. 
Signals can be measured 

with ±-11/4 dB accuracy. Choose the 
companion tracking generator/counter 

for wide dynamic range 
swept frequency measurements 
and precise frequency counting. 

100 kHz to 1250 MHz 
Use the 8554B tuning section to 

cover the 100 kHz to 1250 MHz range. 
Measure with ±13/4  dB accuracy. 
Its companion tracking generator 

(500 kHz to 1300 MHz) also 
works with the 8555A tuning section. 

10 MHz to 40 GHz 
For 10 MHz to 40 GHz, choose 

the 8555A. Its internal mixer covers to 
18 GHz, accessory mixer for 18-40 GHz. 

Maximum resolution is 100 Hz. 
Measure with ±13/4  dB 

accuracy to 6 GHz, ±23/4  dB to 18 GHz. 
For wide scans free from unwanted 

response between 10 MHz and 18 GHz, 
add the automatic preselector. 

No matter what range you're working 
in, you need reliable unambiguous 
answers. HP's spectrum analyzers 
give you accurate measurements 
over wide, distortion-free dynamic 
ranges, time after time. Easy 
operation too, with front panel mark-
ings that really help reduce 
the possibility of operator error. 

But there's much more. 
Call your nearby HP field engineer 
or write for the full story on 
HP's spectrum analyzer spectrum. 

HEWLETT ¡d i PACKARD 

45603 Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
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The 
Universal 
Universal 
Counter. 

Everything you're likely to need.The HP 5328A. 
Here's a counter so versatile, it can really be called 

universal. You get high accuracy, operating ease and a low 
price tag of just Snow. It's modular so you can buy the capa-
bility you need. Not more. Not less. Start with the basic 
8-digit instrument with 100 MHz frequency range and 
100ns single shot T.I. resolution. You also get period, 10 ps 
time interval averaging, ratio, scaling and totalizing. Then you 
can add more: 512 MHz with 9 digits and 15 m sensitivity; 
time base aging <5 x 10 10/day; and 10 ns single shot time 
interval with improved averaging. But look what else you get: 

UNIQUE TRIGGER LIGHTS 
tell you what's happening. 
They're on when the input 

LEVEL A LEVEL B 
is greater than trigger 
level and vice versa. 
And they blink when 
the input channel is 
triggering from 0 to 
100 MHz. Standard. 

PRESET PRESET 

UNIQUE BUILT-IN DVM gives an instant accurate digital 

toc, 
to FILTER ILO 

READ A display of trigger levels. 
Or use this option to measure 

el- REA. external voltages 10 ttv to ICE 
AUTO 8 1100V auto-ranged, 

integrating, full floating, 
high common-mode rejection 
with switchable input filter. 
Optional. 

111 
OFF 

HI 
1100V LO 

HIGH SPEED MARKERS show just what your counter is 
doing with your input waveform. Use 
the markers on the second channel of 
your scope to see where the counter 
is triggering. Really useful thanks to 
the 5328A's 100 MHz ECL outputs. 
Standard. 

MARKER 

INPUT 

SIGNAL 

' MEASURED 
NIE AVAL 

EASY SYSTEMS INTERFACE with the HP Interface Bus 
simplifies integration of 
the counter into a 
system. You get 
this program-
mability plus 
standard format 
data output with a single connector. Optional. 

ADDRESSABLE —I 

weed 
11111 

Ir • • • Al 

TALK ONLY 

o 

ARMED MEASUREMENTS solve difficult dynamic 
measurement problems. The counter 
goes to work when your command 
tells it to. Ideal for burst frequency or 
sweep generator linerarity measurements. 
Standard. 

ARM 

OFF ON 
These are just a few things, of course. There are many 

more thoughtful engineering innovations that combine to give 
you everything you're likely to need in a general purpose, 
medium-priced counter for a long time to come. We talk about 
them in our 12 page booklet. Write for one or ask your nearby 
HP field engineer for a copy. We want you to find why we call 
this universal counter universal. ,pst, us pr OTI 

HEWLETT ià PACKARD 
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Highlights 

The cover: Electronic games flourish, 89 

It looks as though games will be the next 
major consumer electronics market. Expan-
sion to include more home video games and 
more arcade and pinball machines is being 
fueled by large-scale integration And new 
companies aimed at the market are vying 
with established firms. 
Cover illustration is by Bob Clarke. 

The crowd gets bigger around the 8080, 76 

Does the addition of National Semicon-
ductor to the camp of 8080 second sources 
mean that the Intel family is on its way to be-
coming the standard in the general-purpose 
8-bit microprocessor market? 

MOS finds a new home in power applications, 98 

A family of field-effect transistors with the 
V-groove MOS structure brings the pluses 
of metal-oxide-semiconductor technology 
to power applications up to 25 watts. Solid-
state power switching and linear power de-
signs should benefit from this move beyond 
low-power circuitry. 

Microprocessors solve design problems, 110 

Four descriptions of the applicat.ons of mi-
croprocessors inaugurate our new series of 
designers' reports on how they tackled spe-
cific engineering problems with specific 
devices. 

And in the next issue . . . 

A compact data-acquisition system in a 
single package . . an approach to micro-
processor programing . . . a new 
family of dedicated microcontroller 
chips. 
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Publisher's letter 
W ith all the action in the micro-

processor area these days, it's a 
tough job keeping track of all the 
members of the ever-growing micro-
processor families. Trying to stay 
abreast of all specifications, charac-
teristics, applications, and the like 
for each and every microprocessor is 
a heavy burden. 

So we're expanding our coverage 
of applications with a new design 
series—Microprocessors in Ac-
tion. You'll find the first installment 
on page 110, where, in the initial 
four articles, we detail how individ-
ual designers or design groups suc-
cessfully applied a microprocessor 
to solve a particular circuit need. 
We invite contributions to this 

new series. If you are tickled with 
the way you and a microprocessor 
surmounted an engineering prob-
lem, let us know about it, so we can 
share the details with other readers. 

Things are looking up again in 
the job market—and not just for 

those graduating from engineering 
school. But, while there are indica-
tions that hiring of EEs in general is 
expanding, there are still disap-
pointments for the EE with 15 or 20 
years of experience. Those, in a nut-
shell, are the conclusions of a recent 
survey of schools and companies 
conducted by Electronics. 

Associate editor Jerry Walker, 
who conducted the survey, says that 
the general business upturn has gen-
erated the rosier hiring picture. "A 
burst of job openings has come since 
May, a sign that electronics com-
panies had hedged their confidence 
in the strength of business recovery 
until they got a look at second-half 
projections. Nevertheless, engineer-
ing schools from coast to coast re-

port that newly minted bachelors, 
masters, and Ph.D.s are now getting 
jobs." 

For a complete rundown of what 
qualifications are in demand and 
where salaries are going, turn to our 
Probing the News story on page 70. 

The issue of competition in the 
telecommunications industry is 

an explosive one. Giant AT&T and 
numerous independent telephone 
companies are lined up on the side 
of renewing or even stiffening the 
old noncompetitive telecommunica-
tions ground rules. The Federal 
Communications Commission, the 
White House Office of Telecommu-
nications Policy, and a number of 
common-carrier and equipment 
companies are lined up on the side 
of increasing competition. Both 
sides say their approach is more 
truly in the public interest. 
The Congress, which is inundated 

by bills relating to the issue, has de-
cided that an election year is not the 
time to sort out the complexities of 
the problem. Instead, serious con-
sideration of legislation that would 
reestablish AT&T's noncompetitive 
position has been put off till next 
year, when another Congress will be 
in session. 

But, while the debate may be-
come muted for the next few 
months, the hot potato is still very 
much on the fire. For a summary of 
the controversy over monopoly vs 
competition in telecommunications, 
read our Probing the News article 
that starts on page 65. 
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All function generators 
need WPVGUPIDTM 
because nobody's perfect! 

MIENIMEMI 
UNIIMMIKOMM 
PAIRMUMWERM 
OMMMUMCOMM 

IMMIBMIll 

====== 
MIMMEMMIUM 
MMCMILMIMCCM 
MMOMMINIMM 

mliammmlim== 
immaimmum 

Accidents happen! With the high density of today's circuit boards, it's easy to 
damage your present generator by accidentally touching a voltage source with the 
output probe. 

WAVEGUARDTm protects against this kind of accident. Without WAVEGUARD it 
costs you both valuable design time and money to repair. 

When you invest $495 in our Model 5100B, you have 15 waveforms at your probe tip, 
protected by WAVEGUARD — the only sure way to keep your generator functional. 

Remember, The WAVEMAKERSTm from Krohn-Hite are the only guys who offer 
WAVEGUARD. Call (617) 580-1660 or any of the offices listed below. 

ma, c cz) 1=1 1=' Ca F=1 iRC1/4  --
Avon Industrial Park, Avon, Mass. 02322 • (617) 580-1660, TWX 710-345-0831 

SALES OFFICES ALA.. Huntsville t2051 534 9771 ARIZ., Sccrtsdale 1602i 957 9110 CAL. San Jose 14081 292 3220 inglewood i2131 674 850 COL.. Denver t303) 7/3 1218 CONN., Glastonbury t2031 633 0777 
FLA., Orlando 1305) 894 4401. GEO.. Atlanta 140th 448 2365 HAWAII. Honolulu 18081 941 1574 ILL.. Des Plaines 13121 298 3600 IND.. Indianapolis 1317i 244 2456 MD., Baltimore 1301, 321 1411 MASS.. 
Lexington 16171 861 8620. MINN.. Minneapolis 1612t 884 4316 MO.. Kansas City 18161 454 5836 St Lours 13141 413 1234 N.C.. Burlingmn i919t 227 3639 NJ., Cherry Hill 16091 482 0059 N.M.. Albuquerque 
15051 255 2330: N.Y., E Syracuse 13151 437 6665 Rovestat ‘ 7161 328 2230 Vestal 16071 785 9947 Elmont t516t 488 2100 OHIO. C5esterland 12161 729 2222 Dayton 1513) 434 8993 OKLA.. Tulsa 19181 
299 2636. ORE., Portland 15031 297 2248 TEX., Addison ( 214, 661 0400 Houston 1910r 881 5532 VA.. Falls Church 17031 573 8787 WASH.. Bellevue 1206t 454 3400 CANADA, Montreal Quebec 15141 341 7630 
Ottawa Ontario 16131 235 5121 Toronto Ontario c416r 445 9900 Vancouver British Columbra 1604i 253 5555 tialrfax Nova Scotia 19021 45.4 8321 St John s Newfoundland 1709t 726 2422 
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Readers' comments   

New PuriTari 
all-tantalum capacitor 

from Tansitor 
Qualified to MIL-C-39006/22A (CLR79) 

Developed for the most stringent 
conditions in aerospace applica-
tions, the PuriTan all-tantalum 
capacitor is a major advance in 
capacitor capability. 

The new PuriTan capacitor solves 
your problems with: 
• Superior AC ripple characteristics 
• Reverse voltage capability 
• Excellent capacitance stability 
• True glass-to-tantalum 
hermetic seal 
• Low ESR 
• Low DC leakage 

For complete information on the 
PuriTan all-tantalum capacitor 
and/or other Tansitor capacitors, 
call your local Tansitor representa-
tive, or contact: 

Tansitor 
ELECTRONICS 
DIVISION OF AEFIOTRON, INC. 

VVest Road, Bennington. Vermont 05201 
Phone: (802) 442-5473 
TWX: (710) 360-1782 

Specialists in Tantalum Capacitors 

TM Trademark of Tansitor Electronics 

6 Circle 6 on reader service card 

Updating Ispice's results . . . 

To the Editor: In "Choosing the 
right programs for computer-aided 
design" [April 29, p. 102], Fig. 1 
shows execution time for the central 
processing unit versus the number 
of inverter stages for different pro-
grams running on an IBM 370 com-
puter. The data displayed for the Is-
pice program is, in actuality, virtual 
processing units, a measure of com-
putational capacity used by Na-
tional css. To obtain a reasonably 
accurate estimate of actual CPU time 
on an IBM 370, one should divide 
the VPUs by 10. This means that Is-
pice actually is considerably more 
efficient than implied by the figure. 

Alan W. Schwartz 
National css Inc. 
Norwalk, Conn. 

• "'spice is a good program and very 
cost-competitive," says Prof James 
C. Bowers, who directed the study on 
which the article was based. "How-
ever, the VPU is a fictional unit used 
by National css in marketing the 
program. Conversion of VPUs to CPU 
time is not meaningful, and hence no 
validated time comparison of Ispice 
to other programs is possible. A note 
to this effect appears in the final re-
port, now at the printer." 

. . . and revising Uccap's figures 

To the Editor: Since we performed 
the circuit analyses upon which the 
Uccap graphs in Fig. 2 of the April 
29 article on computer-aided design 
are based, we accept the blame for 
the large errors shown. But the cir-
cuits we analyzed are not the cir-
cuits shown. 
The trouble occurred because the 

Uccap capacitor model contains 
built-in series and shunt resistors. 
The default value for the series re-
sistor is 0.1 St, which, for most appli-
cations, is a reasonably small value 
and causes no problems. 
The two circuits used in the study, 

however, contained only 142 resist-
ors. Thus the 0.1-0 resistor became 
a significant factor in the circuit 
analyses. When the two circuits 
were reanalyzed using 0.001 for 
the series resistor, the results im-
proved dramatically. One of the 
early time points showed a 16% er-

ror, and the other errors in both cir-
cuits were under 3%. 

In all fairness, several other pro-
grams evaluated in the study also 
contain capacitors with built-in re-
sistors. This probably accounts for 
most of the large errors shown for 
these programs. 
A computer run of the two cir-

cuits analyzed with and without sig-
nificant values for the series resistor 
can be obtained by writing me. 

Ed Lewis 
University Computing Company 

Dallas, Texas 

It's all in the sharing 

To the Editor: I take issue with the 
statement that our Telecommunica-
tions Management and Control Sys-
tem has application only for users 
with monthly toll billing of $ 12,000 
or less [April 15, p. 30]. 
The inherent cost advantages of 

sharing the most expensive and 
complex portion of the telecommu-
nications-control system—the cen-
tral computers—allows TDX to price 
services competitively with any 
stand-alone system. 

In addition, other service fea-
tures—including 24-hour central-fa-
cility maintenance, TDX-generated 
call-detail reports, automatic up-
dates on tariff changes, modular ex-
pansion capability, and ongoing fa-
cilities-management support—make 
our services an attractive alternative 
to any customer, regardless of size, 
who needs to control long-distance 
communication expenses. 

William E. Richards 
TDX Systems Inc. 

McLean, Va. 

Correction 

The AMD bipolar microprocessor 
described in "Designers gain new 
freedom as options multiply" [April 
15, p. 99] uses 11 types of chips, not 
11 single chips. The 16-bit system in 
Fig. 10 would take 34 devices (not 
including interrupt-control and bus-
interface chips), compared to about 
200 "fTL packages. 
Our thanks to Gopal Ramachan-

dran of Intersil Inc. and Dan Wilngi 
of Fairchild Semiconductor for 
pqinting out this error. 

Electronics/June 24 1976 



The 
Flathead Transformer 
For optimum powering of 1" spaced PC boards— and shipped with the pronto challenge 

Here are the first flat power 
transformers for your high den-
sity PC board packaging 
problems—from Signal, the 
world leader in off-the-shelf 
transformers and chokes. 
Flat. LP's deliver 6VA in less 
than 0.85" height or, you 
can squeeze 12VA into 1.06" 
of head room. 
Field-Free: LP's use Signal's 
split-bobbin, balanced-coil, 
hum- bucking construction. 
This semi-toroidal configura-
tion significantly reduces 
magnetic field radiation which 
can cause havoc with sensitive 
IC's or low-level circuits. And 
the LP's split-bobbin provides 
unprecedented insulation and 
isolation. Minimal electrostatic 
coupling suppresses line noise 
and prevents false triggering of 
digital circuits. Ideal for medi-
cal, industrial or 
other low leakage 
applications! 
Flexible: 
115/230V 50/60Hz 
dual primaries 
are standard. 
Each of the 22 
standard designs 

provide dual secondaries for 
either dual isolated DC ou.-
puts, series connected for dual 
complementary supplies with 
common return, or paralled for 
double current rating. 
The Pronto Challenge: We 

ship your prototypes (up to 4 
pcs.) in 48 hours or you get 
Polaroid's new Pronto' cam-
era, free! But don't get your 
hopes up too high—we rarely 
miss! That's why thousands of 
companies swear by Signal, 
for quality, value and complete 

atisfaction. 

Free— Our complete catalog 
with over 1,000 standard trans-
formers and chokes, from 1 to 
10,000 VA. All are available 
from stock, and all at low, 
factory-direct prices—prices 
made even lower by our 
enormous volume. Contact— 
Signal Transformer Co., Inc., 1 
Junius Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11212; (212 498-5111. 
Telex 12- 5709. 

SECONDARY USER NET 

Part No. Site Series Parallel 11-4 pm) 
LP- 10 600 
LP- 10 1200 
LP- I2-450 
LP- 12-900 
LP- 16-350 
LP•I6 700 
LP- 20 300 
LP- 20-600 
LP- 24-250 
LP- 24-500 
LP- 34-170 
LP- 34.340 
LP-40.150 

- LP- 40.300 
LP- 56.100 
LP- 56.200 
LP•88-65 
LP- 88-130 

6 10V CT @ 600 MA 5V @ 1.26 $ 760 
12 10V CT @ 1200 me sv @ 2.4 A 9.40 
6 12 6V CT @ 450 MA 63V @ 900 MA 7.60 

12 12.69 CT 900 MA 63V . . î 
6 16V CT 350 MA 8V700 MA 7.60 

12 16V CT 700 MA 8V 1 4 A 9.40 
6 20V CT 300 MA 10V 600 MA 7.80 
12 209 CT 600 MA 10V 1.2 A 9.60 
6 249 CT @ 250 MA i 2V 500 MA 7.80 

12 24V CT @ 500 MA 12V IA 9.60 
6 34v CT 1@ 170 MA 17V 340 MA 7.80 
12 34V CT @ 340 MA I 7V 680 MA 9.60 
6 40V CT @ 150 MA ?0V 300 MA 7.80 
12 40V CT @ 300 MA ..00 600 MA 9.80 
6 569 CT 100 MA :89 200 MA 8.00 

12 569 CT @ 200 MA -'8V 400 MA 9.80 
6 88Y CT @ 65 MA ley 130 ate 8.00 

12 889 CT @ 130 MA III/ 260 MA 10.00 
LP 20 50 6 120V CT @ 50 MA I-00 
LP-: 20 100 12 120V CT @ 100 MA • OV 
LP- 230-25 6 230V CT @ 25 MA 
LP.230 50 12 230V CT (e 50 MA 

200 MA 10.00 
115V @ 50 MA 8.00 
1:5V @ 100 MA 10.00 

•RegulaDon of Si,. 6 trots Is 30%, c.n.. load monelert voltelte lt 
30% higher then full lose. Resole= of Sue 12 unIts Is 20% 

Izel L19 II A B Oz. 

,I 6 1%, IV, O 8.3C 1 600 0 375 7 
12 2,5 2 1 065 7 000 0 500 11 

PC 1110.11Mm. 

signal 
TRANSFORMER 
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Our "Instrument Professionals" 
will tell you which scope will 
do the job best, at the lowest 
cost, make immediate delivery 
and guarantee performance. 

Write or call for data on our other 
specialties: Instrument Leasing • 
Computer Peripherals • Equipment 
Sales • Instrument Service. 
Circle 8 on reader service card 

Get our 
FREE 
Catalog 

Div. Continental Leasing Co.. Inc. 
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford. 
MA. 01730 (61 7) 275-0850 

Metuchen. NJ (201) 549-8500; 
Gaithersburg. MD (301) 948-4310; TX 
(214) 357-1779; Elk Grove, IL (312) 
439-4700; Costa Mesa. CA (714) 
540-6566; Santa Clara, CA (408) 
735-8300; Los Angeles. CA (213) 477-7521 

News update 

• SMC Microsystems Corp. of 
Hauppauge, N.Y., is still in the 
throes of developing a synchronous 
data-link control for Digital Equip-
ment Corp., the Maynard, Mass., 
minicomputer maker. DEC is fund-
ing the device's development pro-
gram [Electronics, June 26, 1975, 
p.251. Arthur Sidorsky, smc vice 
president for sales, says his firm is 
still pushing the program hard and 
is not far from making circuits. "We 
are still in the design stages, as we 
more or less have been trying to hit 
a moving target," he says. One of 
the changes in the program that has 
caused a delay is the switch from a 
fixed to a variable information con-
trol field. Initial deliveries to Digital 
are expected in the near future, says 
smc. 
The whole concept of synchro-

nous data-link control, pioneered by 
IBM, is backed by the makers and 
purchasers of data-transmission 
equipment, not to mention semicon-
ductor manufacturers who would 
like to sell SDLC devices. Simply, it 
is a bit-oriented, fully duplex proto-
col; most present protocols are half 
duplex and character oriented. It 
also promises to overcome propaga-
tion delay and improve line utiliza-
tion by permitting more frames to 
remain temporarily unacknow-
ledged. 

• While the Air Force has • been 
forced to put off its study of emitter-
follower logic [Electronics, Jan. 22, 
1976, p. 35], TRW's Defense and Sys-
tems Group is going full speed 
ahead. It is marketing a 16-bit mul-
tiplier that uses EFL to achieve a 
200-nanosecond multiply time. The 
bipolar LSI device, with compatible 
TTL inputs and outputs, is described 
by the firm as a "very ambitious 
logic chip," incorporating some 
5,000 logic gates. It is capable of re-
placing 50 equivalent msl parts, says 
a spokesman, and is intended for 
minicomputers, aerospace dedicated 
signal processing, and specialized 
instrumentation. The multiplier is 
the first of a bipolar LSI line to be 
introduced in the next few months 
by the TRW group. 

) kkUGG 
LTM FOlER 

TRY THE e 

AN/USM-341 
The only multimeter designed and tested 

to MIL-T-21200, Class - for flight line 

op erat ion at sea or on land; from the 

originator of the Digital Voltmeter. 

Outstanding Features Include: 

• Operates from -40°C to +71°C l 

• Measures DC volts in five ranges (100 

mV to 1000V), AC volts in four ranges 

(1V to 1000V), ohms in five ranges ( 1162 

to 10 An and ratio in three ranges (1V 
to 100V). 

• Four and one-half digits with O. 01% 

accuracy. 

• Automatic polarity. 

• Automatic and manual ranging. 

• Overload indication. 

• Bright digital display for direct sun-

light reading. 

• Self-test feature for function and digi-
tal displays. 

• Operates from 115 VAC, 50/400Hz. 

• Includes EMI and RFI shielding. 

• With few exceptions, the electronic 
components are contained in plug-in 

modules to permit fault isolation and 

repair in a minimum of time. 

• Case is watertight, explosion proof, 

dustproof, vibration and shock resis-

tant, and virtually indestructible. 

• Size: 7" H x 10.3" W x 10.5" D. 

• Weight: 13 lbs. 

Non-Linear Systems, Inc. 
Originator of tee dglal votimeter 

Box N, Del Mar, Callforrna 92014 

Telephone (714) 755 1134 TWO 910.322 1132 
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PKECISION. 
The mark of a Pro. Like P&B. 

Time delay relays with up to ± .05% repeatability. 
And delay times to a year or more. 

4 
every type of termination, too' 

Design for precision. Specify P&B. See your P&B sales representative, or P&B Pro Shop 
Distributor. Or, contact Potter & Brumfield Division AMF Incorporated, Princeton, IN 47671. 
Telephone: 812-386-1000. 

That's the kind of precision you get with Potter & Brumfield CG Series relays. And 
there are many more P&B time delay relays to meet virtually any requirement. Including ... 

R12, R13, f14, f15 Series. Sophisticated circuitry usually found in more expensive 
relays. Repeatabilities to ± 3%; time delays to 600 sec. 

Low cost R16 Series. Easily mounted p.c. board module. Delay on operate ranges: 0.2 to 
2, 2.0 to 30, 5.0 to 100 sec. Potentiometer or resistor adjustable. 

R52 modules. Inexpensive way to make all but a few 6.12 or 24 VDC P&B relays into time 
delays. Resistor adjustable timing ranges from 0.2 to 100 sec. 

Also low profile, solid state hybrid, adjustable and non-adjustable— even dry reed. With 

European address: Electrical Products Group, AMF International Limited, AMF House, Wfulby 
Road, Bristol BS4 4AZ, England. Telephone: (0272) 778383, Telex: 449481, AMMAFOCO, 
BRSTL. 

Go with the Pros and you can't go wrong. 
AAA" 

Potter & Brumfield 
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Micro , 
processing 
becomes 
a buyer's 
market. 



If you're a MOS microprocessor customer. the last 
few years haven't been a whole lot of laughs. 
One supplier had all the good stuff. made all the 

rules, told you what you could buy. And when. And 
for how much. 

But something happened to change all that: 
Advanced Micro Devices. 
We make the best microprocessor in the world. 

the Am9080A, and we make all the support circuits 
you need. They're yours now, off the shelf, at com-
petitive prices. That's right. Competitive. 

But we make more than microprocessor products. 
We make you a promise: 

We'll sell you any part, in any quantity. bundled or 
unbundled. You're the customer. 

So, if you suddenly find yourself having an easier 
time buying microprocessors, just remember why. 
And who. 

If you're shy, and you're just not sure how to say 
thank you. an order would be really nice. 

Write or phone Advanced Micro Devices. 
The Buyer's Market. 

Ours and Theirs. 
Specification 

(The 9080A) 

AMID 

rl.rrrurrr r-rstruLtIOn I microsecond 
Cycue Tare 

Maximum Power Disua 
baton '.3 mucrosec 
0 70.1 829 mikuwath 

Output Dnve 3.2n1A 

Minumum Input High 

Voltage 3.0V 

MILSTD -883 Standard 

13 Price Per 01. 

Intel 

• .3 micro: 

1307 mill, 

:.9mA 

..3V 

peral 

(C8080A 

Ours and Ours. 
(Am9080A System Circuits) 

AMO Part Number Description Availability 

CPU 

Am9080A/ - 2/ 1/ 4 un Dust S' • 

Am 9080A/ 2 D,st Y • 

Am9101A/B/C/D 

Am91L01A/B/C 

Am9102A/B/C/D 

Am91L02A/B/C 

Am9111A/B/C/D 

Am91L11A/B/C 

Am9112A/B/C/D 

Am91L12A/B/C 

Am9130A/B/C/D/E 

Am9140A/B/C/D/E 

Am9050C/D/E 

Am9060C/D/E 

Static Read/Write Random Access Memories 

, - Dist. Stu . • 
Speeds 13.. - 

236x4 2.' 51. StOc 

reeds lo 300 nsec. 

16 Pin • Dust. Stock 
SpeedS to 250 nsec, 

iKv 1 16 Pin in Dist. Stocx 
Speeds to 300 nsec. 

256x4 18 Pun in Dust • 
Speeds to 250 nsec. 

256x4 18 Pin in Dust. Stunu• 
Speeds to 300 nsec. 

256x4 16 Pin 
Speeds to 250 riser. 

256x4 16 Pun 

Speeds to 300 nsec. 

1024.4 22 Pin In Dist. Y - 
Speenu I 200 nsec. 

.109, ' Pin in Dust. Y 

Dynamic Read/Wrote Random Access Memories 

r' rl 

rrr'rr' ' 200 nsec. 

$lhx1 18 Pun 
Speeds to 200 nsec. 

In Dust. Y • 

In Dist. SI • 

AMO Part Number Description Availability 

Mask Programmable Read-Only Memories 

Am9208/13/C/D 

Am9214 

Am9216B/C 

1Kx8 

Speeds to 250 nsec. 

512 x8 500 nsec. 

2K x 8 300 nsec. 

Available Now 

Available Now 

Available Now 

Erasable Read-Only Memories 

Am1702A 256 x8 1.0',sec. In Dust, Stock 

Am2703 1024x 8 450 usec. 3rd 0.1976 

Processor System Support Circuits 

Am8212 

Am8216 

Am8224 

Am8226 

Am8228 

Am9557 

Am9559 

Am25LS138 

Am25LS139 

'Am25LS240 

'Am25LS241 

'Am25LS273 

•Am25LS374 

'Am25LS377 

8 bit 1;0 Port 

Non•Invertung Bus Transceiver 

Clock Generator 

Inverting Bus Transceiver 

System Controller 

Direct Memory Access Controller 

Priority Interrupt Controller 

1 of 8 Decoder 

Dual 1 of 4 Decoder 

8 Oil inverting Bus Transceiver 

8 bit Non Inverting Bus Transceiver 

fiubit Cominos Clear Latch 

8 bit 3 state Latch 

8 bit Common Enable Latch 

In Dist. Stock 

3rd 0.1976 

In Dist. Stock 

3rd 0.1976 

In Dist. Stock 

1st 0. 1977 

Is? O. 1977 

In Dust. Stock 

In Dist. Stock 

.3rd 0.1976 

3rd 0.1976 

3rd 0.1976 

3rd 0.1976 

3rd 0.1976 

u ntf,ne 1”gt1 per torrndut, a-Itt power in space saving 20 pun package 

CPU = 480 nsec. - 2 = 380 nseu MEM: A = 500 nsec. B=400 nsec C = 300 nsec. D = 250 nsec E = 200 nsec 

Advanced MOSA_SI 
ri 

Advanced Micro Devices • 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086* Telephone ( 408) 732-2400* 
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet. Cramer and Schweber Electronics. 
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Editorial 

Facing up to corporate responsibilities: to the public . . . 

To hear some people talk, the free enterprise 
system is on its last legs. One of the biggest 
symptoms, they say, is the sudden and rapid 
decline in public confidence in business. David 
Packard, chairman of Hewlett-Packard Co., 
for example, told the recent Spring 
Conference on Consumer Electronics that 
"the confidence and the respect of the people 
of this country in business and industry is at 
the lowest level that I can recall." 

But, where other observers are content to 
cite outside influences, from excessive 
Government regulations to hyperactive 
consumerism, Packard moves an important 
step further. He says of the crisis: "American 
business managers have not lived up to their 
responsibility to our society." Had business 
taken the lead in some crucial areas, such as 
equal employment, safety in the workplace, 
and consumer protection, there would have 
been no pressure on the legislators to force a 
change in corporate attitudes. The flood of 
illegal payoffs, of course, has served to confirm 
the public's poor opinion of business. 

Yet despite the best intentions of the more 
responsible corporate leaders, a decision or 
action somewhere down the organizational 
chart can damage the company in the public's 
eye. Therefore, to be fully responsible, 
management must go all out to convey its 
sense of what is expected of all its employees. 
It is essential for the code of ethics, often 
unwritten, that guides a corporation's top 
management to be communicated to—and 
constantly and consistently applied by—all a 
company's members. 

. . . and to the employees 

Once again the pace of hiring engineering 
graduates has followed the pickup in the pace 
of business in the electronics industries. But as 
the newly minted EEs move out into industry 
it's worth pausing to wonder if their choice of 
career will offer a lifetime of employment. 

There's a familiar pattern at work. Increased 
recruiting and more job offers for the degree 
winners, at slightly higher salaries than last 
year, are accompanied by enthusiastic reactions 
among the representatives of the engineering 
education industry. Job prospects for EEs with 
less than five years' experience 
improvement, although the veteran engineer 
still meets a cold reception. 

Indeed, what about those engineers in the 
upper wage brackets who each year see the 
new flock of graduates as a potential threat? 
The employment structure seems designed to 
have the older, experienced EEs either leap 
onto management career ladders or else drop 
out in order to make room for the newcomers. 
Only in recent years has it become clear that 

EEs face a mid-career crisis and that this year's 
enthusiastic graduate may be another year's 
frightened veteran. The solutions offered do 
not seem to be immediately workable. There 
are those who say forget the lifetime career, 
engineering is an excellent preparation for 
other livelihoods. Still others have responded 
with calls for more training and job 
counseling. Some would put limits on 
number of EEs entering the field. And others 
want to increase the employment base by 
expanding Government spending on 
technology-related programs. 
More and more EEs are coming to the idea 

that an engineers' union would provide 
enough muscle to guarantee seniority in 
holding jobs. On the other hand, a good 
number believe that the present system is self-
regulating, albeit with a certain amount of 
oscillation in supply and demand, and should 
not be altered artificially. 

It is one of the responsibilities of top 
management to take a hand in this career 
dilemma. It's time for top management to 
review hiring and firing policies, not just 
because of the legal implications, but simply 
because it's right to do so—not a bad way to 
improve industry's image. 
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the series 400 Array Processor from 
DATAWEST con make a world of difference 
Yes, there is ONLY ONE — the DATAWEST REAL 
TIME SeriesTM Microprogrommable Array Transform 
Processor ( Parent Pending) which provides the level 
where the sophisticated array processor user can 
work within "Tomor-ows Technology". Because 
DATAWEST REAL TIME Series' Microprogrommoble 
Array Processors are the most advanced array pro-
cessors available, your computer con now do the 
work of larger and more cosrly facilities, or higher 
speeds. It's like having several computers working 
for you at once. No matter what the application, 
Fourier Analysis, Convolution, Vector Multiplication, 
Recursive Filtering, Deconvolurion, Auto and Cross 
Correlation, Auto and Cross Power Spectral Density, 
Signal Averaging, etc. A DATAWEST REAL TIME 
Microprogrammoble Array Processor makes ir feasi-
ble ro do array processing on sire or in your dora 
processing center. All this, plus the fact that 
DATAWEST purs the whole REAL TIME System 

together for you in rhe field of Sophisticated Signal 
Processing with irs standord product line. Tc re-
ceive more information on this exciting new con-
cept, MATP and the DATAWEST systems capability — 
contact our Technical Marketing Dept. 

DATAVVE ST 
CORPORATION 

7333 EAST HELM DRIVE 
SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA 85260 

602/948-3280 

TWX-910 950 1289 
DATAWEST SCOT 
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CCIIL-LER 

STOCK P.C. POWER 
TRANSFORMERS 

• l.  ni use with 3- terminal IC vol-
tage regulators 

• Printed circuit mounting 
• F- or power supplies for most 

integrated circuit families 
TTL LOGIC ECL LOGIC 
CMOS LINEAR—OP AMPS 

• 36 models in stock 

Write or phone for complete data 
sheet. 

e m'et) CUSTOM 
TRANSFORMERS, 
COILS, TOROIDS 

Our precision manufacturing facil ity 
produces a full range of medium, 
miniature or ultra-miniature size 
transformers and coils — bobbin or 
toroidal wound. We can meet both 
your specs and your delivery dates 
whether for prototype, small or 
large productions runs. Our expe-
rienced engineers are at your service. 

Write or phone for information 
or quotes. 

-E CIL-LER 
MANUFACTURING, INC. 

2-E Town Line Circle Roche,,ter, 14623 
716/442-6630 

Representatives in Principal Cities 

People 

The package and the design 

go hand in hand for Malk 

Industry lore holds that hard-nosed 
product-development engineers 
look down on industrial designers as 
"artsy" types who only put a pretty 
package around the important hard-
ware that's inside. 

This is certainly not the case at 
Beckman Instruments Inc., says Da-
vid J. Malk, who manages corporate 
industrial design. "We're so highly 
regarded that we report directly to 
the director of R&D," he explains. 
The close cooperation between in-
dustrial and electronic design that 
results finds an excellent illustration 
in Beckman's metabolic-measure-
ment cart. A mobile unit for testing 
the body functions of athletes and 
hospital patients, it integrates into a 
single package the instruments for 
making 19 measurements of nine 
body variables. The cart will be 
used at the upcoming summer 
Olympic games in Montreal. Manes 
team took part in each major design 
decision. 
"We want Dave's group to see our 

products at the very beginning from 
our customer's point of view," says 
Malk's boss, R&D director Richard 
Nesbit. "Our philosophy is to mold 
marketing into design and manufac-
turing, not make a product and then 
hand it to somebody to sell." 

Early involvement. To carry out 
this mandate, Malk and his staff of 
10 are involved in every new prod-
uct developed throughout Beck-
man's 11 divisions. "We're inte-
grated at every level of 
development," says the 20-year 
Beckman veteran. In fact, because 
his participation often takes the 
form of challenging how new prod-
uct functions are carried out, the in-
dustrial-design element enters tech-
nical decisions early in the 
development cycle. 
Malk points out that it was his 

group's probing several years ago 
into how best to take pH measure-
ments that led to the development 
of a brand-new type of electrode 
with detachable leads. In turn, this 
formed the basis for Beckman's line 

Challenger. David Malk's industrial design-

ers question product decisions at Beckman. 

of cordless Futura electrodes. 
The enthusiastic Malk, who holds 

a bachelor's degree in art from 
UCLA, looks forward to more contri-
butions in the future. In fact, it 
would describe his staff's jobs better 
if they were called "product archi-
tects," he maintains. 

Hilford sees microprocessors 

boost numerical control 

A proposed job for the micro-
processor, serving at the center of 
numerical control systems for ma-
chine tools, could be its most impor-
tant use yet. 

That's the view of Michael H. Hil-
ford, who designed such a system 
for Rockwell International's Micro-
electronic Device division, Ana-
heim, Calif. "It will make possible 
labor savings and big gains in effi-
ciency," he says, "and give our in-
dustry a towering lead over the rest 
of the world that doesn't have this 
technology." 
Mini replacement. Hilford has 

been leading the design of a system 
built around Rockwell's PPS-8 mi-
croprocessor for a major machine-
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Don't redraw. Restore. 
Suddenly you need copies of that old battered drawing — the one 

with the dirt, creases, and yellowed background. You don't have to 
redraw to get a like-new second original. One fast, easy way is to 
have the old drawing reproduced on Kodagraph film or paper. 

You'll be amazed at the results...the dense black lines, the clean 
background, the overall improved legibility— and at the time and 
money you save. For more information write: Eastman Kodak 
Company, Graphics Markets Division, Dept. R6839, Rochester, 
New York 14650. 

Kodagraph films and papers r Kodak 
Versatility in reprographics 
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If you really need 
a high performance 

low cost ete 
Tracking 
S/D Data Converter 

settet«. ,." 
.• 
a• .• .• 

• 

. DDC's new SDC-520 series is the second generation tracking 
SID converter and is a pin-pin replacement for the current 
industry standard, the ESDC. It is available in 10, 12 or 14 bit 
version. Utilizing the latest in component technology, the SDC-520 
represents a significant increase in performance and reliability. 
The units accept either 3 wire synchro or 4 wire resolver 
information and provide continually updated digital angle data 
without velocity lag. Their high input impedance, transformer 
isolation and transient protection insure trouble free system 
integration. Standard options include all the normal synchro and 
resolver format inputs, 0 to + 70 C or 55 C to + 105 C, and a 
choice of TTL, CMOS or low power Schottky logic. The SDC-520 
series is a true type II servo loop converter having a Ka 
40,000 and featuring a 10 rps full accuracy tracking rate at 14 
bits (tracking rate increase with lower resolution units). Due to 
the ratiometric conversion technique used, signal and reference 
voltage or frequency variations do not affect accuracy. 
Encapsulated construction makes 
these units extremely rugged, 
meeting the requirements of MIL-
STD-20213. They are ideally suited 
for ground support, avionics, fire 
control, radar tracking, naviga-
tion and collision avoidance sys-
tems. The dynamics of this series 
make them suitable for machine 
tool and table positioning con-
trol systems. 

We're Number One in High Performance Data Conversions. 

ca 
ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION 

A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of ILC Industries. Inc. 

AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL PLAZA BOHEMIA, LONG ISLAND, N.Y. 11716 ( 516) 567-5600 

APPLICATIONS AND SERVICE CENTERS 

CALIFORNIA: 2750 Bellflower Blvd., EUROPE: England: The Sanctuary, 
Long Beach 90815 (213) 597-5744 Oakhill Road, Surbiton. Surrey Tel: 01-399-7262 

Interested engineers, write or call Steve Muth or send for our 164-page product line catalog. 

People 

Booster. Microprocessors make machine 

tools more efficient, says Rockwell's Hilford. 

tool manufacturer (see p. 38). At 
about $ 100 in quantity, the micro-
processor-based system is intended 
to replace $2,000-and-up mini-
computers that are used in many of 
today's numerical control systems. 
Complete systems, with sensors and 
input/output devices, sell for up-
wards of $20,000. 

But the $ 100 microprocessor 
could have a sizeable effect on ma-
chine-tool operations, according to 
Hilford. "The tools will operate 
much more efficiently," he predicts, 
and it will be possible to install the 
microprocessor-based controllers on 
tools used in the ever-smaller ma-
chine shops. 

Hilford is a true believer when it 
comes to microprocessors; that's 
useful, since his job as applications 
engineer is to find ways to put the 
processor to work. He worked on 
systems for several companies ear-
lier this year, and it took only about 
a month to put together the first, 
which uses the 4-bit PPS-4, he says. 
"It is comparatively easy to upgrade 
to the (8-bit) PPS-8, because of the 
similarity between the two." 
The lean, well-conditioned 41-

year-old Hilford not only designs 
and develops hardware for Rock-
well's line of p-channel processors, 
he also conducts classes to teach in-
dustrial customers how to use them. 
Besides being fun, he says, these 
training courses themselves contrib-
ute to better design. "The processors 
are so easy to work with, that even 
the new users see ways to do some-
thing in a simpler fashion." 
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THE TRIMMER CAPACITOR 
YOU NEED APPEARS SOMEWHERE 
IN THIS SPOTLIGHT 
MORE THAN 1,000 VARIATIONS TO CHOOSE 

FROM ... AND ERIE DELIVERS ON TIME 

When engineering and purchasing people need Trimmer Capacitors, most 

look to ERIE first. And for good reason Its easy to find the trimmers they need. 

The price is right . . the quality is typically ERIE .. and they know ERIE 
delivers on time to meet production schedules. 

ERIE Trimmer Capacitors range in size from the tiny new -Vari-Thin - 515 

Ceramic Trimmer for quartz watches and other miniature circuits . up to a 

variety of larger sizes and assemblies. Whether you need ceramic, aiir, glass. 
quartz or plastic, we have the dielectric, capacitance range and mounting 

arrangement to meet your requirements If you have the application 

ERIE has the Trimmer Capacitor In the spotlight above, can you find the 
Trimmer best suited to your current bread- board circuit? 

Let ERIE serve as your one- stop source for quality Trimmer Capacitors. 

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 

Erie, Pennsylvania 16512 

CERAMI( 
AIR 

GLASS 
QUARTZ 
PLASTIC 

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR 
TRIMMER CAPACITOR 
CATALOG 500 

OR CALL 814/453-5611 
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No. 
Galileo is not the 

tittle old Napealley 
. maker. 



Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation isn't little nor 
relatively old. We're located about 3,102 miles this 
side of Napa Valley. (That's Sturbridge, Mass. to be 
exact.) And no, we don't make wine either. 

Galileo is simply the world's largest producer of 
fiber optics. We realize that fiber optic technology 
may sound new, but we've already produced trillions 
of feet of optical glass fibers for technical use in the 
last fifteen years! 
One of the uses of our fiber is for optical communi-

cations. You see, Galileo's communication fibers offer 
distinct advantages over copper wire and eliminate 
most of copper's limitations. Extremely pure, very 
strong glass fibers combine the wide bandwidth of 
waveguide systems with the small size and great 
flexibility of wire at a substantial weight savings. 
And because light waves are being transmitted, 
there's no spark or fire hazard. 

You'll also realize other benefits over coaxial and 
twisted pair cable. Fiber optic cables have high infor-
mation carrying capacity, and are immune to electro-
magnetic interference (EMI/RFI). All virtually 
eliminate cross talk between communication chan-
nels. These advantages are particularly important 
for use in computers, ships, aircraft and high rise 
buildings. 
As an innovative leader in optical communication 

cables, Galileo operates a completely integrated fiber 
manufacturing facility, from glass melt-
ing to cable jacketing. This means 
we carefully control quality at 
each critical manufacturing 
step. And because we utilize 
five completely different 
glass making processes, 
plus possess the largest 
production capacity of 
any optical communi-
cation cable facility, you 
can obtain the broadest 
range of cables anywhere. 
Promptly. From current stock. 
And at the best price. 
Our new family of GaliteTM optical cor;;-.4 4.4t 

munication cables is a most significant break- 4114 

through in the ability to supply the optimum cable 
for your specific application. Ga.lite 1000, 2000, 3000, 
4000, and 5000 span the widest spectrum of commu-
nication cables available from one manufacturer. 
And with more to come. The Galite family's numeri-
cal apertures range from 0.2 to 0.66 with attenuation 
levels that permit increasingly longer communica-
tion systems. Examples of current applications 
are inter-and-intracomputer data transfer, secure 
phone and video lines, military communication 
centers, medical monitoring, industrial controls, 
and many, many more. 

Galileo also manufactures a broad range of 
fiber optic components, Channeltron® electron 
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multipliers and microchannel plate multiplier 
arrays, miniature high voltage power supplies, and 
silicon diodes and rectifiers. 

So no matter if you're faced 
with a supply problem 

requiring large produc-
tion quantities for 
immediate delivery at 
very economical prices. 
Or a design problem 
demanding a truly 
unique solution, Galileo 

can help you right 
now with both. And on a non-

disclosure basis. For more infor-
mation, write: Galileo Electro-Optics 

Corporation, Galileo Park, Sturbridge, Mass. 01518. 
Or call us at (617) 347-9191. You'll soon discover all 
our products are of the finest vintage. 

Imagine what we could be doing far you right now. 

CI> 
Galileo Electro-Optics Corp_ Galileo Park, Sturbridge, Massachusetts 01518, ( 617) 347-9191 
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Thin-Trim, 
capacitors 

Tucked in the corner of this Pulsar Watch is a mini-
ature capacitor which is used to trim the crystal. 
This Thin-Trim capacitor is one of our 9410 series, 
has an adjustable range of 7 to 45 pf, and is . 200" 
x . 200" x . 050" thick. 

The Thin-Trim concept provides a variable device 
to replace fixed tuning techniques and cut-and-try 
methods of adjustment. Thin-Trim capacitors are 
available in a variety of lead configurations making 
them easy to mount. 

A smaller version of the 9410 is the 9402 series 
with a maximum capacitance value of 25 pf. These 
are perfect for applications in sub- miniature cir-
cuits such as ladies' electronic wrist watches and 
phased array M1C's. 

gIeta#46i# 
Johanson Manufacturing Corporation 

Rockaway Valley Road 
Boonton, New Jersey 07005 

(201) 334-2676 TWX 710-987-8367 

Meetings 

Computer Simulation Conference, 
IEEE et al., Sheraton Park Hotel, 
Washington, D.C., July 12-14. 

Sixth Annual Intersociety Confer-
ence on Environmental Systems, 
ASME, AIAA, et al., Town and Country 
Hotel, San Diego, July 12-15. 

Power Engineering Society Summer 
Meeting, IEEE, Portland Hilton Ho-
tel, Portland, Ore., July 18-23. 

International Omega Association 
Meeting, IOA (Arlington, Va.), 
Sheraton National Motor Hotel, Ar-
lington, Va., July 27-29. 

Nuclear and Space Radiation Ef-
fects Conference, IEEE, University of 
California, San Diego, July 27-30. 

International Microwave Power 
Symposium, International Micro-
wave Power Institute, (Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada), Louvain, Bel-
gium, July 27-30. 

1976 Joint Automatic Control Con-
ference, IEEE et al., Purdue Univer-
sity, Lafayette, Ind., July 27-30. 

International Conference on Com-
puter Communication, International 
Council for Computer Communi-
cation, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, 
Canada, Aug. 3-6. 

Symposium on Control in Trans-
portation Systems, IFAC, IFIP, and 
IFORS, Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Aug. 9-13. 

20th Annual SPIE Technical Sym-
posium and Instrument Display, 
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers, Town and Coun-
try Hotel, San Diego, Aug. 23-27. 

Compcon 76 Fall, IEEE, Mayflower 
Hotel, Washington, D.C., Sept. 
7-10. 

International Machine Tool Show, 
National Machine Tool Builders' 
Association (McLean, Va.), Inter-
national Amphitheatre and 
McCormick Place, Chicago, Sept. 
8-17. 
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Is our new HP-27 an engineering work of art? 
Or simply the most powerful preprogrammed calculator 

we've ever built? 
It depends whether you consider 
versatility artistic. 

The HP-27 offers you all the log, 
trig and exponential functions we've pre-
programmed into all our scientifics. Plus 
new stat and financial functions, new 
storage capacity, new clearing operations 
and engineering notation. 

That's why we've dubbed it our 
"Scientific/Plus:. 

It lets you forecast, allocate 
resources, analyze costs. 

The combination of stat functions, 
storage registers, selective clearing and 
RPN logic system with 4-register stack 
takes the time and trouble out of 
sophisticated stat calculations. 

It performs valuable time-value-
of-money calculations. 

Whether you're looking to figure 
your mortgage or build a capital budget, 
the HP-27 makes the task easy. You might 
even be able to do both at the same time, 
thanks to its exceptional storage 
capacity 

Financial functions 

Number of periods 

Interest/period 

Payment 
amount/period 

Present value 

Future value 

Net present value 

NEW 

Internal rate of 
return for up to 10 
different uneven 
cash flows 
NEW 

f 

PMT 

19 memories simplify complex 
calculations. 

You can store constants in 10 ad-
dressable storage registers, financial data 
in five financial registers. And you have 
four operational registers in the stack 
for easy data manipulation. 

Six clearing operations let you do 
multiple calculations without 

destroying data. 
You can clear all 10 addressable 

registers, or just the six used for stat cal-
culations. You can clear the entire stack, 
or just the "X" register. Or you can clear 
the prefix keys only, or you can clear the 
status of the financial registers. 
You get uncompromising design, 

assembly, support. 
Three things that have made 

believers of the million + people who 
own personal-sized HP calculators. 
Three prerequisites for a potential 
engineering work of art. 

800-538-7922 
(in Calif. 800-662-9862). 

The toll-free numbers to call for 
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complete specs on our new $200.00* 
HP-27 Scientific/Plus and a nearby 
dealer. Or send the coupon. 

HEWLETT ek PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
Dept 214C 19310 Pruneridge Avenue. Cupertino. CA 95014 

Hewlett-Packard 
Dept. 214C 
19310 Pruneridge Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
Please send me HP-27 specs 

Name 

Company  

Street 

City  

State/Zip  

*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes — 
Continental U.S. Alaska & Hawaii 616/06. 

Statistical functions 
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Factorial 

Accumulates /deletes 
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Linear regression 

Standard deviation 

Correlation coefficient 

NEW 

Variance 

NEW 

Normal distribution 

NEW 

Linear estimate 

• 
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CPU with Real-Time Clock, 
AutoLoad and Power Fail 
Restart capability 

The ALPHA LS1-3/05 Millicomputer. 
The lowest priced,16-bit, full-scale, packaged computer in the w 



...building your own just doesn't add up. 
Sum and substance. An 

unbeatable combination even for 
our competition, so you needn't 
feel too badly. 

Especially when you consider 
everything we've got going for us. 

Specialization, of course. 
OEM computers — low-cost OEM 
computers — are our only business. 
The NAKED MINI® people, 
remember? And when you do 
only one thing, you do it better. 

Experience, too. Over 10,000 
up-and-running, field-proven 
computers successfully integrated 
into all kinds of sophisticated 
OEM products. 

Also, some things Henry 
Ford would have appreciated. 
Buying in volumes most OEM's 
can't manage. Building the 
same way. 

Where all that gets you is on 
the down-hill side of the learning 
curve ...where we get our pay-off 
and you get the lowest-priced, 
most reliable computers around. 

That explains why we can, 
but not necessarily why you can't. 
Here's the rest of the rationale: 

The chip shot: a hit or a myth? 
The fallacy of the micro-

processor is that a chip set isn't 
a computer. Even if you got your 
chip sets free you still couldn't 
build a computer equivalent to 
our ALPHA LSI-3/05 for $701. 

Price out the subassemblies 
shown in the picture and see what 
we mean. CPU, memory, card 
cage, power supply and console. 
All of that design and develop-
ment time. Amortized over maybe 
a few hundred systems? 

Heart of the ALPHA LSI- 3/05 
shown at left is this NAKEDT" 
MILLI central processor 
and memory for $395!` 

Comp u terAu toma tio n 
will build thousands of ALPHA 
LSI-3/05 systems. 

Then there's the pack-
aging and fabrication. Cable 
assemblies, too. 

Just think about the procure-
ment activity alone.The lead time. 

Getting our picture? 

The ALPHA LSI-3/05 is offered in three series 
featuring a choice of card cages, consoles, mem-
ories and power supplies. 

Computers vs. computerization 
How do you talk to a 

computer? 
Mostly with money, it turns 

out. Interface money. And mostly 
a lot of it. 

Interfacing a computer to 
one or two peripheral devices can 
easily cost as much or more than 
the computer itself. 

Which is why we invented 
the Distributed I/O System. An 

optional interfacing system 
that simultaneously 
interfaces up to 32 
peripherals and spe-
cial devices, serial 
or parallel in any 
combination, 
for less than 
$200* per 
interface. 

What you see is not exactly 
what you get 

Here's what else you get when 
you buy an ALPHA LSI-3/05 
millicomputer: 
0 95 powerful instructions 
D Individually vectored 

interrupts 
D Direct Memory Access 
El Memory expansion to 32K 
D Maxi-Bus interchangeability 

for easy upward expansion 
to our full line of compatible 
minicomputers 
Plus full-fledged mini-

computer software. 

From the people who 
brought you the NAKED MINI 

The people with the largest 
line of compatible computers in 
the world. 

Maxi-Bus compatible ALPHA LSI-3/05 achieves 
unprecedented cost-effectiveness with Computer-
Automation's new Distributed I/O System. 

The people with the lowest-
priced computers in the world. 

The people with the first 
and only Distributed I/O System 
in the world. 

The people who've been 
simplifying OEM build versus buy 
decisions for years. 

ComputerAutomation 
NAKED MINI Division 

U. S.A. 18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92715 
(714) 833-8830 

EUROPE Hertford House, Denham Way, Maple 
Cross, Rickmansworth WD3 2XD, Hertfordshire, 
England; Telephone: Rickmansworth 71211 

*All prices shown are for lots of ICX1. t U.S.A. on:y) 

Patent Pending 

For further information circle 22 
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First polarized coil connector. 
One of Detroit's better ideas, 
the polarized connector for 
ignition coil systems 
was conceived in VALOX 
resin. Unlike nylon, VALOX 
resin offered superior elec-
tricals and dimensional 
stability in both high heat 
and moist environments plus 
outstanding chemical resist-
ance and excellent flexural 
strength for the unique 
snap- fit design. 

First mil- spec thermoplastic 
polyester. Hughes switched 
from DAP for its connector as 
VALOX resin became the first 
thermoplastic polyester to 
meet military specifications. 
It provided unsurpassed chem-
ical resistance. excellent dimen-
sional stability and a 40% cost 
savings without sacrificing high 
heat resistance. 

First portable hot lather 
dispenser. The Hot Shave 
Capsule— ... a Clairol first. is an-
other appliance first for VALOX 
resin. VALOX resins offered a 
unique combination of excellent 
properties including chemical 
and heat resistance. UL Bulletin 
94 V-0 performance. electricals 
and glossy appearance. 
All at attractive costs. 

For more data. write VALOX Products 
Section 266. General Electric Company 
One F,astics Ave.. Pittsfield, MA 01201. 

YOUR FIRSTS MAKE US FIRST. 
WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TO, GE PASTICS 

LExANe NORYL" VALOX GE NAC 
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Electronics newsletter  

Raytheon decides 

to use sapphire for 

fault-tolerant computer 

Interdata 5/16 

joins one-board 

minicomputers 

Motorola to build 

solar-cell arrays 

for battery chargers 

Raytheon Co. has opted for C-MOS on sapphire for the arithmetic logic 
unit of the fault-tolerant spaceborne computer being built for the Air Force 
Space and Missile Systems Organization [Electronics, Dec. 25, 1975, p. 
36]. Raytheon's C-MOS on sapphire work isn't new, but like that of 
Hewlett-Packard Co. [Electronics, June 10, p. 34] it's surfacing as a 
means of attaining more computer speed. Raytheon's Equipment division 
expects to deliver a brassboard to the Air Force in November. 

Jack Stuffier, consulting scientist for the computer, which must have 
95% probability of operating in space for five years, says the C-MOS 
sapphire is being used to achieve the specified speed of 200,000 operations 
per second. Complexity of the LSI arrays is about 300 gates using some 
1,700 transistors per chip in a standard array designed by the Raytheon 
Missile System division Microelectronics Laboratory. The Bedford, Mass., 
lab provides masks from which Solid State Scientific Inc. of Montgomery-
ville, Pa., fabricates the arrays. A brassboard is functionally equivalent, 
but not necessarily built to the same size constraints, as a prototype, which 
will be the next step in the fault-tolerant computer program. 

Interdata Corp. is the latest manufacturer to offer a microprocessor-based 
one-board minicomputer, which it is calling the 5/16. The unit joins a 
group of such machines, including Digital Equipment Corp.'s LSI-11, Data 
General's microNova, and General Automation's GA- 16/11. But the 5/16 
is about twice as fast as its competitors, says Interdata, because it has 
bipolar bit-slice microprocessors (Advanced Micro Devices 2901), rather 
than MOS, parts in its central processing units. 

Interdata, of Oceanport, N.J., adds another twist to the product by giving 
users access to an input/output bus that can interface directly with the 
new families of I/O peripheral-control chips now coming out to work with 
the Intel 8080 and Motorola M6800 microprocessors. Simultaneously, 
Interdata is introducing a model at the upper end of its 16-bit series, the 
8/16, that it claims is faster and less expensive than its prime competitors, 
DEC's PDP 11/35 and Data General's Nova. 3. 

Motorola's Semiconductor Products Group plans to enter the commercial 
solar energy field this fall with cell arrays for powering battery-charging 
equipment. The firm apparently is the first of the major semiconductor 
houses to get into this business, until now largely the domain of smaller 
specialty companies. 

Michael Coleman, who manages process-technology development for 
the solar-energy department in Phoenix, says the first samples of the panel 
arrays will produce from 1 to 25 W, suitable for trickle charging of remote 
communication and lighting equipment. While the present market is domi-
nated by the Energy Research and Development Agency's ambitious solar 
program, run by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Motorola sees a "long-term 
market of significant size." But this will not become a commercial reality 
before five years or so, Coleman says. 
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Electronics newsletter 

HP lists programable, Hewlett-Packard Co. in July and August will start selling two portable 
nonvolatile memory 224-step programable calculators, the hand-held HP 67, retailing for $450, 

and the thermal printer/display HP 97, priced at $750. The latter will be 
calculator models programed with a new type of card pack designed especially for the internal 

processor, but these cards will not be compatible with the HP 65 program 
cards now on the market. 

In addition, HP has announced a version of its scientific calculator, the 
HP 25C, with a nonvolatile memory, which will sell for $200. It uses a 
C-MOS memory, refreshed by a trickle drain from the battery pack. Finally, 
the company has dropped the prices on two other calculators—the HP 25 
is now $ 145 and the HP 21 is now $80—to be more competitive with 
scientific calculators from Texas Instruments and others. 

Watch prices: After straining since January to get the $ 19.95 digital LED watch in its 
now a $13.95 plastic case to market, U.S. semiconductor watch makers were confronted 

at Chicago's Consumer Electronics Show (June 13-16) with the specter 
model surfaces of a $ 13.95 version coming out of Hong Kong. A company called 

Promoters Ltd., among others, showed a few samples that it says will be 
assembled with Japanese watch chips and displays. The immediate result: 
by show's end, the prediction of a $9.95 digital watch by the end of 
the year hardly fazed anyone. 

Motorola to offer Motorola Semiconductor Products Group will join the one-chip microcom-
1 -chip microcomputer puter race, probably late this year, with an 8-bit, stand-alone controller 

it calls the MC-6802. The part is not completely defined yet, but the firm 
plans to make the device with a memory expandable to 2,048 bits. Among 
the manufacturers in the one-chip derby are Intel Corp., and Texas Instru-
ments also plans an entry. 

Siemens to get Siemens AG has landed an order worth approximately $ 1.6 million from 
$1 6 million for Bavarian Motor Works in Munich, West Germany, to develop and supply .  

an estimated 1,000 units of a new automobile diagnostic test system. 
auto testers Designated the model 451, the timing tester will use a Motorola M6800 

8-bit microprocessor to diagnose ignition systems in late-model BMW 
vehicles. The testers are being built by Siemens Corp. in Cherry Hill, 
N.J., with initial deliveries to BMW set for later this year. 

LMT simulators win The Simulator and Electronics division of France's le Matériel Téléphoni-

international sales que is making substantial headway in the international market. Britain's 
Civil Aviation Authority has approved use of LMT's Concorde simulator 
for accreditation purposes by British Airways pilots. The firm also expects 
the U.S. Army to purchase a prototype of an M60 tank-driving simulator, 
with prospects for sales of more than 300 simulators during the next five 
years. Unless the "buy American" doctrine is invoked, LMT is ex-
pected to win the Army contract, despite a strong bid by Singer Link. 
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As you can see, this chip is housed in ceramic 
and mounted in a forty pin, dual in-line package. 

As you can't see, it's a NOVA' computer. 
Inside that packaging sits a full 16-bit, silicon 

gate, NMOS microNOVA CPU. The mN601. 
The mN601 is the first microprocessor de-

signed and manufactured by a minicomputer com-
pany. And it's the highest performance NMOS 
microprocessor on the market. With our 160 
nanosecond RAM, it has a memory cycle time of 
960 nanoseconds and the fastest instruction 
times going. Like an Add of 2.4 microseconds. 
And a Load of 2.9 microseconds. 

The mN601 has the 16-bit NOVA instruc-
tion set including hardware stack for easy pro-
gramming. And 16-bit data for efficient memory 
use. 

It also has hardware multiply/divide for fast 
program execution. Integral data channel logic for 
easy interfacing to high performance peripherals. 
Control and timing for high density RAM memo-
ries. Integral hidden refresh logic that overlaps 
iistruction execution timing. Plus a unique I/O 
encoding scheme for efficient easy interface de-
sign. Even the real-time clock is included. All of 
which reduces the chip count. 

And all that computer is in a single chip. 
And because the mN601 is a NOVA, it uses 

the most mature, field-proven software you can 
get with any micro. So you can cut back on devel-
opment time and cost by using compatible soft-
ware like our diskette-based Disc Operating System 
and our Real-Time Operating System. 

Also, the mN601 comes with the full documen-
tation support you'd expect from a minicomputer 
company like Data General. 

If you want more than a chip, you can get it. 
There's a whole chip set, a 4K computer-on-a-
board and a fully-packaged 9-slot microNOVA 
MOS mini. And there's more. 

Don't stop here. 
Sign up for a technical seminar on the micro-

NOVA. They'll be held in major cities around the 
country from New York to Los Angeles. They'll last 
a half-day. And they're free. 

For more information call our toll free number, 
800-225-9497 ( Unless you're in Massachusetts. 
In which case, call 1-617-485-9100 Ext. 2509.) 

microNOVA • • 
A giant reduction in the NOVA line. 

DataGeneral 
I Data General, Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 01772 ( 617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario. 

Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361 
NOVA is a registered trademark of Data General Cop. 
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The perfect fit. Between MSI and MOS microprocessors, Fairchild's Macrologic delivers som 

Farchild Macrologicne isn t 
for everyone. Or everything. 

But for what it's for, it's 
sensational. 

The practical mid-point. 
You might say Macrologic is 

the practical midpoint between 
MSI and MOS microprocessors. 

This Bipolar microprocessor 
chip set is larger, simpler and 
more economical than MSI. 

But faster and more flexible 
than MOS microprocessors. And 
it's microprogrammable. 

In fact if you re designing 
certain kinds of peripheral 
systems or controllers, Fairchild 
Macrologic can actually save 

you design time, package count. 
board space, circuit cost, 

FAIRCHILD 
M AC R OLOG " 
DEVICES 

LS/TTL I 9403 9401 9405 9404 9406 9407 9410 

CMOS 4703 4735 4704 4706 4707 4710 4702 

li 
TTL CoMpalifee 

To Be 
Announced 

4th Otr 
9408 Md e to Come   

assembly cost, system speed 
Or all of the above 

How to tell if Macrologic is 
really for you. 

If any of :he ollowing 

o,oce 0.0-) • 
, 

9 Ce. 
,t> 

Qe ! e 

propositions sound personally 
meaningful to you, you should 
definitely look further into 
Macrologic. 

With Fairchild Macrologic 
you can: 

1. Emulate existing TTL 

processors at higher speed and 
lower cost. 

2. Emulate existing micro-
processors at higher speed or 
lower power 

3. Design peripheral control-
lers with reduced package 
counts and at lower cost than 



ery practical advantages. 

previously possible 
4 Reach for a ow-cost 

single- package solution for 3 
specialized functiors FIFO& 
CRCs and Bit Rate Generators 

Presenting 15 Macrologic de-
vices in CMOS, 1,1_ and LSÍTTL. 

What s more, Fairchild 
Mac,ologic offers you more 
devices n more technologies 
than you'll find anywhere else 
First in LS/TTL And now. 8 new 
CMOS and I3L devices as well 

Everything for putting 

together, say. a bus-oriented 
microprogrammed processor 
operating at 10 MHz — ALUs. 

stacks. FIF0s, registers et cetera 
A few more things to re-

member about Fairchild Macro-
logic 

Compared with equivalent 
devices Macrologic comes in 
a smaller package. needs less 
board space. is easier to pro-
gram and requires less ROM for 
program storage 

And a Macrologic micro-
assembler package is available 

through a worldwide timeshare 
service 

Details, details. 
For complete details on 

Macrologic, write or call your 
Fairchild Sales Office. Distributor 
or Representative today 

Fairchild Camera & Instru-
ment Corp. Bipolar Memory & 
ECL Division, 464 Ellis St, 
Mountain View, CA 94042 Tel 
(415) 962-3541 TWX 910-379-

6435 
Macrologic from Fairchild 

figt el) 
WHO ELSE? 
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$795 
never 

bought 
a system 
DMM 

like this... 

until now. 
• Fully programmable in function, 
range and even autorange 
• Full remote control up to 12 
conversions/sec 
• Complete interface capability 
• 0.007% Basic accuracy for 
6 months 

W5ATA PRECISION 
...years ahead 

Until now, you'd pay $2000 to get what the 
Model 3400 gives you and even then, you might 
come up short. 

The Data Precision Model 3400, at just $795*, is 
the world's most accurate systems/lab 41/2-digit 
multimeter. It is the only DMM in this price 
range designed with digital data interface as a 
true system multimeter as well as a highly versa-
tile stand-alone unit. It is completely and inde-
pendently programmable from its rear terminal 
digital interface for both range, function and 
even autorange. 

The Model 3400 features include TRI-PHASICe, 
the Data Precision exclusive conversion cycle for 
drift-free overall system performance; up to 12 
complete full-scale conversions per second 
providing printer-compatible data throughput 
rates; overload protection to 1000 Volts peak on 
all Volt and Ratio ranges, plus 270V on all resist-
ance ranges; and optimum utilization of 41/2 
digit resolution through 100% overrange. 

And there is still more. The Model 3400 imple-
ments "overlap mode" for interlacing MUX 
advance and sampling, so that system through-
put rate equals instrument conversion rate, 
without MUX settling errors; BCD output is 
fully printer-compatible; accurate, stable, 
repeatable 10 µV resolution DC and AC; and it 
provides full function versatility: DC Volts; AC 
Volts; Ohms; DC/DC and AC/DC Ratio. IEEE 
Standard 488 BUS optional. 

In the Model 3400, Data Precision has put com-
plete system-implementing control within 
reach of many new customers. It's just part of 
our on-going commitment to provide the most 
accurate and reliable instrumentation at the 
lowest possible price. *Price U.S.A. 

For complete information or a demonstration, 
contact your local Data Precision representative 
or Data Precision Corporation, Audubon Road, 
Wakefield, MA. 01880, (617) 246-1600. TELEX 
(0650) 949341. 
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Electronics review 

Magnetic heads 
to be built 
with thin films 
Applied Magnetics building 

product prototypes; densities 

of 8,000 b/in., frequencies to 

7.5 MHz have been obtained 

Thin-film technology is finally mak-
ing it into the production of mag-
netic read/write heads. Applied 
Magnetics Corp., Goleta, Calif, 
says that prototypes of the heads, 
based on transducer technology it li-
censed last year from the French 
firm of Cie. Internationale pour 

Sensor. Thin laminated films of permalloy 

make up the magnetic sensing element in 

batch-fabricated read/write head. Track 

width can be held to less than 2 mils. 

• 

l'Informatique, are to. be delivered 
to a major manufacturer of disk 
drives by September. And Bur-
roughs Corp., Detroit, also says it is 
offering a head-per-track disk file 
that uses thin-film heads. 
With its small, batch-fabricated 

structures and high frequency re-
sponse, the thin-film technology has 
looked promising for several years 
as an improvement in the cost and 
performance of the read/write 
heads used in magnetic tape and 
disk storage units. 
Vacuum deposition. According to 

O.M. Fundingsland, marketing and 
sales manager for heads at Applied 
Magnetics, tests now are being run 
on units made with production-type 
vacuum-deposition equipment that 
could easily be cranked up for full-
scale production. The company says 
it has demonstrated heads that al-
low bit-packing densities of 8,000 
bits/in, and frequency ranges up to 
7.5 megahertz, using the same elec-
tronics packages as in conventional 
ferrite heads. 

Within two years, says Ray Free-
man, vice president of marketing, 
"we expect our heads to enable bit-
packing densities of over 10,000 
bits/in, and a frequency range 
above 10 MHz. These results will be 
accomplished with conventional 
media and electronics." 

Technology limits. Present head 
technology based on mu-metal and 
ferrite materials has just about 
reached the limit in terms of cost-
performance, according to Funding-
sland. The heads used in disk drives 
such as IBM's 3350, for example, are 
ferrite and operate at about 6,400 
bits/in. and 4.8 wiz. 

Fundingsland's firm sells such 
heads to other manufacturers and 
he says improvements can only be 
achieved now at what would prob-
ably be prohibitive costs. (In fact, he 
notes, most improvements in head 
technology in recent years have not 
been in electrical performance, but 
rather in aerodynamics, allowing 
the heads to ride closer to the media 
surface.) Thus, he sees the thin-film 

1 MHz 10 MHz 

FREQUENCY 
50 MHz 

Response. Permeability of thin-film material used in the read/write head stays fairly constant 

out to very high frequencies, unlike that of more conventional head materials. 
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heads as opening up a new era of 
head designs that will extend the 
performance to new levels at accept-
able costs. 
Heads of permalloy. The heads 

are built by depositing magnetic 
material—"in the permalloy family," 
according to the firm—and conduc-
tive material—"in the copper fam-
ily"—on a substrate. The magnetic 
material is deposited in layers to 
create laminations, which are neces-
sary to avoid formation of domain 
walls that create noise due to the 
Barkhausen effect, according to the 
company. One pole piece is about 4 
to 8 micrometers thick. 
The conductors are similarly de-

posited in layers, with glass-like in-
sulation in between, to create multi-

turn structures. Generally, about 10 
to 30 turns are used, whereas Bur-
roughs' thin-film heads may be us-
ing a single-turn and thus require 
more complex electronics. 

Overall, the completed head is 
about 2 mils thick, while conven-
tional heads are about 50 to 200 
mils thick. The head is designed 
with the aid of a computer, which 
solves a complex equation taking 
into account fringing fields and the 
depth of penetration of the mag-
netic field into the media. The curve 
at the bottom of p. 31 show the thin-
film head's permeability, which de-
termines the signal output, remain-
ing at an acceptable level out to 50 
MHz, far beyond that of bulk 
perm alloy and ferrite. 

Citizens' band 

Transceiver sets tested by FCC 

flunk interference requirements 

The Federal Communications Com-
mission is not happy with the 
electromagnetic interference it's 
seeing from citizens' band trans-
ceivers, so earlier this month it took 
a step toward tighter control of 
manufacturers and importers seek-
ing the type acceptance needed to 
market equipment. 
The score so far: FCC: 25; CB: 0. 
"We took hardware samples, and 

we found that 25 out of 25 failed 
type acceptance upon examination 
of the equipment," says Ray 
Spence, the FCC chief engineer. The 
25 sets that the FCC tested were 
from about 20 different manufac-
turers, both domestic and foreign, 
and much of the equipment was al-
ready on distributors' shelves await-
ing the go-ahead to be sent out to 
retailers. 

"Before we started, I guessed 
about 50% would pass," Spence 
says. "Now I'm not so optimistic; 
I'm afraid to look any further." 

All to be checked. Nevertheless, 
he will. "And, until we start seeing a 
100% compliance rate, we'll con-
tinue looking at 100% of the equip-
ment that's submitted for type ac-

ceptance." Previously, the FCC 
handled CB type acceptance by re-
viewing only the documentation 
that was submitted. However, it al-

ways reserved the right to screen 
equipment. Based on documenta-
tion filings alone, all but one of the 
25 would have passed. 
More failures expected. Spence's 

disclosures—made to dealers attend-
ing last week's Consumer Electron-
ics Show in Chicago—are bound to 
send manufacturers back to their 
drawing boards. The commission 
has received 80 or 90 applications 
for Cs type acceptance since it 
started screening the initial 25. And 
there's bound to be more: an FCC 
report and order is expected next 
month that will probably expand 
the 27-megahertz class D citizens' 
band service from 23 to 40 or 45 
channels by early next year. 
"We expect to see a couple of 

hundred applications within the first 
couple of months after the rule 
making," Spence says. "After all, 
most manufacturers already have 
the expanded 27-MHz equipment 
designed. All that equipment will be 
reviewed also." 
As for transceivers that are al-

ready out in the field or waiting to 
be sold on dealers' shelves: "There 
is no way to recall a CB. But we'll 
start looking at equipment already 

CB exhibitors top 100 at consumer show 

Despite the FCC's crackdown on out-of-spec citizens' band gear, the 
mood of the industry remains ebullient. Last week's noisy, bustling Con-
sumer Electronics Show in Chicago found over a hundred manufacturers 
and importers of CB-related gear lining the aisles, with no firm signs of the 
inevitable shakeout in sight. 

Estimates of 1976 factory sales were as volatile as ever— ranging from 
$500 million to over $1 billion—even though backlogs have begun to soften 
for low-end transceivers. On the high end, however, it's still a seller's mar-
ket, with much fanfare about such features for the hobbyist as noise blank-
ing, squelch, automatic noise limiting, and standing-wave-ratio meters in-
cluded in the equipment. 
The appeal to the hobbyist will also spark the growth of in-dash and com-

bination (a-m/fm/CB) units and hasten the trend to digital synthesis and 
channel display. Digital controls also make remote units possible: all user 
controls are mounted on the mike, and the radio is relegated to the trunk, 
alleviating the problems of theft and dashboard clutter. And increased use 
of phase-locked loop circuitry with which the various channel frequencies 
are derived has eased the crystal shortages prevalent a year ago, although 
some manufacturers remark that signal/output meters are now in short 
supply. 

For those makers and sellers that survive the shakeout—which con-
sensus puts a year or so away—business should remain strong for another 
four years. Or perhaps seven, some say, figuring 50% saturation of a total 
potential market of 230 million units. 
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on the market as soon as time per-
mits," he says. 
Not all of the applications were 

rejected; manufacturers of units 
which might go over 100% modu-
lation were given 60 days to correct 
the problem. "But we're going to re-
ject the others," he says. Over-
modulation—usually at high voice 
levels—causes splatter into adjacent 
channels, and the interference stays 
within the CB band. 

Serious problems included high 
levels of spurious harmonics due to 
poorly designed filters, and transient 
emissions occuring between the time 
that talk starts and the modulation 
limiter is applied. Both generate fre-
quencies outside the CB service; the 
latter, he adds, is difficult to mea-
sure, as well. 

"I suspect that many people don't 
have the necessary equipment to 
test their own product to make sure 
it complies," Spence says. "I'd guess 
that less than 50% of the sets sold 
are tested to our specs by the manu-
facturer." That's especially true of 
imported units, which are tested un-
der contract by independent labs. 
"But we were surprised to find U.S. 
manufacturers in the lot that was re-
jected. They should have known 
better." 

Photovoltaics 

Thin-film cells 

reach 5% efficiency 

A technique being developed for 
building polycrystaline, rather than 
the usual single-crystal, silicon solar 
cells is promising production devices 
by 1980 that will sell for less than 50 
cents per peak watt. 

"We're making faster progress 
than we expected," says Ting L. 
Chu, head of the research team at 
Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas. Conversion efficiencies of 
greater than 5% for the thin-film 
photovoltaic cells measuring 30 
square centimeters are being 
achieved, and many smaller cells 
exhibit more than 6% efficiency. 

"This time last year, we were 

Magnavox tries built-in games 

While most of the video games competitors have claimed that no U.S. tele-
vision receiver company would put a game chip inside a set, Magnavox 
Corp., the maker of Odyssey games, has now done it. At the Consumer 
Electronics Show in Chicago last week the firm unveiled one 19-inch color-
receiver model that contains three games. 
Designed around a General Instrument Corp. chip, the game/receiver 

combination will retail for $499 starting in September. The games, hockey, 
tennis, and handball, add between $70 and $80 to the price of the 19-inch 
model. 
To play the games, the user pushes a button on the front of the set that 

deactivates the broadcast reception. Paddle controls are plugged into 
sockets at the rear. With the GI chip, the games have vertical paddle control 
only, rather than both vertical and horizontal control as in the separately 
packaged Odyssey games that have Texas Instruments devices. The two 
detachable controls have 12-foot cables to permit players to sit well back 
from the screen. 

seeing a 21/2% efficiency level," Chu 
says, "and that was only on small-
area cells, of about 10 square cen-
timeters." Efficiencies aren't yet as 
high as with single-crystal silicon so-
lar cells for terrestrial use, which run 
from 10% to 12%, he admits, "but 
we're doing it with less expensive 
material and fewer process steps. 
We're shooting for a production 
price of 50 cents per peak watt by 
1980, and we hope to be less than 30 
cents per peak watt by 1985," he 
says. 

Commercially available single-
crystal solar cells built from 2- or 3-
inch diameter wafers (about 20 and 
46 cm2) now sell for about $20 a 
peak watt in purchases of 1 to 10 
kilowatts, and often as high as $40 a 
watt for smaller buys. 

Thin-film funds. The Energy Re-
search and Development Adminis-
tration's short-term goals in its 
photovoltaic energy-conversion 
program are centered around cut-
ting the price of the silicon 
devices to about 50 cents a watt by 
1985. But ERDA concedes that it 
must consider other solar-cell con-
figurations in addition to single-
crystal approaches if photovoltaic 
devices are to be used economically. 
The Washington, D.C.-based 

agency published a request for pro-
posals in March, and, in the next 
few months, it is expected to fund 
several programs, aimed at develop-
ing low-cost thin-film solar cells. Be-

sides polycrystaline silicon, candi-
date materials include gallium 
arsenide, indium phosphide, and 
copper indium selenide—all thin 
films on suitable substrates. 
"The smu work has been the 

prime thrust in the thin film area to 
date," concedes an ERDA official, 
"and we think it shows a lot of 
promise." Chu is confident that he 
will have solar cells with 8% effi-
ciencies within two years, maybe 
even as early as next summer. "And 
by the time we get to 8%, manufac-
turers will be interested in setting up 
pilot-production lines to demon-
strate production feasibility," he 
says. "An 8% cell won't be suitable 
yet for very-large-scale [power] gen-
eration, but it will work in special-
ized applications, such as highway 
call boxes, remote military equip-
ment, and pleasure applications, 
like recharging the batteries on a 
boat." 

Metallurgical grade. Chu's group 
starts with metallurgical grade sili-
con, the 98%-pure material used in 
the aluminum and steel industries 
that sells for about $1 a kilogram. 
To get the larger silicon grains that 
yield higher conversion efficiencies, 
the silicon is first melted and re-
crystalized on an inexpensive graph-
ite substrate, and chlorine gas is run 
through the molten silicon to re-
move some of the impurities, such 
as boron and aluminum. 

Then, to get the pn junction that 
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makes the solar cell, Chu uses chem-
ical-vapor deposition to deposit a 
layer of semiconductor-grade silicon 
20 to 30 micrometers thick, chang-
ing the dopant gases in midstream 
to get a 20- to 30-gm p-type layer 
and a 0.5-gm n-type layer. A tita-
nium-silver contact, used on single-
crystal solar cells, is applied to the 
top surface, and the graphite sub-
strate serves as the second contact. 
(ERDA is also funding work at 
NASA'S Lewis Research Center, in 
Cleveland, to get thick-film contacts 
that can be painted on the solar 
cell.) 
"We think our devices can be 

manufactured using current tech-
niques with a few modifications," 
Chu says. "We'll have to develop a 
process for the recrystalization, but 
chemical-vapor deposition is a com-
mon technique." 

Silicon ingot 

going to 6 inches 

Frederick Schmid was confident 
enough in his heat-exchanger 
method for growing single-crystal 
sapphire ingots to found Crystal 
Systems Inc., in Salem, Mass. 
With the firm profitable after five 

years, he is convinced the same 
method can be used to grow large-
diameter single-crystal silicon. 
These ingots could yield solar cells 
with conversion efficiencies of at 
least 10%, close to what is being pro-
duced today from silicon generally 2 
or 3 inches in diameter, Schmid be-
lieves. However, he wants to at least 
double the diameter. 
The company has a contract from 

the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration to demon-
strate the feasibility of its technique 
for producing silicon ingots 6 inches 
in diameter. Schmid delivered a pa-
per detailing the process this week 
at the 1976 Electronic Materials 
Conference of AIME, the American 
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical 
and Petroleum Engineers, at the 
University of Utah in Salt Lake 
City. 

Crystal Systems' contract is part 
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Growth pattern. Cooled by helium gas, molten silicon seed crystal grows to edges of cru-

ble Six-inch-diameter single-crystal silicon ingot is initial goal of Crystal Systems. 

of the low-cost silicon solar array 
project at ERDA [Electronics, March 
6, 1975, p. 29]. Schmid says that af-
ter six months of effort he feels 
"very positive. We've been able to 
handle silicon nicely in a vacuum 
and we have good control of the 
whole system. We haven't seen any-
thing that indicates trouble." 
No pulling. The heat-exchanger 

method differs from the Czochralski 
crystal-growing technique chiefly in 
that the crystal grows, without being 
pulled, upward and outward from a 
seed at the bottom of a crucible. It 
assumes the shape of the crucible. 
The crucible is in a graphite resist-
ance furnace, and the whole system 
is in a vacuum. The Czochralski 
process does not use a vacuum, and 
the boule or ingot is pulled from the 
top of a melt as the crystal rotates. 
Schmid calls the actual growing 

process "directional solidification." 
It has produced sapphire ingots 10 
inches in diameter, and Crystal Sys-
tems has an Air Force contract to 
extend that to 14.5 inches. The 
ERDA contract also covers tech-

niques for slicing the ingots (see 
"Getting the most from the ingot," 
p. 36). 

Crystal Systems starts with a seed 
crystal centered on the bottom of a 
quartz crucible loaded with low-
purity silicon stock, as shown in the 
drawing above. The furnace's heat-
ing elements surrounding the cru-
cible melt the silicon, so that some 
nucleates around the seed crystal. 
At this point, the flow of cooling he-
lium gas through the heat ex-
changer on which the seed rests is 
increased, the temperature of the 
furnace (and the molten silicon) is 
lowered, and the crystal starts grow-
ing in all directions. 
A thermocouple at the top of the 

helium-injection tube allows close 
control of the temperature of the 
growing solid crystal. A simple feed-
back loop permits independent con-
trol of the molten silicon tempera-
ture. Once crystal growth is 
completed, the ingot is annealed in 
place just below the melt tempera-
ture to relieve solidification stresses. 
During growth, there is no move-
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They mastered 
new design concepts with 
Motorola's M6800 Family. 

HONEYWELL 
Vehicular traffic management is recognized as one of the 
great practical transportation problems. Honeywell attacked 
this problem head-on, with the programmable, multi-purpose, 
Type 140 controller for both intersection and freeway ramp 
applications. It has the speed, capacity, and versatility for 
uses from simple, fixed, time control to sophisticated, traffic 
responsive, centrally directed operation, yet it's low cost. 
The central processing unit is Motorola's MC6800 
microprocessor. 
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It's a desk-size, 30-channel, automated blood analyzer for 
medical laboratories. It performs over 3,000 tests per hour, 
selectively and sequentially, while continuously tracking patient 
identity and sample status. It's fast. Maximum test time is ten 
minutes, from sample pickup to completion. The HYCEL M is 
big news in the medical test instrument field, and HYCEL calls it 
the "ultimate analyzer." All machine functions are automatically 
controlled by the instrument's Motorola's MC6800 microprocessor. 

CHRYSLER 
Chrysler developed the lean burn system to permit engines 
operating in their cars to meet emission standards without 

catalysts, while giving improved fuel economy on either leaded or 
unleaded gas. Servicing this innovative system also called for 
an innovative new concept in diagnostic testing. Chrysler has 
called the MC6800 microprocessor based portable diagnostic 

tester they designed to meet this challenge "an ideal service 
tool," for its versatility and economy. 

Master your design problems 
the M6800 way. 
Whether you are pioneering new concepts or simply trying to do an old 
job better, the M6800 Family can help. Motorola Sales Offices and 
Authorized Motorola Distributors will respond positively to your inquiry. 

0 MOTOROLA M680C 
Benchmark family for microcomputer systems. 
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Getting the most from the ingot 

Besides delivering silicon ingots, Crystal Systems will also report on an im-
proved way to slice them as part of its ERDA contract. The company has 
modified a Varian Associates wafer-slicing saw to work with closely spaced 
diamond-impregnated wires. The goal is to get 100 wafers per inch-21/2 
times as many wafers as is now possible, says Crystal Systems president 
Frederick Schmid. 
Only 10 mils of silicon will be used for each wafer, leaving a wafer about 

6 mils thick after each cut consumes 4 mils. Schmid, who has used the cut-
ting technique experimentally to slice sapphire, says it should be possible to 
have thousands of wire blades per machine. 

ment of the crystal, crucible or fur-
nace, an important advantage 
Schmid cites over the Czochralski 
method. In addition, the crystal is 
protected from contaminants by 
being in a vacuum and. from vibra-
tion by the liquid mass above it as it 
grows. The Czochralski method also 
employs expensive argon gas flow-
ing over the melt to carry off silicon 
monoxide impurities. 
The biggest problem with the 

Crystal Systems technique, Schmid 

notes, is in the initial growth stage 
where "it's a bit difficult to see the 
position of the crystal or the shape 
of the solid-liquid interface. There's 
a lot of trial and error until we see 
that we have a good start, and we 
throw away a lot of crystals." Even 
so, he expects to produce single-
crystal ingots in the last quarter of 
the one-year contract. 
"We're seeding back into the crystal 
now, determining meltback rates 
and proper temperatures." 

Industrial 

Lasers are applied to grade lumber 

and monitor oil spills automatically 

Neither lumber inspection nor oil-
spill monitoring has yet been auto-
mated. But both tasks appear ready 
to succumb to laser technology, ac-
cording to speakers at the recent 
IEEE/Optical Society of America 
conference on laser and electro-op-
tical systems in San Diego. 

Bendix Research Laboratories, 
Southfield, Mich., is field-testing a 
laser system that inspects rough 
planed boards. Installed at a lumber 
mill belonging to American Forest 
Products Corp., a San Francisco-
based subsidiary of Bendix Corp., 
the system locates and identifies 
cracks, knots, holes, edge flaws, and 
other imperfections in the board, all 
despite a confusing background of 
varying grain sizes, board colors and 
color markings. The system then 
calculates the best way to cut the 
board to eliminate the defects while 
marking the wood for later cutting 

so it will yield its greatest market 
value. 

Contrast. "We must be able to see 
cracks as narrow as 4 mils, and to 
get this resolution we needed a la-
ser," says Raymond T. Hebert, for-
mer project engineer Cor scanner de-
velopment at Bendix and now with 
laser manufacturer Spectra-Physics 
Inc., Mountain View, Calif. "Spec-
tral analysis showed that a helium-
neon laser offered the best contrast 
between flaws and the wood." 

Light reflected from a board, 
traveling at 100 feet per minute un-
der a scanning laser beam, strikes 
photomultiplier tubes whose out-
puts are processed through two fil-
ters—a high-pass filter to detect 
small flaws like splits, and a low-
pass filter for gross imperfections 
like knots. Filter outputs that exceed 
a threshold adjusted automatically 
for wood colorings are digitized and 

processed by a 16-bit minicomputer. 
The computer looks for anomalies 

in the reflected signal and stores the 
scan in which they appear. Each 
side of the board, which can be from 
13/4 to 6 inches wide, is scanned 24 
times per inch. Each type of flaw 
produces a characteristic signature 
which, the computer compares 
against models stored in its 
memory. Eventually, the system will 
be connected to an automatic saw, 
Bendix says. 

Oil detector. To replace manual 
sampling as the chief means of de-
tecting oil spills, Texas A&M Univer-
sity, College Station, has developed 
an automatic inspection system that 
will be delivered to the Coast Guard 
this summer. The system uses an 
8- 10-mw helium-cadmium laser 
with a repetition rate up to 500 
kilohertz. The beam is expanded to 
a 2-in, diameter, wide enough to 
lower the power density below the 
level dangerous to the human eye. 
"With the high repetition rate 

and synchronous demodulation 
techniques, we can recover very, 
very small signals," points out Wil-
liam Hulse, director of the Electro-
optics Systems Laboratory at Texas 
A&M. "This makes the system ex-
tremely sensitive—we can detect oil 
films 100 nanometers thick from a 
range of 1,000 ft under varying sun-
light conditions. But sensitivity can 
be adjusted, depending on the wa-
terway, to prevent false alarms." 
The laser, on a motor-driven 

mount, scans the waterway auto-
matically. Light reflected from the 
water is focused through spatial and 
spectral filters, then divided by a 
polarization tube into horizontal 
and vertical components. 
Each component is picked up by 

a photomultiplier tube, and its out-
put is converted to a voltage by a 
transresistance amplifier, scaled, 
and then mixed with the laser fre-
quency to compensate for fluctua-
tions in laser output that occur with 
time and temperature changes. 
The mixing stage produces a dc 

component for the horizontal and 
vertical channels, which is again 
scaled, digitized, and delivered to an 
Intel 8080A microprocessor as 12-
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SORENSEN 
IS THE SOURCE: 
FOR RELIABLE OPEN-
FRAME POWER SUPPLIES. 
SOC, our new line of open-frame power supplies: 

• Standard voltage and package sizes 
• 115/208/230 Vac input standard 
• Made in U.S.A. with quality components 
• No overshoot with turn-on, turn-off or power 
failure 

• Stocked for immediate delivery 
• Conservatively designed and rated 
• Low heat dissipation, high temperature stability 
• One-year warranty, backed by a worldwide service 
organization 

Model No. Series Voltage* 

Ou put Current (Ado)* 

Price @ WC @ WC @ WC 

SOC 2-3 A 2V 3.0 2.4 1.8 $32 
SOC 2-6 B 2V 6.0 4.9 3.8 54 
SOC 2-10 c 2V 10.0 8.0 6.5 67 

SOC 5-3 A 5V 3.0 2.4 1.8 32 
SOC 5-6 B 5V 6.0 4.9 3.8 54 
SOC 5-10 c ' 5V 10.0 8.0 6.5 67 

SOC 12-1.6 A 12V 1.6 1.3 1.0 32 
SOC 12-4.0 B 12V 4.0 3.0 2.5 54 
SOC 12-6.0 c 12V 6.0 5.0 4.2 67 

SOC 15-1.5 A 15V 1.5 1.2 1.0 32 
SOC 15-3.0 B 15V 3.0 2.6 2.2 54 
SOC 15-5.0 c 15V 5.0 4.2 3.5 67 

SOC 24-1.0 A 24V 1.0 .75 .55 32 
SOC 24-2.2 B 24V 2.2 1.9 1.6 54 
SOC 24-3.5 c 24V 3.5 2.9 2.4 67 

SOC 28-0.8 A 28V 0.8 .64 .45 32 
SOC 28-2.0 B 28V 2.0 4.7 1.4 54 
SOC 28-3.1 c 28V 3.1 26 2.0 67 

• Free-air rating - no external heatsink. 
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•• :±5% adjustable. 

Common Specifications: 
AC Input Power: Vac 105-125 (190-226). (210 
to 250 available by using taps on transformer.) 
Frequency 50 to 63H2. (Derate 10% at 50Hz.) 
Voltage Regulation (comb. line and load): 
=0.15% + 6mV for 105 to 125 Vac and 100% 
load change. 
Voltage Ripple and Noise: 1.5roVrms, 5mVpp. 
Temperature Coefficient: 0.03%/°C. 
Drift (24 hours): 0.2% after 1-hour warm-up. 
Remote Sensing: 100mV maxinum drop in 
each leg. 
Operating Temperature: 0°C to 60°C. 
Storage Temperature: -20°C to +85°C. 
Overvoltage Protection: Available on all mod-
els except 2 volt. Specify by adding "VP" suffix 
to model number and add $8 to unit price. 
Current Foldback: Automatic, factory-set to 
140% of rated (40°C) output current. 
Cooling: Convection. 
Finish: Black anodize. 

Call us for OEM discounts: 
(603) 668-4500. 
Sorensen 
676 Island Pond Rd., 
Manchester, N.H. 03103. 

A Raytheon Company 
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bit serial data. The microprocessor 
calculates such parameters as the 
data's mean and variance and han-
dles the decision algorithms that are 
solved to determine oil thickness 
and turbidity. The results are read 
from a hexadecimal display, re-
corded on magnetic tape, or used to 
sound an alarm. 

If the Texas A&M model meets the 
Coast Guard's expectations, the 
next step will be to open bids for a 
production version. Tentative plans 
are to place the scanners on ships 
and around harbors and along wa-
terways. 

Numerical control 

uses MPU chip 

In minicomputer-based numerical 
control systems, the high speed of 
the general-purpose devices has 
been needed to handle the simulta-
neous and complex tasks, such as 
position control and curve gener-
ation, that must be carried out. Mi-
croprocessors, on the other hand, 
are just too slow. Until now, at least. 
Matching mini throughput. By us-

ing parallel "processing" techniques 
that overcome the speed problem, 
Rockwell International's Micro-
electronic Device division, has built 
for a machine-tool maker a micro-
processor-based system for nu-
merical control. Based on the PPS-8 
microprocessor, its system not only 
matches the performance of minis 
in total throughput, but offers a big 
price advantage, claims Michael H. 
Hilford, the Rockwell applications 
engineer directing the project. 
"The system will sell for about 

$100 in quantity, compared with 
$2,000 to $3,000 for the mini-
computers it replaces," he says. 
"And that doesn't take into account 
its simplicity and the flexibility that 
permits varied configurations." 
While the PPS-8 offers a consider-
able savings over minis in numerical 
control systems that themselves cost 
from $20,000 up, this is just the be-
ginning in Hilford's opinion. "As 
microprocessors penetrate the ma-

chine-tool business, the total N/C sys-
tem cost will come down." 
The Anaheim, Calif., division of 

Rockwell built a prototype system 
this spring for a customer described 
as "a major vertically integrated 
machine-tool company." This com-
pany is likely to be aiming at an-
nouncing a tool using the Rockwell 
system at the 1976 International 
Machine Tool Show in Chicago 
next September. In the meantime, 
Rockwell is offering its system to 
other machine-tool and numerical-
control manufacturers. 

Rockwell's first system incorpo-
rated its 4-bit, p-channel PPS-4 pro-
cessor because the customer wanted 
to start out simply, Hilford says. But 
design has already been completed 
for an improved system using the 
8-bit PPS-8, which also is off-the-
shelf hardware. 

Distributed elements. In develop-
ing the system, Rockwell banked on 
its experience with parallel process-
ing techniques developed to keep 
the speed of systems using its slower 
p-channel devices close to the 

speeds possible with its n-channel 
competitors. Thus, logic elements 
are distributed as peripherals— 
called interval timers but actually 
real-time event controllers—where 
they each perform part of the total 
processing task. 
An interval timer, built on a 

large-scale-integrated chip, consists 
of four binary counters that receive 
input from tool sensors such as the 
one for monitoring position, for ex-
ample; three 12-bit and one 8-bit 
buffer memories that hold the data 
needed to operate the tool, and two 
discrete output ports and a 4-bit 
bidirectional input/output port. 

In a typical numerically con-
trolled milling machine, for ex-
ample, these timers would control 
the overall motor speed, while sen-
sing and adjusting the positioning of 
the tool along three axis as shown in 
the diagram. 
"The limits of each operating pa-

rameter are programed from the mi-
croprocessor into each timer," Hil-
ford explains. "Then, in real time, 
the timers perform the individual 

Shared chores. Numerical controller built around Rockwell PPS-8 microprocessor uses in-

terval timers—or event controllers—to share the load in control tasks. 
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The programmable 
frequency synthesizer 

that lets you 
get on the bus 

without being taken 
for a ride 

versatile 
Frequency range: 0.01Hz to 
20MHz plus 30MHz to 
50MHz offset frequency out-
put 

Note: Exact also has a line 
of ASCII Programmable 
Function Generators. 

IJ EXACT 
 electronics, inc. 

BOX 160 HILLSBORO OREGON 97123 

(503) 648-6661 TM 910-460 8811 
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low cost 
The Model 802 Frequency 
Synthesizer takes its place 
between the highly sophisti-
cated (and highly expensive) 
synthesizers and the less ver-
satile RC and LC oscillators. 
Now at a reasonable cost, 
you can have a signal source 
with crystal controlled sta-
bility, high frequency accu-
racy and resolution, and the 
capability of remote control 
programming, either BCD or 
ASCII compatible with 
IEEE STD 488-1975, the 
standard ASCII "BUS". 

stable and 
accurate 
The Model 802 offers fre-
quency stability of 10 ppm/ 
year and accuracy of .001% of 
setting. Bandswitching by 
decade ranges maintains a 
constant 6-digit resolution 
throughout the frequency 
range. Outstanding signal 
purity with low phase noise 
and low harmonic and non-
harmonic spurious outputs 
permit accurate measure-
ment of narrow band com-
munications circuits. Amp-
litude is controlled with 
0.01db resolution from 
-69.99dbm to + 26.99dbm 
with 0.05 db flatness. 

simple 
Simple to operate, simple to 
calibrate, simple to main-
tain. Just six plug-in circuit 
boards plus a plug-in power 
supply perform all frequency 
synthesis functions.Conven-
ient test points make loca-
tion of faulty cards quick 
and easy. And, in case of 
trouble, you can substitute a 
new card without extensive 
recalibration. 

In one instrument, the 
Model 802 offers frequency 
coverage from 1 Hz to 20 
MHz, or 0.01 Hz to 20 MHz 
as an option, for an extreme-
ly stable source of signals 
typically requiring more 
than one instrument. Fre-
quency accuracy is ± .001%, 
or by using the Model 802's 
phase lock input, it can be 
slaved to an external fre-
quency standard for even 
higher accuracy. Options in-
clude BCD programming, 
ASCII programming (com-
patible with IEEE STD 
488-1975), several output im-
pedances, low frequency ex-
tender (to 0.01Hz), and rack 
mounting adapters. 
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control tasks without intervention of 
the central processing unit." How-
ever, the MPU communicates with 
the timer, updating the numbers for 
positioning and control. The timer 
chip itself controls the electrome-
chanical elements—such as stepping 
motors and tool speeds—of the ma-
chine tool. 
The amount of time spent by the 

microprocessor on control-related 
operations is 8% on average, 12% for 
the most extreme case—as against 
about 50% for a minicomputer, ac-
cording to Hilford. The time freed 
up is then available for non-real 
time functions such as calculation of 
curve data, data manipulation, and 
housekeeping jobs. In this way, 
Rockwell compensates for the rela-
tively slow speed of the PPS-8-4-
microsecond add/subtract time ver-
sus 1 its for a minicomputer. 
The $ 100 PPS-8 system in a con-

figuration for milling operations 
comes with 2,048-bits of read-only 
memory and 256 by 8 bits of ran-
dom-access memory. Included are 
six time-interval counters. Program-
ing is in an assembly language using 
simple mnemonics like add, sub-
tract, and store. The system permits 
varied configurations of floppy disk 
memory, printers, and displays for 
virtually any numerical-control task, 
Hilford says. 

Consumer 

I2L chip decodes 

Teletext for TI 

Now that Britain's digitally trans-
mitted television "magazine" is op-
erational, set makers there are gear-
ing up to include the decoding and 
display logic in their receivers. And 
it looks as if the early business will 
go to Texas Instruments Ltd., still 
the only firm that's announced de-
coding circuitry, called Tifax, to 
meet the ambitious specifications of 
the data service called Teletext 
[Electronics, Feb. 5, p. 68]. 
The first modules will be used in 

an add-on decoder to be introduced 
later this year by Labgear Ltd., a 

Teletext in the U.S.? Not soon 

It is doubtful that the decoding circuitry developed for the UK and Europe 
can be easily converted for use in the U.S. Besides the basic display differ-
ences-625 lines in Europe (except France) vs 525 lines—there is not 
enough bandwidth available in the U.S. broadcast standard to allow trans-
mission at 7 megabits per second. The Public Broadcasting Service, how-
ever, is trying to set a standard for data transmission in its proposal to the 
Federal Communications Commission for digitally encoded transmission on 
the signal retrace to be used for captioning programs for the deaf. 

There is, however, probably more concern by U.S. broadcasters for the 
concept, rather than the details, of Teletext. Unlike the British Broadcasting 
Service, which is supported by an annual license fee for television receiv-
ers, U.S. broadcasters depend on advertising revenues. They may not wish 
to offer their audiences an alternative to commercial-filled programing. 

Philips-owned firm. Other sets with 
a built-in TI decoder probably will 
be announced next year by rrr and 
by Thorn Consumer Electronics, the 
largest British set maker. 
Heading for $50. Ti's Tifax will 

sell for just under $230 when ship-
ments begin this summer; set manu-
facturers, however, may add their 
own markups. In volume, the firm 
has quoted prices below $ 180, says 
Bryan Norris, applications manager 
for the company's Advanced Tech-
nology Centre in Bedford, England, 
"and we expect to have it down to 
$50 by 1980." 

Teletext decoders must capture, 
decode, and display pages of data, 
transmitted at about 7 megabits per 
second during the blanking interval 
between the analog Tv pictures. The 
Teletext requirement is complex: it 
requires alphanumerics and graph-
ics, flashing and boxed characters, 
and seven colors. It has the capabil-
ity for keyboard addressing, mixed 
text and Tv-picture displays, and 
more. Details of the module were 
first disclosed at the IEEE's Spring 
Conference on Broadcast and TV re-
ceivers in Chicago this month. 

Fourteen chips. The company has 
implemented the decoder in 14 
chips powered by a single 5-volt 
supply and connected to the Tv re-
ceiver by not more than six connec-
tions. Input to the modules is han-
dled by a bipolar linear IC that 
separates the 7-megahertz data sig-
nal from the composite video signal, 
and squares up the pulses to be 
.cpmpatible with the transistor-tran-

sistor-logic levels in the decoder. 
To get the Tn.. waveforms, the 

gain-bandwidth product of the 
chip's linear section must be greater 
than 500 wiz, and, to get that 
speed, TI used a non-saturated, low-
impedance design. That, together 
with power dissipation limits, results 
in an optimum supply voltage of 5 
volts. The linear chip also performs 
clock generation and synchro-
nization separation for the system. 

But the key to the approach is a 
large 1,300-gate computational chip 
built with integrated injection logic. 
It decodes and stores the keyboard-
entered page number, decodes the 
incoming information for that page, 
and generates the random-access-
memory addresses for both loading 
and displaying. The company went 
with PL because of its high packing 
density, along with its high speed 
and electrical compatibility with the 
low-power Schottky rri, in the mod-
ule, Norris notes. 

Character rounding. Surrounding 
the linear and I2L chips on a 4-by-6-
inch board are four low-power 
Schottky chips used for converting 
the incoming data into 8-bit parallel 
form and for clock control, output 
logic, and character rounding, which 
adds half-dots to the 5-by-7-dot 
matrix to improve legibility. 
A modified Schottky process is 

also used for the character gener-
ator—a 5,670-bit read-only memory 
containing 128 characters. The other 
seven chips are 1,024-bit static n-
channel random-access memories. 
They store a full Teletext page until 
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Custom IC's cost 
$50,000 and take a 
year to develop. 

BALDERDASH! 
With Interdesign's simple yet elegant ap-

proach, you can get your circuit integrated for 
$1,800 in three weeks. No headaches. 
Reduce production costs. Shrink size. Increase 

reliability. Protect your design from nosey com-
petitors. 

Production quantities from 1,000 to 100,000 or 
more in eight weeks. 
Do you want to know more? 

Call 800/538-1730 toll-free 
for our brochure. 

interderain 
THE REAL CUSTOM IC HOUSE 

1255 REAM WOOD AVENUE 

SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086 

408/734-8666 
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the transmission is complete; the 24 
rows of 40 characters require 6,720 
bits of RAM organized as 960 words 
of 7 bits each and operated from the 
single 5-volt supply. 

Packaging & production  

New case adjusts 

to fit instrument 

Nearly every piece of electronic 
equipment requires a specially de-
signed and tooled case to house its 
circuit boards and hardware. But, 
perhaps taking their cue from the 
stretch-sock manufacturers who 
promise "one size fits all," designers 
at Ballantine Laboratories Inc., a 
Boonton, N.J., instrument maker, 
have developed a case that's 
stretchable. 
"The basic case will be applicable 

to a whole family of new instru-
ments we're going to introduce in 
the coming year," says Ballantine 
president Fred Katzmann. "It will 
cut our tooling costs drastically." 
Ballantine has developed a half-
rack-size, metal-plated plastic case 
that can be set to heights between 
21/2 and 31/2 inches. In its other di-
mensions, the case is 81/2 inches wide 
and 8 11/16 inches deep, and it can 
be tapered to different heights at 
front and back. 
Push together. The molded case is 

made of shock-resistant and flame-
retardant acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS). Its top and bottom 
are identical flat pieces with two 
curved up sides resembling a long, 
flat letter C in cross section. The 
ends fit into identical side pieces, as 
shown on page 44, to form the 
instrument box. 
Four threaded spacer pins, 

pushed up through holes in the bot-
tom, slide through receiving tubes 
molded into the sides and then 
screw into threads in the top. The 
length of the spacer pins determines 
the height at which the case is 
locked. 
To accommodate different 

printed-circuit-board configura-
tions, a series of card guides, bosses 

News briefs 
Zider to head National's Consumer Products 
LeRoy S. " Roy" Zider last week was named a corporate vice president and 
general manager of National Semiconductor Corp.'s Consumer Products 
division, Sunnyvale, Calif. The 34-year-old Zider, most recently chief oper-
ating officer at Iowa Beef Processors Inc., fills the post held for the last nine 
months by National president Charles E. Sporck. The division markets 
hand-held electronic calculators, digital watches and clocks. " It's the kind 
of job in which a chief operating officer has to use and understand innova-
tive merchandising," says Sporck, discounting Zider's newcomer status to 
the electronics industry. 

New word processors from Wang 
Wang Laboratories Inc., Tewksbury, Mass., this week introduced three new 
word-processing systems ranging in price from $12,000 to more than 
$75,000. Each cathode-ray-tube work station in the new line is micro-
processor controlled. The low-end Word Processor 10 is a stand-alone, 
single-diskette system for typical office applications. The Word Processor 
20, a dual-diskette unit, supports up to three work stations and three printer 
stations, and the Word Processor 30 is a large disk and diskette-based mul-
tiprocessor system supporting up to 14 work stations and printer stations. 

NCC Attendance Sets Record 
The National Computer Conference and Exposition held in the New York 
Coliseum surpassed the expectations of its sponsors, AFIPS, with a final at-
tendance tally of 35,085. But it fell far short of the bullish 50,000 hoped for 
by conference chairman Carl Hammer. The figure made the show the larg-
est computer conference ever held in the U.S., topping the previous high of 
34,500 at the 1969 Spring Joint Computer Conference. Of the total, less 
than 8,000 were paid, and a like amount included exhibitor personnel and 
program participants. The bulk of the attendance, about 19,500, repre-
sented exhibitor guests, complimentary passes, and press. Conference offi-
cials felt they met all their objectives. Next year's conference will be in Dal-
las, where some 200 exhibitors already have booked over 800 booths. 

Single board holds most TV set circuits 
Quasar Electronics Corp. has put 75% of the circuitry of its new 19- and 25-
inch television chassis onto a single printed-circuit board. The original 
"works-in-a-drawer" chassis introduced by then-owner Motorola Inc. in 
1967 had 11 modules. Called Super-Module, the new board performs most 
of the signal and picture functions and holds user-accessible front controls. 
Parts count has been reduced to 550 from the 640 on four modules in the 
older chassis from the Franklin Park, III., subsidiary of Matsushita Electric 
Corp. Price is less than $100; less than $40 when exchanged for a defec-
tive board. Prices for the new receivers start at $460. 

Ti Introduces games chip 
Texas Instruments is making its play in the booming market for video game 
chips by aiming at the low end with an integrated-injection-logic device that 
will handle only two games—tennis and hockey—in black and white. It will 
sell for a mere $4 ir quantity, starting in the fourth quarter. The chip is likely 
to end up in games retailing for about $30. It does not provide on-screen 
scoring, but this can be had by adding another I2L chip that TI will be mak-
ing. The firm also is said to be developing more expensive chips that could 
play more games and operate in color. 

and pins are molded into the top 
and bottom. As an example, the 
case could house one large pc board 
horizontally, five vertically mounted 
pc boards locked in the guides and 

held by the pins, or a large horizon-
tal motherboard with up to five 
boards plugged into it. 
Along with its special mechanical 

features, the Ballantine case has its 
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FORGET EVERYTHING 
YOU EVER KNEW ABOUT IMAGE 

PROCESSING 
AND DISPLAY 
"You want to process electronic information. 

You need an image display. 

You're thinking of using digital scan converters, 
direct view storage displays, 
or computer memories..." 

"Don't." 

A revolutionary new instrument will help you 
solve virtually all of the problems associated 
with processing electronic information for 
image displays. From ultrasound scanners. 
Computers. Nuclear gamma cameras. 
Telephone lines. X-ray sources. Or outer space. 

After eight years. Making thousands of 
earlier versions of this new instrument. For 
hundreds of different applications. Princeton 
Electronic Products introduces the PEP 500 
Lithocon Solid State Image Memory. 

Pull it out of the carton. Plug it in. Knock 
it around. Heat it. This is a field-tested 
workhorse. Not a laboratory device. 

It's the first beam-addressed, solid-state 
image memory and scan converter that has 
been designed for industrial and commercial 
use. In the field. Under extreme operating 
environments. In tropical heat. In sub-zero 
temperatures. Anywhere. Everywhere. 
A new dimension in electronic imaging. 
It's a revolution. 

For about $4,000. Call: 201-297-4448. Write: 

imPRINCETON ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc. 
Box 101, North Brunswick, New Jersey 08902 
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Thinking about 
custom hybrids? 

Collins 
has a lot to offer. 

)10011•1 

If you are considering hybrids, 
consider Collins. Our 
capabilities include: 
For Conventional Hybrids: 
• Thick Film 
• Thin Film 
• Laser Resistor Trim 
• Low and High Density 
• Multiple Packages 
• Beam Lead 

For RF Hybrids: 
• Microstrip (UHF and 

Microwave) 
• Up- and Down-Converters 
• Power Amplifiers 
• Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) 
• Local Oscillators 
• Integrated RF Systems 

They are proven in Aerospace and 
Aviation Applications. 
We meet MIL-STD-883/ M I L-
M-38510. 
Our capabilities include Analog/ 
Digital Auto Test at Temperature, 
Custom Design Implementation, and 
Design Specification. 
Our production facilities are among the 
most advanced in the world. Collins 
has, in its more than 12 years of hybrid 
experience, built over 4,000 hybrid 
designs. They're all in our database. 
Our technical teams are eager to work 
with you. 
Put us to your test. 
For more information contact: 
Hybrid Microelectronics Marketing, 
Collins Radio Group, 
Rockwell International, 
Dallas, Texas 75207. 
Tel. 214/690-5937. 

Rockwell 
International 
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HANDLE 
SOCKET 

TOP COVER 

BOTTOM COVER 

SIDE 
SUPPORTS 

Case in point. Height of plastic case from 

Ballantine is adjustable as top and bottom 

pieces are slid into side pieces. 

inner surfaces coated with a 5:mil-
thick aluminum conductive layer. 
This provides shielding against ra-
dio-frequency interference that 
meets MIL STD 462, Katzmann 
says. Additionally, the conduçtive 
coating can be used as a guard 
shield for high-performance volt-
meters. 

Ballantine's first instrument to be 
sold in the new case is the model 
3028A 31/2-digit digital multinieter, 
and the next will be a counter. Pat-
ents are pending on the design, and 
Ballantine has already licensed 
other companies to use some aspects 
of the enclosure. 

Test system stores 

crystal parameters. 

Few crystals are exactly the same, so 
when it comes to precision appli-
cations a lot of data has to be known 
about each and every crystal. Bur-
dened with the increasing documen-
tation-3.3 million data points by 
the time its crystal output reached 
50,000 per month—McCoy Electron-
ics Co. turned to a minicomputer-
based data-acquisition system. 
Being time-shared, the system also 
opened the door to a wide variety of 
crystal-related computer-aided de-
sign work, as well as more conven-

tional accounting and production-
control uses. 
Each crystal is customarily sup-

plied complete with data on its fre-
quency-versus-temperature and fre-
quency-versus-resistance character-
istics. Because McCoy was handling 
this data manually, it was swamped 
with numbers, handwritten test 
sheets, and analog plots. Early this 
year, to cut through this paperwork 
and to reduce operator errors 
caused by the sheer volume of work, 
the Mount Holly Springs, Pa., com-
pany put in a special test interface 
and a 24-terminal time-shared mini-
computer from Basic Timesharing 
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif. 
The test interface, a micro-

processor-controlled automatic crys-
tal-test system from Saunders and 
Associates, Phoenix, Ariz., can test 
24 crystals over a specified environ-
mental range. The system runs 
unattended and handles a new 
group of crystals every 21/2 hours. 
Unprocessed digital data from the 
tester is fed into the BTI 3000 mini-
computer and stored in a 50-mega-
byte disk drive. The stored data is 
available for quality control, engi-
neering design, and even crystal in-
ventory maintenance. 

Multiple use. McCoy is using 21 
terminals out of the 24 available for 
both its crystal operation and for ac-
counting. Some of the terminals 
used in a data-acquisition system al-
low an operator to retrieve stored 
data on a crystal in hard-copy form, 
eliminating the reams of paper for-
merly used to record all tests. Other 
terminal stations use a program that 
allows engineers to use stored crys-
tal data to solve temperature-com-
pensation equations. These equa-
tions set the component values for 
crystal temperature-compensation 
networks. Before the time-shared 
system these equations were solved, 
only approximately, by manual cal-
culations. 

Still other stations are used for 
design of crystal-filter networks and 
of temperature-compensated volt-
age-controlled crystal oscillators. 
The rest of the terminals are used 
for accounting and production-con-
trol programs. 

...where science gets down to business 
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Preassembled LED displays cut price 
per digit and save labor 

Big Sticks are what's new in LED 
packaging. And naturally Litronix is com-
ing on first and strongest with eight differ-
ent preassembled displays of 1" and 1/2" 
digits. 

Price per digit is 20% to 25% less 
than earlier single-digit mounts. Add to 
that the saving in assembly and inven-
tory costs and you've found the best 
LED display bargain of the year. 

Inch-high displays come in mod-
ules of 2, 3, and 4 digits—the last with a 
colon for clocks and indicator lamps for 
AM, PM and alarm. 

0 1.11110N. It 40 

111111113  

1510A 

Half-inch displays are available 
with 2, 31/2, 4 and 6 digits per stick. The 

31/2 digit module has plus and minus signs, 
and can be combined with the other mod-
ules to create instrument displays of almost 

any length. There are two half-inch 4-
digit modules, one for general use with 
closely spaced digits, and one for clocks 
with a colon, built-in multiplexing, and 
indicator lamps for AM, PM and alarm. 

If you need big digits, you'll pre-
fer Big Sticks. Can we throw some your 
way? 

Litronix, 19000 Homestead Road, 
Cupertino, California 95014. Phone 
(408) 257-7910. 

I 

No wonder 
we're No.1 
in LEDs litronix 
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Versatile "slice" approach 

Bus-oriented architecture 



...the world's fastest 
LS1 processor family. 

Memory r 

Speed...Figured at more than 
twice as fast as any earlier LSI. Flexi-
bility...Inherent in the expandable 
building block approach of the slice 
concept. System density...Concen-
trated with the space-saving 48-pin 
QUIL* package. All enhanced by 
bus-oriented architecture. 

Whether you're after improved 
performance for existing slower SS!. 
MSI designs or a package reduction in 
ECL systems, whether its in signal 
processing, communications, or 
instrumentation, whether you're 
designing high performance peri-
pheral controllers or high-end minis, 
when speed is the object. M10800 is 
your LSI. 

The MECL Heritage 
The M10800 Family inherits its 

superior performance naturally. 
Motorola originated ECL, and devel-
oped it over the years to the present 
MECL 10,000 level. M10800 is the LSI 
extension of this high speed logic 
line. With MECL memories, it's a high 
performance team. 

The industry's first standard ECL 
LSI device is the MC10800 4-bit ALU 
slice, available now through all Autho-
rized Motorola Distributors and 
Motorola Sales Offices. Sampling and 
introduction of additional defined 
family units are scheduled in the 
order of each part's general system 
significance. 

MC10800 
The MC10800 performs the logic, 

arithmetic, and shift functions required 
for execution of machine instructions. 
The slice is 4 bits wide and parallel to 
data flow. It is fully expandable to any 
practical word size in 4-bit increments. 
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M10800 Family n-Bit Processor 

The MCI 0800's data prpcessing power 
and versatile I/O structure allow the 
advantages of LSI in high performance 
systems without restricting word size 
or processor architecture. 

MC10801 
Microprogram Control 

Control of the microprogram 
storage is a vital function, and the 
MC10801 provides powerful sequenc-
ing and addressing control without 
restricting storage size or organization. 
Microprogram sequencing similar :o 
machine level addressing techniques 
helps reduce system development 
time. 

Iv1C10803 &MC10802 - 
Memory Interface and 
Timing 

The MC10803 Memory Interface 
Circuit brings MECL LSI technology to 
system I/O functions, memory address-
ing, and data transfer. For maximum 
speed, data routing and memory over-
head operations are performed in 
parallel with the rest of the system. The 
MC10802 Timing Circuit combines 
the complex start — stop control arid 
clock phase generation logic in one 
LSI device, and also provides diag-
nostic capability. 

QUAD-IN- LINE 

QUIL PACKAGE 

Dimensions in Inches 

0 130 

The QUII, Pac -Kan, 
Introduction of theM10800 Family 

also introduces a brand new package 
tailored to meet the exacting require-
ments of a new generation of LSI 
designs. Among many features, this 
48-pin package maintains the desired 
in- line configuration, offers a 30% 
density improvement overthe standard 
40- pin type, and offers excellent 
thermal characteristics, all at low 
package costs. 

Brochure Aya (able 
The new M10800 Family brochure, 

M10800 H gh Performance MECL LSI 
Processor Family, is a full description of 
the family. the package, and system 
design-performance information. 
Circle the reader service number, or 
send your request to Motorola Semi-
conductors, P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, 
AZ 85036. 

MOTOROLA Semicc»nductors 
— High performance M10800 LSI *TrIdemarks of Motorola Inc. 



Should you buy 
your calculator chips 
from National or 

General Instrument? 

No, you're not seeing wrong. 
NOVUS is a calculator made by National 

Semiconductor. And this is an ad made by 
General Instrument. The point is, we don't make 
a "General Instrument" calculator. 

We make calculator chips. Millions of them. 
We've made more of them for more in-

dependent calculator makers than any other 
company. 

We'll repeat that. 
General Instrument has made more calculator 

chips for more independent calculator manufacturers 
than any other company. 

That includes National and all the others. 

Moreover, we make more types. 18 
different calculator chips to National's 11. 
From a simple 4/5 function to a full scientific. 
We say full because our scientific chips have 
advanced features you won't find in National's. 
Like 10' and scientific notation. Like two levels 

of parenthesis, x2 and change sign. 
So, if you're a calculator manufacturer who com-

petes with the family NOVUS, or others like them, there's 

one name you would do well to remember. 
That's the name you won't find on any calculator. 
It's the biggest name on no machine. 
It's General Instrument Microelectronics, at 600 

West John Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, 516-733-3107. 

We help you compete. 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
MICROELECTRONICS 
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Washington newsletter   

Navy ELF expansion Navy plans to expand use of extremely low frequencies beyond projected 
use in shore-to-ship communications with submerged missile-firing sub-

slowed by fund cuts 
marines will be curtailed by fiscal 1977 budget cuts by Congress. Reports 

in Seafarer to industry by the Navy that it will have to hold back R&D on broader 
applications of ELF were confirmed in the Pentagon after the House Armed 
Services Committee cut $ 15 million from the Navy's Seafarer program, 
halving the money for the submarine communications system. 

ER DA signs three The electric car is back in the Government's good graces following a flurry 
to desi of interest during the Middle East oil embargo [Electronics, March 7, 1974, gn new  

p. 70]. The Energy Research and Development Administration says that, 
electric cars by the end of June, it will sign design contracts worth about $500,000 

for three electric cars with Garrett Corp.'s AiResearch Manufacturing Co., 
Torrance, Calif., AMF Advanced Systems Laboratory, Goleta, Calif., and 
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 
The six-month design contracts call for a four-passenger car with a 

top speed of 55 mph and a range of 75 miles on one charge. At least 
one test car based on these preliminary designs will be built within 21/2 
years. Other goals are a mass production potential by 1981, at a cost to 
consumers of not more than $5,000 in 1975 dollars. 

Senate action on Two vacancies on the Federal Communications Commission seem likely 
FCC vacancies seen to go unfilled until after the inauguration of a new President in January, 

according to both congressional and commission sources. The reason: the 
keyed to Fogarty White House is having trouble finding a nominee for the Republican 

vacancy of a two-year term that will be created by the July 1 resignation 
of Charlotte T. Reid following her marriage. Nor is the Administration 
anxious to nominate Democrat Joseph R. Fogarty to the full seven-year 
term of departing Glenn O. Robinson. 

Unless one nomination is of Fogarty, counsel to the Senate Commerce 
communications subcommittee and protége of retiring chairman John O. 
Pastore (D., R.I.), no confirmation is expected. Confirmation of Illinois 
lawyer Thomas J. Houser as director of telecommunications policy is not 
expected to become part of the political problem, however, since the post 
has no fixed term and its holder serves at the pleasure of the President. 

Addenda Dollar value of new orders for electronic parts rose 56.7% in the first 
five months of 1976 from the January to May level last year, according 
to the Electronic Industries Association. The data from 23 manufacturers 
reflects order changes for capacitors, coils, connectors, filters, relays, 
switches, resistors, sockets, transformers, reactors, and loudspeakers. . . . 
EIA also says a 7.3% May rise in color TV sales to dealers pushed 
volume to nearly 474,000. The first five months' sales of 2.5 million 
color sets put volume 12.7% ahead of 1975. Monochrome sales of 1.76 
million, however, were up less than 1%. . . . The Postal Service has 
awarded $2.2 million to RCA Corp., Camden, N.J., for a two-year 
feasibility study of an electronic message service system that will explore 
communications satellites, terrestrial networks, facsimile, optical character 
readers, and word-processing equipment. 
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Washington commentary 

Why AT&T brought in the Congress 

Since the 1968 Carterfone decision, American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co., along with its Bell 
System operating companies, has been steadily 
losing ground before the Federal Communi-
cations Commission and the courts in its efforts 
to stem competition and maintain its control of 
the American telephone system. With the intro-
duction of its Consumer Communications Re-
form Act before Congress, the issue began 
coming to a head [Electronics, March 4, p. 33]. 
Although final congressional action on that 
legislation will not come before 1977 (see p. 
65), AT&T's executive vice president Thomas 
S. Nurnberger made his company's case earlier 
this month before the Electronic Industries As-
sociation. Significant excerpts from the Nurn-
berger argument follow. — Ray Connolly 

One of the concepts we use in our planning 
looks at the evolution of our industry—and our 
company—as the working out of interactions 
among technology, structure, and doctrine. 
Change in any one causes changes or pressure 
on the other two, requiring a constant process 
of adaptation.' 
When there are several different ways to carry 

out a specific task like the bridging of a river 
or furnishing of communications, to determine 
which of several alternate plans is "best" 
depends on the weight one gives to various 
subjective criteria. For example, is the "best" 
arrangement that which gives: maximum access 
and use, lowest first cost, lowest long-run cost, 
highest reliability, concentrated accountability, 
highest quality, a close matching of individual 
prices and costs, or maximum technological 
innovation? 

The political process 

Selection of the criteria of effectiveness is a 
preference for one doctrine over others and has 
great influence on the selection of the technical 
and organizational means most appropriate for 
their achievement. This process of choosing 
priorities and selecting preferences is rooted in 
human motivation, not scientific deduction. In 
short, it is a political process and demands the 
use of political methods. 

For openers, I believe that everything we 
know or think we know about the effect of 
competition on this industry and its customers 
should be considered before final and irre-
versible decisions are made. What is happening 
in our industry is no mere tinkering with rate 
schedules or marginal jurisdictional disputes, 

but goes to the ultimate foundations of national 
policy. 

Let me set out succinctly the foundations of 
the universal-service doctrine which originated 
in the minds of our founders, but which was 
politically and socially ratified by innumerable 
hearings and orders of Governmental bodies for 
nearly a century. The idea that every home and 
business in the country should have access to 
a telephone at as reasonable a price as possible 
drove our technological development and dic-
tated the structure and pricing policies of the 
Bell System. 

This structure and concept have stood the test 
of time, have "delivered the goods," and been 
strong and flexible in adapting to emerging 
service needs and opportunities. We in the in-
dustry know that if any of the fears we have 
for the integrity of the service or its pricing 
should actually occur, we will be the target for 
public hostility, not those who originated the 
policies. For this reason the telephone industry 
urgently needs to be assured of the intent of 
Congress toward the place and role of competi-
tion in the industry. 

Competition or con game? 

The conditions and rules developed for the 
competitive areas should be fair to all. Our 
worst fear is that a competitive policy may 
degenerate into one of "regulated competi-
tion," a contradiction in terms which has had 
such a melancholy record in transportation. To 
use competition as a cosmetic label, to use it 
in a contrived way, to fragment markets artifi-
cially into cartelized segments to protect so-
called " infant" industries, will be to work a 
gigantic confidence trick on the public. 

These are only some of the aspects of the 
large questions attending a radical shift in tele-
communications doctrine, and we believe they 
should be addressed in open debate at the con-
gressional level, where the public can be made 
aware of the options open to them. 
Up to the recent past, this nation has em-

braced a policy encouraging the widest access 
to basic telephone service by supporting it from 
profitable lines of business. Under competitive 
doctrine, that support will either have to come 
from somewhere else, or the current terms of 
access will be limited by increased prices. That 
is the central question we hope will be clarified 
by the legislation supported by the telephone 
industry, and we are eager for a definitive and 
early resolution. 
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Nit ACE 

For High-Voltage, High-Current Interface 
with PMOS, CMOS, TTL, DTI. . . Sprague 
Darlington Transistor Arrays Have No Equal 

¡Ti, 

OUTPUT 

VD° 

h"-• 

CMOS = 
OUTPUT 

A new exclusive Sprague develop-
ment, Series 2000 Transistor Arrays are 
high-voltage, high-current intewated cir-
cuits comprised of seven silicon NPN 
Darlington pairs on a commcn mono-
lithic substrate. They feature open col-
lector outputs and integral suppression 
diodes for inductive loads. 

Supplied in 16-pin dual in-line plastic, 
these devices greatly reduce the num-
ber of discrete components used to 

interface between digital logic and high-
voltage and/or high-current loads. In 
some applications, all discrete com-
ponents can be replaced by a single 
DIP, resulting in substantial space and 
cost reduction. 

With broad commercial/industrial ap-
plication, these unique arrays are an 
excellent choice for interfacing to LEDs, 
solenoids, relays, lamps, and small 
stepping motors in printing calculators, 

For more information, write or call George Tully, Semiconductor Division, Sprague 
Electric Co., 115 Northeast Cutoff, Worcester, Mass. 01606. Tel. 617/853-5000. 

For Engineering Bulletin 29304, write to Technical Literature Service, Sprague 
Electric Co., 35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 

For the name of your nearest Sprague Semiconductor Distributor, write or call Roger 
Lemere, Sprague Products Company, North Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413/664-4481. 

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 

cash registers, and control equipment. 
Type ULN-2001A is a general-purpose 

array, pinned with inputs opposite out-
puts to facilitate circuit board layout 
Type ULN-2002A is designed for use 
with 14 to 2.5 V PMOS inputs. Type ULN-
2003A interfaces with TTL or CMOS 
operating at a 5V supply voltage. ULN-
2004A has series input resistor to allow 
operation directly from CMOS and PMOS 
outputs utilizing 6V to 15V supplies. 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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MEMORIES pujiTsu 

11111170421111BM10415/A  SEMICONDUCTOR 
By now, just about everyone's read 
about our great lineup of MOS 
semiconductor memories—they're the 
talk of the industry. So we're equally 
proud to announce bipolar ECL 
devices offering excellent speed and 
high device reliability via the appli-
cation of the most advanced fabrica-
tion techniques. Yes, Fujitsu is fast 
making your present devices obsolete 
by offering newer, faster, and more 
reliable products to meet your 
semiconductor needs. So take a 
good look at these outstanding new 
Fujitsu state-of-the-art products. 

World's fastest 256-bit memory 
While other makers can only claim, 
Fujitsu can deliver the world's 
fastest 256-bit read/write bipolar 
RAM—The fantastic Fujitsu 
MB 7042. It offers a typical access 
time of only 9ns. And the MB 7042 
offers more, like full compatibility 

with the industry-standard 10k-
series ECL logic in an improved 
device with full on-chip voltage 
compensation for improved noise 
margin. Yes, the MB 7042, fabricated 
using Fujitsu's patented DOPOS 
(doped polysilicon) process for 
shallower junctions that mean 
higher speed, delivers the top 
performance others can't. 

World's smallest ECL 1k RAM chip 
The new Fujitsu MBM 10415/A 
chips offer unbeatable speed (typ. 
access times of 35 and 25ns) in the 
world's smallest ECL 1k chip. 
Perfect for high-speed scratch-pad, 
control and buffer storage applica-
tions, these devices feature top 
performance via DOPOS and IOP 
(Isolation by Oxide and Polysilicon) 
processing. And, they're fully 
compatible with your present 10k-
series ECL families. Great second 
sources at prices that can't be beat. 

Proven reliability and available now 
The Fujitsu MB 7042 and 
MBM 10415/A bipolar RAMs are 
built by Fujitsu, a maker with proven 
reliability. Our stringent production 
and testing standards and our capa-
bility to meet your requirements, all 
add up to savings and performance 
that can't be beat. So, contact Fujitsu 
now for the MB 7042, MBM 10415/A, 
or any of your other semiconductor 
requirements (including our MB 704Z 
128-bit RAM). Availability is NOW! 

Write or call for more information 
to Fujitsu California, Inc., Laboratory 
Division, 1280 East Argues Ave., 
Sunnyvale, California 94086, 
phone: 408-735-0735 telex: 346393. 

FUJITSU LIMITED 
Conununicahons and aectronics 

Tokyo, Japan 
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Electronics international 

In-house data link made in Japan uses 

two wire pairs and is PCM-compatible 

The Universal Link developed by 
Nippon Electric Co. is a digital 
highway designed to simplify instal-
lation and maintenance of in-house 
data systems without coaxial cable. 
The link normally transmits through 
two twisted pairs of standard voice-
grade telephone cable within a plant 
or other facility. A large volume of 
data can be transmitted two kilome-
ters or more between repeaters, and 
a complete link may be as long as 
100 kilometers. 
A system controller and a syn-

chronizer are located at a conve-
nient point, and terminal data sta-
tions are placed near data-terminal 
equipment or the central processing 
unit. 
These terminal data stations in-

clude a number of line units to con-
nect to terminals, much as periph-
eral equipment is connected to 
computer line units. Line-unit inter-
faces of the standard communi-
cations type connect data terminals 
to modems so that the system is 
plug-compatible with conventional 
data terminals. 

PCM-compatible. The new system 
operates at the same 1.544-mega-
hertz clock rate as the 24-channel 
pulse-code-modulated systems com-
monly used for public communi-
cations and can use components de-
veloped for PCM installations. 
Although the basic signal format is 
the same as in PCM voice communi-
cations, it is used in a different man-
ner. 
Each frame consists of 24 chan-

nels of 8 bits each and a single syn.. 
chronizing bit, for a total of 193 bits 
each. The frame rate is 8,000 a sec-
ond for a total bit rate of 1.544 
megahertz and an information rate 
of 1.536 MHz, the same as voice PCM 
communications. To obtain a large 
number of channels easily, 20 
frames are handled as one super-
frame, which is repeated at intervals 
of 2.5 milliseconds. This technique 
gives a total of 480 separate sub-

channels with individual bit rates of 
3.2 kilobits per second. 
The actual capacity of the system 

is somewhat smaller, though. The 
first bit of each subchannel is used 
for off-hook operation, and the last 
bit is used for carrier detection, 
leaving a data capacity of only 
2.4 kb/s. What's more, since 20 of 
the subchannels are used for error 
prevention and synchronization, 460 
basic subchannels operate at 
2.4 kb/s. Synchronous signals are 

sent at the basic 2.4-kb/s rate or 
multiples of it, including 4.8, 9.6, 
and 48 kb/s. Asynchronous signals 
are sent by a multibit sampling 
technique with at least eight sam-
pling bits for each input bit. In that 
way, the basic 2.4-kb/s channel can 
carry a single 300-baud or slower 
asynchronous signal. There are no 
limits to the combinations of differ-
ent-speed channels—any combina-
tion within the overall capacity limi-
tation can be used. 1=1 

Around the world 
French simulator trains tank gunners 
France's le Materiel Téléphonique has developed a simulator that dupli-
cates actual tank-gunnery and battlefield conditions. LMT, the former ITT 
subsidiary recently sold to France's Thomson-Brandt group, expects Euro-
pean and American armies to snap up its new $ 1.1 million simulator. 
The simulator's artificial display system projects a combination of slides, 

televised pictures, and computerized images into the gunner's aiming op-
tics. At the gunner's side is a full-size copy of a tank's turret controls, elec-
trical equipment, and aiming and firing system. A recoil simulator subjects 
the gunner to movements, smoke, and noise. 
The simulator is constructed around a CII Mitra-15 minicomputer that 

coordinates operations of the simulated movements. The computer is pro-
gramed to vary the target tank's speed and movement through any of 20 
landscapes and many exercises chosen by the instructor, who monitors a 
color-television screen. Both the instructor and gunner observe shell flight, 
follow the trajectory of the tracers, and compute trajectories that comply 
with ballistic laws of elevation and dispersion. 

German nonimpact printer is fast and quiet 
Speed and quiet operation are the prime characteristics of an AEG-Tele-
funken nonimpact printer that the company says can fill the gap between 
expensive, super-fast printers and the small impact versions. The DSM 48 
uses a nonmoving print head with electrodes that burn the characters into 
metalized paper by emitting short, 50-microsecond electrical discharges. 
The unit produces 20 lines of 80 characters per second—a speed that 

Telefunken says is more than adequate when the DSM 48 is used for fast 
printouts. In general, the equipment is applicable wherever the use of con-
tinuously operating high-speed printers costing $40,000 and more would 
be uneconomical, says Telefunken. The new printer is expected to sell for 
less than $4,000, if it goes into full production. 
The nonmoving print head, a flat comb-like device, is about 190 millime-

ters wide, roughly the width of standard-format paper. With its 480 chro-
mium-nickel-steel electrodes arranged in one line, the head produces al-
phanumeric characters in a five-by-seven-point matrix as the paper moves 
past the head. By varying the speed of the paper, it is possible to produce 
characters of different height. The close spacing of the electrodes also al-
lows graphic data to be printed. The DSM 48 uses paper from AEG-Tele-
funken's paper-capacitor production facility in West Berlin costing less than 
$5 for a 100-meter roll. 
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Our inventory. It's the biggest in the 
dustry, with over 8,000 items of electronic 

test equipment in stock and ready to go. And 
it's getting better all the time, because we add 
more state-of-the-art equipment every month. 
This means we can deliver one special instru-
ment ... or a dozen ...within hours of the time 
you place your order. 

Now, more than ever, renting makes 
sense ... to stretch your equipment budget, to 
fill temporary needs, and to avoid the long 
delivery lead times associated with purchasing. 
And renting from REI makes even more sense 
... because we're better equipped to fill your 
needs than any other rental company. 

REI is backed by the tremendous re-
sources of the PepsiCo organization, which 
gives us the financial strength to keep on hand 
whatever test equipment you may need. And 
renting from us helps your financial strength, 

too. ce y y only for the time you have 
your instruments, you'll never have to spend 
your money on idle equipment. 

Send for our catalog today for a de-
scription of our rental, rental/purchase and 
leasing plans, and for our low rental prices. Or 
call the instant inventory center nearest you 
for immediate assistance. 

FRental Electronics, Inc., 
99 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173. 

Please send me your free instrument rental catalog: 

Name  

Company 

Address  

City State   Zip  

Title 

Tel. Number   _J 

Rental Electronics, Inc. 
A PEP'sl LEASING COMPANY 

Burlington, MA (617) 273-2770 • Gaithersburg, MD (300 948-0620 • Oakland, NJ ‘ 201) 337-3757 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 771-3500 
Des Plaines, IL (312) 827-6670 • Dallas, TX (214) 661-8082 • Mountain View, CA (415) 968-8845 • Anaheim, CA (714) 879-0561 

Rexdale, Ontario (PLC Leasing Ltd.) (416) 677-7513 
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International newsletter   

Japanese develop In the race to keep ahead of IBM Corp. in the computer market, Fujitsu 
65-kilobit RAM Ltd. has developed an experimental 65-k kilobit random-access memory 

for use primarily in large machines, even as U.S. makers are trying to 
for computers get 16-k devices into production. However, Fujitsu will not confirm or 

reveal any details. 
The new memory was developed in a joint project to provide advanced 

technology for the next generation of time-shared computers installed as 
part of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp.'s DIPS informa-
tion-processing system and also for next generation of NTT's Dex electronic 
exchanges. Other companies participating in the project are Nippon 
Electric Co. and Hitachi Ltd., which have reaéhed a similar level of 
development. The project is run by NTT's Musashino Electrical Commu-
nications Laboratoes. 

Thomson managers The new management of France's Thomson Electronics group intends to 
to continue thrust continue the policies of its late president, Paul Richard, who died June 

7. However, the death of Richard, who spearheaded Thomson's aéquisition 
of late president of le Matériel Téléphonique, has materially altered the structure of the 

Thomson group itself. Rather than maintaining a single head of all Thomson 
activities, two presidents have been appointed. Michel VValhain heads 
Thomson-Brandt, and Jean-Pierre Bouyssonnie heads Thomson-CSF. 
The new officials plan to concentrate on establishing substantial interna-

tional telecommunications sales, as well as renovating France's domestic 
telephone system. Thomson, which has concluded the takeover of former 
ITT subsidiary LMT, will also use LMT technology and personnel to 
help penetrate markets throughout the world. 

Philips launches Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken in the Netherlands is about to launch in 
Si gnetics line European markets a family of Signetics-developed subnanosecond devices 

made with double-diffused MOS (D-MOS) technology. Designed for van-
of D-MOS devices ety of switching and driver applications, the family includes the SD5000 

series of four-channel switch arrays, the SD5100 series of four-channel 
multiplexers, and the SD5200 series of 30-volt drivers. 
The devices have a propagation delay of only 600 picoseconds and an 

input capacitance of only 2.4 picofarads. Among the potential applications 
are analog switching up to very-high-frequency ranges, and multiplexing. 

Microprocessor A prototype microprocessor-based module, is designed as a plug-in re-
shifts automatic placement for conventional controllers of automatic truck transmissions. 

Built by British Leyland's Bus and Truck division, it is potentially cheaper 
truck transmission than either solenoid-relay systems or controllers built with integrated 

circuits. Commands derived from the driver and vehicle sensors are 
multiplexed through simple interface circuits from an Intel 8008 mi-
croprocessor to the transmission actuator. However, a microprocessor 
with better noise immunity than the 8008 may be needed as development 
continues. The developer, the University of Manchester Institute of Science 
and Technology, says the controller's use of software programs for self-
testing with the aid of digital readout equipment as well as for control 
is its advantage. 
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International newsletter   
Matsushita's 30- in. Japan's Matsushita Electronics Corp. has added a 30-inch color-picture 

color-TV tube gets 170 tube to the top of its high-resolution line, which includes tubes that measure 
22, 20, 16, and 14 inches on the diagonal. The company, profiting from 

characters in line ... the experience of other makers, has increased the width more than the 
height so that the effective width is 24.8 inches and height is 15 in. 
for an aspect ratio of 3:5. And since the CRT has a capacity of 170 7-
by-9-dot-matrix characters per line, the number on most available printers, 
its first applications will probably be for graphics and character displays. 
However, the tube was first demonstrated at the laboratories of NHK, 
Japan's public-service broadcast network, to show the quality possible in 
a 1,125-line television system that might be broadcast in the future on 
super-high-frequency channels. 

. and begins selling After successfully test-marketing its half-inch video-tape recorders last fall 
VTR for $700 on Shikoku Island, Matsushita has begun selling VTR for $700 in the 

Osaka/Kyoto area. The price is low on the single-head machine in part 
because it needs no loading to extract the 100-minute tape from the 
relatively large cassettes. Sony's Betamax sells for $ 1,000 in Japan. 

Intertechnique Intertechnique, a French instruments and minicomputer maker that did some 
sco $55 million of business last year, maintains it has edged ahead of French 

pe displays  electronics giant Thomson-CSF in fast oscilloscopes with its 5-gigahertz 
5-GHz signals IN- 100 model priced "around $43,000." Like Thomson's 4-GHz TSN 

660, Intertechnique's new scope was developed for the French atomic 
energy agency and built around a special helix tube that contains a 
channel-electron multiplier. 
The edge, explains project engineer Jacques Guillard, comes from 

vertical-amplifier circuits that take advantage of parasitic resonances 
in the deflection plates and employ transistors working in an avalanche 
mode to get a rise time faster than 80 picoseconds. 

BP° buys first The British Post Office, beginning a vast program to upgrade Britain's 
high-speed digital trunk telephone network, has awarded production contracts totaling about 

$1 million to GEC Telecommunications and Standard Telephones and 
telephone links Cables Ltd. for 120-megabit-per-second digital transmission equipment. 

Europe's first civilian high-speed phone digital links are to be 
operational by January 1978 to connect eight Midlands communities, 
capped by Birmingham. For example, STC's portion, connecting Coven-
try with Birmingham, Northampton, and Leicester, includes six terminals, 
three power-feeding generators and 67 dependent repeaters. The contracts 
follow field trials, between Guildford, Portsmouth, and Southampton. 

Philips introduces Svenska AB Philips introduced two new products—an electronic tele-
two new products typewriter and an on-line cash-dispensing unit—when it dedicated the $ 10 

million addition to its industrial-electronics plant outside of Stockholm. The 
at Swedish plant teletypewriter, called the PACT 200, is undergoing tests by the Swedish 

telecommunications administration, and Philips hopes to win its first orders 
for the Swedish-made machine by year-end. The price was not revealed. 
The quiet, modular machine, which contains a Philips microcom-
puter, can be equipped with tape or electronic memory. 
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You can put personal 
programming to work now. 

It's easy and economical. 
Economical programmable calculators may 
well be more significant to business and 
industry than were slide rule calculators 
introduced just a short time ago. They rep-
resent a step function increase in com-
puting capability. Capability you can use 
for: Optimization. Projections. Forecast-
ing. Data reduction. What-if matrices. Iter-
ation. Risk analysis. Probability. Mathe-
matical modeling. Worst case analysis. 
You may already be using these tech-

niques, assuming you have the time. If not, 
you get in line to go on the computer. Or 
settle for something less. 
Now personal programmables can help 

you cope with more data, explore with 
more insight, far more successfully than 
ever before. So you make better decisions 
chosen from more options— better deci-
sions founded on a broader data base. More 
decisions. Faster. On the spot. 
Programming is just logical thinking. 

Every problem has a logical flow. There 
may be constants to inject and variables to 
be put in. You have to compensate for 
these. The same is true when you program. 

Let's follow the flow chart and step 
through a program on how to program: 
1. State your problem mathematically. 
Gather the equations and determine 
how you want it done. 

2. Key in your procedure. List the key-
strokes required to do the problem 
manually. Key them in. The program-
mable remembers. 

3. Try an example. Before you do a real 
problem, be sure of your program. 

4. Key in your numbers. Let the program-
mable try it. Making the calculations 
keyed-in in Step 2. 

5. Is this the answer you expected? If not, 
you'll want to re-examine what you 
keyed-in and... 

6. Make changes. Step forward or back-
ward through the program to edit it. 
Try your example again. At Step 5 the 
answers should look good. 

7. Now do a real problem. Your program is 
structured and tested — ready for your 
numbers. No need to key-in the pro-
gram again. Only the variables. The 
programmable does the work. 

8. Do you have more numbers? Here you 
can explore options: Ask what-if? Opti-
mize. Or, determine what happens 
under worst-case conditions— take the 
Yes path. 

9. Loop. Here's the real value of a true 
programmable. The work is done. From 
here on you get answers— all the an-
swers you need. Automatically. 

10. Finish. With an SR-52 you can record 
your program permanently on magnetic 
cards to use again and again. Or, with 
the optional PC-100 you can print the 
full contents of your program memory. 

rilii1111 Key in 
your 

numbers 

Run the 
program 

Get your answer 

1 
rState 
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problem 
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Try an example 

Due to the difficulty of photographing calculator readouts. 
displays represented in this brochure are simulated. 
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• Conditional branches 
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SR-52 SR-56 
395.00* 

A card programmable 
that offers twice the ca-
pability of the only other 
programmable in its class 
at half the price. f TI's ad-

vanced technology 
and start-to-finish 
quality control are 
the keys to this ex-

ceptional value. 

You can process data or 
perform complex calcu-
lations automatically. 
Select a prerecorded pro-
gram from one of the 
optional libraries or from 
the Basic Library. Load 
the card and put its con-
tents into program mem-
ory. Key- in variables 
directly into the program. 
Or into one or more of the 
20 data memory registers. 
Or both. Run a program 

as often as needed. Change values of variables if you 
wish. The stored program is unaffected. 

Learns your way of solving problems. In just a few 
hours, you could be writing programs. Using its 224-
step program memory, the SR-52 will handle pro-
grams you may have thought required a computer. 
Press LRN to store each following keystroke. Press 
it again and the SR-52 has learned your program. It's 
ready to RUN. Record your program on a blank mag-
netic card, and make it part of your personal library. 

Computer-like branching. Offers three types of uncon-
ditional branching: Go to. Subroutine. Reset. And 10 
conditional branches: Six display tests. Two flag tests. 
Two looping tests. Also, 10 user-defined keys. 

Direct or indirect access to 20 data memories. Store 
numbers directly in memory registers. Or, store a 
number in a data memory specified by another regis-
ter (indirect addressing). Add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide within registers. Exchange display with memory. 

Edit and debug. Move through a program a step at a 
time. Forward or backward. Insert. Delete. Or write 
over steps. 

Basic Library of 22 prerecorded programs. Twenty-
two prerecorded program cards come with an SR-52. 
You can put them to work right away. You also get a 
96-page Basic Library manual. Each prerecorded 
program card is supported with sample problems, 
user instructions and program listings. See optional 
libraries on the back cover. 

• Conversions ( 1,2) • Solution of Quadratic Equation • 
Hyperbolic Functions • Prime Factors of an Integer 
• Complex Arithmetic • Checkbook Balancing • Com-
pound Interest • Ordinary Annuity ( 1,2) • Trend Line 
Analysis • Permutations and Combinations • Statistical 
Means and Moments ( 1,2) • Random Number Generator 
• High Pass Active Filter • Low Pass Active Filter • 
Dead Reckoning • Lunar Landing Game • Diagnostics 

179.95* 
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Easily becomes an inte-
gral part of your work. 
As a powerful slide rule 
calculator that also does 
double-duty as an eco-
nomical, powerful key-
programmable. Capable 
of solving many prob-
lems handled by com-
puters with its: 100 pro-
gramming steps. Eight-
register stack (handles 
up to seven pending 
operations). Nine levels 
of parentheses. And 10 
data memories. 

Branches like a com-
puter. Capable of direct 
addressing, which in-
cludes: Go to. Reset. 
Subroutine (4 levels). 
And six conditional 
branches: Two for loop 

control. Four test register comparisons. 

Unique independent test register. Compare the value 
in the display with a value in the t-register — without 
interfering with processes in progress. If your test 
conditions are met, then a conditional branch takes 
place. Otherwise the sequence continues. 

10 memories to do your tough problems. Store and 
recall data. Add, subtract, multiply or divide within 
a memory register. Without affecting the calculation 
in progress. 

A unique pause key works two ways. Using this key in 
a program will display any step you designate for a 
1/2 -second. Hold the key down and you'll see the result 
of every step In the program for 1/2 -second. 

Easy editing. Single-step and back-step keys let you 
sequence through program memory to examine what 
you've done. If you pressed a key incorrectly, you can 
go back and write over it (NOP). 

Also a powerful slide rule. 74-pre-programmed func-
tions and operations. Handles basic math. Logs and 
trig. Advanced statistical problems. Polar/rectangular 
conversions. 

An applications library, too. A 192-page collection of 
programs. All pre-written. Select a program. Follow 
the listing (putting in your own data, of course). And, 
you'll immediately begin using your SR-56's comput-
ing power to solve your own problems. 
Every program in the Applications Library was 

chosen specifically on the basis of occupational 
demands. Each program contains a thorough descrip-
tion of how it works and the conditions under which 
it operates. There are also extensive examples of 
each program in typical problem solving situations. 

• Math ( 10 programs) • Statistics ( 12 programs) • Fi-
nance ( 11 programs) • Electrical Engineering ( 11 pro-
grams) • Navigation (7 programs) • Miscellaneous and 
games (5 programs) 

• Suggested retail price. 
I Based on suggested retail prices of models 
available at the time of this printing. 

A new unique Algebraic 
Operating System helps make 
TI programmables easy to use. 

With the introduction of the SR-50 slide rule 
calculator a few years ago, Texas Instruments had 
a choice: algebraic entry or Reverse Polish Nota-
tion (RPN). TI chose algebraic entry because it's 
the most natural and easiest to use. 
Now, with the new SR-52 and SR-56 program-

mable calculators, TI takes another major step 
forward in power and ease of use— the unique 
Algebraic Operating System. 

What is AOS? 
Actually, it's easier to use than to explain. AOS is 
more than just algebraic entry. It's a full algebraic 
hierarchy coupled with multiple levels of paren-
theses. This means more pending operations, as 
well as easy left-to-right entry of expressions— 
both numbers and functions. 

Algebraic hierarchy. 
This is the universally recognized order of per-
forming calculations. Functions first. Powers and 
roots. Multiplication or division. Then addition or 
subtraction. AOS performs calculations in this 
order. But you have the option to change the order 
whenever you wish by using the parenthesis keys. 

Why pending operations are so important. 
Because you can compute complex equations di-

Register 
No. in Stack 

11 

10 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

rectly. For example, a seemingly simple calcula-
tion like this: 

5  1 + 3 x [4 + _ 9 
(7 — 

contains six pending operations as it's written. An 
SR-52 or SR-56 programmable calculator with full 
AOS easily handles it just as it's stated, left-to-
right. You don't have to rearrange the equation, 
or remember what's in the stack as with RPN. 
A calculator with "full AOS remembers both the 

numbers and functions in its register stack. And 
performs them according to algebraic hierarchy. 
As more operations become pending, the stack fills 
up (as shown in the diagram). Finally, when the 
equals key is pressed, the operations in the register 
stack are performed to give you the answer 
(15.21311475). Automatically. 

AOS makes the calculator part of the 
solution. Not part of the problem. 
The case for AOS is strong. That's why TI uses it. 
Whether you own a calculator with ordinary alge-
braic entry, or RPN or no calculator at all, we 
think you'll prefer AOS. Because you begin using 
it immediately. There's no new language to learn. 
Even if you are conditioned to RPN, the added 
value and power of TI's programmable calculators 
with unique AOS is well worth the easy transition. 

Here's how AOS stacks up. 
AOS remembers both numbers and operations, so you key- in your equation left-to- right. 
RPN only remembers numbers, you have to remember operations and the order. 

SR-52 
Numbers Oper. 

SR-56 RPN Calculators 
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9 levels of parentheses 
10 pending operations 
11- register stack, including the display 

j . e,e ,s of parentheses 
7 pending operations 
8- register stack, including the display 

4- register stack including 
the display 

Texas Instruments Incorporated 

P.O. Box 5012 M/S 98 
Dallas, Texas 75222 
TIIRDSAMDE 

Mail the coupon and we'll send you a new 16-page 
brochure that delves deeply into the features of the 
SR-52, SR-56 and PC-100. We'll also send you a 
prerecorded program card and instructions so you 
can try an SR-52 at your TI retailer. 
Check one. Send me: • • EE program card Statistics 7 Finance 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 



And when people put 
programmables to work, they discover 
how immensely useful they can be. 

Some of the early users of hand-
held programmables were at 
Texas Instruments. Their goal— 
like yours— to make increasingly 
better decisions. Programmables 
helped them. They can help 
you too. 

"A programmable can iterate 10, 20, 
or as many times as you want it to. 
The more you iterate the better your 
accuracy." Ken Davis. 

Circuit Design Engineer. 
"I've developed a program that 

evaluates the output voltage of a 
saturated transistor buffer am-
plifier. It's a calculation that has 
to be iterated many times. The 
programmable can do it in sec-
onds. It would take a good half-
hour to do it by hand. 
"I've got another program 

which is a real help in designing 
MOS transistors. I input the pro-
cess parameters and the DC oper-
ating point. The programmable 
calculates the dimensions. We 
often use it in the lab to evaluate 
a prototype circuit. If we find out 
that one of the components is not 
up to spec, we can check the num-
bers and make an on-the-spot 
evaluation of the design." 

"I think its greatest value is the ' sen-
sitivity' it gives you for variables." 

Wally Rhines. 
Research Project Manager. 

"I save trips to the computer. 
At my desk, I can say, for exam-
ple, `Ok, if I double the oxide 
thickness, what does it do to the 
capacitance?' Once I have a 
rnnfisdamofinol mnrical T non molla 

any relationship I want. 
"Off the job I use it to evaluate 

stock options using statistical 
modeling. I define my risks more 
accurately, then I can decide if I 
am willing to take them. I in-
crease my sensitivity for the way 
stocks move— seeing instantly 
what would happen to my option 
if the stock should move up or 
down several points." 

"All I have to do is put in sales dol-
lars. Then it computes: local tax, 
state tax, total tax." Robbie Askew. 

Accounting Supervisor. 
"I used to figure these taxes 

manually. It took a good eight 
hours if I didn't have any inter-
ruptions. Now in an hour-and-a-
half I am finished. The program-
mable does all the work." 

"I have instant turn around ... exam-
ining different alternatives very 
rapidly... replacing intuition with 
insight." Tony Barlow. 

Systems Designer. 
"In systems design you depend 

on how rapidly you look at alter-
natives. That's what determines 
your effectiveness. In one case— 
cost control in software develop-
ment — I was able to examine 
more alternatives than I would 
have been able to examine in a 
week's time— or even a month's 
time. The result was the best un-
derstanding we ever had of the 
factors that influence software 
costs." 
"And I'm having a ball using it 

for things at home— from photog-
ronhIr fn fro moc tand nii971ac " 

"Now, because I can track complex 
contours with equations that gener-
ate NC tape data, we can develop 
more advanced tooling techniques." 

Harold Larsen. 
Tooling Engineer. 

"The advantage is that you can 
work with the numbers instead 
of going to the model shop for 
mockups, which are expensive. 
Writing a program cuts down 
turn-around time, since you don't 
have to go through all this. And 
with reduced lead time and longer 
tool life we can cut our costs dra-
matically without cutting back 
on quality." 

"We're getting yield improvements 
and therefore cost reductions. Be-
cause we can spot what's causing 
the problem quicker." Bob Wolters. 

Production Engineer. 
"We're constantly running data 

reductions, evaluating yield and 
related process parameters. Be-
fore, it was all done by hand or on 
a big computer. Now, we're find-
ing a lot more answers that are 
useful to us. Because the pro-
grammable calculator is right 
here. It's available. It's quick. A 
technician can do statistical cor-
relations in a couple of hours 
where it used to take me all day. 

"I also use a programmable in 
my hobby— amateur radio. I am 
technical director of the state 
VHF-FM relay league. We've de-
veloped test tables to increase the 
range of mobile units— extremely 
voilii ohl in irinncirepnriaa " 

PC-100 printer. 
'Rims an SR-52 or SR-56 
into a quiet, high-speed 
printing calculator '295.* 

Imagine the convenience of getting a hard copy print-
out of: Data. Intermediate results. Answers. Imagine 
the efficiency of listing your entire program at the 
push of a key. Or, printing the calculator's entire data 
memory contents with a simple program. And now 
imagine seeing every step of your program as it's 
executed—both the number and the function. Imagine 
no more. TI's exclusive PC-100 printer is here. Ready 
to print ballistic trajectories or unit conversions. 
Complex tax analyses or simple cost/price margins. 

Optional libraries of — 1 
prerecorded programs for 

the SR-52.s29.95* 
Math Library. Hyperbolic functions, quadratic and cubic 
equations, simultaneous equations, interpolation, nu-
merical integration, differential equations, matrix 
operations, base conversions, triangle solutions, com-
plex functions, and more. 34 program cards. 
Electrical Engineering Library. Active filters, resonant 
circuits, T-r networks and transformations, transmis-
sion lines, phase-locked loops, transistor amplifiers, 
Fourier series, coils, power transformers, controlled rec-
tifier and power supply circuits, and more. 25 programs. 
Statistics Library. Means, moments, standard deviations, 
random numbers, permutations and combinations, 
t-statistics, analysis of variance, regression analysis 
(linear, power curve, exponential, logarithmic, quadrat-
ic), multiple regression, histograms, 12 distributions 
(normal, chi squared, Poisson, Weibull, hypergeometric, 
etc.) 29 programs. 
Finance Library. Ordinary annuities, compound interest, 
accrued interest, sinking fund, annuity due, bond yield 
and value, days between dates, annuities with balloon 
payments, interest rate conversions, add-on rate install-
ment loans, loan amortization, interest rebate, depreci-
ation (SL, DB, and SOYD) and crossover, variable cash 
flows, internal rate of return, capital budgeting, and 
more. 32 programs. 
More libraries on the way. Navigation. Surveying. 
Aviation. 

Suggested retail price 

Compare the SR-52 and SR-56 

Programming capability SR-56 HP-25 SR-52 HP-65 

Program steps 100 49 224 100 

Merged prefixes • • — 

Merged register ops. & comparisons — — • 
Program read/write on mag. cards — — • • 

User defined keys — — 10 

Possible labels — — 72 15 
Absolute addressing • • 

Subroutine levels 4 — 2 

Program flags — — 5 2 

Decrement & skip on zero (loop) — • 

Conditional branching instructions 6 8 10 7 

Unconditional branching 3 1 3 2 

Indireet branching — — • — 

Editing: Step • • • 

Backstep • • • — 

Insert, delete — — • . 

NOP — • 

Single step execution • • • 

Pause • • — — 

Operating characteristics SR-56 HP-25 SR-52 HP-65 
Logic System AOS RPN AOS RPN 

Maximum number of pending operations 7 3f 10 3f 

Parentheses levels 9 — 9 — 

Memories 10 8 20 9 

Store & recall • • • 

Clear memory • • • • 

Sum/Subt to Memory • s• 

Mult/Div to Memory • • • • 

Exchange display with memory • — • — 

Indirect memory addressing — • — 

Exchange x with y — • — • 

Exchange x with t • — — — 

Fixed decimal option • • • • 

Calculating digits 12 10 12 10 

Angular mode Deg/Rad • • • 

Grad angular mode • • — • 

Digits displayed (mantissa + exponent) 10 + 2 8 + 2 10 + 2 10 + 2 
1RPN Calculators only store numbers, while AOS stores both num erS 
and functions in its stack. 

Calculating characteristics SR-56 HP-25 SR-52 HP-65 
Log, Ink • s • • 

10',e' • • • • 

X2, Vk • • • • 

i/X, rr • • • • 

ye • . • • 
--fi y . — . — 
X! • • 
In t X ( integer part) • • • 

Fractional part • • • 

Trig functions & inverses • • • • 

Hyperbolic functions & inverses 

Deg/min/sec to decimal deg & inverse • • 

Deg to Rad conversion & inverse • • • 

Polar to rectangular conversion 
& inverse 

Mean, variance & standard deviation • • • 

*Programmable functions 

Be sure and send coupon to get your 16 page brochure and free prepro-
grammed magnetic card. 
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TRW's X675HV series is designed to meet the re-
quirements of voltage multipliers and high voltage 
filters in high density, high voltage power suppiies, 
instrumentation, data displays, pulse modulators 
and copiers. 

They're smaller, lighter, self- healing and eliminate 
wet components which can bleed. crack and wreck 
a board. 

The standard design is metallized polyester with 
axial leads, tape wrap and epoxy endfill case. Insu-
lation resistance is 30,000 megohms x MFD and 
the dissipation factor is less than 1% at 1000 Hz. 

The X675HV series can replace traditional dielec-
trics in many applications with substantial savings in 
size at comparable lower costs. On quantity orders, 
modifications can be made to your specifications. 

Want to know more? Use the coupon for complete 
specs on the X675HV series — or information on 
any dielectric you require. I. 

TRW Capacitors 

An Electronic Componentes D.vision at TRW. Inc. 

301 West "0" Street. 

Ogallala, Nebraska 69153. 

E Please send me specs on your new X675!-IV capacitors. 
E I'd also like a copy o.' the matrix test results. 
E Please have someone. contact me. 

Name 

Firm Name 

Address 

Gay State Zip 

TRW CAPACITORS 
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TERADYNE'S J401: 
THE FULL CAPABILITY IC TEST SYSTEM 

EVERY ENGINEER CAN USE. 
Until now, the complexities 

of test programming have kept all 
but a few specialists from using 
IC test systems. Everyone else 
had to queue up at the program-
mer's desk or do without the kind 
of information that was really 
needed. 

Now there's a J401. A fully 
programmable test system for T2L 
ICs with up to 24 pins, complete 
with built-in CRT, printer, and 
mag tape unit, that any engineer 
can learn to use in minutes. 

For IC producers this means 
immediate access to vital process 
control information. For IC users 
it means the data necessary to 
choose components and vendors 
intelligently. And the ability to 
extract from field returns the 
information needed to improve 
product quality and yield. 
The performance and flexi-
bility of a large, computer-
operated test system. 

The J401 delivers the flexi-
bility ordinarily associated only 
with larger, more expensive sys-
tems. It can datalog any forced or 
measured function and it can 
generate an x-y plot of any two 
parameters. The system also 
operates as a high throughput 
go/no-go tester for the production 
line or incoming inspection. 
Product data fast. 
Higher product yield. 

For the semiconductor manu-
facturer, the easy-to-use J401 
allows errors to be spotted before 
they can begin to multiply. QC 
engineers can use it to evaluate 
devices, determine test margins, 
and check device lots. 

The electronic equipment 
manufacturer will find the J401 
useful in monitoring vendor-to-
vendor and lot-to-lot variations. 

It enables him to spot device 
characteristics that could be con-
tributing to problems. And QC 
personnel can use the system 
to analyze failures and reduce 
service costs. 
A system for meeting the 
real objectives of incoming 
inspection. 

The J401 gives you fast 
go/no-go testing with an impor-
tant difference. It gives control 
over the way devices are tested. 
By pushing a few keys you can 
change test conditions, bin out 
top-quality ICs, or have data-
logging to support returns. All 
in seconds. This is incoming 
inspection as it should be. 

It's a Teradyne. 
Each J401 is built for hard 

use on the factory floor. Each is 
supported by Teradyne's ten-
year circuit module warranty, a 
24-hour telephone trouble-
shooting service, and a world-
wide field service backed up by 
local parts stocking centers. 

For complete information on 
the J401, write: 
Teradyne, 183 Essex Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. In Europe: 
Teradyne, Ltd., Clive House, 
Weybridge, Surrey, England. 

WE SELL PRODUCTIVITY. 

leteefite 

CHICAGO (312) 298-8610/DALLAS ( 214) 231-5384/NEW ENGLAND (617) 458-1256/NEW YORK ( 201) 334-9770 
SUNNYVALE (408) 732-8770/LONDON (0932) 51431/PARIS 073 16 98/ROME 59 47 62/MUNICH (089) 33 50 61/TOKYO (03) 406-4021 
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Probing the news 

Action put off on phone measure 
Debate heats up as OTP and FCC back competition 

for AT&T and independent carriers in specialized areas 

by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager 

Despite a large and increasing num-
ber of sponsors in the House and 
Senate, congressional leaders have 
put off until next year any mean-
ingful consideration of the tele-
phone industry's Consumer Com-
munications Reform Act. Thus, the 
hot potato of monopoly or competi-
tion in America's telecommunica-
tions industry will land in the lap of 
the 95th Congress that will convene 
in January with new leaders at every 
level. 
With new chairmen of the Com-

merce communications subcom-
mittees in each chamber both facing 
reelection, the postponement was 
not unexpected. But the decision 
was hastened as the complex and 
explosive nature of the issues be-
came apparent. As a concession to 
the more than 128 sponsors on the 
House side, however, chairman Li-
onel Van Deerlin (D., Calif.) is 
scheduling three days of "explor-
atory" hearings on the bill for late 
September. But Sen. Vance Hartke 
(D., Ind.), in line to succeed chair-
man John Pastore (D., R.I.), who is 
retiring, has called only for a com-
mittee staff study of the issues dur-
ing the remainder of this year. 

Softening? The study proposed by 
Hartke, first senator to introduce the 
bill in the upper chamber earlier 
this year, is widely viewed as a soft-
ening of his strong support for the 
telephone industry's proposal that 
would effectively stifle competition 
for telecommunications-terminal 
equipment and such specialized car-
rier services as value-added net-
works and domestic satellites. "We 
must prepare ourselves carefully 
and thoroughly with an open ear to 
all sides," he explains. 

But post-
ponement of 
congressional 
hearings has 
failed to deter 
industry criti-
cism of Ameri-
can Telephone 
& Telegraph 
Co., key sponsor 
of the bill along 
with the U.S. In-
dependent Tele-
phone Associ-
ation [Electron-
ics, March 4, 
p. 34]. In sepa-
rate actions, Lit-
ton Industries 
Inc., and the 
MCI Communi-
cations Corp. 
have charged 
AT&T and its af-
filiates with ille-
gal political con-
tributions and 
payoffs to main-
tain its domi-
nant industry 
position ( see 
"Pressure on 
AT&T inten-
sifies," p. 66). 

Adversaries. John Eger, left, head of Office of Telecommunications 

Policy, opposes bill pushed by AT&T chairman John deButts, right. 

On the Government side, the 
FCC, led by chairman Richard Wi-
ley, wants competition for AT&T. 

And the White House Office of 
Telecommunications Policy has 
called the proposed legislation "a 
deceptive bill" and charged AT&T 
with using "totally unsubstantiated 
scare tactics of rising costs and tech-
nical harm." 
The blast by oTP's John Eger, 

soon to resign as acting director, was 

unquestionably the strongest Gov-
ernment criticism thus far of the 
telephone-industry bill. (President 
Ford has nominated Illinois lawyer 
Thomas Houser, who served briefly 
as an FCC commissioner, to take 
over at oTP.) Eger, addressing a 
June communications seminar of 
the Electronic Industries Associ-
ation, also labeled "sheer folly" the 
bill's premise that "development of 
telecommunications might best be 
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Probing the news 

served by a single vested interest, 
free to regulate the pace of tech-
nological growth and unencum-
bered by the stimulating effect of 
aggressive competition." 
The attack on AT&T came on the 

heels of a New York meeting be-
tween company chairman John de-
Butts, who is the bill's principal ad-
vocate, and Eger. The AT&T 
chairman's adamant opposition to 
compromise led to a redraft and 
sharpening of Eger's speech. 

Six points. Eger urged deregula-
tion by the FCC of telecommunica-
tions-terminal hardware as one 
means of encouraging increased in-
novation through competition. "We 
must also insure that services deter-
mined by the commission not to be 
'natural monopoly' common-carrier 
services [such as phone service] 
should nonetheless be offerable by 
common carriers," he added, "pro-
vided that they establish for that 
purpose subsidiary corporations 
with separate accounts and records. 
This would involve, for example, 
detariffing [seller to determine price] 
of all terminal equipment." 
Beyond those two points, Eger 

offered four others for congressional 
consideration in regulatory reform. 
To assure a basic commitment to a 
free market where competition is 
workable, Eger said carriers oppos-
ing a new market entry should bear 
the burden of proving it, rather than 
placing the burden on entrants as 
the telephone-industry bill pro-
poses. He also called for new inter-
jurisdictional separation procedures, 
as well as revision of cost-allocation 
procedures and accounting prin-
ciples to eliminate possible cross-
subsidies and predatory pricing. 

Defending the proposed legisla-
tion, AT&T executive vice president 
Thomas S. Nurnberger says that the 
future direction of national telecom-
munications "doctrine" is a job for 
Congress, not regulators. "This pro-
cess of choosing priorities and se-
lecting [technological and organiza-
tional] preferences is rooted in 
human motivation, not scientific de-
duction," the AT&T executive says. 

Fragmentation. To limit AT&T'S 
"universal service doctrine and rate 
averaging," Nurnberger argues, 
would fragment the large-volume 
market needed to stimulate high 
technology, slowing its introduction 
since "economic cross-over points 
recede as volume declines." 

Pressure on AT&T intensifies 

"It is getting rougher and it's going to get dirtier," contends one Govern-
ment telecommunications official of the dispute over competition between 
AT&T and the independent carriers on one hand and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, the Office of Telecommunications Policy, specialized 
carriers, and hardware suppliers on the other. That conclusion gained sup-
port in early June as Litton Industries Inc. and MCI Communications Corp. 
separately charged AT&T and some of its Bell System subsidiaries with ille-
gal actions to preserve their domination of U.S. telecommunications mar-
kets. 
Two Litton subsidiaries have filed a $111 million antitrust suit in a New 

York federal court against AT&T, Western Electric, Bell Laboratories, and 
seven AT&T operating companies. The suit alleges Bell System has monop-
olized the telephone-terminal-equipment market. Sixteen other AT&T oper-
ating companies were cited as nondefendant conspirators. The four-count 
suit, which seeks treble damages, also alleges that the defendants, in re-
straint of trade, conspired to prevent subscribers from connecting their own 
terminals to the Bell system. 

Coincident with the Litton suit, MCI in Washington called for a new in-
vestigation of AT&T by the FCC, the Justice Department, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives. MCI 
based its petition on an investigatory report of the Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Co. by the Texas senate subcommittee on consumer affairs. South-
western, the 147-page report says, " squandered time, energy and brain-
power on a continual quest for political influence, when it might have better 
employed such energies in economizing its own operations." 

Seeks competition. FCC chairman Richard 
Wiley wants to open AT&T's markets. 

"Our worst fear," he says, "is that 
a competitive policy may degener-
ate into one of 'regulated competi-
tion.' We fear this outcome because 
we have already encountered indi-
cations of it. We are told 'you can't 
go into that business at all because 
it's already reserved for others,' or 
'you can't tariff that device because 
it isn't priced right'." 
The AT&T executive says he is 

concerned that 'DTP's Eger "ob-
viously wants to keep Congress out 
of this debate," a charge that the 
OTP has subsequently rejected, say-
ing it merely wants the debate to in-
volve all relevant issues, not just the 
telephone industry bill. 
The AT&T position, reiterated by 

Nurnberger, that consumer tele-
phone service is subsidized by busi-
ness rate-payers was challenged by 
OTP. It cited recent state studies in 
New York and Massachusetts in op-
position. A larger question on the 
subsidy issue, OTP said, is the need 
to determine "if, in fact, it is ulti-
mately determined that the public 
interest is served by subsidizing par-
ticular classes of users, is the tele-
phone rate structure the means 
whereby the desired subsidies ought 
to be brought about?" 
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The RCA 3140. 
Most useful op amp 
since the Mt 

For the price of a 741, the CA3140 is a lot 
more op amp. One that is often far more cost 
effective, considering circuit and component 
savings, than BI-FET and other higher priced 
op amps. 

MOS/FET input makes the difierence. 
In fact, CA3140 is a giant step closer to the 

ideal. It gives you the big advantages of MOS/ 
FET input.. plus bipolar speed and high supply 
voltage operating capability: 4 to 44 V. dual or 
single supply. MOS/FET input means very high 
input impedance: 1.5 Ti2typ. Very low input cur-
rent: 10 pA typ. at ± 15 V. Low input offset vol-
tage: as low as 2 mV max. Wide common-mode 
input voltage range— can be swung 0.5 V below 
negative rail. In addition, output swing comple-
ments input common-mode range, permitting 
full utilization of low supply voltages (down to 
4 V). When its driving power transistors. the out-
put swings to within 0.2 V of the negative 
rail. And 4 PMOS input devices are 

AdOSAFET 

CA3140 vs. 741 at a glance 

CA3140T,S CA741CT,S 

Input Resistance 
RI (Mi2) 

1,500.000 2 

Input Current 
I,(pA) 

10 80.000 

Slew Rate, SR 
(closed loop) ( V,i2s) 

9 0.5 

Gain-Bandw dth 
Product, f T (MHz) 

4.5 1.0 

protected by rugged bipolar diodes. 

Versatile building block 
The CA3140 can perform standard and 

many other applications. Such as ground-
referenced single-supply ampliters. Sample and 
hold amplifiers. Long-duration timers/ 
multivibrators. Photocurrent instrumentation. 
Peak detectors. Active filters. Tone controls. 
Function generators. Power supplies. Intrusion 
alarm systems. 

Send for 13 useful circuits. 
To show you how useful the CA3140 is, 

we've designed it into 13 typical circuits. To get 
these circuits plus other information, contact 
your RCA Solid State distributor. Or RCA. 
Write: RCA Solid State, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 
08876; Ste. Anne de Bellevue H9X 3L3, Canada; 
Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K.; Fuji Bldg. , Tokyo. Japan. 

RCA 
BIPOLAR 

RCA. Full house in Linear ICs. 
Circle 67 on reader service card 



Probing the news 

Communications 

Tri-Tac switch 
stays in step 

Visitors to this month's Washington 
meeting of the Armed Forces Com-
munications and Electronics Associ-
ation got their first look at the U.S. 
Army's AN/TTC-39 switch, a kind 
of telephone central office, at least 
in mockup form. But the Army's 
prime contractor for the tactical 
communications trunking and 
switching system, GTE Sylvania Inc., 
has gone well beyond the mockup 
stage. Installation of some hardware 
in shelters began in April, and sub-
system components are also moving 
along in development at Needham 
Heights, Mass., where Sylvania's 
TTC-39 effort is concentrated in the 
Electronic Systems group's eastern 
division. 
The TTC-39 performs two pri-

mary functions—electronic circuit 
switching aid message switching. It 
is analogous to a commercial tele-
phone system's central office, except 
that the computer- controlled 
TTC-39 has difficult size and weight 
constraints: it has to be at the same 
time completely redundant and 
small enough to fit into a two- or 
three-man shelter, transportable by 
air, capable of surviving nuclear at-
tack, and able to accommodate sub-
scribers using both analog and dig-
ital data and voice terminals. Those 

terminals include voice telephones, 
teletypewriters, other switching sys-
tems, and exchanges—such as the 
Autovon and Autodin exchanges— 
and data adapters that provide the 
interface with radio links. 

Sylvania has made widespread 
use of low-power Schottky rn_ me-
dium-scale integration to conserve 
power and make the module smaller 
and lighter in weight than earlier 
military communications-switching 
gear. It has also incorporated Syl-
vania-designed large-scale-inte-
grated p-channel mos to help in re-
ducing size and weight. MOS LSI has 
been employed for functions rang-
ing from simple repetitive ones, 
such as shift registers and large gate 
arrays for decoding, right up to 
modems, Golay encoders and de-
coders, and data-synchronization 
logic. 

Sylvania won a contract worth 
some $48 million in April 1974, call-
ing for delivery of these major items 
in Phase II of the TTC-39 program: 
nine circuit switches or switching 
centers accommodating 300 to 2,400 
lines or subscribers; seven message 
switches, each handling 25 to 50 
lines; two communications seCurity 
shelters housing Government-fur-
nished cryptographic equipment; 

by Lawrence Curran, Boston bureau manager 

!1 

operational maintenance software; 
ancillary equipment; training sup-
port; technical manuals, and main-
tenance kits. 
The system is presently conceived 

as a corps- and division- level 
switching system, but Resnick says 
it could ultimately serve smaller 
units. It's intended to become oper-
ational in the 1980s and is the first 
major hardware development under 
the direction of the Defense Depart-
ment's Joint Tactical Communi-
cations (Tri-Tac) Office. The Tri-
Tac organization provides system 
definition and engineering of tac-
tical communications equipment 
and coordinates its development 
and production. 
There will be five configurations 

of the circuit-switching part of the 
TTC-39, two using single shelters 
and seven employing dual shelters. 
Each shelter is designed to fit on a 
21/2-ton truck. Phase II calls for five 
configurations of the message 
switches. The circuit-switching func-
tion connects one subscriber to an-
other via hard wires. Message 
switching transmits a message be-
tween subscribers when the "called" 
subscriber is ready to receive and 
therefore employs a computer-con-
trolled store-and-forward technique 
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to hold on a disk any message for a 
busy or unavailable line. 
Each single-shelter circuit switch, 

Resnick says, handles up to 300 dig-
ital or analog lines or a combination 
of both, with at least 150 of them 
digital. This configuration also in-
cludes redundant L3050 computers 
supplied by the Data Systems divi-
sion of Litton Industries, the biggest 
subcontractor in the TTC-39 pro-
gram. 
The two-shelter circuit-switch 

cluster includes the same processors, 
cryptographic equipment, and oper-
ator stations as the single-shelter 
version, all built into a control shel-
ter. Added to that is the circuit-
switching shelter, which will accom-
modate up to 600 analog or digital 
lines with their switching matrixes. 
The message switch is a two-shel-

ter configuration—one a message-
processing shelter, and the other a 
communications-interface shelter. 
The processing shelter houses three 
operator stations and some of the 
same modules as the circuit switch, 
including the L3050 computers and 
a 67-million-bit disk system to help 
with the store-and-forward function. 
"The communications interface 
shelter has some of the same kind of 
hardware," Resnick says, "except 
that it's full of modems, but we've 
replaced several hundred pounds of 
modems in several racks with 
printed-circuit-card modems in one 
rack." 
The modems interface the switch 

to standard strategic and tactical 
communications lines from the vari-
ous types of terminals. While the 

aim is to use off-the-shelf compo-
nents as much as possible to keep 
costs down, the varying data rates 
feeding into the switch dictated the 
design of a data-adapter terminater 
unit that does all the complex rate 
correcting and compensation. Philip 
Schleuter, chief electrical and hard-
ware designer for the message 
switch, says eight of the p-channel 
mos metal-gate custom Ls! chips on 
that terminator board replace about 
50 TrL packages. 

Similarly, Sylvania-designed cus-
tom p-channel MOS LSI is used on at 
least two key portions of the circuit 
switch: its space-division adapters 
and NATO interface terminals, which 
are required to interface switch-
boards and instruments that are 
special in the system, says John 
Condon, circuit-switch electrical 
task manager. The circuits were de-
signed to shrink pc boards. In all, 
about 12 custom mos devices have 
been designed by Sylvania for the 
system, with masks furnished to the 
Nitron division of McDonnell 
Douglas Corp., Cupertino, Calif., 
for fabrication. 

Resnick points out that all of 
these size and weight reductions 
lead to economies in the life-cycle 
cost of the system, adding that there 
could be more if the TTC-39 were 
all digital. "But we have to accom-
modate all of the instruments in to-
day's communications inventory, 
and a lot of them are analog, so 
we'll go to the field as a hybrid, al-
though some of the modules can be 
used for all-digital secure communi-
cations now." 

Milestones in the TTC-39 program 

GTE Sylvania Inc. 's Eastern division has been working on the Phase II 
AN/TTC-39 contract for 24 months and is scheduled to deliver major por-
tions of the system in December 1977 for developmental testing. Officials at 
the Army's TTC-39 program office at Fort Monmouth, N.J., say that, after 
the latest bimonthly review, there's every indication that Sylvania can de-
liver developmental hardware to Fort Huachuca, Ariz. 
The Fort Huachuca tests will last nine months. The first six or seven will 

consist of developmental testing, the rest of operational testing, an Army 
source at Fort Monmouth says. The TTC-39 elements will then remain at 
Fort Huachuca for continuing tests with other elements of Tri-Tac hardware 
as they become available. 

After a high-level review of all test results, including a Defense System 
Acquisition Review Council study, production of the system would begin at 
a low rate, in three successively larger stages about one year apart and full-
scale production a long way out in the future. 

World's 
first 

and only 
dual-band 
Microwave 
System 
Analyzer 
Just flick this swilch 

M E 525A/ B/C 
• Tt-e new revolution in micraivaee 

tele.cornmt.nications instrumen-ation 
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ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
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You and Your Career 

EE job market improves gradually 
June graduates are finding positions more easily than last year; 

salaries are up, and demand is good for computer specialists 

by Gerald M. Walker, Associate Editor 

Although far from a stampede, the 
hiring of electrical engineers, both 
recent graduates and experienced 
practitioners, appears to be increas-
ing across the country. A spot check 
of electronics companies, engineer-
ing schools, and employment 
agencies indicates that the general 
business upturn has generated a 
cautious expansion in engineering 
departments, as well as a movement 
to fill vacancies left open by attri-
tion and previous layoffs. 
However, it's not yet clear 

whether the influx of new graduates 
is being absorbed entirely by this 
expansion or at the expense of 
older, higher-salaried EEs forced out 
of their positions. On the positive 
side, more and more unemployed 
engineers seem to be finding posi-
tions that suit their previous experi-
ence and incomes. On the other 
hand, none of the companies ques-
tioned by Electronics reported any 
particular need for EEs with 15 to 20 
years of experience. 
A burst of job openings, the sam-

pling indicates, has come since May, 
a sign that electronics companies 
had hedged their confidence in the 
strength of the business recovery 
until they got a look at the second-
half projections. Nevertheless, engi-
neering schools from coast to coast 
report that new bachelors, masters, 
and Ph.D.s are now getting jobs. 

Optimism. "It's a very nice year to 
be in electrical engineering," ob-
serves John G. Young, director of 
the engineering-placement service 
for the college of engineering at the 
University of Michigan. "People 
have been much more serious about 
hiring. Last year, there was very 
much pessimism, and companies 

were hiring only a bare minimum. 
This year, things are looking up." 

Concurring with that assessment, 
Robert K. Weatherall, director of 
placement for Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, adds, "Firms 
came out of the woods at the end of 
the recruiting season. We're back in 
the same sort of numbers as 
1969-1970." In that academic year, 
256 companies sent respresentatives 
to the MIT campus. That number 
dropped to 179 in 1972-73 and in-
creased to 203 last year. This year, 
220 firms sent recruiters to MIT. 
A good indication of the rapidly 

growing importance of micro-
processor applications is the increas-
ing demand for EEs specializing in 
digital electronics, computer hard-
ware and software, and semicon-
ductor technology. This increasing 
need is not only true for recent 
grads, but also for engineers with 
three to five years' experience in in-
dustry, according to company per-

sonnel directors. In addition to com-
puter-mainframe manufacturers, 
instrument companies and con-
sumer firms are swelling the de-
mand for EES to work with micro-
processors. 

Increases. Salary offers are up 
too, though there are several $ 1,000-
to-$2,000-a-year discrepancies be-
tween what companies say they are 
paying newcomers and what univer-
sity placement offices say their grad-
uates have been offered. Personnel 
directors want to keep the lid on pay 
checks, while engineering-school of-
ficials want to inflate the value of a 
degree from their institutions. For 
what it's worth, here's what the 
schools are reporting for beginning 
salaries: 
• University of California at Los 
Angeles. Bachelor EES, average, 
$14,700 a year; masters, $ 16,275; 
and Ph.D.s, $21,000. All are 5% 
higher than last year. 
• MIT. BS degree, $ 14,400 a year; 

Self-help helps, too 

There's been improvement in the demand for experienced EEs, as well as 
for June graduates. The San Fernando Valley section of the IEEE, using in-
stitute funding, last year started a program to find jobs for out-of-work engi-
neers, and this year it's paying off. 

With a three-man team working part-time, the program has been steadily 
placing unemployed EEs, Larry Matonak, a Litton Data Systems division em-
ployee, reports. One problem is that many who got jobs through the pro-
gram didn't bother to report back. However, he says that many more than 
15 known placements have been made. Presently, 60 to 80 resumés are on 
file, and the staff is trying to match these with about 40 openings. This year, 
calls advising of job openings are coming in about twice weekly. Many in-
volve up to six individual positions, compared to one a week last year. 
"Our first priority is for the unemployed; then we would help those look-

ing for a job change, says Matonak, who is heading the program. Non-
members also may request assistance, but would be asked to join the chap-
ter. 
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Ms, $ 16,380; and Ph.D., $22,020. In 
1975, offers were $ 12,900, $ 15,300, 
and $ 18,800, respectively. 
• Cornell University. BSEE, average, 
$1,158 a month; median, $ 1,170; 
highest, $ 1,325; and lowest, $967. 
MSEE, average, $ 1,293 per month; 
median, $ 1,334; highest $ 1,520; and 
lowest, $ 1,083. No comparable fig-
ures were available for 1975. 
• Northeastern University. BS, aver-
age, $ 13,800 a year, compared to 
$12,600 in 1975. 
• University of Michigan. BS, aver-
ages $ 1,135 per month, compared to 
$1,076 last year. 
• Cooper Union. BSEEs, $12,500 to 
$13,000 per year, 5% higher than in 
1975. 
• Polytechnic Institute of New 
York. BSEEs, average, $ 13,300 a 
year, compared to $ 12,800 in 1975. 

Decisions. Recruiting for women 
and minority engineers was defi-
nitely on the upswing this year to 
fulfill Federal hiring mandates. 
However, one engineering-school 
placement official notes that women 
and minority EEs seem to get prefer-
ential treatment only in the initial 
contacts. In follow-up interviews, in 
which the decision to hire is based 
on technical ability, these groups 
are evaluated the same as the ma-
jority of white males. Therefore, the 
official points out, sex or race does 
not seem to be a determining ad-
vantage either way. 

"It's tough to find top recent 
grads," states William Benning, 
manager of personnel adminis-
tration for Rockwell Corp.'s elec-
tronics operations. "The competi-
tion is keen." The company expects 
to hire 250 to 300 new EEs this year, 
a few more than in 1975. "Minor-
ities are in a good spot currently for 
job consideration anywhere in the 
engineering or computer-sciences 
field," he declares. But in contrast to 
the peak years of the electronics 
boom, an offer of a job in Southern 
California does not mean certain 
acceptance. 
The same holds true for most 

electronics companies across the 
country, as they carefully hire engi-
neers while keeping an eye on the 
sales charts. The personal director 
for an East Coast computer firm re-
marks, "There's no national jump in 
hiring that we can detect." E 

Our Microj capacitors egeeded 
even our own expectations. 

Not long after we introduced 
our sub-miniature ceramic disc 
trimmers, some customers began 
calling our attention to an error 
we made. It seems our Micro-J 
Capacitors actually perform 
better than we said they would. 
The Quality Factor is 

typically greater than 1000 at 
1 MHz. And the temperature 
coefficient of capacitance 
is typically better than 

150 PPM/°C over the entire 

operating range from —55° to 
125°C. This has prompted 
a number of people to call our 
Micro-J the best ceramic 
disc trimmer available at any 
price. And one customer even 
suggested that we could probably 
start charging more for it. 
We must admit we were 

tempted. But we decided 
to continue selling Micro-J's 
at the original price. 
We don't think you'll mind. 

E. F. Johnson Company/ Dept. EL, Waseca, MN 56093 
I'd like more information about your Micro-J's. 
D Please send me your specifications. 
E] I desire test samples. Please call me at  

Name  

Title  

Firm  

Address 

City  

State Zip  JOHNSON 
e 

For fast service, contact your local Johnson Distributor. 
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Probing the news 

Companies 

Giant Philips flexes 
semiconductor muscle 
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager 

If a European company wants to 
make good in the world semicon-
ductor market, it must establish an 
American base. By following that 
dictum and taking over Signetics 
Corp. in Sunnyvale, Calif., last year, 
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken in the 
Netherlands has catapulted itself 
into a front-running position among 
the world's leading semiconductor 
suppliers. 
Not that the Dutch company was 

in the minor leagues before the Sig-
netics acquisition. While ranking 
semiconductor makers is less than 
an exact science, its 1974 sales in 
Europe of nearly $400 million prob-
ably make Eindhoven-based Philips 
the Continent's largest non-Ameri-
can supplier of solid-state compo-
nents, and it trails only Texas 
Instruments Inc. and Motorola 
Semiconductor. In integrated cir-
cuits alone, the company's 1974 Eu-
ropean business totaled about $ 100 
million—almost two thirds more 
than the sales of Siemens AG, the 
second-ranking European semicon-
ductor firm. 

But with Signetics under its wing, 
Philips' performance must be com-
pared with those of the biggest of 
u.s. producers. In fact, Philips now 
claims the No. 1 spot among the 
world's makers of discrete semicon-
ductors. That's the view of Tony 
Opstelten, manager of solid-state 
activities at the Electronic Compo-
nents and Materials division—E1-
coma, for short. 

There also has been a major shift 
in worldwide standings in ICs. With 
combined Philips and Signetics IC 
sales of almost $ 160 million in 1975, 
"we are on a par with Fairchild and 
National Semiconductor, sharing 

with them the No. 2 position after 
Ti," Opstelten says. By 1980, he 
adds, Elcoma's semiconductor sales 
will exceed those of television-pic-
ture tubes, which account for most 
of the division's $ 1-billion-plus com-
ponents sales. 
More products. The Signetics 

takeover has also triggered an ex-
plosion in the Philips product mix. 
The company's forte has been in 
linear circuits, mainly for TV and 
audio applications, but it is now 
strong in digital devices as well, Op-
stelten notes. The Elcoma-pioneered 
Locmos (for local-oxidation comple-
mentary mos) family and its large 
array of emitter-coupled-logic cir-
cuits has been augmented by Sig-
netics' families of industrial and 
military transistor-transistor-logic 
devices of all kinds and by the u.s. 

Overseer. Tony 

Opstelten, as 

manager of El-

coma division's 

solid-state activi-

ties, oversees 

Philips' semicon-

ductor oper-

ations. The aerial 

photo is an over-

all view of the 

sprawling Philips 

complex at 

Eindhoven. 

firm's broad line of analog circuits. 
The only product line that needs 
strengthening, the Elcoma manager 
says, is n-channel mos. 

During the next few years the 
cross-Atlantic tie will benefit Philips 
most in microcomputers. "This is 
where our current marketing efforts 
are concentrated," Opstelten says. 
Elcoma is banking heavily on the 
Signetics 2650 microprocessor sys-
tem to give it a fast European start. 
The Philips-Signetics force has 

ambitious microprocessor-sales 
goals for the next few years. "We 
are aiming for a 50% share of the 
world's bipolar microprocessor mar-
ket by 1980," Opstelten says. And in 
mos versions, "our goal by the end 
of this decade is a position equal to 
that of Intel." 

Opstelten cites several factors to 
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Most new instrumentation products 
are built arœmd custom integrated circuits. 

Most of them are nuule by Mier(' Inver Systems. 

Our sole business since 1971 
has been helping original equip-
ment manufacturers exploit 
advanced CMOS and Bipolar LSI 
technology to improve product 
performance and reduce produc-
tion costs. We've helped design 
and produce numerous proprie-
tary LSI circuits for our customers 
in the fields of instrumentation, 
digital timekeeping, communica-
tions, and medical electronics. 

A_pplications for this type of 
LSI in industrial instrumenta-
tion products have increased dra-
matically in the past few years. 
Custom LSI has produced major 
technical improvements in the 

products themselves and has en-
abled many companies to achieve 
dramatic market advantages. 
Because of our experience, we 

now have an unusually extensive 
capability for development and 
production of specialized ICs 
for use in virtually all types of 
instrumentation equipment, 
particularly A-to-D and D-to-A 
converters. If you're considering 
total integration of any of the fol-
lowing products, we urge you to 
write or phone us immediately: 

m  MICRO 
POWER 
SYSTEMS 

• Portable Multimeters • DVMs 
• Frequency Counters • LED 
Decoderffirivers • Leak Detec-
tors • Ph Meters • Diagnostic 
Testers • Chemical Monitors 
• Gas Analyzers. Portable Tach-
ometers • CB Power Meters 
Our knowledge of the custom 

LSI approach to instrumentation 
products can help you to evaluate 
its potential benefits in your own 
terms. This can lead to your ac-
quisition of a protectable,. fully 
proprietary circuit If your need 
is immediate, we invite you to 
contact Rich Koury, Manager, or 
ask for Instrtunentation Product 
Marketing at (408) 2475350. 

We sell more than circuits. We sell solutions. 

3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, California 95050 
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Probing the news 

support his confidence. For one 
thing, "together with our American 
affiliate, we have the world's strong-
est semiconductor research and de-
velopment capability," he says. El-
coma can tap six Philips research 
labs in Europe—one each in the 
Netherlands, Belgium, France, and 
England, and two in Germany. 

For another thing, "there's Sig-
netics' proven microprocessor-man-
ufacturing know-how and our com-
bined marketing capability," he 
points out. In Europe, Philips com-
mands a components sales force 
that blankets virtually every coun-
try. Elsewhere in the world, its affil-
iates and network of distributors en-
sure good coverage. 
"And then, of course, we have the 

financial resources," Opstelten adds 

1111P000 
talatOCOMPUTER tr) 

1111%
 Wen mote 5  

'There's more to ICC microcomputer systems than just 

filling your order. Before you spend a cent we help you 

understand how he pow 
ocomputer 

erful ICC 
t microsystem proves 

the exact micr to tit your application. 
M d our tnicrosized 3" x 2" standard and custom Abacue 

modules developed over the last 9 years provide all the 
expandability and design flexibility your nicrosy ste ters do 

rn needs. 

Novi you can do virtually everything minicompu 

at a fraction of the cost. No more simulation guessing 
games. Our hands-on Microw are" supplies all the 
hardware/ software tools you need to be system-ready in 

the shortest possible time. 
Send for the free facts today. 

Nutty, rush me my rnicrocorrip Date 

titer information. 
free tor ott.Get Wit. 

Name  
Address Phone 

City/ State/ ZiP 

Application 
Inforroation Cresol Corp.,II 
CA 90045 (213) 641-S520. 

tutow sorry./ pate/ suePoeT 
9610 Bellanca,Los Angeles, 

with a smile. Philips, the largest 
electronics company outside the 
U.S., had 1974 sales of more than 
$10 billion. 

Opstelten predicts that the West 
European microprocessor market 
will double each year from its 1976 
level of an estimated $ 10 million to 
about $ 170 million in 1980, with 
about one fifth of the market for 
bipolar systems and two fifths each 
for standard 8-bit mos and dedi-
cated systems. What Elcoma is gun-
ning for is about half of Western 
Europe's bipolar and roughly one 
quarter of its MOs-microprocessor 
markets. 

Looking beyond what Philips and 
Signetics already have on the micro-
computer market, Theo Holtwijk, 
Elcoma's group leader for semicon-
ductor systems and memories, cites 
the 2650-1 and the 2650A-1 micro-
processors. Both are redesigned ver-
sions of the 2650 and will be intro-
duced by September. The chip is 
50% smaller than the original, and 
the cycle time is 1.5 microseconds 
instead of 2.4 gs. 

In addition to microprocessors, 
the Philips-Signetics catalog lists 
more than 100 semiconductor 
memories. And coming this year is a 
variety of new devices. Among them 
are Schottky ra. and ECL parts, 
erasable programable read-only 
memories, and low-power Schottky 
circuits. There also will be an 18-pin 
4,096-bit random-access memory 
compatible with -Fes 4050. And 
early next year, the company will 
introduce a dynamic 16,384-bit, a 
static 4-k-by- 1-bit, and 1-k-by-4-bit 
MOS RAMS. 

The Signetics acquisition also 
adds a strong line of linear circuits 
and a broad range of 560 logic 
parts—in standard TUL, low-power 
Schottky TUL, Locmos, and ECL. 

Holger Beckett, Elcoma's group 
leader for linear devices, promises a 
strong Philips push into European 
military markets, while Pieter Fit-
ters, group leader for logic circuits, 
says 50 low-power Schottky versions 
will be introduced this year. 

Philips claims 6% to 7% of the Eu-
ropean ern, market, but Fitters is 
convinced that by 1979 or 1980, his 
company can overtake the 23% of 
the No. 2 Fairchild. Texas Instru-
ments leads with 40%. 
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SEVEN NEW PRODUCTS SAY 
WE'RE IN DIGITAL THERMOMETERS. 

WITH BOTH FEET. 

Last month, we couldn't say it. 
Now we can. 
As of right now, Fluke offers as full 

and complete a line of digital thermom-
eters as anyone. 

Before, we were offering a well 
received line of 0.1° resolution digital 
thermometers. And a lot of people asked 
us to build the same quality digital ther-
mometers in 1° and 0.2° resolution. 

Well, here they are. 
The 2160A series of panel-mount 

and portable 1° digital thermometers. 
And the 2170A series of panel-mount 
and portable 0.2° digital thermometers. 

Both will handle all your thermo-
couple needs. In fact, we can't think of 
a single standard thermocouple capabil-
ity that Fluke digital thermometers can't 
handle—J, K, E, T, R, S, B and C in-
cluded. And that's across a temperature 
range of — 200°C to + 2327°C or 
to 3999°F. 

And for user convenience, the 
portable instruments are truly portable 
and the panel instruments are truly de-
signed for industrial environments. Our 
bench model is really a bench model, 
not just an adapted panel meter with 
legs. And our panel meters conform to 
DIN Standards. 

Ease of use hasn't been forgotten. 
For example, temperature scale selection 
(°F or °C) is easily accomplished with 
a pushbutton on the bench models and 
front panel access on the panel models. 
A further convenience is being able to 
calibrate panel mount instruments in 
place, without removal from the panel. 

Here's a quick look at the new 
instruments priced from $299*: 

2160A is a panel-mount, 4-digit 
thermometer capable of resolving 1°C 
or 1°F over the entire temperature range 
of any of eight thermocouple types (J, 
K, E, T, R, S, B, C). 2165A is the 
portable, bench-top version of the 2160A. 

2166A expands the basic capabil-
ities of the 2165A to include monitoring 
of up to ten thermocouples of the same 

We don't go into a new product line 
halfileartedly. 

type with a front panel selection switch. 

2168 is another portable, 1° single-
point instrument. It can, however, ac-
cept any one of eight thermocouple types 
as input. 

2170A is a panel-mount, 4-digit 
thermometer capable of 0.2° (°F or °C) 
resolution over a temperature range of 

—99.8° to + 999.8°, for four thermo-
couple types (J, K, T, E). 2175A is the 
portable, bench-top version of the 2170A. 

2176A expands the basic capabil-
ities of the 2175A to include monitoring 
of up to ten thermocouples of the same 
type with a front panel selection switch. 

Options for the new series of in-
struments include rechargeable battery 
power, an isolated parallel BCD output, 
an isolated analog output, a multi-point 
switch unit, and a Hi-Lo set point 
comparator. 

And if you're wondering what the 
reaction to these new products has been, 
well, it's pretty typical. 

Users are happy to see Fluke quality 
and technology in a full line of labora-
tory and industrial digital thermometers. 

And the competition's awfully grumpy. 

For data out today, dial our toll-free 
hotline, 800-426-0361. 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 
43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

Fluke (Nederland) B. V., P.O. Box 5053, 
Tilburg, The Netherlands. 
Phone: (013) 673-973 Telex: 52237 
*U.S. price only. 

INTRODUCING 2160A/2170A DIGITAL THERMOMETERS. FLUKE 

For demonstration on 2160A, circle 219 
For literature on 2160A, circle 220 

For demonstration on 2170A, circle 221 
For literature on 2170A, circle 222 



Probing the news 

Microprocessors 

The 8080 looks like a bandwagon 
Addition of National to second sources pushes Intel family toward 

status of standard in market for general-purpose 8- bit machines 

The 8080 microprocessor family has 
won another convert: National 
Semiconductor is beginning to make 
the full line of Intel Corp. parts. 
As a result, industry observers see 

a quickened movement forming 
around the family. With such major 
suppliers as Texas Instruments, Ad-
vanced Micro Devices, and Na-
tional, as well as Japan's Nippon 
Electric Co., West Germany's Sie-
mens, and others joining the Intel 
bandwagon and in some cases mak-
ing their own innovations in the 
family of parts, those observers 
speculate that the 8080 is fast be-
coming the closest thing the indus 
try has yet seen to a standard in the 
general-purpose 8- bit micro-
processor market. 

According to Bill Baker, who di-
rects National's microprocessor op-
erations, the company has already 
begun stocking distributors' shelves 
with the central-processing-unit 
group—the 8080A-cPu, clock-gener-
ator, and system-controller chips. 
Production has started on the 8-bit 
input/output port and communi-
cations and peripheral interface 
chips, he says. The other parts will 
follow over the next six months. 

National now has four micro-
processor families on the market: 
PACE, a 16-bit CPU chip for indus-
trial process-control applications; 
the 8080; SC/MP, for low-cost con-
troller applications, and the calcu-
lator types, such as the 5799, for 
very-high-volume, very-low-cost 
consumer applications. What Na-
tional's decision means to its ex-
change agreement with Rockwell 
International is still unclear. Neither 
firm appears to be seriously working 
to supply the other's products. 

THE 8080 FAMILY 

CPU GROUP 

8-bit central processing unit, 2-ps cycle 

Clock generator 

System controller 

CPU OPTIONS 

1.3-e cycle 

1.5-/is cycle 

2-bis cycle (-55° to + 125°C) 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

8-bit I/O port ( 15-mA drive) 

Programable communication interface 

Programable peripheral interface 

PERIPHERALS 

1-out-of -8 binary decoder 

Dynamic RAM driver (8107B) 

Priority interrupt control unit 

Bidirectional bus driver, noninverting (50 mA) 

Bidirectional bus driver, inverting (50 mA) 

Dynamic RAM refresh controller (8107B) 

Programable interval timer 

Programable DMA controller 

Programable interrupt controller 

The cross-fertilization represented 
by the long list of 8080 second 
sources can benefit users. An ex-
ample is Ti's recently introduced 
5501 multifunction input/output 
controller—a single chip that per-
forms the asynchronous communi-
cations interface, data Ito buffer, in-
terrupt control, and interval-time 
functions spread out over three 
chips in the standard family. 

Indeed, the expansion of the 8080 
family by several sources strikes 
some as analogous to the early days 
of the standard transistor-transistor-
logic family, where cross-fertiliza-
tion among several suppliers of the 
54/74 logic family accelerated its 

popularity at the expense of other 
versions. 

Intel's microcomputer marketing 
manager, Dale Williams, already 
sees it happening, calling the 8080 
family "the 54/74 of the seventies." 
But he also points out that any sup-
plier of 8080 parts had better be 
willing to invest in the whole family 
and not just in the CPU and a few 
peripherals. "The CPU is quickly be-
coming the $ 10 part of a $ 100 prob-
lem," he says. 

But such cross-fertilization is un-
likely, according to a spokesman for 
Motorola's Semiconductor Products 
group, where the 6800 is the major 
competitor of the 8080 in the 8-bit 
market. Colin Crook, group oper-
ations manager for microproducts in 
Austin, Texas, recalls the days when 
the UL logic families were growing, 
but points out, "The name of the 
game then was to come out with 
about 100 parts, which was easy to 
do since they were SSI and MS!. But 
with LS!, you don't have that capa-
bility, and trying to second-source a 
whole variety of peripheral chips 
can be costly." 

Thus, Crook opines, there will be 
a wide variety of peripheral chips 
coming from different people that 
no one will second-source. In fact, 
rather than a bandwagon, he says, 
"We're seeing a fragmentation of 
the 8080 market." 

It would have been more inter-
esting, he says, if the second-sources 
for the 8080 had done enhance-
ments, such as Zilog's Z-80. "That 
would have been fascinating, and to 
that extent, I'm glad there's not a Z-
6800." Crook does note however, 
that Motorola does have such an en-
hancement program. Ej 
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SHOULDN'T YOUR 
FREQUENCY COUNTING DOLLARS 

BUY TIME, TOO ? 

It used to be that to get time and 
frequency measurements you paid extra. 

No more. 
For about what you would pay for 

frequency measurement only, Fluke's 
1900A counter gives you multi-function 
capability. 

And for $375*, some features you 
just wouldn't expect. 

We give you a broad frequency 
range from 5 Hz to 80 MHz with sensi-
tivity of 25 mV, typically 15 mV. 

Four manually selected gate times 
give resolution down to 0.1 Hz. 

Then, true to its name, the 1900A 
multi-counter gives you a period mode. 
With it you can measure the duration 
of a single input cycle, useful for high 
resolution of low frequencies. 

For finer resolution, the 1900A has 
a period average mode for averaging cy-
cle times over 10, 100 or 1000 cycles. 

You can't do that with "frequency 
only" counters. 

Another extra built into the 1900A 
is the totalize mode. With six-digit 
LED display, the 1900A will totalize 106 
events and provide overflow indication 
after that. And annunciation in MHz, 
kHz, ms or jis is automatic. 

We've also built ease of operation 
into the 1900A. For times when training 
is a bottleneck, you get autoranging. 

This feature automatically selects 
the most suitable gate time (or period 
averages) for the highest signal resolu-
tion without overflowing. 

Simple to use. 
And the 1900A has autoranging 

hysteresis that makes it easy to measure 
signals full of a lot of frequency or phase 
modulation. 

Redundant up- and down-ranging 
is eliminated. 

And to ensure that initial measure-
ments are correct, the 1900A has auto-
reset. With it a new measurement se-
quence begins every time a front panel 
switch is activated. 

Of course, you can expect Fluke 
quality in the 1900A. LSI/MOS 
circuitry design is standard. That means 

We think anything ies.s would be a 
waste of money. 

taigh performance with low power con-
sumption. 

And leading zero suppression will 
give you an unambiguous display. 

The 190CA's dependable 10 MHz 
timebase is extremely temperature-
stable and well-specified over tine, too. 

And don't fear that operating a 
1900A in electrically noisy environ-
ments will detract from its good specs. 

We planned for that. 
A selectable 1 MHz low-pass filter 

provides input signal conditioning for 
accurate low-frequency measurements 
in the presence of noise. 

And because we know that you 
need to make measurements away from 
the bench sometimes, we've provided 
an option that the competition doesn't. 
Battery operation. 

For $50 you can get a rechargeable 
battery pack. It's good for up to 5 hours 
of operation away from line power. 

The 1900A also comes with a data 
output option with 8-4-2-1 BCD output 
from each digit. 

So, if you want to get a lot of 
function for your dollar, get a 1900A 
multi-counter. 

You'll find that economy counts. 

For data out today, dial our toll-free 
hotline, 800-426-0361. 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 
43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
Fluke (Nederland) B. V., P.O. Box 5053, 
Tilburg, The Netherlands. 
Phone: (013) 673-973 Telex: 52237 
*U.S. price only. 

MULTIFUNCTION 1900A COUNTER. FLUKE 
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BEFORE YOU GO BACKTO 
THE BENCH, TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT 

YOU SHOULD FIND THERE. 

Fluke spends a lot of time paying 
attention at test and measurement 
benches across the industry. 

Out of what we hear, we develop 
new products. 

Not just DVM's. Not just counters. 
But also frequency synthesizers, 
automatic test systems, signal generators, 
calibrators, logic board testers, power 
supplies, data loggers, digital 
thermometers, ac and dc standards, and 
differential voltmeters. 

A company that listens so carefully, 
probably has what you've been looking 
for. 

Smart, but friendly. 

The Fluke 6010A Signal Generator 
incorporates a microprocessor for 
free-form entry of frequency in Hz, kHz, 
or MHz. The unit stores and recalls up to 
ten frequencies, modulation, and 
attenuator settings by pushing a single 
button—a feature unique in signal 
generation. 

The microprocessor plays a part in 
several other operations, including 
automatic range selection and automatic 
justification. You can automatically 
justify the frequency entry on the 7-digit 
LED readout to give the greatest possible 
resolution. 

But for all its sophistication, the 
6010A is friendly. It's easy to use. For 
example, you've got continuous tuning 
with the Frequency Edit control—the 
bright digit denotes the tuned decade. 
The bright digit can be incremented and 
decremented with complete carryover 
and borrow capability across a 10 Hz to 11 
MHz coverage. 

Put this intelligent, amiable fellow 
to work for you for only $2495*. 

"I'll take one of those. And one of those, too!" 

Keep up the standards 
on the bench. 

From Fluke. A fully programmable 
ac cal setup with range, stability and 
accuracy that's hard to beat for the price. 

Together, the 5200A Precision AC 
Calibrator and the 5205A Precision 
Power Amplifier can calibrate ac devices 
up to 1200 volts rms. Frequency range is 
dc to 1.2 MHz. DC output of 1600 volts is 
available. Maximum output current is 
200 mA and will drive a 1500 pF 
capacitance load. Long-term stability is 
200 ppm/ 6 months, midband accuracy 
is 0.02% overall, and response is a fast 
0.5 sec. 

Both instruments are short-circuit 
proof, fully guarded and interlocked. 
Phase lock availability and quadrature 
output are standard features. 

The system interfaces easily with 
almost any system. Field installable serial 
and parallel isolated programming 
options are available. This unbeatable 
team goes to work for you for $8990*. 

Basic counting. 
A new Fluke multi-function 

counter, the 1900A features autoranging 
in both frequency and period modes, with 
20% hysteresis to eliminate annoying 
range switching. There's leading zero 
suppression and autoreset in all functions 
for easy and correct readings every time. 
A large 6-digit LED display with 
automatic range of 5 Hz to 80 MHz. 
Exceptional sensitivity of 25 mV 
(typically 15 mV). Event counting to 106 
counts. Signal input conditioning. 
Frequency. Period. Totalize. 

At only $375*, you could say we've 
stayed close to the basics. 

1900A Counter 

Shhhhhhhhhh  
Are you doing NMR or microwave 

spectroscopy? Be quiet about it. Use the 
new Fluke 6160B Frequency Synthesizer 
with the best signal-to-noise ratio 
available and a guaranteed spurious spec 
of greater than —83 dB. A range of 1 to 
160 MHz with 1 Hz resolution, and from 
1 to 20 MHz the spur spec is — 100 dB. 
BCD programmable frequency control. 
Switching speeds less than a millisecond. 
Modular construction for custom 
tailoring to your needs. And all of this 
quiet costs $5895*. 

6010A Signal Generator 5200AAC Calibrator and 5205A Power Amplifier 6160B Frequency Synthesizer 

Fo( Information on the 6010A oncle 227 ,t, t_tt tne 1900A ceste 229 
For dernonstratton on the 6010A ceste 228 For demonstratton on the 1900A orcle 230 

For Information on the 5200AAC amie 231 For information on the 5205A circle 233 For Informatton on the 6160B code 235 
For demonstraten on the 5200AAC amie 232 For demonstration on the 5205A cade 234 For demonstrahon on the 61606 circle 236 



3010A/3020A Logic Board Testers 

Common sense logic 
board testing. 

With the Fluke Trendar 
3010A/3020A testers, you can perf)rm 
logic board testing without software, 
programmers and lots of money. 

The 3020A is a console for 
high-volume production applications. It 
comes complete with 128 pins liar under 
$30,000*. The 3010A is a compact 
version for field service and low-volume 
production at less than half that price. 

The test engineer doesn't program in 
the conventional sense. He simply 
develops a test plan which consists of 
selecting the appropriate stimulus 
algorithm for each input. 

And once the test program is 

entered into memory, you can record it 
easily on a handy little magnetic credit 
card that looks exactly like those credit 
cards in your wallet. The programmed 
card will function interchangeably with 
the production Model 3020A, or the field 
service 3010A. 

Write Don Allen and ask for "The 
Economics of Logic Board Testing." 
Everything you need to get you into logic 
board testing is there. Economically, for a 
change. 

For data out today, dial (415) 
965-0350. Fluke Trendar, a subsidiary of 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., 500 Clyde 
Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043. 

Digital thermometers, 
with options. 

Fluke's new series 2100A digital 
thermometers offer temperature range of 
—320°F to +3200°F with 0.1° resolution 
in three models. 

And they've got options for 
maximum versatility. 

Like an analog output in four offset 
ranges, both linearized and isolated. The 
linearized feature gives direct temperature 
readings on a strip chart recorder with no 

2100A Digital Thermometer 

interpolation. And because it's isolated, 
there's no worry about ground loops. 

The 2100A has a digital BCD output 
that monitors six thermocouple types 
(J, K, E, T, R and S) and two millivolt 
ranges: 40 and 400 mV. The unit operates 
from line, 12V dc or self-contained 
battery pack (7 hours off-line). And you 
can expand up to 100 points with the 
2150A option. 

In addition, these units are rated for 
a minimum 10,000-hour MTBF, have 
excellent noise rejection and come in 
tough, all-metal cases. Prices for the three 
basic models are $795* (2100A-03, 
single-point type), $995* (2100A-10, 
multi-point type), and $ 1095* 
(2100A-06, multi-thermocouple type). 

51/2-digit DVM extravaganza. 
Whatever you need in a DVM— 

Fluke has it. We're the leader. 
Let's say you need resolution to 51/2 

digits. Look at these three instruments. 
The 8800A is a ± 0.005%, 

200,000-count bench DVM with 1 JAV 
sensitivity. It's light and small, has full 
guarding and autoranging, and sells for 
$985*. Accuracy is a guaranteed ±0.01% 
for 90 days over a temperature span of 18° 
to 28°C. Five ranges of dc volts from 
+200 mV to + 1200V. Four ranges of ac 
volts from 2V to 1200V. True 4-wire 
resistance measurements on all ranges, 
200 ohms to 20 megohms, with 3.3V 
maximum open post voltage. 10,000-
hour MTBF. And overload protection of 
at least 1000V on any ac or dc range, 250 
V rms or dc on any ohms range—the best 
in the industry. A wide range of 
accessories includes high-frequency 
probes, high-voltage probe and clamp-on 
ac current probe. An isolated printer 
output option is available. 

For systems applications, Fluke 
offers the 8375A. Standard unit measures 
5 ranges of dc volts and 4 ranges of 
true-rms ac volts. Basic dc accuracy is 
±0.003%. Basic ac accuracy is ±0.1%. 
Resistance measurements are made in 7 
ranges from 10 ohms to 12 megohms with 
100 micro-ohms sensitivity. Fluke's 

patented Recirculating Remainder 
A-to-D conversion technique with 
autozero circuit provides reliable long-
term accuracy and linearity. A quick 
check of all measurement functions is 
provided by the unique self-test feature. 
Field-installable systems options include 
remote control, data output and dc 
external reference. 

The 8400A is the same basic box as 
the 8375A, with some different features. 
To the capabilities of the 8375A add 
±0.002% basic dc accuracy, plug-in ac, 
resistance and ac or dc ratio options, 

switched filter for dc, ac resistance and 
ratio, automatic settling or time-out 
delays and serial or parallel data output. 

Both instruments, the 8375A and 
8400A, offer full autoranging, auto-
polarity, 20% overranging, pushbutton 
selection and 10,000-hour MTBF. 

Both sell for $2195*. 
*Domestic price only. 
For data out today, dial our toll-free 
hotline, 800-426-0361. 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 
43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
Fluke (Nederland) By., P.O. Box 5053, 
Tilburg, The Netherlands. 
Phone: (013) 673-973 Telex: 52237 

8800A, 8375A, and 8400A Digital Voltmeters 

TEST AND MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION. FLUKE 
For InformatIon on the 88:10A orcle 237 
Fof dernonstratton on the 8800A orcle 238 
For InformatIon on the 83054 cede 239 

For dernonstranon on the 83754 orcle 240 
For informahon on the 8400A orcle 241 
For dernonstrafion on the 8400A orcle 242 

For ,ntorrnahon on the 2100A crcle 243 
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Our 8,257 
brand new 
voltage 

regulators: 
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The LM-117. 

We proudly announce the world's first and 
only 3-terminal adjustable regulator. 

Our ubiquitous LM-117. 
With this one product, you can eliminate a 

whole mitful of fixed-regulator problems. The 
designing-in, the multiple specs, the overwhelm-
ing inventory. Because this one product can be 
any regulator you want it to be. 

But it's not just a substitute for fixed regu-
lators. It'll give you 5 times the performance. 
It'll supply in excess of 1.5A over a 1.2V to 37V 
output voltage range ( or up to infinity, using 

precautions) with ripple rejection of 80dB. 
For the QA guys, it features 100% electrical 

burn-in. There's full overload, safe area, and 
thermal protection. 

And for the dazzlement of everyone, you 
can use it as a progranunable output regulator, 
or an adjustable switching regulator, or as a 
precision current regulator, or a high-voltage 
regulator, or whatever. 

Mail the coupon for our free booklet on the 
LM-117. And see for yourself what it — er, they— 
can do. 

National Semiconductor E624 
2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051 
Gentlemen: 
Send me your LM-117 book. 

NAMF 

CONPANI 

ADDRE.,, 

CITE-  STATE   ZIP 

National Semiconductor e 



DEMO'S NEW FAS 
HIGH-GAIN TRANSI5 

MAJOR PARAMETER LIMITS 

TYPE h FE - 
@ 10A 

v cB0 VCEO (sus) 
VcE (sat) 
@ 7A 

tf (typical 
@ 5A) 

DTS 515 3.5 300V 250V 5.0V 0.25 iksec 

DTS 516 4 400V 250V 1.9V 0.25 psec 

DTS 517 5 500V 250V 1.6V 0.25 ,,sec 

DTS 518 5 600V 275V 1.4V 0.25 ,sec 

DTS 519 5 700V 300V 1.4V 0.25 iisec 

2N6573 5 500V 250V 1.5V 0.25 ,sec 

2N6574 5 600V 275V 1.5V 0.25 psec 

2N6575 5 700V 300V 1.5V 0.25 iLsec 

NPN triple diffused silicon transistors. Packaged in solid copper cases 
conforming to JEDEC TO-3 outline dimensions. 

Our newest high-energy silicon power 
transistors have increased capabilities over 
our earlier types in current ratings, gain and 
switching speeds. These improvements were 
achieved without sacrificing the useful peak 
power handling capacity that is characteristic 
of Delco's transistors. 

Fall time of these transistors is typically 
0.25 microseconds. Their biggest advantage, 
however, is their high current gain as shown 
on the accompanying beta curves. 

A new characterization feature offered 
with the DTS-515 series is a graph of 
capabilities for reverse bias clamped 
inductive switching. Parameter variables, 
dealt with in the graph, are voltage, collector 
current, temperature, and forward and 
reverse base current. As can be seen in the 

"VBE(reverse) > 5V" notation, emitter 
diode avalanche is recommended under 
certain conditions. 

And, of course, these high-energy silicor 
power transistors come in Delco's solid 
copper TO-3 packages to ensure low therma 
resistance. 

The accompanying curves, charts and 
circuits tell part of the story. Prices, 
applications literature and electrical data 
from your nearest Delco sales office or 
Delco distributor can supply another part. 

But the most important part of the story 
is how well these new transistors function 
in your applications. 

You can order them today; they're in 
stock at your Delco distributor's. 
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TER SWITCHING, 
TORS NOW IN STOCK. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM THESE DISTRIBUTORS IN PRODUCTION QUANTITIES. 
ALABAMA, Birmingham 
'orbes Distill. utisig Ca., Inc. 
205) 251-4104 

ALABAMA, Huntsville 
'owe!! Eleetom:es 
205) 539-2731 

ARIZONA, Ph nix 
'ceding Electx,ni. s, I-le. 
602) 258-453 

-.:ALIFORNIA, Gardena 
fell Industrie 
flectronks Dutribuurs Div. 
213) 321-580: 

"..:ALIFORNIA, Goleta 
t..P.S. Electrcruts 
805)964-6823 

Los Angrles 
:ierulff Electronics, inc. 
213) 685,5511 

Los Angeles 
Electronic!, It,. 

213) 748,127: 

::ALIFORNIA, Palo Alto 
:aerulff Electeneics, lac. 
415) 968-629: 

::ALIFORNIA, San Diego 
:ierulff Electronics, . ac. 
714) 278,211:: 

l'ALIFORNIA, San Diego 
LP.S. Electronics Irc. 
714) 292-561: 

l'ALIFORNIA, Sunnyvale 
lei! Industrie 
408) 734-8570 

::OLORADO, Denver 
ZieruIff Electronics, Inc. 
303) 371.55Ce 

::ONNECTICUT, NEW MEXICO, 
Norwalk Albuquerque 

Survey Electron> s Sterling Electronics 
203) 853-151) (305) 345,6601 

'LORIDA, Clearwater 
hplornat /Sou:Mind 
813) 443-4514 

'LORIDA, Miami Springs 
'owe!' Electrrnic /Panda 
305) 592-326C 

LLINOIS, Elk Grove Village 
:ierulir Electronics, lac. 
312) 640,020x. 

LLINOIS, Skokie 
fell Industrie 
flectromes Distributors Div. 
312) 282•5400 

INDIANA, Indianapolis. 
Griham Electronics &Apply, Inc. 
(317) 634-8202 

MARYLAND, Baltimore 
RESCU Baltimore 
(301) 8n-0070 

MARYLAND, Beltsville 
RESCO.W.ashingtor 
001) 971-5890 

MASSACHUSETTS, 
Billeri. a 

kierullf Electronics, 
(517) 935-5134 
(517)607-8.'31 

NEW YORK, Woodbury 
Harvey Electronics 
(5161 921,8700 ( 212) ))9592:50 

OHIO, Cincinnati 
Unites.1 Radio. Inc. 
313) 761-4030 

OHIO, Cleveland 
Paulson Supply Co. 
Industrial Electronics Divi!(on 
(216) 441,3000 

OHIO, Dayton 
P. -•-er Dayton 

,)900 

(R I ( ;( IN, Portland 
MASSACHUSETTS, -''',um Electronics 
Newton ,.:-3134 

The Gesenr•Shaw Co., Inc. 
(517) 969,8..00 PENNSYLVANIA, 

Philadelphia 
MICHIGAN, Livonia Alma Electronics 
Pioneer-Maligan (215) 698,4000 
Co13) 525,re(X) 

MINNESOTA, 
Minneapolis 
ark Etezteonics Surely Co. 

(312) 332,1125 

MISSOURI, Kansas City 
Walters Ralo Suppb, Inc. 
(816) 5317015 

MISSOURI, St. Louis 
LCOMP-S'. Louis 
(.114) 6.7,505 

NEW JERSEY, 
Cinnaminson 

Wilshire Electronics -Philadelphia 
(G'9) 786,8.90 121511,27,1920 

NEW JERSEY, Clifton 
Wilshire EIrctronics,New Jersey 
(201) 3.0,1400 (212) 244,8930 

NEW YORK, Binghamton 
Harvey Electronics 
(607) 7es.,11 
NEW YORK, Buffalo 
Summit. Durributors, Inc. 
(716) 884-3 t50 

NEW YORK, Farmingdale 
Wilshire Electronics rLong Island 
(316) 2434;75 

NEW YORK, Freeport 
Mi'gray /New York 
(316) 546-6.100 

PENNSYLVANIA, 
Pittsburgh 

CAM RPC Electronics 
.412) 288,2600 (412) 782,3770 

SOUTH CAROLINA, 
Columbia 

Dixie Radio Supply Co., 
t803) 779-5333 

TEXAS, Dallas 
Sterling Electronics 
214) 357,9131 

TEXAS, Houston 
Hari-ion Equipment Co.. Inc 
7131 552,4700 

TEXAS, Hon , ' 
Sterling Electric... 
'7131 627.98(r) 

WASHINGTON,. Seattle 
Alma. Straum Electronics 
(206) 763-2300 

WASHINGTON, Seattle 
Kierdtf Electroriox. 
(206) ?63,1550 

WASHINGTON, Spokane 
Alma. Strnum Electronics 
(509) 92/54:679 

IN CANADA: 
Zentomics Ltd. 
Toroato 416) 787.11 
Ottawa :613) 21'1,6411 
Monbreal (514) 7354361 

OVERSEAS 
EUROPEAN INQUIRIES: 
European Parts Es' Ac. essories 

Marketing ( o ap 
General Motora Commental 
Plant 2, Noorderlaan, Postbus 9 
B,203,3 Antwert, Belgum 

ALL OTHER. OVERSEAS 
INQUIRIES: 

Geneaal Motors Overwas 
Operations 

Parts Accesscries Dept. 
767 Kíth Avenue 
New York. N.Y 10022 
(212) 486•4412 

Delco Electronics 
Regional Sales Offices 
Chartete, Nores I:ar(lina 28209 
4600 Park Road 
(7041 127-4444 
Van Nuys, Calitarqua .51404 
Box 2.468 
(213).5887550 

Genrral Sale: Office 
700 E Firmin, Kokomo, Ind 46901 
(3171 1.59,2175 

Delco 
Electronics 

GM 

Division of General Motors 
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ITT now has 44 MIL-M-
TOP QUALITY MIL IC'S FROM HI-REL FACILITY 

(Left; R,g : • -.: nn and t,seing p,-r,/,res W 
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Continuing its commitment to MIL-M-
38510 JAN microcircuits, ITT Semiconductors 
introduces 3 new qualified products. They 
are the 54H00 high speed quad 2-input posi-
tive NAND gate, the 54H04 high speed in-
verters, and the 5408 quad 2-input positive 
AND gate. 

Results of life tests performed for the 
Defense Electronic Service Center show 
that these circuits met all demanding military 
requirements. 

ITT also has received JAN TXV approval 
for its 2N718A transistor, used in the Dragon 
missile. 

ITT was the first IC supplier to receive 
full part 1 approval for MIL-M-38510 by the 
Defense Electronic Supply Center. ITT now 
has 44 approvals for TU, DTI_ driver/inter-
faces, and linear devices — one of the broad-
est lines c hi-rel digital bipolar ICs in the 
industry. ITT also has class A certification 
for digital ICs from NASA, and makes a wide 

senes oi JAN TXV and JAN TX transistors and 
diodes that meet MIL-S-19500. 

ITT adheres strictly to these MIL stan-
dards at its dedicated hi-rel facility. Circuits 
and devices are manufactured in West Palm 
Beach, Florida, starting with raw material 
and going through packaging, burn-in, and 
test. Inspections are performed tc military 
standards and methods. There are facilities 
for government and customer source inspec-
tors as well. 

And because ITT realizes that it is import-
ant for military contractors to be on schedule, 
its customers receive weekly open order 
status reports. These keep the customer 
up-to-date on all phases of his military device 
orders and give accurate delivery dates. 

In addition to the high level of technical 
competence, ITT strives to keep its military 
products price competitive. 

Circle #1 for more information. 
(Or reader service #210) 

Transistors available in volume. 
Need an alternate source for transistors, 

in volume, now? ITT Semiconductors can 
meet the demand. It makes a wide variety - 
of small signal planar transistors, in both 
chip and finished package forms. And 
they are available in volume, many of them 
of-f-the- shelf, an important consideration in 
this era of extending lead times. 

The line of silicon transistors includes 
general purpose NPN and PNP amplifiers, 
NPN core and film drivers, NPN high speed 
switches. and PNP switches and drivers. ITT 

also offers a wide range of EIA registered and 
standard plastic transistors tn TO-92 pack-

; ages with lead forming capability. 
2 Transistors are also available in TO-18 

and TO-5 metal cans. 
ITT transistors are suited for applications 
in the consumer, industrial, automotive, 
and computer industries. 

In addition, popular types are also avail-
able to JAN TXV specifications from ITT's 
hi-rel facility, for use in military applications. 

Circle #2 for more information. 
(Or reader service #211) 

ITT makes long 
term conunitment 
for germanium 
diodes. 

High efficiency, low power devices will 
never go out of style. That's why ITT Semi-
conductors continues its long-term commit-
ment to produce 100% US-made 
germanium diodes in quantity. 
With over 200 different devices, 
ITT has the most complete line of 
80 milliwcrtt germanium gold 
bonded diodes available. It is the 
number one supplier in the field. 

Diode features include 
inheren:ly low capacitance, low 
forward voltage drop, and switch-
ing time as fast as 10 nanoseconds. 
Maximum power dissipation is 80 
milhwatts and input voltage can 
range up to 200 volts. The diodes 
are hermetically sealed in DO-7 
glass packages. 

The low forward voltage drop 
means low power consumption — improving 
available power output — perfect for battery 
applications. And the diodes' high efficiency 
characteristics are useful in RF detection 
applications up to 800 MHz. JAN approved 
versions are avaiiable for military applications. 

Circ/e #3 for more information. 
(Or reader service #212) 

ITT makes linear and digital consumer cir-
cuits for televisions, automobiles, clocks, and 
audio equipment. 

NEW DEDICATED 
MICROPROCESSOR 
FOR INDUSTRIAL 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Corning soon to the U.S. —a unique 
dedicated microprocessor developed by ITT 
Semiconductors. Intended as a program-
mable controller for industrial controls and 
appliances, it controls a number of machine 
events sequentially with much less com-
plexity and cost than general purpose micro-
processors. 

Circle #4 for more information. 
(Or reader service #213) 
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38510 part 1 approvals. 
New ITT memory 
drivers are fast 
Intel-compatible. 

Two new high speed MOS memory 
drivers have jcined ITT Semiconductots' 
line of hi-rel industrial interface circuits. The 
ITT3207A bipolar-to-MOS level shifter and 
driver, and the high-voltage version 
ITT3207A-1, are both second sources far 
Intel devices. 

The circuits are fast; maximum delay 
plus transition time over temperature with a 
200 pF load is 45 nsecs. Both operate from 
standard bipolar and MOS supplies and have 

and DTL compatible inputs. Input break-
down voltage is a high 19 volts. 

High output current and voltage drives 
MOS circuits. The 3207A is compatible with 
Intel's 1103 and 1103A memory chips, and the 
3207A-1 with the 1103-1. Both ITT devices 
come packaged in hermetically-sealed 16-pin 
ceramic DIPs. 

Included with ITT's complete inventory 
of 86 other interface circuits, these devices 
represent the company's commitment to con-
tinued expansion of the interface line. 
Samples are available now. All offer superior 
performance at competitive prices. 

Circle #5 for more information. 
(Or reader service #214) 

INTERFACE IC CHOICE 
MADE EASY BY ITT. 

:TT Semiconductors pocket-sized selec-
tcl card makes it easy to choose the correct 
interface circuit for any application. The card 
gives a complete list of ITTs 88 interface cir-
cuits, plus part numbers, descriptive infor-
mation, and type cross-references. 

:n addition, a chart shows which I'll' CI-
cults to use in the four major applications 
areas. Applications internal to a digital sys-
tem include semiconductor logic or memory 
and acre memory interface. External appli-
cation:: include line transmission and periph-
eral in:efface. 

Crcle. #6 for more information. 
(Or reader service #215 • 

ITT TAKES LEAD IN I2L TECHNOLOGY 

. • 

In the new genera= ot 1-L devices. 
• 

Integrated injection logic, fast, dense, 
and simple to build, is emerging as among 
the most important bipolar LSI processes. 
And ITT Semiconductors is leading th:e way 
in I2L development by extending its capabili-
ties through anodized silicon isolation. 

The anodized silicon process, unique to 
ITT, promises .Dven faster, simpler and 
denser devices and lowers the cost of pro-
duction. Its use should extend hL perform-
ance to compete with Tn. ITT is now match-
ing its technology to product needs. 

Sil.con anodization is a low-temperature 
process that produces the dielectric to isolate 
the active elements on a chip in one step. 
This eliminates the usual, and more costly, 
two or three step high-temperature device-
isolation process. 

Performance is improved by lowered 
capacitance between elements and increas-
ed :ransistor gain and speed. Typically 
devices with anodized silicon will be signif-
icantly taster than n-channel devices. 

Anodized silicon 12I. devices will have 
important applications in memories, micro-
processors, and many other areas of digital 
equipment, signal processing, and com-
bined linear and digital applications. Con-
ventional I2L is already being used in prod-
ucts with low current and low vo:tage appli-
catons such as watch circuits with inte-
grated segment and digit drivers. 

An I2L design kit for low current applica-
tions is now available from ITT. I: includes a 
booklet and a 15 building block product set. 

Circle #7 for more information. 
(Or reader service #216) 

Special Bulletin 

ITT has T2L. Available 
now. Off-the-shelf. 

Experiel icing Tn. back- log pi oblen ? 
Sh:pment delays? Call ITT. We have over 
160 in devices, in plastic or ceramic pack-
ages, available off-the-shelf. Direct from 
ITT' or its local franchised distributor. 

Act now to ensure delivery. All ITI' 
devices are pin-to-pin compatible with com-
petitive devices, at competitive prices. 

With the wide variety of circuit func-
tions available, both SSI and MSI, and with 
four different product categories, the de-
signer can find the right device for his appli-
cation. 

The 107 devices in the ceramic/plastic-
packaged 5400/7400 series are intended for 
high-speed, general purpose digital applica-
tions. 

Higher speed applications call for one 
of the 37 ceramic/plastic-packaged devices 
in the 54H00/74H00. 

The 9000 series includes 15 different de-
vices supplied in hermetically sealed ceramic 
packages. There are 10 devices in the com-
plex function devices 9300 series MSI. 

Circle #8 for more information. 
(Or reader service #217) 

We've got your number 

(800) 225-1153 
r-

ITT Semiconductors 
74 Commerce Way, Woburn, Massachusetts 01801 

We'd be delighted to provide you with additional 
information on any of the stories oe products appearinu 
:n the ITT Semiconductor News. Simply circle the 
ppropriate number. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1:1 have an immediate need. Plecse have your sales 
representative call me for an appointment. 

My area of interest is  

Name Title 

Company Telephone  

Address  

city   

State  ITT 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

Second To None 
 _J 



Buy our ASCII programmable 
function generators 

and you'll be ready for the bus. 
If you've been looking for a 

function generator that plugs into 

an automatic system about as easily 

as it plugs into the wall, Wavetek is 

your stop. Our Models 152 and 

159 are both ASCII coded and are 

fully compatible, which means they 

can be used with the new IEEE Std. 

488 instrumentation bus . . . and 
just about any computer. They also 

have pushbutton manual controls if 

you'd rather keep them on the 

bench. Either way, you'll be able to 

see what's happening with the LED 

digital display panels. 
Model 159 is a general-

purpose low-cost function 

generator with programmable 

frequency, amplitude, offset and 

waveform. Its frequency range is 

1 Hz to 3 MHz. 

Model 152 provides :wo to 

eight separate outputs, each with 

individually programmable phase, 

amplitude, waveform and offset. 
Frequency is programmable from 

1 Hz to 100 kHz. For more informa-

tion, contact Wavetek, P.O. Box 651, 

San Diego, CA. 92112. 

Telephone (714) 279-2200, 

TWX 910-335-2007. 

WAV -re 
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Technical articles 

By using large-scale integrated circuts 
as the basis for ever more exciting 

video versions of tennis, volleyball, and other game& 
manufacturers plan to create. products 

with the same huge popular appeal as digital watches 

by Gerald M. Walker, Consumer Electronics Editor 

Yet another large, broad-based market may be open-
ing up in consumer electronics. Following the successful 
application of LSI technology to calculators and digital 
watches, the manufacturers of electronic games are 
about to launch a major drive with more interesting LSI-
based video games for both the home and the amuse-
ment arcade. 

Semiconductors have already begun their invasion of 
these markets. They're the basis for an entirely new 
range of products used in conjunction with the home 
television receiver and costing anywhere between $60 
and $ 120. They have also revolutionized the traditional 
arcade business by replacing electromechanical func-
tions with electronic ones and by creating new forms of 
coin-operated amusements. Prices of these games range 
from $ 1,200 to $3,000. 

Participating companies include both newcomers to 
the field and established firms, much as in the watch in-
dustry since the arrival of the digital watch. The new are 
the semiconductor houses plus the electronics firms that 
have sprung up in the last few years specifically in re-
sponse to the electronic-games market. The old include 
coin-op pinball- and slot-machine firms and toy com-
panies that are adopting electronics as a tool to serve 
their traditional interests. Not surprisingly, a couple of 
Tv-receiver companies are using their regular sales net-

works to sell these new video products, too. 
Of the semiconductor firms getting into the game 

arena in the U.S. and overseas, four in particular stand 
out. The leading supplier of metal-oxide-semiconductor 
large-scale integrated circuits for games is undoubtedly 
General Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics division in 
Hicksville, N.Y. National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa 
Clara, Calif., will also have a game chip in production. 
and Novus, its consumer-product marketing arm, will 
have a home video game built around the chip. Inter-
metall, rrr's West German subsidiary, is coming out 
with a chip for the European market. And Texas Instru-
ments, Dallas, will enter later this year. 

In addition, all of the microprocessor makers stand to 
benefit from the popularity of video games. Some coin-
op machines already contain microprocessors, both 
4-bit and 8-bit types, and a few microprocessor-based 
home games are due in the stores shortly. 

In the front line of the battle for the consumer dollar 
are the new firms grounded in electronics know-how. 
Some concentrate on home video sales, others are tak-
ing on the established arcade- and pinball-machine 
firms, and still others are setting their sights on both the 
home and the arcade. However, the makers of the elec-
tromechanical arcade and pinball machines have re-
acted faster to the changes created by electronics than 
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1. Play chip. With General Instrument's n-MOS chip, it is possible to build a six-game video display unit with only a few outboard circuits: an 

oscillator for clock pulse, two pots for paddle control, loudspeaker, and video processing circuits, plus a video modulator not shown. 

happened in the last two semiconductor invasions of 
consumer markets, both of which took the electrome-
chanical-adding-machine companies and the analog-
watch makers by surprise. Perhaps forewarned by this, 
the established games companies have added electronic 
R&D and design engineering departments well before 
they could be swept aside. So between the determined 
old-timers and the aggressive newcomers, there's going 
to be quite a contest, one just as interesting as any elec-
tronic game available today. 

Games people play 

What are these games that are causing all this stir? 
The arrival of the video display games in bars and 
amusement centers did a lot for getting the business off 
and running. The first of the solid-state arcade games 
were basically transistor-transistor-logic machines. In 
the case of the trivia questions game made by Ramtek 
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., the "software" was a standard 
audio-tape-cartridge player, "playing" questions and 
answers on a Motorola television screen. 

Atari Inc.'s first paddle-type arcade game was also 
TTL. Its uniqueness lay in its sound generator, which the 
Los Gatos, Calif., firm put together from basic com-
puter-generated sound effects. (This kind of electronics 
expertise has since enabled Atari to snare a large share 
of both the arcade and the home video game market.) 

Other early attractions were the "feel" of the controls 
and the introduction of two-, then four-, and eventually 
eight-player contests. Then color was added to the dis-

play, and the challenge of the contest increased by pro-
graming the game electronics to adapt to the players' 
skills. With the microprocessor, players will also be 
competing against the computer in card games and the 
like, as well as against each other. 
Now, besides the paddle and racquet arcade •games, 

there are auto racing games, games of aggression such 
as sea battles, tank skirmishes, and cowboy shootouts, 
and games that are just plain wacky such as swimming 
past a video shark or launching a space ship through a 
shower of electronic meteors. Another factor affecting 
this business, unrelated to electronics, is that arcades 
have been shaking their sleazy reputation and are be-
coming more respectable hangouts. Many are family 
amusement centers modelled after the shopping mall. 
The first home video game, Odyssey, was introduced 

in 1972 for a price of over $ 100 by Magnavox Con-
sumer Electronics Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.—still the only 
U. S. television manufacturer directly in this business. 
(Philips, the European Tv maker, also has a home video 
game and later this year will be selling games from its 
U.S. subsidiary, Magnavox.) 

Today, Odyssey is no longer the only game on the 
block. By the beginning of this month, half a dozen 
companies had won the Federal Communications Com-
mission's approval of their video games, and appli-
cations for over a dozen more were pending (see "Video 
game makers often outpointed by the FCC," p. 91). 

But Odyssey hasn't stood still either. Last year's 200 
model added the sound and on-screen scoring that 
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Video game makers often outpointed by the FCC 

A manufacturer's enthusiasm for the lucrative new mar-
ket in home video games has one lough obstacle to over-
come—the Federal Communications Commission. 
Games that link on to a TV antenna must have approval 
from the FCC, or else, says FCC chief engineer Ray 
Spence, they "cannot be turned on--much less sold— 
which makes them kind of hard to demonstrate, even." 
Moreover, games for which type approval is still pending 
must bear labels to that effect. 
A few would-be companies have already been side-

lined by the commission—two just prior to this month's 
Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago. According to 
the FCC, those companies that have had trouble have 
been careless and failed to follow the established test 
procedures. 
There were more than a dozen new games awaiting a 

go-ahead a month ago at the FCC's Laboratory division, 
in suburban Washington. They must be approved as 
Class I TV devices, conforming to specifications set down 
in Part 15 of the FCC rules. 

For manufacturers, the approval process " is an ar-
duous one," comments John Robinson of the Laboratory 
division, " since most devices don't comply the first time 
around." While unwilling to discuss problems specific to 
individual makers, Robinson says that the commonest 
fault is excess rf radiation, particularly rf output of the 
game at the isolation switch box located at the TV an-
tenna. 
FCC rules call for a maximum field strength of 15 mi-

crovolts per meter at a distance of 1 meter from the re-
ceiver. " It is difficult to keep rf off the connection," Rob-
inson explains, "since there is usually a load mismatch 
between the game and the set. There are usually stand-
ing waves on the control cables themselves, even in the 
outside braided shielding in some cases. Then there is of-
ten leakage around the switch, making the output greater 
and affecting the required 60-decibel isolation." 

Applicants could make the type-approval process far 
less time-consuming, Robinson suggests, by paying 
more attention to and increasing their shielding, ground-
ing and bypassing of a 'cable out of the receiver, as well 
as tightening their bonding processes. "These changes 
usually are fairly minor and not very difficult to accom-
plish, but take some work," he adds. 
As of mid-May, chief engineer Spence's office had is-

sued 13 approvals for home video games, most operating 
on channels 3 and 4 at 60 and 72 megahertz. Magnavox 
now- has six type-approved units. Two approvals each 
have been granted to Coleco Industries, Hartford, Conn., 
and Universal Research Laboratories, Elk Grove, Ill., 
while Executive Games, Boston, and First Dimension 
Corp., Nashville, Tenn., have each received one type ap-
proval since the first of the year. Atari Inc. also was is-
sued an approval in April for one game model. 

Initial filing fee is $ 1,500, and subsequent filings are 
$1,125. Each new model of a home video gainé requires 
type approval, even if previous models have met the re-
quirements. 

nowadays are essential for sales, and its six ICs produce 
all the moves needed for the games of hockey, tennis, 
and smash (handball). Magnavox has maintained from 
the start the importance of having both vertical and 
horizontal paddle controls, and its three models for 
1977 which are built around integrated-injection-logic 
circuits, will continue to offer this feature. Like most 
recently developed games, the new Odyssey line has full 
color, and the ball or puck is automatically put in play 
after each point. In addition, the top-of-the-line model 
500 generates player figures on the screen, instead of 
just the usual paddle lines. 

Games chips play 

It doesn't take much of an investment today to get 
into the home video games business (though it may take 
considerable ability to stay in). With the introduction 
late last year of a single dedicated LSI chip, the guts of a 
multi-game unit are only a purchase order away, al-
though chip availability is presently limited. 

Besides the chip, the would-be games maker needs an 
oscillator-modulator and a handful of potentiometers 
and capacitors, plus a case of some sort to house the 
electronics. A power supply is also needed, whether a 
battery, a battery plus regulator to extend battery life, 
or an ac adapter. In addition, the FCC won't approve a 
game unless it is equipped with an antenna switch to 
decouple it from the TV antenna when it's not in use. 
(Home video games have to be attached to the regular 
iv antenna terminals, in order to play on the screen, but 
this arrangement makes them a source of rf radiation 

and therefore subject to FCC regulation.) 
A big stride toward getting the home video game 

market off and running came late last year when Gen-
eral Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics division an-
nounced a dedicated n-channel mos chip originally de-
signed at its facility in Qlenrothes, Scotland. The 
company now has two versions of the chip, one for use 
with the 525-line, 60-half-frames-per-second NTSC sys-
tem in the U.S. and Japan, and the other for the 625-
line, 50-half-frames-per-second PAL system in Europe. 
The 165-by- 175-mil chip contains the logic and con-

trols for six games: tennis, hockey featuring a goalie 
and a forward for each side, squash, practice (one-man 
squash), and two types of rifle shooting. It provides 
automatic scoring and on-screen score display from O to 
15, and it operates with a real-color generator. A major 
design demand was that the chip be able to vary the dif-
ficulty of the games. 

GI has therefore made it possible to select bat (or rac-
quet) size and ball speed and to choose between four 
different angles of return off the racquets—two at sharp 
angles at the extreme top and bottom and two at flat 
angles toward the center of the racquets. In addition, 
ball service may be automatic or manpal—players can 
control how the on-screen generated ball is put in play 
after each point—and the device also generates a sound 
signal, a major feature in today's games. ' 
The chip operates at a 2-megahertz output rate, 

which is fast for TV but provides better resolution on 
screen than did the original TrL-based games. Because 
most game consoles run off batteries, this mos chip also 
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2. Bang, bang. One of the circuits available for the GI game chip is a " rifle" for the shooting game. It must be connected to a trigger pulse 

pin of the chip package to count the number of shots taken and to a hit pulse pin to score the number of shots on target at the screen. 

had to be able to maintain this output speed over the 
wide voltage range typical of any battery-powered in-
strument. 
Once the game chip was designed, testing proved to 

be "the real challenge in getting it to the market in vol-
ume," observes Bernard J. Rohbacher, vice president 
and general manager of the Microelectronics division at 
Hicksville. "A game is played in a random fashion, but 
when you want to test six different games, plus all the 
variables, with an organized computer-controlled sys-
tem, you've got a big job." Gi's test-equipment supplier, 
Microdata Corp., Irvine, Calif., designed and built six 
special test systems and even made them programable 
so that they will be able to adapt to the next two or 
three generations of chips. 

Production of the chip involves all of GI's facilities at 
home and abroad—not only the ones in Scotland and 
New York but also the operations in Chandler, Ariz. 
(purchased originally when Bowmar's calculator busi-
ness bombed) and on Taiwan, where most of the labor-
intensive work is done. Even so, GI admits that it is 
unable to meet the demand booked. 
The games manufacturer who buys the chip has to in-

terface it with other components. He only needs a few, 
even if the game is quite elaborate. Figure 1 shows how 
the chip could be used to provide a very simple black-
and-white picture game. An oscillator supplies the chip 
with a 2-megahertz clock pulse. An external loud-
speaker and amplifier may be provided for the sound 
effects or, alternatively, the audio generated by the chip 
can be used to modulate the carrier transmitted to the 
iv set. To the right of the chip are two 1-megohm po-
tentiometers used by the players to control the paddle 
positions. Below the chip, to the left, is a C-MOS OR gate 
that takes the four video signals from the chip and com-

bines them into one monochrome TV signal. Next to it is 
a c-mos inverter for summing the low-impedance sync 
output of the chip with the video signal before the com-
bination is transmitted to the receiver. Not shown is the 
required video modulator. 

In the rifle shoot, a large target, initiated by the serve 
switch, bounces randomly about the screen. A photocell 
in the rifle ( Fig. 2) is aimed at the target. When the trig-
ger is pulled, the shot counter is incremented. If the rifle 
is on target, the hit counter is incremented, a hit noise is 
generated, and the target is blanked for the duration of 
the hit pulse. After 15 shots the score appears on 
screen—total shots and number of hits—but the game 
can still continue without additional scoring. The rifle 
circuit must be connected to two rifle pins on the control 
chip. The trigger pulse is connected to a shot input pin 
to count the total attempts up to 15, and the photo Dar-
lington sight is connected to the hit pin to record the 
number of times the rifle was on target when the trigger 
was pulled. The only other circuits required for the six 
games are a very-high-frequency modulator—the game 
chip is designed to operate on either channel 3 or chan-
nel 4—and the antenna decoupling switch. 

Built-in economies possible 

Such a chip could be built into a TV receiver from the 
start, although American TV set makers are currently 
showing little interest in doing so. Yet there would be 
several economies in going this route, says Les Penner, 
head of mOs design at GI Hicksville. The set maker 
could eliminate the crystal oscillator, the modulator, the 
power supply, and the antenna decoupling switch. More 
importantly, there would be no need for FCC approval, 
the cause of so much hassle at present, since no rf radi-
ation would be generated outside the set. 
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3. Colorful player. The National Semiconductor three-game chip 

due next month has a simple interface with the television receiver. 

The chroma information phase modulates the 3.58-MHz burst signa4 

before going to the video modulator for transmission to the set. 

The game chip designed by National Semiconductor 
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., plays three games—hockey 
(or soccer) plus tennis and handball. It, too, includes a 
feature that enables the player to adjust the game's 
complexity to keep the game interesting. Besides the 
automatic scoring, sound, and serve, this mos chip is de-
signed to produce true color, has eight-segment paddles 
to determine the angle at which the ball will rebound 
upon incidence, and has independently adjustable 
paddle sizes to provide a handicap if one player is bet-
ter than the other. In addition, after four successive vol-
leys—determined by the times the ball rebounds off the 
paddles without hitting the sides—the ball's speed auto-
matically doubles. The ball is always served by the 
player who has won the last point. It comes 1.6 seconds 
after a score and is served from the paddle. 
The inputs are game select, game reset, left and right 

paddles, clock time generated by a 3.579545-megahertz 
crystal through a divide-by-31/2 circuit, and power sup-
ply voltage. There are just three outputs: a composite 
video signal (consisting of black and white, blanking. 
and syncing information), audio information, and 
chroma information for color (Fig. 3). With the addition 
of modulators for chroma, radio, and rf, the device in-
terfaces directly to the Tv antenna terminals. 

Full color is transmitted to the receiver in the same 
way as in broadcasting, except that the Ls! circuit first 
processes the chroma information in a unique way. Ba-
sically, the color signals are treated as two vectors de-
fined by B (blue) - Y (luminance) and R (red) - Y 
(luminance) labeled A and B respectively. As indicated 
in Fig. 4, the chip includes a series of field-effect-transis-
tor switches and a resistor matrix. The chip logic is pro-
gramed to produce the appropriate colors in any por-
tion of the line being scanned. By controlling the 

switching resistor matrix, it sets up the proper voltage 
across two output points, which then creates the vectors 
A and B to produce the desired color signal. Whatever 
voltages are at A and B, they are fed into a chroma 
modulator having a stable color transmission frequency 
provided by the 3.58-MHz crystal oscillator shown in 
Fig. 3. The signal is then phase-modulated and trans-
mitted to the receiver. 

Like the GI chip, the National Semiconductor device 
could be built directly into a television receiver. In addi-
tion, the games maker can choose whether to make a 
simple or a deluxe model. For example, a high-priced 
unit could have a separate audio speaker rather than ty-
ing into the Tv set. For a low-priced unit, the color por-
tion could simply be eliminated to provide a mono-
chrome game. The 3.58-MHz clock could then be re-
placed by a less expensive R-C 1-MHz oscillator. 

Add steeplechase and volleyball 

In Europe, ITT's West German subsidiary, Inter-
metall, has developed a home video game chip that pro-
duces soccer, steeplechase, volleyball, and table tennis. 
Tv sets with built-in games are probably going to be 
made in Europe, and this chip is well suited for this ap-
plication. Instead of the vhf signal transmission to the 
Tv set, the receiver and the game control box would be 
connected via cables that transmit dc signals only. For 
controlling the games, Intermetall is also working on a 
digital ultrasound command system to execute the func-
tions performed by conventional potentiometers, thus 
eliminating the dc-signal cables entirely. 

In the soccer game, the IC automatically switches be-
tween the offensive and defensive roles. But to make the 
game seem realistic, the ball travels at a horizontal 
speed that decreases logarithmically until it's returned. 

For volleyball, the on-screen field appears as a side 
view so that the players observe the ball's altitude. A 
trajectory generator (Fig. 5) controls the ball's path both 
horizontally and vertically. To add variety to the game, 
the ball's initial velocity and trajectory may be altered. 
The control circuitry for table tennis is the same as 

that for volleyball, although certain inputs of the signal-
generating circuitry must be switched. Triggering then 
occurs with a vertical synchronization pulse, since the 
players move in a vertical direction. The IC is also pro-
gramed to require that the ball bound in the opposing 
court to be in play. 

Ferranti Semiconductor in Great Britain is "very 
close" to developing yet another game chip using un-
committed-logic-array (uLA) technology—a method of 
processing a chip leaving unconnected devices that can 
be interconnected into custom logic patterns with only 
one layer of metalization. "While other companies are 
designing custom sets of chips or microprocessors for 
this market, we've already been delivering uLA-based 
products to one sector," states Brian Down, sales and 
marketing manager for Ferranti. This chip, which mea-
sures 145 square mils with 187 unconnected cells, allows 
a designer to connect his own logic cheaply. This device 
would be for low-volume arcade-type games rather than 
mass-market home units. 
As consumer demand for more sophisticated games 
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Ping pong or tennis anyone? 

The TTL-based video game of tennis or ping pong has 
hardly changed since the first arcade machines be-
came popular. 

Inside the Atari Pong game, for instance, a power 
supply provides the correct voltage, and an oscillator 
produces the master timing signal for the entire sys-
tem. A horizontal sync circuit divides this clock fre-
quency into clock submultiples, which are variously 
combined to generate horizontal reset, blanking, and 

sync. A vertical sync circuit divides the horizontal re-
set into vertical submultiples for combination into ver-
tical reset, blanking, and sync. The two sync signals 
are usually combined into a composite sync. the sig-
nal that synchronizes the TV monitor with the game 
logic. 
On screen, the stationary images that make up the 

background are generated by a playfield display sec-
tion. All other images are generated by an object dis-
play circuit and moved around at various speeds by 
horizontal and vertical motion circuits, which are 
closely related to the sync circuits. 
As for scoring, a storage circuit counts each " unre-

turned ball," stores the information, and directs a dis-
play circuit to present the correct score on the CRT. 
Some sort of game length circuit— either a timer or a 
score-counting arrangement—determines when the 
player is finished and outputs a signal that disables the 
game. 
A sound circuit is operated whenever a point is 

scored and by such other occurrences in the game as 
the ball striking a paddle. The sound signals are ampli-
fied before entering a speaker although. in the case of 
a home video game, they could be transmitted to the 
TV set. All the video signals come together in a video 
summing network before entering the TV monitor. 

has increased, the use of microprocessors has become 
more and more appealing, despite the cost premium. 
Initially, in the commercial machines whose prices can 
justify it, and now in home games, the microprocessor is 
moving into the competition. 

Games microprocessors play 

Among the first home games with a microprocessor is 
one that does not necessarily require a video display. To 
be marketed by Cardinal Industries Inc., Brooklyn, 
N.Y., the game is a chess simulator. It's built around a 
Fairchild F-8 microprocessor with a program that stores 
a chess algorithm developed by second-source Mostek 
Corp., Carrollton, Texas. The prototype demonstrated 
earlier this year was packaged in a unit that looked very 
like a hand-held calculator ( Fig. 6). 

This prototype is a 2.5-by-4-in. printed-circuit board 
with the F-8 3850 microprocessor, a 3853 static-memory 
interface device, a 2,048-by-8-bit read-only memory, a 
256-by-4-bit random-access memory, two 7-segment 
drivers, and an 8-digit, 7-segment light-emitting-diode 
display that shows the chess moves. (It's also possible to 
interface the game with a television display showing the 
board and chess pieces.) 
The chess set uses a standard chessboard with each 
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square identified by eight ranks, numbered 1 through 8, 
aligned vertically along each row of the chessboard, and 
eight files, lettered "a" through "h," aligned horizon-
tally along the bottom of the board. The keyboard 
shown in Fig. 6 has eight buttons, each labeled for a let-
ter and a number. 
To enter a move, the user presses control keys speci-

fying the from-to squares in terms of ranks and files, 
giving the letter and number of each square, and then 
he depresses "Enter." To extract a countermove from 
the microprocessor, he depresses the "Play" key from 1 
to 8 times, thus instructing the processor to analyze the 
move at ever-increasing levels of complexity—out to a 
maximum of nine moves and countermoves. The higher 
the level, the more time the processor requires to come 
up with a countermove. At the first level, its counter-
move response is instantaneous. At the second, it may 
take three seconds. A fourth-level response comes back 
in about 30 seconds. And at level eight, in the middle of 
the games, when the number of alternative moves is 
greatest, the response may take over three hours. If the 
game were started at the most sophisticated level, it 
might take two months to complete, says Van Lewing, 
microcomputers marketing manager for Mostek. 
The entire chess game program is executed in 1,000 
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bytes of memory and was developed by Mostek to dem-
onstrate how easy it is to program the F-8 micro-
processor. The chess algorithm is skewed in such a way 
that the moves are not repeated in exactly the same way 
from game to game. 
"We have not tried to compare the F-8 level of play 

with that of a minicomputer or a medium-scale com-
puter," Lewing remarks, "but I'll bet the other comput-
ers could not play chess using just 1-k of memory." 

For children, too 

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.'s Exetron divi-
sion, Santa Clara, Calif., has announced a home video 
game based on its two-chip F-8 microprocessor. The 
first five-game console has a digitally encoded tape car-
tridge containing the game programs. In the complete 
system, it will be possible to change the games by plug-
ging any of 10 program cartridges into the console—a 
more flexible arrangement than having a fixed group of 
games on a dedicated chip. The programs play 
"Doodle," a drawing game for children, "Shooting Gal-
lery" for adults, and Tic-Tac-Toe, besides the same 
paddle-and-ball games, complete with sound and color, 
as are available with the hard-wired isi-based games. 

Fairchild plans to pursue the consumer market only, 
according to E.R. Williams, manager of the games pro-
gram, because the company "already has channels of 
distribution in the consumer area." The company will 
continue to sell components to coin-op manufacturers, 
however. Also, Fairchild semiconductor components di-
vision has already agreed with Mirco Games Inc. of 
Phoenix, Ariz., to develop a video game for the home, 
with Fairchild providing a dedicated chip and Mirco 
designing and marketing the end product. It will be a 
home version of Mirco's highly successful "Challenge," 
a tabletop coin-op video game. 

Mirco, meanwhile, is using a Motorola MC6800 mi-
croprocessor as the brains of its "Spirit of '76" arcade 
pinball machine. "The microprocessor provides features 
far in advance of the traditional electromechanical ma-
chines," says Mirco president Tom Connors, who was 
formerly head of Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Group. "These include all kinds of bonus setups, 
carrying scores between games, special audiovisual ef-
fects, and more." 
The pinball machine was introduced in October and 

first shipped in November, but problems shelved fur-
ther production until March. Connors attributes the de-
lay to the usual kind of bugs, since ironed out. Mirco is 
shipping at peak rates now, he says. 

Advantages all round 

To Bally Manufacturing Corp., Chicago, the appeal 
of the microprocessor in a coin-op game has already 
been proven in three important ways. The company's 
Bally Alley, a bowling game designed around an Intel 
4004, has had the largest manufacturing run of any 
game produced by Bally. Apparently that's because of 
the player appeal that the game derives from the micro-
processor, the low cost of manufacturing due to the re-
duction in parts count effected by the microprocessor, 
and the outstanding after-sales service record contrib-
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5. Video volleyball. The game chip from Intermetall displays the side 

view of a volleyball game, so that the trajectory generator is needed 

to establish the altitude of the shots. Table tennis is handled similarly, 

except the ball must hit the table before it is in play. 

uted by the microprocessor's reliability. The 4004 pro-
vides the logic needed to make Bally Alley as close to 
real bowling as possible—the odds for hitting the pins 
and the hook of the ball as well as the ball's velocity. 
"The heart of our product is the design for play ap-

peal of the game. The public doesn't care if it's con-
structed with state-of-the-art electronics," Ross B. 
Scheer, director of marketing for Bally points out. 
"They just want to enjoy themselves." 
"We evaluate microprocessors from the point of view 

of cost, availability, and functions performed for what 
we need," adds Frank Bracha, assistant engineering vice 
president. "The microprocessor itself is not the domi-
nant cost in the games, but the added components that 
have to go along with it—the memory devices, the ho 
devices, and so on—to achieve the total capability we 
need increase the costs." 

Bally is going into 8-bit processors and is getting set 
to enter the consumer games field with a home version 
of the flipper pinball machine, which will also have an 
8-bit processor. The firm's subsidiary, Midway Manu-
facturing Co., Chicago, has moved into the 8-bit arena 
with an Intel 8080 used in its Gun Fight video display 
game. In this game, two figures are displayed on screen, 
and the players try to get them to "shoot" each other by 
maneuvering them On screen and pressing trigger con-
trols. Also on screen are images of covered wagons for 
the figures to hide behind. 
The microprocessor was adapted for use with the 

video display by storing the gunfighter and covered-
wagon picture information in a large RAM and reading 
it out on the screen one bit at a time, while conventional 
horizontal and vertical deflection circuits generate the 
raster as in any home iv set. Since the pattern on the 
screen is 224 horizontal lines, each 256 dots long, the 
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RAM must hold the 224 by 256 bits of information that 
determine whether the individual dots are bright or 
dark, thus depicting the figures moving on the screen. 
"Changing to the microprocessor has cut develop-

ment time by 75%," says T. George Blahuta, engineer-
ing manager, "and designing around the microprocessor 
has increased game complexity by two to five times." 
Ramtek Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., has had a similar 

experience in converting games from TTL to micro-
processor control. To control one video game, for ex-
ample, in which two airplanes each fired four bullets, 
used to require four rri, printed-circuit boards and one 
mother board. A similar but more complex game, built 
around an Intel 8080A microprocessor, has since been 
introduced on one pc board—it controls four war ships, 
four torpedoes and eight mines, plus two islands as ob-
stacles on the playing field. 
Now Ramtek is about to come out with another 8080-

based game, called Hit Me, in which three players com-
pete against the processor in a game of Black Jack. 
Cards, randomly dealt, are shown on the screen along 
with totals, and players can be "hit" by pressing a com-
mand button. The processor plays out the game as the 
"dealer" and lights up the display of the winners. 
The real payoff of the microprocessor, Charles E. 

McEwan, Ramtek president, explains, is that game pro-
grams can be worked out, field-tested, and changed be-
fore the product is released. In a business where variety 
and rapid changeover mean life or death, it's vital to be 
able to change a game's characteristics right up to the 
last minute before going to market. 
With the microprocessor, summarizes Donald G. 

Swatek, president of Electronic Design and Assembly 
Inc., Tempe, Ariz., "we're limited only by our own 
imaginations." EDA has just finished designing a new 
coin-op game around a Motorola 6800 microprocessor. 
It will have three games in the same cabinet, and the 
user will be able to reprogram it to a different format. 

Beginning two years ago, EDA started shipping its 
Tele-Tennis, which is a basic paddle-and-ball-type 
game. After stubbing its toe on a home video game that 
was far too expensive for consumers, the company has 
concentrated on coin-op machines. The new player-pro-
gramable machine, set to sell for $2,500 to $3,000, is un-
dergoing software shakedown for sales later this year. 

A difference of opinion 

Not every electronic-game company is completely 
sold on the microprocessor, however. John Chaundry, 
president of Project Support Engineering Inc., Sunny-
vale, Calif., states: "It seems that the reason to use mi-
croprocessors is for changeable games. But it's not fea-
sible to change games in the field; you need new 
controls and cabinets. I don't think you can market an 
unlimited number of games with the same controls." 
Therefore, he says, "the microprocessor of today is not 
really usable in today's games." What is needed, 
Chaundry claims, is a "semi-intelligent micro-
processor—that is, a dedicated design with high speed." 
The advantage over a standard microprocessor is that 
"in games there are a limited number of things a micro-
processor is required to perform." They don't require 

6. Checkmate. Using a Fairchild F-8 microprocessor programed by 

second-source Mostek Cardinal Industries plans to market a hanc-

neld unit similar to this prototype that will let users play chess against 

the processor. Players may choose from eight levels of difficulty. 

the capacity of general-purpose microprocessor, yet the 
game manufacturer still has to go through the time and 
expense of working up all of the software steps. 

While most of the interest in using a microprocessor 
in coin-op game centers on how it will enhance the 
game itself, yet another factor is important to the manu-
facturers: controlling the coin operation. But, according 
to Wayne Koci, solid-state project engineer for Chicago 
Coin Corp., Chicago, the microprocessor has a tough 
time outperforming the tried-and-true electromechani-
cal devices for coin control. 

Cash validation 

Coin control boils down to coin recognition—neces-
sary to prevent coin-op players from cheating—and in 
coin recognition, relay circuits tend to be more stable 
than solid-state circuits. That's primarily because of the 
latter's inability to distinguish between a normal signal 
and a static charge, Koci explains. So transient noise 
protection must be designed into the solid-state circuits, 
tending to complicate the overall coin-op design for de-
termining coin-drop duration. 

Fortunately, the situation is improving. Games with 
solid-state coin controls that have been produced in the 
last six months are about 98% static-free, compared to 
10% to 15% three or four years ago. Nevertheless Koci 
fears that coin-circuit reliability will still be less than 
100% with a microprocessor. 
Despite the reservations about the role of the micro-

processor in today's games, the future appears to belong 
to them—not to the general-purpose types available 
now, perhaps, but certainly to a customized program-
able device. Chaundry of Project Support Engineering 
predicts: "The microprocessor will remove animation in 
games from its infancy. What we're headed for is a real 
picture on the screen." 
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MOS moves into 
higher-power 
applications 
V-groove structure enables 

family of field-effect transistors 

to handle up to 25 watts with 

linear output and high impedance 

by Marvin Vander Kooi and Larry Ragle 
Siliconix Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. 

LI Metal-oxide-semiconductor technology, heretofore 
considered only applicable to small-signal, low-power 
devices is now ready to take on higher-power chores. 
Applied exclusively to low-power circuitry, it has pro-
vided a combination of performance advantages and 
low cost in logic and memory. Now a new version, 
-mos, for vertical metal-oxide semiconductor, brings 

these same advantages to power applications. 
Families of v-mos power field-effect transistors with 

10-ampere current-handling capability, breakdown 
voltages of up to 200 volts, and on resistances of a frac-
tion of an ohm will appear later this year. Right now 
power MOSFETS that can handle up to 25 watts and 
switch 2 amperes are available in TO-3 power transistor 
packages. TO-39 cans, or a ceramic flange-mounted 
stripline package for higher frequency use. They are 
available with typical breakdown voltages of 35 v with 
an on resistance of 1.4 2, 60 v at 2.2 9, and 90 v at 3.4 
9. And advances in this technology will soon bring 
400-v devices with much higher wattage ratings. 

v-mos gives high current density and linear transfer 
characteristics over a wide range of current, high 
source-to-drain breakdown capability, and low gate-to-
drain feedback capacitance—characteristics simply not 
attainable with conventional mos transistors. 

Added advantages 

Bipolar transistors, which are current-controlled mi-
nority-carrier devices, have been the only solid-state 
linear power devices available. v-mos power field-effect 
transistors, which are voltage-controlled majority-car-
rier devices, have many advantages. They have a much 
higher input impedance because of the lack of conduc-
tion path between the gate and the channel, fast switch-
ing speed because of the absence of minority carrier 
storage, and no secondary breakdown because their 
negative temperature coefficient limits excessive drain 
current. Moreover, their transfer characteristics are 
linear from 400 milliamperes to over 2 amperes—essen-

SOURCE GATE 

DRAIN 

SOURCE 
o 

GATE DRAIN 

ALUMINUM 

THE CHANNEL 

1. In the groove. Current travels vertically through the four layers ( n+, p, n-, and n + ) of a V-MOS transistor, whereas conventional metal-

oxide semiconductors are lateral structures having only three regions (n+, p, and n+). V-MOS current handling capability is much greater. 
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tial in linear power amplifiers. v-mos technology com-
bines these advantages in a practical power device and 
thus opens up a new degree of freedom for design 
engineers. 
v-mos technology results from knowledge of metal-

oxide semiconductors and bipolar processing. The first 
step is to diffuse channel and source regions in a fashion 
similar to the base and emitter diffusions in bipolar 
transistors. Then a V-shaped groove is etched through 
the channel and source regions, using an anistropic or 
preferential etchant to assure precise dimensions. These 
dimensions are determined only by the width of an ox-
ide window and the crystalographic structure of silicon. 
The process is completed by growing silicon dioxide 
over the V-groove gate region and then applying 
metalization. 

Vertical travel 

Current travels vertically in the semiconductor chip; 
hence the "V" in v-mos. A cross section ( Fig. I) shows 
the four layers—n+, p, n-. and nt —whose critical di-
mensions are controlled precisely by diffusion processes. 
Conventional mos transistors are lateral structures with 
less well-controlled dimensions, since a photolithogra-
phic fabrication process is used. Furthermore, such 
structures have only three regions—r0, p, and fit. The 
four-layer construction and vertical features of v-mos 
provide power transistors with the tight tolerances 
needed for high-performance power devices. 
The high density of v-mOS results partly from the 

short channel spacing, which is about 1.5 micrometers 
compared with 5-ttm spacing of state-of- the art conven-
tional mos transistors. In addition, each side of the gate 
groove increases the current density, because two cur-
rent paths are available for a single gate finger. Still an-
other factor aiding the high current capability is loca-

2. Linear operation. The short channel length of V-MOS produces 

a carrier saturation effect, which, in turn, results in a very linear 

drain-current versus gate voltage relationship. 

tion of the drain on the back of the chip, where it does 
not take up valuable silicon area. 
The high breakdown voltage and low feedback ca-

pacitance of v-mos result from the extra n region. The 
relatively low impurity concentration of that region al-
lows the channel-drain depletion region to spread out 
into the drain, reducing the peak electric field across the 
junction and thereby increasing the breakdown voltage 
capability. The gate-to-drain capacitance of the v-mos 
device is reduced by the buffering effect of the depletion 
region. 

Still another important feature of v-mos is the linear 
relationship of drain current and gate voltage over a 
wide range of drain current. Conventional mos transis-
tors are "square-law" devices in which the drain current 
is proportional to the square of the gate voltage. In 
v-mos, however, a short channel length causes a carrier-
velocity-saturation effect, which, in turn, causes a linear 
relationship between the drain current and the gate 
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3. Logic compatible. Four paralleled C-MOS logic gates provide 

sufficient drive to turn on the 1-ampere V-MOS FET switch (a) in 20 

nanoseconds ( b). Using only a single logic gate increases switching 

time to about 50 ns. Open-collector TTL logic can easily turn on the 

V-MOS FET driving the lamp circuit in (c). In such applications the 

TTL pull-up resistor can range from 1 kilohm to 100 k9. 
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4. Cutting components. Twenty-four V-MOS FETs replace twice as many bipolar transistors and 72 resistors and cut power consumption 

from 240 milliwatts to 1.2 microwatts in the interface circuit used to drive power control devices such as printers, solenoids, and actuators. 

voltage above about 400 milliamperes (Fig. 2). 
With a vertical structure akin to the conventional 

bipolar transistor, v-mos offers the advantages of high 
voltage breakdown, high-current capability, and high-
frequency operation without the performance disadvan-
tages of bipolars. 

Better switch 

The power MOSFET offers several significant advan-
tages for high-power, solid-state switching. A typical de-
vice such as the VMP 1 can switch 1 A in 4 nanoseconds, 
more than 200 times faster than a Darlington bipolar 
transistor of equivalent size. And with an input resist-
ance of 1000 megohms, the v-mos FET requires no spe-
cial high-current drive circuits or amplifiers to buffer it 
from the complementary-mos logic-gate drive circuits. 

Since it is an enhancement-mode device, a 0-v input 
will turn off the device (leakage current is less than 0.5 
microampere). With a 10-v gate voltage, it will support 
a guaranteed minimum drain-to-source current, IDS of 
1 A with a 242 on resistance, res. Switching on a bipolar 
transistor in less than 1 microsecond takes at least 200 
MA, and then it must be driven with a negative voltage 

to turn off quickly. But the power FET with its high in-
put impedance needs practically no current at all. Only 
microamperes of drive current are needed to charge the 
input capacitance of about 40 picofarads to turn it on in 
less than 1 its. 
The simplicity of logic-compatible high-current 

switch designs (Fig. 3) using v-mos FETS eliminates the 
need for external resistors usually required for input 
current limiting, pull-up, or leakage protection. The in-
put waveform to the logic gate drives the output wave-
form full on in typically 20 ns ( Fig. 3b). If a single 4011-
type c-mos gate were used instead of four, the delay 
would increase to about 50 ns because of the reduced 
drive available to charge the 40-to-60-pf input capaci-
tance of the VMP 1. 
Open-collector transistor-transistor-logic circuitry can 

be used to drive the FET in much the same manner as in 
the lamp-driver circuit of Fig. 3c. Decreasing the value 
of the 10-kilohm rrt pull-up resistor will speed up the 
circuit slightly. However, for lamp applications such as 
these, any value would be adequate if enough power 
were available. A 1-k9 resistor would draw 1 mAz a 100-
k2 resistor would draw 50 µA. 
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5. Up the power. Paralleling several power FETs for increased cur 

; ent handling capability ( a) requires no additional components to as 

sure equal current sharing. And two power FETs connected in serie. 

b) greatly increased high-voltage capability. 

Replacing bipolar transistors with power MOSFETs 
can greatly reduce the components needed, thus in-
creasing reliability. Consider the circuit in Fig. 4, which 
uses an 8000 series programable peripheral-interface-
driver circuit designed for an 8080-type microprocessor 
to control printers, solenoids, displays, actuators, etc 
Seventy-two resistors and the 48 bipolar transistors can 
be replaced by 24 v-mos devices. 
The much higher 1,000-m2 input impedance of the 

FET cuts circuit power consumption. Each of the Dar-
lington pairs of bipolar transistors requires 2 MA of 
drive current. At a supply voltage of 5 V. the bipolar cir-
cuit would draw 240 milliwatts of power. Assuming as 
much as 10 nanoamperes of leakage current in each of 
the FETs, the total circuit would draw 240 nA at 5 V. or 
only 1.2 microwatts. 

Handling higher current 

When more than 2 A must be switched, two or more 
power FETS can be paralleled. This is as easy as paral-
leling c-mos gates for greater drive capability. More-
over, special precautions aren't needed to insure an 
even distribution of load current among devices. The 
positive temperature coefficient of the drain-to-source 
resistance limits excessive current by any one device ef-
fectively. The negative temperature coefficient of bipo-
lar devices tends to do just the opposite. It increases cur-
rent flow in the hottest devices because the resistance of 
bipolar transistors drops with increasing temperature. 

6. Broadband linear gain. A single VMP 1 power FET provides • 

voltage gain of 16 dB from dc to 10 megahertz. Harmonic distortiou 

varies from 0.075% at 1 V,,„, to 0.8% at 10V,„. 

This causes a thermal runaway condition, which causes 
the device to fail very quick l \ . 
The circuit of Fig. 5a illustrates the simplicity of par-

alleling three VMP 1 2-A power FETS to form a 6-A 
switch without any external components. That circuit, 
or one paralleling six devices for a I2-A switching capa-
bility, could be driven from a single 4000-series c-mos 
gate, sacrificing only switching speed. 

In applications requiring higher-voltage operation 
than a single power FET can handle, several devices can 
be connected in series ( Fig. 5b). In the on condition the 
gate of Q1 is at + 15 v with a drain voltage of about 1 \ 
because of its Ins x ris drop from drain to the source 
of Q1. Transistor Qo also is on because of its positive 
gate voltage. The voltage divider, resistors R1 and R., 
apply 55% of the + 15-v supply to the gate of Q2 and. 
considering the + 2-v drain along with the I-v on the 
source, produce a very adequate + 8.15-v enhancement 
to Q2—turning it on hard. In the off condition, the gate 
of Q1 is held at ground by the c-mos logic gate and less 
than 1 /EA of current flows through Q1. 
The resistive voltage divider now sees the 85-v differ-

ential between the high voltage supply and the logic 
supply. This places the gate of Q2 at about + 53v. Q2 
then acts as a source follower supporting only micro-
amperes of drain-to-source current. Therefore its gate-
to-source voltage is essentially 0, which causes a 53-‘ 
drop across Qi, with the remaining 47 v dropped across 
Q. This distributes the high-voltage fairly evenly be-
tween both FETs. 
To assure this voltage division is maintained under 

transient conditions, the value of capacitors CI and Co is 
chosen to make the RIC, and RoC2 time constants 
equal. And the values of these capacitors are large 
enough to balance the input capacitance of Qo. 
The current-handling capability of a three-phase mo-
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7. High quality audio. One channel of an 80- watt stereo amplifier uses six power FETs in a push-pull arrangement A total harmonic distor-

tion of less than0.04% is achieved with only 22 dB of negative feedback, compared to about 40 dB usually used with bipolar transistor stages 
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8. Wideband vhf amplifier. A single VMP 4 rf power FET delivers 12-

watts into a 50-ohm load from 40 to 180 MHz and can work into an 

infinite- load voltage-standing-wave-ratio without damage and with-

out the need for any special protection circuitry. 

tor control may be extended simply by adding extra 
power FETs in parallel with the original ones. Since 
these power switches are directly logic-compatible and 
have high input impedance, it is quite feasible to have 
2-, 4-, 6- or 8-A pulse-width-modulation constant-torque 
motor controls operating from a single 4000-series 
c-mos gate driving each leg. And the low switch-drive 
requirements have the added benefit of allowing the up-
per legs to be driven with low power optoisolators 
rather than with bulky pulse transformers. 

Linear applications abound 

For analog circuits, the V-MOS FET has several advan-
tages. Its current gain is essentially equivalent to that of 
an infinite-beta bipolar device because of the approxi-
mately 1,000 ral input impedance. It has a 600-mega-
hertz unity-gain frequency response because of the ma-
jority-carrier field-effect mode of operation. The highly 
linear gain characteristic at drain-to-source current 
from 400 mA to 2 A make it useful in linear power 
applications. 

Perhaps the simplest analog application of V-MOS 
FETs is as a switch. A low-resistance analog switch has 
from 1.5 to 3 ohms of on resistance, depending on de-
vice type, for signals of from 0 to 10 V. The off leakage 
current is less than 0.5 ¡LA. Since the body of a 3-lead 
power package must be connected to the source of the 
FET, the analog current should always be made to flow 
from drain to source. Reverse current flow would en-
counter the forward-biased pn diode existing from body 
to drain. 
The test circuit and frequency response of the circuit 

in Fig. 6 show the simple circuitry needed for a dc-to-
10-MHz broadband amplifier. The VMP 1 under test has 
a transconductance, gm, of approximately 0.27 mhos 
and, with a 24-ohm load, provides a circuit gain ( g„, 
load resistance Ri,) of 6.5. The total harmonic distortion 
for this circuit varies from 0.075% at 1 yr.ms output to 
0.8% at 10 vr.,„. 

9. Drive dependent. The in-band power gain of the amplifier circuit 

of Fig. 8 is a function of input power to the s:age. Al:hough in the 

curve above, the power gain is plotted at a frequency of 160 MHz, 

it's typical for any frequency within the amplifier bandpass. 

These devices make high-quality audio amplifier 
stages. An 80-watt stereo amplifier (one channel shown 
in Fig. 7) uses six power FETS in a push-pull arrange-
ment. Harmonic distortion is as low as 0.04% using very 
little negative feedback for a frequency response within 
3 decibels from 1 hertz to 800 kHz. Only 22 dB of feed-
back were needed with the FETS, whereas 40 dB are usu-
ally used with bipolar transistor stages. 
The distortion, which depends on the output power, is 

shown for various combinations of open and closed 
loop operation, with and without rf filtering. An extra 
bonus when using the FETS is that the output of the am-
plifier is inherently short-circuit protected and free from 
secondary breakdown and thermal runaway. 

Higher frequency use 

The same chip geometry is available in an rf family, 
the VMP 4, which uses flange-mounted stripline tech-
niques. Again, its very high input resistance and lower 
input capacitance, compared to an equivalent bipolar 
transistor, makes it useful in the design of vhf broad-
band power amplifiers. 
For example, a single power FET used in the circuit in 

Fig. 8 has a power gain of 15 dB flat to within -±1 dB 
from 40 to 180 MHz—not easily achieved with equiva-
lent bipolar power transistors. The circuit can deliver 10 
to 12 w into a 5042 load, depending on input ( Fig. 9). A 
key feature is the circuit's ability to withstand infinite-
load voltage-standing-wave ratios without any special 
circuitry power. 
These v-mos devices are the first in a growing family 

of power MOSFETs that should prove extremely useful in 
solid-state power switching and linear power designs. 
They should find use in both new designs and as retro-
fits for older designs. LI 
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Designer's casebook 

Auto intrusion alarm 
uses C-MOS circuits 
by F. E. Hinkle 

Applied Research Laboratories University of Texas Austin Texas 

A sophisticated alarm circuit that uses the horn of the 
car and incorporates multiple time delays has been de-
signed around two c-mos packages—a natural choice 
for use in automobile intrusion alarm systems because 
of their extremely low power consumption. 
The circuit, which is armed by a hidden switch lo-

cated inside the car. has a short delay period after it is 
enabled, to permit the driver to leave the car without 
tripping the alarm. Thereafter, opening a door or trunk 
lid will trigger the alarm and. following another short 
interval ( to permit the driver to enter the car and dis-
able the alarm) the horn is pulsed approximately 60 
times per minute, so as not to sound stuck. After several 
minutes, the alarm circuitry resets itself, ready for an-
other intrusion. All of the time delays can be adjusted 
by changing resistor values. 
The figure shows the schematic of the alarm circuit 

using a CD4001 quad NOR gate and a CD4013 D-type 
flip-flop. The input to the circuit is taken from the door 

switches that control the dome light and short to ground 
when any door is opened. The alarm's input signal is 
normally 12 volts and also goes to ground when the 
doors are opened. The driver enables the alarm by a 
hidden spdt switch connecting 12 v to the circuitry. 

Resistor-capacitor combination RIC, develops a reset 
command signal to the intrusion memory when the 
alarm is enabled. This time delay permits the driver and 
passengers to leave the automobile prior to the arming 
of the flip-flop. Once the reset time delay expires. the 
flip-flop is ready to detect a switch closure to ground at 
the input. When a closure to ground occurs, a positive-
going signal clocks the D-type flip-flop. Capacitors C2 
and C3 were initially charged to 12 v during the reset 
interval, and they begin to discharge. R2C2 discharges 
below the NOR gate input threshold, first, causing the 1-
hertz astable oscillator to turn on. This astable is used to 
drive a small relay or transistor that turns the horn relay 
in the car on and off. If CI equalled C2, the voltage on 
the reset of the CD4013 at turn-on would be half of the 
supply voltage, which is not a valid state. Therefore CI 
is made twice C2, giving a reset voltage of two thirds the 
supply voltage. R3C3 discharges below the NOR gate in-
put at a much later time, generating a reset command to 
the intrusion memory. Thus, the complete process can 
repeat itself if another intrusion is detected. 
When the driver enters the car, the alarm is turned 

off but will be initialized instantly if turned on again. In 
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practice, a time delay of 30 seconds was chosen for the 
RIC1 time constant. R,C2 was chosen to be 15 seconds, 
and R3C3 is 300 seconds. Either a relay or an npn tran-
sistor may be used to trigger the horn relay in the car, 
depending on how much current must be controlled; 

both these alternative output circuits are shown in the 
diagram. Since only two c-Ntos ICs are used, the circuit 
fits easily on a small circuit board and mounts under the 
dash. If the trunk or hood switch is paralleled with the 
door switches, then it too will trip the alarm. CI 

Hardware helps in tracing 
microprocessor program 
by Jeffrey L Zurkow 
Hampshire College. Amherst. Mass 

Debugging microprocessor programs can be especially 
difficult because most microprocessors lack full control 
panels and register displays. Software "debug pack-
ages" can of course be written, but they are complicated 
because they must continually modify the user's pro-
gram in order to trace and control its executipn. How-
ever, much of their complexity can be eliminated if 
hardware is added that triggers an interrupt after the 
execution of each instruction in the user program. 
As with any interrupt, the computer saves the address 

of the next instruction and branches to an interrupt ser-
vice routine. The service routine can recover this ad-
dress and print it out along with the contents of the ma-
chine's registers, halt and accept operator instructions, 
set breakpoints, and modify registers before returning 
to program execution. 
The two circuits shown here are for use with the Intel 

8080 microprocessor, but a similar approach should 
work for other machines. Both circuits perform essen-
tially the same function, but the first latches its interrupt 
request until the central processing unit responds, while 
the second saves one flip-flop on the assumption that 
request latching takes place in the external interrupt-
vector circuit. The interrupt-vector circuit, assumed to 
be present in both cases, is responsible for strobing a 
restart instruction onto the data bus whenever the CPU 
outputs an interrupt-acknowledge signal; the restart 

causes the CPU to save the address of the next instruc-
tion ( the return address) on its stack, and branch to the 
interrupt service routine. 
An interrupt is requested by driving the 8080's inter-

rupt line high. If interrupts have been enabled by the 
execution of an interrupt-enable instruction, the inter-
rupt will occur upon the completion of the current in-
struction. Interrupts will automatically be disabled, and 
an interrupt-acknowledge signal will be output. The 
CPU interrupt-enable output line indicates whether in-
terrupts are enabled ( high) or disabled ( low). 
The beginning of each instruction is marked by a CPU 

status signal called M I, determined by the coincidence 
of the signals SYNC, (> 1, and D5. SYNC and D5 are 8080 
output pins, while (>1 is a TT-level signal representing 
phase 1 of the two-phase processor clock. The circuits of 
Figs. 1 and 2 cause an interrupt request on the second 
M 1 pulse following an interrupt-enable instruction. The 
next instruction should be a return or jump to the pro-
gram being traced; an interrupt occurring on the return 
from the service routine would result in an infinite loop, 
so this instruction is intentionally not traced. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1, the two flip-flops are held reset 
as long as interrupts are disabled. After an interrupt-en-
able instruction, which turns the line labelled INTE on, 
the first M1 pulse sets FF1. The next M1 pulse sets FF2, 
causing an interrupt request to be issued via Q2. Ac-
knowledgment of the request turns INTE off, resetting 
the flip-flops. 

In Fig. 2, the first M1 pulse after an interrupt-enable 
sets FF1. The next M1 pulse causes the output of NAND 
gate G2 to go low, thus again requesting an interrupt. 
The line labeled control in both figures may be used to 
disable the instruction-interrupt feature; interrupts will 
not occur while control is held low. In practice, this sig-
nal comes from a latch ‘‘ hich can be set and reset as an 
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CPU 

INTE 
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INIA DATA BUS 

SYNC 
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7410 

M, 
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7474 
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FF2 02 
7474 

INTERRUPT 
VECTOR CIRCUIT 

CONTROL 

1. Instruction Interrupt. When CONTROL 

is high and interrupts are enabled by the 

program, the circuit shown requests an in-

terrupt a: the beginning of each CPU in-

struction. The 8080 CPU completes the in-

struction before honoring the request. Flip-

flops FF, and FF  cause the first instruction 

following an interrupt enable to be ignored, 

thus allowing successful return from the in-

terrupt-handling routine. 
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iCOM's Frugal Floppy: 
At '995, your microprocessor's best friend. 

iCOM disk drive 

iCOM, the microperipheral TM 
people have done it again! This 
time with a ready-to-go Floppy 
Disk Subsystem for your low 
budget microprocessor-based 
project. 

You get everything from 
iCOM 
Our Frugal Floppy includes: 
• Interface cable to your 

microprocessor 
• Proven IBM compatible 

controller 
• Disk drive with daisy chain 

capability 
• Controller-to-disk drive cable 
If you need a power supply and 
software, we've got that too! 

iCOM's famous FDOS-II 
software 
iCOM's FDOS-II software 
package is now available for the 
OEM or the hobbyist. Its super 
features, such as named 
variable length files, autofile 
create open and close, multiple 
merge and delete, help make 
your project a winner right away. 
Versions to run on any 8080 or 

iCOM's proven 
CF360 controller 

6800 based system are ready to 
ship. Use FDOS-II either in your 
development system or 
integrate it into your 
applications package. In either 
case, it's easy to do. And 
low cost too. 

Easy interface 
Real easy. Three 8 bit latches 
and you've got it. Just one 
ribbon cable (which we provide) 
handles the hook-up. What 
could be simpler? 

Powerful controller 
The dependable iCOM controller 
is already used in hundreds of 
different systems. It takes the 
load off your software, letting 
your microprocessor do its job 

MICROPERIPHERALS" 

6741 Vane' Avenue • Canoga Park 
California 91303 • (213) 348-1391 

Cable to your Microprocessor 

without getting bogged down. 
Auto track/sector seek and 
verify, full sector I/O buffers, 
auto CRC generation and 
checking, are just a few of the 
controller features. Handles 
from 1 to 4 drives with no 
changes in software or 
hardware. IBM compatible, too. 

The clincher 
iCOM's Frugal FlOppyTM sells 
for only $995 in small OEM 
quantities. If you need just one 
it's still only $ 1195. 

Call us today. When it comes to 
microperipheralsTm, iCOM has 
the answers. 

Ask about our completely 
packaged systems too. We 
have complete development 
systems for: 
• Intellec MDS-800 
• Intellec 8 
• Motorola M6800 
• PCS MicropacTm80 

Intellec is a trademark of Intel Corp 
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2. Simplification. When the microprocessor system already in-

cludes hardware that latches the interrupt request. this simplified cir-

cuit can be used. The other flip-flop in the 7474 package is available 

for use as a control signal latch. 

output device under program control, allowing tracing 
to be turned on or off. 
The only special requirements for the interrupt ser-

vice routine are that it not re-enable interrupts until 
ready to return, unless it first turns off tracing. The re-
turn linkage is standard: interrupt-enable, immediately 
followed by return. E 

One-op-amp oscillator keeps 
sine-wave amplitude constant 
by Dale Hileman 
Sphygmetncs Inc Woodland Hills. Calif 

A sine-wave oscillator needs precisely controlled feed-
back to keep its * output amplitude constant. But this 
need complicates its design. A typical unit contains two 
or three operational amplifiers and perhaps a dozen 
other components, not to mention an awkward split-sta-
tor variable capacitor if a wide, adjustable frequency 
range is necessary. as in a laboratory sine-wave gener-
ator. 
The circuit in the diagram, however, maintains a con-

stant output amplitude over a 10-to- 1 frequency range 
without being unduly complex. From only a single op 
amp, a half-dozen other parts, and just one variable re-
sistor to adjust frequency, it generates a nearly perfect 
sine wave. 
To produce this sinusoidal output waveform, the cir-

cuit includes a voltage divider consisting of R4 and neg-
ative-temperature-coefficient thermistor RT in the feed-
back loop to the noninverting input. The thermistor 
stabilizes the feedback; if the output increases, the 
resistance of RT decreases and thus reduces the regene-

1NT REQ 
ITO 

VECTORED-
INTERRUPT 
CIRCUITRY) 

ration. Resistors RI and R2 in the negative-feedback 
path prevent oscillations from building up to become 
distorted. 
The amplitude of the output signal in this oscillator 

configuration is extremely sensitive to feedback vari-
ations, so only a small change in the thermistor resist-
ance is required to stabilize the output signal. This prin-
ciple has the same effect that a very high loop gain 
would have in any other servo-type system. As a result, 
the output level is held constant over a wide frequency-
adjustment range. 
The frequency of oscillation, which is an inverse func-

tion of the product R3C, is controlled by varying R3. A 
clean sinusoidal output ranging from 2 to 20 kilohertz is 
generated as the frequency is varied. A resistor may be 
connected in series with R3 to avoid distortion near the 
extreme low-resistance setting. A different value for C 
of course gives a different tuning range. 

Supply voltage is not critical—values of ±-Vs can be in 
the range from 3 to 18 volts. The amplitude of the out-
,put sine wave, which must be substantially less than Vs 
to avoid distortion, is set by selection of R.,. If this re-
sistor is a potentiometer, it must not be a noisy one be-
cause noise in the feedback loop produces a dispro-
portionately noisy output. A ±-10-Y supply typically 
allows an output sine wave of 10 y peak to peak. 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original 

and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems Explain tyiefly but lbw-
oughlv the circuit's operating principle and purpose Well pay $50 for each item publishec 

Watch the sines. Voltage divider. consisting 

of R, and NTC thermistor RT. controls the 

positive feedback in op-amp oscillator circuit 

to produce clean constant-amplitude sine 

waves over the 2-to-20- kHz frequency 

range. Resistors R, and R. in negative-feed-

back path hold overall amplifier gain near 

unity: amplitude is set by value of R,. 
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MOTOROLA Semi 
The 25A TO-220 SCR 

Today's Technology. 

Today's Performance. Today's Price. 

DUOWATTS ______ 
DRIVE 
DOUBLE-FISTED 4- - - 
DESIGN 

ADVANTAGE / 

stuff for you! 250 V power 
tabs for just 60C! 

Duowatts* do the job between 
TO-92 and TO-220. They're the only 
devices in their class with an honest-
to-gosh, conservatively-rated- in-free-air 
2 watts capability. Not 1.67. Not 1.75. 
TWO watts. 

And 250 V fits line-operated drives 
for dc motor controls, relays and solenoids. 
FIV linear amps and linear and switching 
amps are possible for less than you pay 
for an over-spec'd TO-220. 

You can push 'ern to higher power 
levels because of second-generation 
epoxy molding with lower heat resistance, 
high thermal cycling capability, heavy- 
duty 2-mil gold wire and the lowest 
OJC in the industry: 62.5°C/W. 

Enough technical brilliance. Here's 
the 100-ups for 150,200 and 250 V types: 
58C...60C....63C. 2N6591-93. 

It's the only 2N series around. 
• TRADEMARK MOTOROLA IrIC 

can cause failure) and 3 V operation. 
Or, you can have 0.38" high char-

acters in 3'2 digit with the MLC400, a 
popular "straight-up" for instruments. 

Customs, too— plus MLC400T for 
backlighting with less current drain 
than LEDs. Good Show, what? 

,2. c 

''''''---...,,,.„ 

, 
.i. 

MC3408  

,  

The DAC 
Anyone Can Afford 
For just $2.95 one of the most accu-
rate DACs in the industry is yours... 
the MC3408 with relative + 0.5°•, 
error max and 300 ns typ settling 
time. 

It consists of a ref current ampli-
fier,R-2R ladderand eight high-speed 
current switches. For many applica-
tions only a resistor and reference 
voltage need be added. It may be 

used in multiplying mode with good 
accuracy when Vref is varied over a 
256:1 range. 

Now you can plug an accurate 
DAC into those super low-cost a ppli-
cations like successive approxima-
tion . . . waveform synthesis . . . 
programmable gain G• attenuation 
. . . CRT character generation . . . 
programmable power supplies ... ad 
infinitum, 

Suffice to say, it's a bargain and 
a good one. Other features include 
noninverting TTL/CMOS-compati-
ble digital inputs, + 0.4 to - 5.0 V 
swing and 4 mA/ms slew rate. 

It's a DAC you can afford today. 
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That's right, its finally been done — a 25A 
(RMS) plastic SCR with 300 A surge 
at prices you can't pass up. How about 
a 30% saving in any quantity over metal 
equivalents! 

The new 2N6504-09 series is a 
natural-born replacement for those 
goodie-but-oldie 2N681 - series sockets 
where you're operating up to max limits 
set by '681 data sheet ratings. That could 
be most anywhere: motor and heating 
controls, power supplies, battery chargers, 
crowbars, ad infinitum. 

Unlike the power-wasting '681 stud, 
the TO-220 has super-low 1.8 V max VI at 
50 A peak. That translates to just 
26 W PD at full-rated current.. you can 
heat sink it to an allowable 85°C case and 
that means lower thermal excursions 
and potentially longer life. 

Reliability's super, too, because it's 
rooted in improvements like glassivated 
junctions, gate-cathode passivation, im- 
proved copper piece parts, void-free 
encapsulant, in-process and outgoing QC 
and reliability verification (see story in New 
Literature). 

Try the 2N6504 series where up-to- 
25 A metal parts are now used. See 
how far plastic SCRs have come to give 
you what you need in 
today's optimized 
designs. 

— 
- 
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Small Signal 
Transistor Costs 
Take Whopping Cuts 

Big news here is ECONOMY. 
If you don't need metal cans' herme-

ticity, you can reduce small-signal tran-
sistor costs sensationally just by sped-
tying our plastic MPS-types instead of 
2N-metal and plastic units...and get the 
same performance! 

For instance, the metal 2N929/A 
family is industry listed all over the 
map...some high as $1.35. Our plastic 

Drop LCDS 
into Your PC Boards 

Off the drawing board and into 
digital clocks and instruments are 
LCDs with integral connector pins you 
plug right into standard PC boards. 

The MLC201 clock LCD and MLC250 
instrument LCD offer I/2" high numbers. 
One has a.m./p.m. designation, the other 
+ and - prefixing. Both offer super- 
reliable hermetic glass frit plate sealing, 
advanced LCD compounds, sharp char- 
acter definition, dc excluding passiva- 
tion, (dc in the drive signal, if unblocked, 
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C um, nd ctor Report 
MPS929 is 26C, 100-up. Same specs, 
mind you. just plastic packaging. 

Or take our MPS2222. For only 20C. 
Average 2N2222 list runs 35-404. Or the 
27C Motorola MPS2907A vs. the 40C 
metal type. 

We even replace low-cost plastic with 
still lower-cost plastic: the popular MPS-
3903-06 PNP/NPN switch/amplifiers can 
be had for lists of 18(-23'.. far less than 
the average 30C- 35C price for plastic 2N's. 
The only spec difference is relaxed 
switching speeds. 

Contact factory or distributor. 
ALL PRICES 103-999. 1 

New Literature Dept. 

Vane., ben« A 

CHIPS 
DATA 
BOOK 
TELLS 
ALL 
TO   
HYBRID DESIGNER 

Semiconductor 
Data Lilsrary 

BEEISIS@EI 
FINEEIBES 
19[110Elmun 
0— 

Mailable Mid-August 

Look! — hundreds of see-all, tell-all pages 
on Motorola's complete line of chips... 
unencapsulated semiconductor to the 
word-conscious. 

All here — no parts left out Linear, 
digital, discrete, beam-lead, flip-chip 
defined according to stock, standard and 
special. 

See geometries laid bare. Metalliza-
tions described. Dimensions listed. Elec-
trical and handling info for more than 
2,000 of Motorola's popular devices on all 
lines examined. -Must- reading for the 
mature hybrid designer. 

Also included are passive compo-
nent passages and an appendix bursting 
with definitions and other do it yourself 
criteria. 

Order this sensational exposé 
throfigh authorized distributor or factory 
bookstore. Even the pictures look good. 

Plastic Thyristor 
RELIABILITY FIRST-TIME 

DOCUMENTED 
In the dumps about power control climate? 

Read how to beat it — or at least 
ignore it — with reliable Motorola plastic 
thyristors who, despite all odds, rise above 
every obstacle to a better, long-lasting life. 

They can take almost anything you 
can throw at them. 

Like worst-case, full-on, full-off power 
cycling with junction temps reaching the 
breaking point. Our units survived 43 
MILLION cycles at .^ TJ of 30° to I 25°C 
with just 15 failures. An MTTF of 3 
million cycles. 

Or full-reverse rated voltage at 90° to 
100° ambient, gate open or 1 kil Re 
shunt Our units combined 459,000 hours 
with just one failure. 

Or 200 days at Mil-S-750 conditions 
— 92% to 98% relative humidity (practi-
cally underwater) with units alternately 
drenched, then dried, during 24-hour 
cycles. Again, just one failure. 

Raise your SCR and Triac standard 
of living. Start with this new brochure. 

The best always beats being better. 

Semiconductor 
Report Card 

For complete data, fill out and send this to: 
Motorola Semiconductors 
Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85035 

O Please have salesman call 

Phone- 

Name  

Company  

Title  

Address   

City   

State Zip 

Check Your Choice: 

2N6504 series SCR 
D MC3408 DAC 
OMLC201/250 LCD 
O 2N6591-93 Duowatt 
2N3903-06 Transistors 

D Chips Data Book 
(Send check or money order for $2.50 to Motorola. 
Attn: W.W. Wallace.13ox 20512) 

0 Thyristor Reliability brochure 

AN756 — Crystal Switching 
Methods for MC12060/ 
MC12061 Oscillators 

CI AN757 — A/13 Conversion 
Techniques With M6800 
MPU 

AN758 — A 2-State 1 KW Solid-
State Linear Amplifier 

D AN759 — A CMOS Keyboard Data 
Entry System For Bus. 
Oriented Memories 

AN760 — Applications of MC3416 
Crosspoint Switc,t 

AN762 — 1.6-30 Mliz Linear 
Amplifier For Mobile 
Operation 

AN763 — Fully Programmable dc 
Modulator 

E862 — Plastic Encapsulated 
Transistor Reliability 

—1 
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no hile it is possible 
to write down 
general rules 

and procedures for 
designing with 
microprocessors, the 
continuing proliferation of 
component families, each 
with their own unique 
characteristics, puts an 
extra burden on system 
designers. They must make 
appropriate choices and 
then engineer the result. 

On the theory that 
nothing is as instructive as 
the success (or failure) of 
others, Electronics is 
initiat.ng this continuing 
series of articles describing 
how microprocessors have 
been successfully applied 
to a wide variety of 
problems. The series 
actually had its genesis 
in our April 15 special 
issue on microprocessors, 
with 14 case histories. 

Readers who have 
applied microprocessors to 
engineering problems are 
invited to describe them for 
this series. Show briefly the 
aspect of the design that 
only a microprocessor 
could successfully 
implement, give the 
reasons for choosing the 
specific microprocessor, 
describe the system 
configuration, and indicate 
relevant programing details 
and any design problems 
that had to be overcome. 

micpcpcmoocrin te 

8-bit microprocessors can 
control data networks 
by G. D. Forney and WE. Vander May 
Codex Corp.Newton, Mass 

E It generally pays to concentrate the traffic of a data-
communications network into the smallest possible 
number of linking lines. That was a stumbling block for 
the earliest microprocessors: they were too slow to con-
trol such a network, even at mod-est data rates like 2,400 

or 9.600 bits per second. 
However. 8- bit microprocessors of the 8080 and 6800 

types can pass full-duplex data at these rates and still 
have enough time over to perfbrm some useful com-
munications processing. This has permitted the devel-
opment of a microprocessor- based network processor 
that tills the gap between time-division multiplexers 
generally inexpensive, hard-wired devices with limited 
capabilities— and concentrators— typically realized in 
large computer or minicomputer programs and more 
expensive than TDMs. 
A major design goal for these communications pro-

cessors was to meet the varying speed requirements 
within a network while employing a common, modular 
architecture. Within one netw:ork, there may be small 
nodes supporting only a few ports over a single link, as 
well as large backbone nodes passing traffic from many 
sources over multiple. high-speed links. Trunk speeds 
commonly range from 2.400 to 9,600 b/s. but links of 
19.2 and even 50 to 56 kilobits per second may be justi-
fiable in larger networks. 
Another design goal was to achieve transparency in 

the data network. That is. replacement of existing com-
munications subsystems must have no hardware or soft-
ware impact on the associated terminals and computers. 
Transparency implies minimal delays within the net-
work, which required the development of an efficient 
character-oriented link protocol to handle trunk speeds 
as low as 2,400 b/s. Individual characters have to be as-
sembled. buffered, encoded for data compression. and 
routed to the appropriate link, with the reverse pro-
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cesses taking place at the network's receiving end. 
Studies showed that a 6800-type microprocessor, with 

some hardware assists, could perform these functions 
with full-duplex throughputs in the 4,800-to-9,600-b/s 
range. Thus, a single-microprocessor machine could 
handle many point-to-point applications, but more than 
one microprocessor would be required for multinode 
networks without a constriction on capacity. 

Linking the processors. 

[he next decision involved interconnecting the mi-
croprocessors. Typical multiprocessor architectures 
dedicate each microprocessor to a subset of the tasks 
that have to be performed. Instead, a parallel, or sym-
metric, multiprocessor architecture was chosen. Every 
microprocessor is equally capable of picking up any 
task so that any number of the devices from one to the 
maximum physical limit (chosen here to be eight) can 
be used. This yields a modular machine whose power 
can be tailored from single-processor systems adapted 
to typical small-node applications to eight-processor 
systems that approximate the communications-process-
ing power of two mid-size minicomputers and can sup-
port on the order of 50 to 56 kb/s of full-duplex 
throughput. 
The desire for high bus-transfer rates and compact 

physical dimensions made a high-speed synchronized 
mainframe bus the natural choice to link the devices 
with each other, with the program and data memories, 
and with the microprogramed master controller. Com-
munications with the external ports, on the other hand, 
are handled as an asynchronous and lower-speed pro-
cess taking place over greater physical distances, so a 
separate input/output bus with its own asynchronous 
protocol seemed desirable. 

In the resulting network processor (see figure), the 
mainframe bus supports up to eight microprocessor 
modules and a mixture of up to six random-access and 
read-only memory modules, with any microprocessor 

able to access any memory. The Ito bus connects the 
mainframe to the individual ports—external data 
sources and sinks. Up to 32 ports can be accommodated 
in a port nest, which is a separate subassembly. Up to 
eight port nests can be attached to one mainframe. 
A master controller module controls the I/0 bus, in-

terfaces it to the mainframe bus, and performs other 
functions. An option module interfaces an operator's 
console to the master controller and supports other op-
tional features. 

Adding memory 

The design of the memory system is critical to getting 
effective utilization of all the microprocessors. A single 
global memory is attractive on grounds of simplicity 
and of facilitating interprocessor communication. How-
ever, there must not be excessive interference between 
accesses of the memory by the microprocessors, or else 
speed will be unduly degraded. 
A typical instruction mix for the 6800 requires a 

memory access on the average of two out of every three 
microprocessor cycles. At a 1-megahertz processor cycle 
time, eight microprocessors will generate five to six mil-
lion memory accesses per second. 

Therefore, a system bus with a 6-MHz transfer rate 
was designed. The bus has separate 16-bit address and 
8-bit data lines and is pipelined, in the sense that an ad-
dress presented on one cycle will result in data being re-
turned on a subsequent cycle. For fast memories (access 
times less than 200 nanoseconds), the data returns on 
the next cycle, while, for slower memories (access of 
200-367 ns), it returns two cycles later. The bus operates 
from the same clock as the memories and micro-
processors so that the entire mainframe system is effec-
tively synchronized. 
The bus will accommodate various types of memory. 

There are two types of RAM modules, accommodating 
either 8,192 or 16,384 bytes. The former uses 22-pin 
4,096-bit dynamic n-channel metal-oxide semicon-
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ductor RAM circuits, and the latter uses 16-pin 4-k cir-
cuits. The access time of these memories is in the 
200-367-ns range, and their cycle time is 500 ns. Each 
module is partitioned into two banks, to which there 
can be independent access in an interleaved fashion. In 
addition, two adjacent RAM modules on the bus jointly 
do a four-way interleave—Le., four cycles can be in 
progress at once. This gives an effective cycle time of 
125 ns, substantially faster than the bus cycle time. 

Two types of ROM. 

There are also two types of ROM modules. One type 
accommodates up to 24 kilobytes of a memory that is 
erasable by ultraviolet light (Intel 2708), a type used for 
software development. A second module accommodates 
up to 16-k bytes of a conventional fusible-link program-
able ROM used for program memory in standard sys-
tems. Software can be executed directly out of the 
PROM, thus avoiding duplicate RAM memory. The ROM 
modules have access and cycle times less than 200 ns. 
The master controller handles all input/output trans-

fers and implements the task-dispatching procedure. It 

also executes such functions as real-time clock gener-
ation, memory refresh, operator-console control, and 
configuration control. The controller, a microprogramed 
minicomputer using the Intel 3000 series of bipolar 2-
bit slices, operates at the 6-MHz cycle time of the system 
bus. It uses 8-bit data words and 32-bit micro-
instructions. It also executes a variety of "super-
instructions," which augment the 6800 instruction set 
and unload considerable processing overhead from the 
microprocessors. 
The network processor communicates with the out-

side world via a number of port types. The principal 
type is the terminal port, a programable device that can 
support either asynchronous start-stop protocols or 
character-oriented synchronous protocols. It performs 
character assembly/disassembly and buffering, charac-
ter parity checking, insertion and deletion of idle fill, 
control of interface signals, and other similar functions. 
The principal component is a Western Digital Astro, 
which requires little augmentation for this application. 
The second port type is the network port, which is de-

signed to support the intranetwork protocol which was 
developed for this family of processors. The third port 
type is the transparent synchronous port, which merely 
combines external synchronous data streams by time-
division multiplexing at a half or a quarter of the trunk 
rate with network-port intranetwork data, thus allowing 
piggybacking of such data within the network. 
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Lots of support. The mainframe bus of this network processor can support up to eight microprocessor modules and a mixture of up to Six 

ROMs and RAMs. Up to 256 input/output ports can be accommodated, since the I/O bus can support eight port nests of 32 ports each. 

Controller has high speed, 
bit-manipulation capability 
by W. H. Seipp 
Eagle Signal, Industrial Controls Division, Davenport. Iowa 

Microprocessors can stand up to the rough and tumble 
environment of industrial controllers, but they present 
several serious problems of their own in such appli-
cations—slow response time, limited applicability of the 
instruction set, and complicated communication be-
tween the user and the controller. 

In a real-time environment, a microprocessor-based 

controller must be able to respond to input changes in a 
matter of milliseconds. To minimize the controller's re-
sponse time, the microprocessor should require a mini-
mum number of instructions for a given operation and 
be able to execute them at high speed. 

However, a large number of instructions in itself is 
not useful. Industrial logic calculations like relay and 
Boolean logic are generally single-bit manipulations, so 
the microprocessor should preferably have high-speed 
bit-manipulation capability. 
At the same time, users of programed-logic control-

lers often do not understand computer technology and 
have no desire to learn it simply to program a control-
ler. To overcome these problems, the controller should 
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use Boolean-logic and relay-logic ladder-diagram pro-
graming. With such software, the user doesn't know that 
he is using a computer device. 

In the Eptak control system, these requirements are 
met by combining an Intel 8080A—a high speed device 
with a comprehensive instruction set—with external 
logic that adds bit-manipulation capability. In the bit 
mode of operation, bits are always fed to the 8080A in 
the Do (data zero) position of the 8-bit data word, and 
the remaining seven bits are forced to logic O. The stan-
dard 8080A instructions then become bit-manipulation 
instructions. 

This maximizes the efficiency of input- and output-
address allocation and eliminates the need for software 
subroutines to shift and mask data in order to obtain bit 
information. It significantly increases calculating speed 
in logic-intensive industrial systems and reduces soft-
ware costs. 

Three languages 

To simplify communication for the user, the Eptak 
process-control system is programable in four lan-
guages: relay diagram or Boolean logic, Eptak control 
language, assembly language, and Eptak process con-
trol language. These languages and appropriate hard-
ware configurations make the Eptak system a family of 
controllers for the range between programable logic 
controls and microcomputers. 
The circuitry for each Eptak module was designed 

with software requirements in mind. An example of this 
is in the analog-input scanner. This consists of an 
analog-to-digital converter module and several analog-
input modules, each having eight inputs. Software is 
necessary to scan the input circuitry, but the input mod-
ule that has been selected automatically starts the a-d 
conversion. The real-time clock independent of the 
user's logic program controls the scanning. This method 
allows the system to control up to 100 analog loops per 
second—each loop using the three-mode proportional-
integral-derivative technique—with about 11% of the to-
tal 8080A computation time used. Almost 90% of the 
microprocessor's time is available for other functions 
such as the user's logic program. 
The a-d converter can also be operated under inter-

rupt control so that a minimum of software overhead is 
required for input scanning. The analog system was im-
plemented within the chassis and under software con-
trol of the central processing unit to reduce the cost of 
the system and to simplify its implementation for pro-
gramable-logic-controller use. Analog capability is real-
ized by adding appropriate input modules in much the 
same way as selecting an external analog plug-in con-
troller. Simple software statements are used to operate 
the analog subsystem. 
The CPU module incorporates all the basic features 

necessary for a control system. These include an eight-
level priority-interrupt system (which can be expanded 

Memory map. Reserving a section of the memory for input/output 

and I/O control speeds these functions. The lower area stores the 

executive, as the algorithm is called that has the function of trans-

forming the user program into machine language. 

externally by an additional 255 levels), an internal real-
time clock with user-selected 1- or 10-millisecond inter-
rupt rates, power-fail restart circuitry, direct memory 
access, and expandability of the system. 
A control system's primary task is to monitor and 

control the process. Operator interaction occurs only a 
small percentage of the time. Therefore there's no need 
to continuously poll peripherals to other 1/0 devices 
such as keyboards. Instead, action is taken when the 
specific device interrupts the processor, indicating that a 
problem has arisen. The external interrupt system 
creates fast response with minimum system overhead. 

High-speed I/0 capability was achieved by using a 
memory map (see figure). The upper 16,384 of the pos-
sible 65,536 total memory addresses available are re-
served for lio circuits. This memory may be a semicon-
ductor random-access memory with a battery backup 
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for memory retention, an ultraviolet-eraseable pro-
gramable read-only memory, or a magnetic core. 

Three of the address bits are control bits. One selects 
ho circuits within the chassis. The second selects the bit 
mode as opposed to the standard byte mode of the 
8080A. The third determines whether data is brought 
into the CPU in the true or inverted state, thereby in-
creasing the instruction set to include such instructions 
as AND/INVERT, OR/INVERT, etc. 
The I/O modules generally may operate in either bit 

or byte mode. Some, such as the data-display module, 
may be operated only in a byte mode because this mod-
ule contains more than one eight-bit data word. 

Three address bits are reserved for selection of bits or 
bytes of data on I/O modules. Chassis I/O modules also 
include such modules as thermocouple or other analog-
input modules, a-d converter modules, digital-to-analog 
output modules, and other special function modules. 

Strictly bit mode 

The external or remote I/O system operates in a 
strictly bit mode. It consists of individual input/output 
blocks, each with a unique address. Each of the up-to-
2,048 blocks may be mounted remotely from the CPU by 
as much as 500 feet of interconnecting cable. Because of 
the line delays of the cable and the logic delays in the 
interface logic circuits, the remote system will not oper-
ate at speeds as high as the CPU module. However, the 
interface seems local to the CPU, since signals from this 
system are buffered through a scanner. Thus, the ad-
vantages of remote 1/0 are obtained with the advan-
tages of high-speed local vo. 

Engine-temperature monitor 
warns pilot of danger 

by Michael Cope, Interphase Associates. Richardson Texas 

and Wayne L. Pratt, Avicon Development Corp . Richardson. Texas 

Nothing is so chilling to the hearts of light-plane dyers 
as the sound of an engine missing—so pilots tend to 
spend a lot of air time looking at the instrument panel. 

A newly developed microprocessor-controlled system 
makes life easier by advancing the monitoring of cylin-
der temperatures to a level of sophistication previously 
precluded in most general-aviation aircraft by con-
straints on size, weight, and cost. 

Cylinder temperatures, measured in the cylinder 
head or in the exhaust system, are vital to safe and ef-
ficient operation of reciprocating engines. SAFE, for 
Smart Automatic Flight Engineer, automatically scans 
thermocouples in each exhaust stack or cylinder, digi-
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Inside the SAFE. The microprocessor-controlled Smart Automatic Flight Engineer instrument for monitoring aircraft engine temperatures 

converts thermocouple voltages to digital temperature values, displays them, and flashes warnings if they lie outside the prescribed range. 

The 0.14-f13 module uses only about one tenth as many components as would be required in a hard-wired version. 
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tizes the analog readings, and indicates them on a cock-
pit light-emitting-diode display. 

Based on the National Semiconductor FIPS (Four-bit 
Integrated Processing System) microprocessor, the sys-
tem occupies a standard 21/4-inch hole, takes up less 
than 0.142 cubic feet, and weighs under two pounds. 
The cost is roughly comparable to a manual system that 
shows the temperature of only one cylinder at a time. 
Since production began in June 1975, 80 units have 
gone out into the field, with orders for another 90. 

10 checks a second 

The system samples a different probe every tenth of a 
second, which means the entire engine is checked every 
0.4 s if it has four cylinders or every 0.6 s if it has six cyl-
inders. This cycling rate is faster than necessary for ac-
cumulation of meaningful data, so the relatively slow 4-
bit processor is more than adequate for the job—and it's 
inexpensive. 
Not only does the system indicate individual read-

ings, but it makes comparisons among readings and dis-
plays temperature relationships. Moreover, its program 
allows adaptation of a single model to various configu-
rations of engines and cylinders commonly found in 
light planes. 

In the automatic mode, the instrument displays the 
highest temperature among the cylinders, as well as the 
span between this and the lowest temperature. Using ei-
ther preset or pilot-selected temperature limits, it 
flashes warning lights whenever any cylinder exceeds 
the maximum or drops below the minimum. In the 
manual mode, the instrument allows the pilot to get 
temperature readings for diagnosing potential engine 
problems. 

In addition to the FIPS microprocessor, the processing 

Soot blowers respond 
to orders of CPU chip 
by Richard G. Barnich 
PCS Inc. Flint. Midi. 

system (see figure) consists of two read-only memories 
of 256 8-bit words each, a random-access memory of 80 
4-bit words, and a clock-generator—all in 16-pin pack-
ages. Output is via the integrated RAM and ROM in-
put/output ports. All input is via a single test input fed 
from a 1-of- 16-lines multiplexer. 
Analog-to-digital conversion employs an unusual 

combination of hardware and software. Analog switches 
select any one of 14 signal sources, a reference source, 
or a dummy sensor. The only other hardware is an op-
erational amplifier serving as an integrator and a com-
parator serving as a zero-signal detector. Software han-
dles the actual conversion. 

Data processing 

After data collection, the system compiles the data, 
and, under Rom-program control, computes the infor-
mation to be displayed and drives the multiplexed LED 
display on the instrument panel. 
When the data-collection sequence is finished, the mi-

croprocessor determines the mode in use (automatic or 
manual), computes the data to be displayed from the 
raw collected data, and stores it in binary-coded-deci-
mal form. 

During both collection and computation phases, the 
multiplexed display is refreshed continually. Each dis-
play item is refreshed about every 3 milliseconds by 
putting the BCD information on the main data bus (the 
ROM output port) in coincidence with the digit to be re-
freshed on the display select bus (the RAM output port). 

In addition, a slave display-head can be driven to 
show data for a second engine, as can a remote audible 
alarm and several other peripheral devices. Moreover, 
no interrupt is needed or desired for any of the 
functions. 

The insect-size microprocessor has established control 
over the gargantuan boiler-cleaning systems in modern 
power plants. Although the equipment is huge, the mo-
tors that drive it must be precisely controlled and con-
tinuously monitored. 
The motors drive a large number of soot blowers, 

which are long steel tubes that blow air, steam, or water 
against the tubes inside the boilers to remove coal- or 
oil-soot build-up that reduces heat-transfer efficiency. 
These blowers, or lances, which may be 60 feet long and 
weigh several tons, are driven in and out of the boiler 
from various points in a variety of patterns. 

Designing and building the hard-wired logic that has 
controlled these systems in the past has become too 
time-consuming and costly. Each customer's controller 
must be custom-designed, and, after a controller is in-
stalled, the system cannot be changed without the costly 
process of shutting down the boiler and rewiring the 
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controller. Exactly such a process became necessary 
during the recent energy crisis when many customers 
had to change their controls to accommodate the 
change in the type of fuel they burned. 

Easy field changes 

However, these modifications are easy to make in the 
field with a microprocessor-based controller, which is 
also inexpensive to produce and test. The software 
package, which performs all the functions necessary to 
operate the controller, enables an engineer to configure 
a customer system in a matter of days. What's more, he 
can reprogram the system easily any time the fuel or 
any other variable is changed. With this package, the 
engineer simply specifies the customer's system parame-
ters, such as the number and types of lances and travel-
time limits. 

Instead of 100 to 150 circuit boards of 15 different 
types, only 30 boards of only three types are required by 
the new controller. These three types, shown in the fig-
ure, are a microprocessor and memory board, a general-
purpose digital input/output board, and a "personality" 
board, which can be tailored to handle a variety of spe-
cial ho requirements. 

For such flexibility, semiconductor memory, which is 
available from many sources, is much more cost-effec-
tive than core. Despite its low speed, semiconductor 
memory is used because of the system's small 
read/write requirement. The program requires approxi-
mately 8,000 bytes or 4,000 words of 16-bit memory. 
The central-processing-unit board includes an 8080-

type microprocessor. 7 kilobits of electrically program-

able read-only memory, and 1 kilobit of random-access 
memory. The general-purpose iio board holds an addi-
tional 7 kilobits of E-PROM, 1 kilobit of RAM, 16 adjust-
able-threshold digital inputs (0 to 30 volts), 16 latched 
digital outputs that consume 300 milliamperes at 30 V. 
and a serial port for outside communications to the op-
erator's console. Typically, each personality board in-
cludes eight 110-v/1-A ac outputs, eight 110-v ac in-
puts, eight 30-v/300-mA dc outputs, and eight 30-v dc 
inputs. 

Because the microprocessor-based controller is in-
stalled in a sealed cabinet without fans or ventilation of 
any kind, system modules are made almost entirely of 
low-power complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor 
logic. Each personality board, for example, draws less 
than 25 mA. However, because c-mos is slowed down 
by the capacitive nature of a bus structure and the sys-
tem must be bus-oriented to meet the need for a modu-
lar, easily expandable system, transistor-transistor logic 
increases the speed in the bus driver of the CPU card. 

High bus speed 

To provide bus speed as high as possible, individual 
hi() modules indicate to the processor their relative 
speeds so that the processor can adjust its bus speeds to 
compensate for the slower modules. Any type of periph-
eral can be used with the system because the 8080 mi-
croprocessor can operate asynchronously. The CPU gen-
erates a WAIT signal and requires a READY signal from 
each I/O or memory device. When the READY signal is 
high, the processor operates at its maximum speed, 
which is approximately 500 nanoseconds. 
When an I/O or memory device is too slow to operate 

at maximum speed, the processor adjusts for those 
speeds by removing the READY signals for a predeter-
mined period. The bus cycles are thus stretched from 
500 ns to a microsecond to allow for longer propagation 
delays in the c-mos logic. 
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Controls the cleaning. Microprocessor-based controller for boiler-cleaning system uses 30 boards, 28 of which are for ac/dc input/output 

instead of the 100 to 150 boards required for hard-wired system. The boards are directly connected to a bus to facilitate communications. 
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Unmatched Performance 
and Selection in High Speed 

Data Acquisition 
Ultra-high speed ADC's and DAC's, sample-
holds, multiplexers, and super-fast op amps. 
Individually, they're outstanding — many 
without peer. Collectively, they are carefully 
matched to provide the fastest data acquisi-
tion systems available. Anywhere. 

Ultra-
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Speed Resolu-
ADC's tion 

4130 8-bits 

4131 10-bits 

4133 12-bits 
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*Model 4855 features 250 nsec acquisition time to 0.01% and 
an aperture time of 2 nsec max. 

For high speed MIL-applications, our 
4058, a true 12-bit microcircuit DAC, features 
ultra-fast, ultra-stable operation from —55°C 
to + 125°C with 100% screening available to 
MIL-STD-883. 

Settling at 200 nsec to 0.01% max and 
providing 10 V @ 50mA output, our 1430 IC 
op amp is still the performance leader. Com-
bine it with 4058: without question the fastest 
12-bit hybrid voltage DAC. Anywhere. 
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The industry's fastest MDAC's — that's 
our 4070 series. 8, 10, or 12-bit resolution, 500 
nsec settling to 0.1%, and inputs up to 7 MHz. 
High Speed Current DAC's — our 4060 

series give you a competitive and compatible 
selection, with a guaranteed settling of 85 
nsec to ± 0.1%. 

Radar pulse digitizing, video digitizing, 
FFT, simultaneous sample-hold systems, 
CRT displays, and waveform synthesis — 
applications where only Teledyne Philbrick 
can give you the complete high speed solution. 
And, a new series of Application Bulletins will 
facilitate your high speed design. Just write 
for them. 

Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Drive, Dedham, 
MA 02026 — Telephone (617) 329-1600. 
In Europe, Telephone 673.99.88, Telex 25881, 
or write 181 Chausee De La Hulpe, 
1170 Brussels. 
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Engineer's notebook  

Module converts voltage 
to inverse square 
by S. Ashok 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy. N 

Measurements of junction capacitance as a function oi 
voltage are frequently used in semiconductor work to 
determine the doping profile of materials and the bar-
rier potential of pn and Schottky junctions. The eval-
uation of these parameters actually requires a plot of 
the inverse square of the junction differential capaci-
tance against reverse voltage, because the doping con-
centration is given by the slope of 1/C2 with voltage. 

RAMP 
GENER 
ATOR 

DEVICE UNDER 
TEST 

CAPAC-
ITA NCE 
METER 

kC 1/C? 
MODULE 

k'IC2 

RECORM 

1. The secret is in the box. Block diagram shows arrangement for 

swept voltage measurements of capacitance. The box that converts 

C to 1, C .2 produces an X-Y plot that directly indicates the doping 

profile of a semiconductor junction. 

2. Here's what's inside. r he 1 iC2 module 

of Fig. 1 is a multifunction converter IC, with 

appropriate external resistors added to give 

an output signal that's proportional to the in-

verse square of input signal. The propor-

tionality constant is adjusted by RI. 

and the barrier potential is found by' extrapolation of 
that line. 

In the absence of sophisticated doping profilers. the 
plot of 1/C2 vs V is usually' deduced point by point from 
swept C-vs-V data. However, the present availability of 
precision nonlinear-function modules at low cost en-
ables one to obtain swept plots of I /C2 against V di-
rectly by adding a simple circuit to the standard swept 
C-V setup. 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the setup to ob-
tain swept 1/C2-vs-V data. The ramp generator applies 
a lineark increasing reverse voltage to the device under 
test through the bias-input terminals of the capacitance 
meter. The recorder output of the meter gives a voltage 
that is proportional to the differential capacitance of the 
device. The 1/C2 module converts this voltage to its in-
verse square so that 1/C2 is plotted as a function of V 
directly on the X-Y recorder. 
The schematic diagram of the 1/C2 module is shown 

in Fig. 2. It employs a Burr-Brown Model 4302 multi-
function converter IC that gives an output voltage 

= Vy( Vz/ Vx) III 

where the exponent m can be adjusted to any value 
from 0.2 to 5 by proper choice of R4 and R5 and their 
interconnection with the IC. The voltages V,. V. and Vz 
should all be positive. For the 1/C2 plotter. V, is the 
output of the C meter while Vy and Vz are constant volt-
ages. Variable resistor RI controls the "gain" of the cir-
cuit and may be adjusted to give a Void of + 10 v for 
V, = V,. Since semiconductor-junction capacitance de-
creases with reverse voltages. V, should be adjusted to 
equal V, at the maximum sweep voltage. This is 
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3. The plot revealed. X-Y plots of C and 1/C2 vs reverse bias are 

shown for a GaAs Schottky-barrier diode. The 1 / C2 plot calculated 

from the C-V curve is practically coincident with the output of the 

1 /C2 plotter; the discrepancy of about 1.5% seen at the extremity 

(4 volts bias) is simply due to scaling error Extrapolation of the 1 / C• 

plot gives the diffusion potential V1,, and the slope gives the doping. 

achieved with the multiturn potentiometer R3. 
Typically, capacitance meters give a full-scale output 

of about 2 y, so an accuracy in 1/C2 of better than 1% 
has been obtained for C-meter readings down to a tenth 
of full-scale. The accuracy may be enhanced by using 
the voltage trimming features of the IC. Sometimes it is 
desirable to obtain a plot of 1/C", and this is readily 
achieved by changing R4 to 50 ohms. 
A sample swept-voltage X-Y plot of C and 1/C2 for a 

gallium-arsenide Schottky-barrier diode is shown in 
Fig. 3. The net doping concentration, in donors per 
cubic centimeter, is calculated from the expression: 

Doping = 1.1 X 107/(A2)(slope) 

where A is the junction area in square centimeters and 
the slope is the rate of change of 1/C2 in picofarads 
with V in volts. Here A was 0.95 X 10-1 cm2, so the 
doping concentration is 7.1 x 10 16 per cm3. The extra-
polated 1/C2-vs-V plot yields a diffusion potential of 
0.68 Y. The deviation from linearity at low reverse volt-
ages is due to traps in the material. 

Four-function calculators 
time chess matches 
by Steven Sutphen 
Uniuersity of Alberta. Edmonton. Canada 

Two 4-function calculators are the heart of a digital 
clock for chess matches. Really two decrementing 
clocks, this chess timer: 
• Displays the time remaining from an initial two hours 
for each player. 
• Allows the users to add extra time. 
• Provides an accuracy to within 1/100 of a minute. 
The clock is portable, runs on 9-volt rechargeable 

batteries, and costs less than $30 for parts. Almost any 
kind of 4-function calculator can be used; the only re-
quirement is that pressing the = key must cause an op-
eration to repeat. 
The complete clock assembly includes two calcu-

lators, two extra 41/2-digit displays so that the White 
player (playing the white pieces) can see the timing re-
maining on the Black player's calculator and vice versa, 
momentary-contact START WHITE and START BLACK 
switches, and a four-pole, double-throw RUN/STOP 

switch that also initially starts White's clock decrement-
ing. An oscillator and some logic gates complete the 
hardware. 
To set up the chess clock for a match, the RUN/STOP 

switch is placed in the STOP position. In this state, the 
two calculators operate normally, and each player 
makes the following keyboard entries: 120.01 - .01 =. 
This sets the initial time to two hours ( 120.00 minutes) 
for each player. 
When the match is ready to begin, the RUN/STOP 

switch is placed in the RUN position, thus starting 

White's clock decrementing every 1/100 minute. After 
White has completed his move, he presses the START 
BLACK switch, which stops his own clock and starts 
Black's. 
When additional time is to be added, the procedure 

involves simply sToPing the clock and ADDing in the 
additional time. For example, to add in one hour (60 
minutes), the players enter: + 60 = -.01. If mistakes are 
made, the normal calculator operations will correct 
them. 
The calculators perform normally when the RUN/ 

STOP switch is in the STOP position. With the switch in 
the RUN position and the clock powered up, capacitor 
C1 takes a while to charge, thus allowing the R-S fli 
flop formed by the two NAND gates to set. This action is 
the same as would have happened if Black had pressed 
the START WHITE switch. 
The portion of the circuit consisting of four inverters, 

capacitor C2, and the MC14040 divide-by-2'2 integrated 
circuit form a (5/3)-hertz oscillator that generates a 
pulse every 0.01 minute. The output of this oscillator 
gates the D3-digit drive-pulse from the calculator into 
the K2 keyboard input of the calculator. This gating is 
done on whichever of the two calculators is currently 
turned on by the CD4013 D-type flip-flop. The effect of 
this gating is the same as pressing the = key one hun-
dred times per minute, thereby causing the calculator to 
subtract .01 one hundred times per minute. 
The D flip-flop synchronizes the clock and the en-

abling transitions. The FDZ37 light-emitting-diode dis-
plays are added, along with their 8864 drivers, so each 
player may see both his own and his opponent's time. It 
is assumed that the chess players will not depress the 
START buttons simultaneously; the rules of the game 
prohibit this. 

For lower power consumption, liquid-crystal displays 
can be used instead of LEDs. The requirements of the 
display are 41/2 signed digits. For a more accurate clock, 
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Digital chess timer. Less than S30 wcrth of parts, including two a crystal oscillator should be used, with more stages of 
4- function calculators and a duplicate LED display for each, make division. Including an audio alert to indicate negative 
this portable timer with dual decrementing clocks The assembly times is an obvious refinement. 
shown here uses APF Electronics Mark 40 calculators but. w th mi-

nor modifications to the digit- drive keyboard-input gating ponon 
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original of 
design shortcuts, calcul.ition aids, measurement ana test techniques and other ideas for 

the circuit. almost any type could serve saving engineering time Dr COS1 We'll pay $50 for each item published 
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Up urtil now, a thermal printer that 
pnnted 30 cps was comsder ad fEst. 

rrore. Now there's the EM-T7 

This unew NCR high-speed thermal 
pnnter has a printing speed of uo to 
120 characters per SE cond, 
continuous conversai ond. That's 
flour t'mes faster than breviaus thermal 
printing speed. 

Applications. . 

\Arne -aver you need high-speed, quiet. 
re,iab.e hard-copy prinfir g, tnat's 
wlbere this new NCR priiter woKs 
best. In CRT terminals ln 
te'ecommunications sys'ems. In 

-nintoomputer I/O applications. In data 
cormunications systems. Or in any of 
he aoplicatons requiring a corr pact, 
quiet unit. Just use your imagination . . 

Reliable. 

As an OEM systems or products 
Jesigner and marketer, you have to be 
nterested in reliability. This printer 
maintains th :e high reliability and 
ntegrity of its predecessor, the EM-T3 
anc EM-T4 thermal printer. mu- few 
-noving parts, there's not much to 
wear out. 

Wilt it fit your system? 

This printer has a parallel ( IC lewel) 
:nterface. A special serial version is 

'afailable in EIA, current loog, or I.C. 
irtertace..C:::de for all pintes is 
L.S,ASCII 7 evel standard, with other 
formats av ail able. Optiors include 
po,ver supply, top-of-form sensing, 4K 
Bye buffer inemory, and untized 
calbinet. 

If you'd like to exceed the speed 

Ca I or write Director cf Marketing, 
NCR Corpc nation, Terminal Systems 
Division — thaca 
P'. O. Box 490 
Ithaca, N. v 14850 
507-273-310 

WANTED FOR 
EXCEEDING THE 
SPEED LIMIT. 

EM-T7 
NEW NCR 120 CPS 
THERMAL PRINTE 



Engineer's newsletter 

Two of SR-52's 

program memories are 

available for data 

Monolithic converters 

could be the 

best d-a or a-d route 

72-hour service 

offered for 

ion implantation 

Guide to buzz words 

aids nonspecialist 

in data communications 

William S. Morgan, of LeTourneau College, Longview, Texas, has a 
tip for users of the Texas Instruments SR-52 programable calculator. 
While most of its accessible memories are reserved for program sto-
rage, memories 98 and 99 are not. There is direct access from the key-
board, and they are not cleared by the clear-memory button. This 
makes them ideally suited for storing information that is to be retained 
as long as power is applied to the calculator. Storing new information 
automatically removes the old contents, or the memories may be 
cleared by storing O. 

If you're looking around for a data converter—digital-to-analog, or 
analog-to-digital—be sure to check out the monolithics. They've come a 
long way in the last two years and, in fact, complement the broad array 
of high-resolution hybrid units. Moreover, they often cost half as much. 

But watch out: for the most part, monolithic converters are not self-
contained. They may require an out-board operational amplifier, a 
voltage reference, or both in the case of d-a converters, or an out-board 
reference, comparator, clock, or some combination of the three in the 
case of successive-approximation a-d converters. But the monolithics 
could be your best route, unless you're really pressed for board space, or 
need particularly tight linearity, or cannot tolerate moderately slow 
conversion times. 

Moreover, they are generally available with resolutions of 8 and 10 
bits, which are good enough for over half of today's converter appli-
cations. Hybrids still have the 12-bit area almost to themselves. But 
within the next 6 to 12 months, complete 12-bit d-a monolithic convert-
ers will start to become available, as well as almost-complete 12-bit a-d 
monolithic converters (minus the reference), and even LSI chips that in-
corporate a-d circuitry coupled to a microprocessor. 

Need fast turnaround on ion implantation? Simulation Physics Inc., 
Burlington, Mass., is offering 72-hour service on wafers up to three 
inches in diameter. Ion species from atomic masses 1 through 210 are 
available with energies of 5 to 200 kiloelectron-volts. The most com-
monly required ions—B", P31 +, and As75+—at densities to 1014 ions 
per square centimeter are available at a charge of $2 per wafer, subject 
to a minimum-quantity charge. Other ions are provided at a set-up cost 
plus a charge for running time. 

Mired in a bog of communications jargon? An expanded edition of 
"Sherry's Guide to Data Communication Buzz Words" is available 
from International Communications Corporation. First published in 
1972, the pocket-sized booklet is a good aid for the nonspecialist in the 
data-communications field. The updated version has 24 pages with hun-
dreds of definitions. It now includes terms relating to terminals and 
data processing. Copies are free from Public Relations Department, In-
ternational Communications Corporation, 8600 N.W. 41st Street, 
Miami, Fla. 33166. —Laurence Altman 
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is there a truly REVOLUTIONARY INDICATOR? 

0( 
Yes. We call it the 
ULTRALITE. 

These high-efficiency solid 
state indicator lights easily 
rival current conventional 
models for brightness and 
efficiency. Plus, they offer solid 
state longevity, durability, and 
low-power drain. Consider the 
advantages in applications where 
life, shock, vibration, and heat/ 
power consumption are 
crucial factors. 

The key is a unique package we 
designed from the ground up ... 
from chip to functional chrome 
housing. The result takes real 
advantage of the LED light. In fact, 
our larger lamp puts out up to 13 
mcd! And along with brightness 
comes an incredible field of 
indication up to 160 -. 

Three sizes are available: 
standard LED, .30-inch spot 
diameter, and .40 spot 
diameter. Order with or 
without resistors. 
Colors are red, 
amber and 
green. Options 
include voltage, 
current, lenses. 
and more. 

ULTRALITE! You 
really have to see 
it to believe it. Contact us at Chicago 
Miniature Lamp Works, 4433 N. 
Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois 60640. Phone (312) 784-1020. 

CHICAGO 
MINIATURE 
11 

CHICAGO MINIATURE LAMP WORKS 
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They're gonna make you a star. 
In just a very short while, 

we'll be giving static RAM 
users the same thing we've 
already given dynamic RAM 
users. 
The fastest MOS device on 

the market. 
Using the same super tech-

nology that gave you the 
world's first 15Ons 4K 
dynamic RAM, we'll soon 
be giving you the ,u.13D410 
series of 4K static RAMs 
with speeds down to 100ns. 

So right now you can start 

designing products where that 
kind of speed at that kind of 
density can really help make 
you a star. 

For your present applica-
tions, we'll also have slower 
versions you'll want to use 
right away. 

In addition to access times 
down to 100ns, our n-channel 
silicon gate 4K x 1 static 
RAMs will also feature cycle 
times down to 200ns, 12 
µ,W/bit maximum standby 
power, three-state output, 
proven cross-coupled Flip-

Flop storage cell structure to 
eliminate soft errors and the 
need for refresh circuitry. 
And they'll be pin compat-

ible with the industry standard 
22-pin dynamic part. 
The µPD410 series of 4K 

static RAMS. 
For people into termi-

nals, add-on memories, main-
frames, and minis, it's quite a 
coming attraction. 
NEC Microcomputers, Inc., 

Five Militia Drive, Lexington, 
MA 02173. 617-862-6410. 

micro :omputers,inc 
tDuta sheets now at reps and distributors.) 

REPS: East — C & D Saks 301-296-4306. Contact Sales 617-273-1520. Trionic Assoc. 516-466-2300; South— Merino Saks 214-233-6002, Perron Assoc 305-792-22 I1.305-275-1132, 
813-585-3327. Wolffs Sales Serv. 919-781-0164; Midwest— K-MAR Eng. & Sales 816-763-5385, McFadden Sales 614-221-3363, R.C. Nordstrom 313-559-7373,616-429-8560. WE. 
Specialists 312-698-2044; West— Mike Duffy Assoc. 303-934-7392, Electronic Component Marketing 714-524-9899,714-295-6122,213-340-1745, Summit Sales 602-994-4587. Trident 
Assoc. 408-734-5900, Tri-Tronix 505-265 8409,206-454-0940; Canada— R.F.Q. Ltd. 416-626-1445,514-626-8324 DISTRIBUTORS: Century Electronics. Diplomat (Chicopee Falls, 
Woodbury, Mount Laurel. Little Falls, Newport Beach, Clearwater, Dayton. Elk Grove Village. Famiingtoir. Minneapolis. St. Louis. Salt Lake City, Sunnyvale), G.S. Marshall 
(Sunnyvale). Harvey Electronics ( Lexington, Norwalk , Woodbury, Fairfield), Intermark (Santa Ana, San Diego. Sunnyvale. Seattle), I.ionex Corporation, Mimo Electronics, 
R-M Electronics, Semiconductor Specialists. Technico. 



New products 

Button holds multimeter display 
Probe switch simplifies tests; five-function, 31/2-digit unit measures 20 ohms 

full scale; voltage, resistance ranges selectable manually or automatically 

by Andy Santoni, Instrumentation Editor 

Of all the varieties of portable dig-
ital multimeters, by far the most 
popular are 31/2-digit units. This res-
olution is sufficient for all but the 
most exacting applications, without 
the expense of additional digits. 

Hewlett-Packard's latest entry in 
the 31/2-digit multimeter market, the 
model 3435A, has all five standard 
functions—ac and dc voltage and 
current, plus resistance—with auto-
matic range selection when measur-
ing voltage or resistance. An acces-
sory probe allows an operator to 
make voltage measurements with-
out keeping the probe on the test 
point while reading the meter. 
With the model 34112A accessory 

probe, priced at $40, the user 
presses the hold switch while the 
probe is in contact with the test 
point, removes the probe, then reads 
the multimeter display. In this way 
the probe cannot slip off to some 
other point or create a short on the 
board under test while the user is 
looking at the display. 
The model 3435A multimeter, 

priced from $335, automatically se-
lects the appropriate voltage range, 
from 200.0 millivolts to 1,200 volts 
full scale. For dc voltage measure-
ments, accuracy is within -±(0.1% of 
reading + 2 digits) on the 200-mv 
range and ±(0.1% of reading + 1 
digit) on other ranges. For ac volt-
age measurements, accuracy is 
within ±( 1.5% of reading + 3 digits) 
from 30 to 50 hertz, ±(0.3% of read-
ing + 3 digits) from 50 Hz to 20 
kilohertz, and -±( 1.5% of reading + 
10 digits) from 20 to 100 kHz. 
When making dc voltage mea-

surements, maximum safe input 
level is 1,200 y dc plus peak ac. 
When the ac voltage function is se-

lected, maximum safe input is 1,700 
dc plus peak ac or 107 volt-hertz, 

whichever is lower. Input imped-
ance is 10 megohms -±1% on dc 
ranges and 5 mR across less than 50 
picofarads on ac ranges. 

Autoranging also operates in the 
resistance mode. Full-scale ranges 
from 20 ohms to 20 mR yield a reso-
lution of 10 milliohms, low enough 
to measure the resistance of contacts 
or coil windings. Accuracy is 40.5% 
of reading + 6 digits) on the 20-R 
range, ±(0.2% of reading + 2 digits) 
on the 200-2 to 2-me ranges, and 
±(0.8% of reading + 2 digits) on the 
20-mR range. Maximum input is 
250 v rms. 
When measuring alternating or 

direct currents, ranges from 200 mi-
croamperes to 2,000 milliamperes 
can be manually selected. Accuracy 
is within 40.3% of reading + 2 dig-
its) from 200 µA to 200 mA, ±(0.6% 
of reading + 2 digits) on the 2,000-
ampere range, for dc. Accuracy is 
better than within ±(2% of reading 
+ 3 digits) on all ranges for signals 
between 30 Hz and 10 kHz on ac. 

The model 3435A is available in 
three configurations. The standard 
model, priced at $400, includes re-
chargeable batteries and a re-
charger. The 001 version (3435A-
OPT001), priced at $335, is for oper-
ation from ac lines only, and the 002 
version, priced at $365, is a line-
power unit in a case designed for 
rack-mounting. 
The batteries of the standard ver-

sion are leakproof lead-acid cells 
and provide more than 10 hours of 
continuous use with a full charge. 
When a quick recharge is needed, 
they can take a charge for four 
hours, then operate for eight hours. 
An automatic shut-off circuit is 

activated when battery power is low, 
and the lead-acid batteries charac-
teristically recharge themselves a 
small amount if not loaded. Away 
from ac power, a user can leave the 
instrument off for a few minutes, 
then make a few additional mea-
surements without a recharge. 
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co., 

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 

[338] 
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New products 

Components 

Rotary switches 
take new turn 

Pc board rotates with shaft. 

and wipers are stationary: 

first entry aims at CB sets 

The test-equipment and communi-
cations markets are booming and— 
among communications areas—citi-
zens' band radio in particular is 
flourishing. To satisfy the switching 
needs of these markets, and others 
that require binary-coded-decimal 
outputs, Oak Industries is tooling up 
for a family of devices it calls the 
Communicator Series. 

First in the family is designated 
the Big 10-4. It's a rotary switch that 
delivers BCD outputs for up to 56 CB 
channels. The device includes a star-
wheel-and-roller indexing mecha-
nism that can handle that many de-
tents. An optional external detent-
ing device can be used on switches 
requiring less than about 20 posi-
tions. 
Oak has deviated from traditional 

rotary-switch design in developing 
this unit, which is intended for high-
volume, automated production, ex-
plains P. Mike Hassett, marketing 
vice president for the switch divi-
sion. The device has a printed-cir-
cuit board that rotates with the shaft 
(see photo). Wipers are stationary 
and built into the switch housing, 
instead of being tied to the shaft as 
in many conventional designs. 
The switch is programable: the 

customer provides the truth table, 
and Oak designs metalization layout 
for the double-sided pc board that 
will deliver the desired BCD outputs. 
All custom work is limited to the pc 
board, which nestles into a standard 
thermoset housing that holds the 
wipers. The number of swit-h posi-
tions is programed by changing the 
number of scallops cut into the 
board's perimeter. 
As the switch shaft is rotated, the 

wipers contact "live" surfaces on a 
metal maze on the surface of the 
board. And, unlike most traditional 
pc-board switches, contacts on the 
Oak unit never touch the laminate, 
Hassett says. Instead, the metal 
ization pattern also contains metal 
pads isolated from the electrical cir-
cuit. "In this way," Hassett says, 
"precious metal is not wiped across 
the board, creating shorts, and insu-
lating material isn't wiped back 
onto the metal conductors." The 
edges of the raised metal pads and 
paths give the switch a self-wiping 
action. 
When an additional double-sided 

board is ganged onto the switch, the 
device can drive two seven-segment 
display digits. The metalization pat-
tern is composed of silver plate over 
a copper-clad laminate; and silver-
plated copper contacts will switch 
0.125 ampere at 28 volts. 
The switch measures 1.665 by 1.5 

inches, and the switch body is 0.4 in. 
deep. Minimum behind-panel space 
required for a bushing mount is 5/8 
in. Life tests aren't finished yet, Has-
sett says, but the switch has success-
fully completed 25,000 cycles. In 
quantities of 1,000, a one-section 
switch will sell for $2.29; with driver 
section included, it will go for $3.62. 
The device is now in limited produc-
tion. 
Oak Industries Inc., Switch Division, Crystal 

Lake, III. 60014 [341] 

Digital delay line is 

continuously variable 

Designed for applications that re-
quire very precise clock-delay ad-
justment, a digital delay line offers 

delay increments as small as 0.5 
nanosecond. The unit can be ad-
justed over the range from 10 ns to 
30 ns, and it has an inherent delay 
of approximately 10 ns at the mini-
mum delay setting. Compatible with 
rn. levels, the series DDU-39 fits 
standard 16-pin dual in-line sockets. 
Temperature coefficient is 200 
ppm/°C; and rise time is typically 4 
ns. The delay line requires a supply 
voltage of 5 v dc -±10%. The price, in 
hundreds, is $ 13 each. 
Data Delay Devices, 253 Crooks Ave., Clif-

ton, N. J. 07011. Phone (201) 772-1106 

[343] 

Snap-action optical switch 

is compatible with TTL 

The OPS 200 is an optically coupled 
limit switch that uses a snap-action 
mechanism to interrupt the light 
path between a gallium-arsenide 

light-emitting diode and a silicon 
photosensor. This combination of 
conventional mechanical actuation 
and contactless switching eliminates 
such problems as contact bounce 
and contamination. The device uses 
a high-gain npn phototransistor out-
put for TTL compatibility at a LED 
drive current of 30 milliamperes. A 
companion device, designated the 
OPS 200A, contains a Schmitt trig-
ger output with a current-sinking 
capability of 140 mA to eliminate 
the need for amplifiers in most ap-
plications. The OPS 200 sells for 
$2.75 each in thousands. Both 
switches are available from stock in 
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Dialight 
sees a need: 

(Need: A switch for all reasons.) 

Reason 1: Dialight 
offers three switch 
configurations to meet 
all your needs—snap-
action switches with 
silver contacts for mod-
erate- level applications, 
snap-action switches 
with gold contacts for intermediate-level 
applications, and wiping-action switches with 
gold contacts for low-level applications. 
Each of these ranges is served by two switchirg 
actions—momentary ( life: 600,000 operations) 
and alternate ( life: 250,000 operations). 

VOLTAGE 
AC 

125' 

24 

15 

SNAP ACTION 
SILVER CONTACTS 

125 VAC aoofies to oop.c1”:4, 

SWITCH OPERATING RANGES 

SNAP ACTION —GOLD CONTACTS I 

only 

WIPING ACTION 
GOLD CONTACTS 

VOLTAGE 
DC 
— 30 

—24 

— 15 

Reason 3: Dialight 
offers a wide variety 
of panel and snap-in 
bezel mounting 
switches with momen-

- 5 tary and alternate 
— 

CURRENT 7A 

Reason 2: Dialight's snap-action and 
wiping-action switches come 
in a new modular design concept... 
a common switch body for either 
high or low current operation. All 

IA 5COrnA 

indicators have the same rear-
panel projection dimensions. 

The snap-action switching 
mechanism guarantees a fast 
closing and opening rate. 
This insures that contact force 
and contact resistance 

Vr 

Ír-ii 

( .!, 
PRODUCT SELECTOR GUIDE 

SWITCHING 
ACTIONS 

Snap- Silver 
contacts 

Snap-Gold 
contacts 

Wiping-Gold 
contacts 

SPDT DPDT SPOT DPDT SPDT DPDT 

MOMENTARY 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ALTERNATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OPTIONS 

Si" Sq. 

PUSH BUTTON 

%" Sq. 

CAP 

%" x 44" 

SIZES 

14" Sq. 3/4 " x 1" 

BEZEL MOUNTING 
TO ACCOMMODATE 0 0 o o o 
BEZEL MOUNTING WITH 
BARRIERS TO ACCOMMODATE 

PANEL MOUNTING 
TO ACCOMMODATE o o o o o 
MATCHING INDICATORS o o 0 0 0 Id 

are independent of the sw.tch's actuation speed. 
In the wiping-action switch, the contacts 

are under constant pressure (A unique Dialight 
design). This insures long life with a minimum 
build-up of contact resistance. 

Both switch types are tease-proof. 

25.-nA 15mA I mA 
action configurations 
in SPDT and DPDT 

types. There are over 240 switch variations 
to choose from. 

The 554 illuminated switch, designed 
for front of panel lamp replacement, gives you 
a choice of five different bezel sizes... 
3/4 " x 1", 5/8" X 3/4 ", 34 " square, 5/8" square, 
and 1/2" square. The first four sizes are also 
available with barriers. You also get a 
choice of six cap colors ... white, 
blue, amber, red, green, and 
light yellow ... four different 
underlying filter colors... 
red, green, amber, and blue 
ard a variety of engraved or hot-
stamped legends ... over 300 
cap styles ... over 100,000 
combinations. 

There is also a variety 
of terminal connections... 
solder blade, quick 
connect, and for PC 
board insertions. 

Reason 4: Dia light's 554 
series is designed as a 
/ow cost switch with 
computer-grade quality. 

13/A LIGHT 

65 
EACH 

P/N 554 — 1121 

(1K PRICING) 

See 
Diane 

A North American Philips Company 
203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 

(212) 497-7600 
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Introducine the new AMP 
Zero Insertion Force pc connector. 

We call it failsafe for good reason. 

Because it eliminates all the force 
you once needed to install 
printed circuit boards. No force, 
no failure. 

Also, a unique side-entry capability 
lets you use all sides of the board 
for edge-type I/O connections, 
which opens new design latitudes. 

This AMP innovation does it all 
with a simple camming 
mechanism that opens the 
contacts for push-free p.c. board 
insertion. 
And allows them to return to .their 
failsafe operating position just •. 
as. gently. . , • 
As much as 110 lbs. of-p•ush.can 
be eliminated when you're , • 
installing a Atia:1, 110-pin-count 
daughter car0. • ' • 

INCORPORATED 
Circle 128 on reader service card 

The versatility of the ZIF connector 
is best demonstrated in terms of your 
specific need. Your AMP sales engineer 
is trained to help with your problems. 

With both of you keeping watch on 
the mechanics—and economics—it's 
hard to go wrong. 

To find out how ZIF connectors can 
take the force out of high pin-count 
applications, call Customer Service at 
(717) 564-0100. 
AMP Incorporated, 
Harrisburg, PA 17105. 
It might take some 
pressure off I 
you, too. 



EUROPE 

Austria — AMP Austria. Branch of AMP 
Deutschland GmbH. Markgraf.Ruediger Str. 
6-8, 1150 Vienna. Phone: 924191/92 

ReIleum — AMP Belgium. Branch of AMP-
Holland BY., Rue de Brabant 62-66, Brussels. 
Phone: 322.17.55.17 

Frame—AMP de France. 29 Chaussée Jules-Césor. 
Boite Postale No. 29. 95301 Pontoise 
France. Phone: 030 82 20, 030 92 30 

Germany — AMP Deutschland GmbH. 
Ampérestrasse 7-1T, 607 !Amgen, B. PPM., 
West Germany. ? hare: (06103) 7091 

Great Britain — AMP of Great Britain Limited, 
Terminal House, Stonmore, Middlesex, 
England. Phone: 0 -954•2356 

Holland — AMP Holland B.V., Papierstroat 2-4 
's•Hertogenbosch, •-lollond. Phone: (04100) 25221 

Italy — AMP Italia S.p.A., Via FrateIli Cervi 15, 
10093 Collegno (Torino), Italy. Phone: 785-656 

Spain — AMP Española, S A., Apartado 5294. 
Pedro IV, 491, 495, Barcelona 5, Spain. 
Phone: 307-75-50 

Sweden — AMP Scandinavia AB, Dotavagen 5, 
17500 Jakobsberg, Sweden, Mailing Address 
Pock S-175 20 JAR7ALLA 1, Sweden. 
Phone: 0758/10401) 

Switzerland — AMP AG, Holdenstrasse I I, 
6006 Luzern, Switzerland, 
Phone: ( 414) 2354 ? 1, 235422, 235423 

NORTH AMERICA 

Canada — AMP CF CANADA LTD , 20 Esna 
Pork Drive, Markham, Ontario, Ph: 416.499-1251 

Mexico — AMP do Mexico, S.A., Aportado 
Postal 179, Naucalpan de Juarez, Edo, de 
Mexico, Phone Mexico City 576.41.55 

Puerto Rico — AMP OF CANADA LTD., 
677 Cale de Diego Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 
00924, Phone: ( 801) 766-2346 

United States — AMP Incorporated, 
Harrisburg, Pa. 1705, Phone: 717-564-0100 

SOUTH AMERICA 

Argentina — AMP S.A. Argentina 4 de Fehrere, 
76 Villa Zagla — 2AN MARTIN, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, Phone: 752-4612 

Brazil — AMP do Brasil Ltda., 
AV Comendador Martinelli 185, 
Lapa, Sao Paulo, Phone: 262-4353 

PACIFIC 

Australia — Australian AMP Pty. Limited, 
155 Briens Rood, trorthmead, N.S.W. 2152 
Australia, Mailing Address: P.O. Box 194, 
Baulkham Hills, N.S.W. 2153 Aus. Ph: 630-7377 

Japon — AMP ( Japon), Ltd., No. 15-14, 7-Chome, 
Roppongi Minoto-KJ, Tokyo, Japan, Ph: 404-7171 

Products and servicts for many specialized 
industries are provided by the AMPLIVERSAL 
Division. In the United States, this division is 
known as AMP Sm. ial Industries. 

For AMP products and services in other 
countries, write: AMP International Division, 
Harrisburg, PA 17105, USA. 

New products 

either normally open or normally 
closed conditions. 
Optron Inc . 1201 Tappan Circle. Carro Iton. 

Texas 75006. Phone ( 214) 242-6571 [344] 

Fuse holder accepts 3AG 

and 5-by-20-mm fuses 

Just as the 3AG fuse is the standard 
instrument fuse in North America. 
the 5-by-20-millimeter device is the 
European standard. Instrument 
makers who want to sell their prod-
ucts on both sides of the Atlantic 
need now install only one type of 
fuse holder—the model FEC—to 
serve both markets. When the in-
strument is ready for shipment. an 
appropriate fuse and carrier can be 
inserted. 

All current-carrying parts of the 
fuse holder are recessed to make ac-
cidental contact with them virtually 
impossible. The fuse is inserted first 
into the insulated carrier, after 
which the carrier is inserted into the 
socket, completely isolating the fuse 
from possible contact. Rated at 10 
amperes by Underwriters Labora-
'tories and SEV (the Swiss safety 
agency), the model FEC is rated at 
6.3 A by VDE (Germany) and Semko 
(Sweden). In thousands, the unit 
sells for 54 cents for a holder plus 
one carrier. Delivery is from stock. 
Panel Components Corp 2015 Second St 

Berkeley, Calif 94710 Phone (415) 548-

1966 [ 345] 

Solid-state relay has 

4,000 V ac isolation 

Offered with current ratings from 2 
to 40 amperes, a family of solid-
state relays has input/output isola-
tion-voltage ratings of 4,000 v ac 
and a maximum output-voltage rat-
ing of 1,200 V. Designed for nomi-
nal line voltages of 120, 340, and 
330 v ac over the frequency range 
from 47 to 63 hertz, the relays have 
control voltages from 3 to 32 v dc. 
For direct interfacing with comple-
mentary-mos circuitry, special mod-
els are available that will turn on 

with a control current of 1.5 mil-
liamperes at 10 v dc. The relays fea-
ture zero-voltage switching and in-
clude an internal RC network across 
the output to minimize the effects of 
line transients. The relays are listed 
by Underwriters Laboratories for 
use in both industrial and medi-
cal/dental equipment and also meet 
the applicable isolation require-
ments set by regulatory bodies in 
Germany, Switzerland, and the 
United Kingdom. Prices of the 815 
series start at $5 each in quantities 
of 1,000. Delivery is from stock. 
Bunker-Ramo Sales Division. Component 

Marketing Service. 2875 South 25 Ave.. 

Broadview III. 60153. Phone Larry Edwards 

at ( 312) 345-4260 [ 347] 

12-position switch 

is only 1 inch in diameter 

Measuring only 1 inch in diameter 
and 1.36 in. deep, the Monodex 12-
position rotary switch is intended 
for such consumer applications as 
home entertainment equipment. 
The unit's silver-plated brass con-
tacts can carry 5 amperes and break 
0.5 A at 28 v dc or 0.25 A at 110 v 
ac. Contact resistance is 3 to 15 mil-
liohms. A molded stator helps 

111111111beiil‘ 
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achieve high dielectric strength. 
Oak Switch Division, Crystal Lake, III. 60014. 

Ask for bulletin SP-742 or phone (800) 435-

6106 for price/delivery quotations [346] 

• 31/2 Digits 

• 0.1% Accuracy for DC Volts 
• Autoranging and Autopolarity 

• Measures Surface and Ambient 
Temperature 

• Rechargeable NiCd Batteries Included 
• Plug-in T:ps for Temperature and Multimeter 
Functions 

Temperature: —55° to 153.5°C, ± 1 C from 0 to 100 C 
DC Voltage: 1 mV to 750 V, input impedance 10 megohms 
AC Voltage: 200 mV, to 750 input impedance 10 megohms 

shunted by 14 pF 

Resistance: 1 ohm to 19.99 megohms 
• includes ac adaptor/charger, carrying case, operator's manual 

LT 

DMM without temperature $198: 
LOGICAL TECHNICAL SERVICES CORP. 

71 West 23rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010 
(212) 741-8340 Telex #12-7698 

Representative and dealer inquiries invited. 
Circle 130 on reader service card 

Own your own holder to hold your own! 
Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially de-

signed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics 
library neat and handy—a permanent information file, 
issue by issue. 
Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones. 

He'll process your order upon receipt, postpaid. 

ELECTRONICS BOXER 
Jesse Jones Box Corporation 
2250 E. Butler St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 19137 

Please send me: (2 boxes C., $4.25 each; D 3 boxes @ $12.00; E 6 boxes 
My check or money order is enclosed. 

$22.00. 

Name'  

Address* 

City   State: Zip' 

Miniature crowbars 

switch in less than 10 its 

Half the size of conventional dc 
crowbars, series LVC-1 units require 
less than 10 microseconds after 
sensing an overvoltage to switch 
from an open circuit to a virtual 
short. Recovery is automatic when 
power is momentarily removed. 

Series LVC-1 crowbars are available 
with trip voltages to 600 v dc. Prices 
range from $6 to $65 each in hun-
dreds; delivery time is two weeks. 
MCG, 279 Skidmore Rd., Deer Park, N. Y. 

11729. Phone Mike Coyle at (516) 586-

5125 [348] 

Resistor networks designed 

for emitter-coupled logic 

Using thick-film construction and 
housed in dual in-line packages, two 
resistor-network circuits are built for 
use with emitter-coupled logic. 
Series DP16-08 functions as a 2-volt 
emitter-coupled-logic terminator, 
and SDP16-09 provides a 5.2-v ECL 
pull-down. Other SDP series net-
works in production include pulse-
squaring transistor-transistor-logic 
terminators and TTL-to-emitter-
coupled-logic translators. 
Dale Electronics Inc., Dept. 860, Box 609, 

Columbus, Neb. 68601. Phone (402) 371-

0080 [349] 
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GR's Network Analyzer 
Costs Less and Performs Better 

In the market for a high-performance network analyzer? The choice 
usually boils down to three instruments. All three are excellent 
products and the final selection typically centers around how 
important certain specifications are to one's applications. If overall 
value is the deciding criteria, then GR's widely used 1 71 0 RF 
Network Analyzer has a definite edge. Here's why: 

Price 
Frequency Range 
Polar Display 
Group Delay 
Dynamic Range 
Resolution 

_ GR 1710 

$9,850 
0.4 to 500 MHz 

Yes 
$ 495 option 

115dB 
0.025dB 

Lefijkl 
1,e-4,Wmi 

mateell 
IPIRIVed **idol 

HP 8407* 

$ 10,625 
0.1 to 110 MHz 

Yes 
No Option 
80 dB 
0.25 dB 

HP 8505* 

$22,500 
0.5 to 1300 MHz 

Yes 
Yes 

100 dB 
0.1 dB 

•Based or, information contained in HP's 1976 Catalog 

Now, of course, there are many more specs to compare 
and GR doesn't win in all areas, but the specs cited 
above are among the most important ... including price. 
Unfortunately, one important feature of the GR 1710 
that doesn't show up in the specs is its convenience of 
operation. Nothing can be more simple than GR's 
pushbutton switching from displays of magnitude to 
phase, or to both magnitude and phase, to delay, 
or to polar. 
To get the full story on the capabilities of the GR 1710 
request a copy of " RF Network Analysis", a 12-page 
brochure that describes the 1710 plus all its options 
and accessories. We'll also include a copy of Application 
Note 7, which describes how simple it is to make 
measurements with a GR 1710 at frequencies up to 
2000 MHz or even higher. 
Write to GenRad, 300 Baker Avenue, Concord 
MA 01 742 or call one of the numbers listed below: 

Atlanta 404 394-5380 
Boston 617 646-0550 
Chicago 312 992-0800 
Dallas 214 234-3357 

Dayton 513 294-1500 
Los Angeles 714 540-9830 

New York ( NY) 212 964-2722 
(NJ) 201 791-8990 

San Francisco 408 985-0662 
Washington, DC 301 948-7071 

Torcnto 416 252-3395 
Zurich ( 01) 55 24 20 

GR 1710 prices start at $9700. Order now (after you 
make your own comparison, 01 course). 

GenRad 
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New products 

Instruments 

Signal source 
is programable 

Constant-voltage, -current 

supply is aimed at 

computer-controlled tests 

Automatic test systems often require 
precise sources of both constant cur-
rent and constant voltage. The 
model DCVS-220 from North Hills 
Electronics meets these needs by op-
erating in either the constant-cur-
rent or constant-voltage mode. In 
addition, the unit is digitally pro-
gramable. 
Remote selection of voltage is 

made through 12 binary bits plus 
one polarity bit, and current is se-
lectable through 16 bits. For local, 
manual control, the operator uses 
front-panel switches. 
Once a voltage and current limit 

is set on the instrument, it selects the 
proper mode based on the load 
resistance. That is, if the load resist-
ance is too high to provide the 
proper current without exceeding 
the voltage limit, the constant-volt-
age mode is selected. If the resist-
ance is too low to provide the se-
lected constant voltage, the 
instrument switches to the constant-
current mode. 

Currents from 2.5 microamperes 
to 300 milliamperes and voltages 
from 0.025 to 100 volts can be pro-
gramed. Voltages may be of either 
polarity. 
Output regulation of the unit is 25 

11110 titftleke$tokessIs 1.e,•••• 
f • • 

5 5 . • 4 • • 4 i•1 

parts per million from no load to 
full load and 5 ppm for input-line 
variations. Temperature coefficient 
is 15 ppm/°C over a temperature 
range of 15°C to 35°C. 
Among applications of the cur-

rent-voltage source are computer-
controlled testing of semiconduc-
tors, thermistors, gyroscopes, and re-
lays; meter calibration, and preci-
sion voltage and current settings for 
X-ray, welding, and electron-micro-
scope beams. 
The model DCVS-220 is priced at 

$2,800. Digitally controlled separate 
current and voltage sources, models 
DCS-30 and DVS-40 respectively, 
are priced at $2,400. Availability is 
stock to 30 days. 
North Hills Electronics Inc., Glen Cove, N.Y. 

11542. Phone (516) 671-5700 [351] 

8-channel digital analyzer 

operates up to 12 megahertz 

The model 80-M digital analyzer 
records and displays up to eight 
channels of digital data on any con-
ventional oscilloscope. Capable of 
operating at speeds up to 12 mega-
hertz ( 20 MHz. typically), the unit 

has a variable threshold for han-
dling a wide range of logic families. 
Recording capacity is 1,024 bits on 
each of the eight channels. Special 
features include 15-nanosecond-
spike detection, provision for both 
internal and external clocking, and 
manual and automatic triggering. 
The analyzer, with one set of 
probes, sells for $ 1,595. Additional 
probe sets cost $45 each. The model 
40-M, which handles only four 
channels, is priced at $995. Delivery 

time is from stock to 60 days. 
Digital Broadcast Systems Inc., P. O. Box 

381, Madison, Ala. 35758. Phone Winton 

Churchill at (205) 837-2183 [354] 

Test clip checks 

many logic families 

When troubleshooting digital cir-
cuits, often all that's needed is some 
way to view the activity at individ-
ual integrated-circuit pins. A low-
cost instrument that permits the 
user to perform this function is a 
logic clip like Hewlett-Packard's 
$105 model 548A. 
The 548A is the last in HP's new 

kit of low-cost digital trouble-
shooters, which also includes a 
pulser, a probe, and a current tracer. 
As with the other testers, the 548A is 
multifamily; it can test transistor-
transistor, diode-transistor, resistor-
transistor, complementary-mos, and 
high-threshold logic devices. Oper-
ation is automatic for all logic fami-
lies employing supplies from 4 to 18 
volts dc. 
The test clip is powered from the 

device under test, except for 3-volt 
c-mos, which requires an external 
supply of 4.5 V. The instrument lo-
cates the supply and ground pins 
automatically. 
The 548A indicates a logic 1 when 

the input level exceeds (0.40 ± 0.06) 
times the supply voltage. Inputs can 
withstand up to 25 v dc for one min-
ute without damage. 
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co., 

1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 

[353] 

30-MHz delay-line scope 

sells for only $820 

Supplied complete with a 160-nano-
second delay line that allows the 
user to view the leading edge of the 
triggering waveform, the model 
1474 oscilloscope is a two-channel 
instrument with a sensitivity of 5 
millivolts per centimeter and a 
bandwidth of 30 megahertz. Priced 
at only $820, the scope features 
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Lu 
174.97 

232.03 

rare earths rheme-poulenc 

all grades ranging 

from 95% to 99,9999% purity 

rhiaclia inc. Chemicals Division, P.O. Box 125 - Monmouth Junction - NEW JERSEY. 06852 (USA) - Telex 844 527 - Tel 846 77 00 

rheme-poulenc (CF/PSP), 21 rue J -Goujon - F 75360 PARIS - Cedex 08 - Tel (1 256 40 00 

Name 

Address 

Tel 

Please send me information on rare earths 

CF01_6/12-Electronlcs 
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Molded Case 
MAGNETIC 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
The Airpax 209 family of molded case circuit breakers is de-
signed for use by the original equipment manufacturer. The 
hydraulic/magnetic principle provides stable trip points over 
a wide ambient temperature range. Typical applications 
include: refrigeration, air conditioning, power supplies, com-
puters, panel boards, and others. 

FEATURES: 
UL and CSA listed. 
Current ratings to 100 amperes. 
Voltage: 125V dc; 120/240/277/ 
480/600V ac. 

Serifls auxiliar 

Terminations: ScIcerless con-
nector, screw or stuc terminals. 
Time Delays: Instalt short, 
medi m or 

HERE'S THE INSIDE STORY OF T.- E 
AIRPAX TYPE 209 CIRCUIT BREAKER: 

Solderiess Connector - 
Accepts 14-0 copper and 12-0 

aluminum wire. ( Also available with 
back connected stud terminals and 

screw terminals.) 

Mounting Foot - Provides for 
versa:ility and ease 

in mounting. 

Contact Terminal - 
Self-cleaning contacts, 

sliding under p-essure, usure 
low resistance and long 

contact life. 

Are Plate - Additional arc 
extinguishing feature. 

Hydraullc-Nlagnetic UnN - 
Accurate protection throughout 
ambient temperature range 

Ba•iier - Integral part 
of molded case 

Arc Chamber - Ten positioned 
metal barriers and screen 

to quickly diffuse and 
extinguish arc. 

Inertia Wheel - Prevents 
nuisance tipping due to inrush 
currents of 20 times breaker 

rating without affecting 
delay curve. 

Handle - Definite ON-OFF 
positions. Automatic reset. 

Mechanism - Positive latching 
with trip-free construction. 

Balanced armature. 
Moisture-resistant finishes. 

Want to know more about These compact, competitive 
Type 209 breakers? Write for Airpax Bulletin 2012. 

AIR PAX ELECTRONICS / CAMBRIDGE DIVSION 
Cambridge, Maryland 21613 - Phone: (301: 228-4600 

Circuit Breakers, Switches, G!ass/Ceramic-tc-MatEl Seals 

Other Airpax Divisions: 
CONTROLS DIVISION Ft. Laudercale, Fla.— instrumelfs fo• Industry 

P-edeic's 

New products 

automatic triggering, automatic se-
lection of chopped or alternate 
mode of display by the time-base 
switch, and built-in high-pass and 
low-pass filters for the triggering cir-
cuitry. The unit is available from 
B&K-Precision distributors. 
UK-Precision, Dyrascan Corp., 6460 W. 

Corland Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60635. Phone 

(312) 889-8870 [355] 

Autoranging portable DMM 

has a liquid-crystal display 

The model 6000 digital multimeter 
is a portable battery-operated unit 
whose low-power liquid-crystal dis-
play allows its two 9-volt transistor 
batteries to last an average cf 200 
hours. The autoranging 31/2-digit 
meter measures ac and dc voltages 
from 200 millivolts full scale to 1 
kilovolt, ac and dc current from 2 
milliamperes full scale to 10 am-
peres, and resistance from 200 ohms 
full scale to 20 megohms. Zeroing 
and polarity detection and indica-

6200 
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&Millinery largo fix offil blower. 
Illorldele Facilities 

The world is growing smaller. More and more compan-
ies are involved in international sales and international 
application of their products. Many in manufacturing 
abroad. 
Rotron is such a company. If you are too, or hope to 

be, you'll be glad to know that Rotron is equipped to 
serve you throughout the world. With fan and blower 
manufacturing facilities not only in the U.S.A. but in 
The Netherlands and Jaoan as well. With an interna-

R' ROTRON 
INCORPORATED 

tional sales and distributor organization that reaches 
into all parts of Europe, the Middle East, the Orient, 
Africa, Australia, and South America. 
When you deal with Rotron, you not only receive the 

best there is in air mover application engineering, in 
product quality and variety, in distributor service. You 
get it when and where you need it. 

Why settle for less when the best costs no more? 

ROTRON INC. 
4.9> EGeG I NIPANY 

Woodstock, N. Y. 12498 l=1 914 • 679-2401 D TWX 510-247-9033 
Pacific Div.. Burbani, Cal 91506. 213.849-7871 • Rotron 8V. Breda, Netherlands Tel: 79311. Telex. 844-54074 
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PHI-DECK 

Where can you find 
a remote controlled 

cassette tape 
transport for under 

$100? 
For Applications in: 

1. Micro Processors 
2. Data recording/logging/storage 
3. Programming 
4. Instrumentation 
5. Industrial Controls 
6. Data duplicating 
7. Security automatic warning systems 
8. Test applications 
9. Audio Visual Education 

10. Others 

With Features Of: 
• 4 motor reliability 
• Quick head engage 
• Completely programmable- Logic 
• No tape coasting 
• Low power—AC or battery 

The Economy Co., III Division 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125 

The Phi-Deck is the first American-made tape transport with remote 
control capabilities and features including standard and nonstan-
dard functions — selling for under $ 100 in quantities of one 

MIR .1.111 

I HH 
The Economy Co.. Ill Division 

1901 North Walnut 

Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73105 

(405) 528-8444 Ext. 71 or 79 

I am interested in application no. 
Have Representative call 

H Send application notes 
Name Title 

Company Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

I Phone Number 

IBM 1.1.11 

New products 

tion are both automatic. Housed in 
an impact-resistant Lexan case, the 
rugged instrument weighs less than 
two pounds. It sells for $ 195. 
Weston Instruments Division, 614 Freling-

huysen Ave., Newark, N.J. 07114. Phone 

(201) 242-2600 [356] 

Hall-effect gaussmeter 

resolves 0.01 gauss 

A 31/2-digit Hall-effect gaussmeter, 
the model 511, has five measure-
ment ranges: 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 
and 100,000 gauss, full-scale. On the 
lowest of these, the unit can resolve 
0.01 gauss. Maximum error is 0.5% 
of full scale plus one count. The in-

tne'àe 

..oPf-ee-e 

strument measures both dc fields 
and ac fields to 1 kilohertz. Axial, 
transverse, and special probes are 
available. An analog output, cali-
brated to provide 1 volt at full scale, 
is provided for driving an oscillo-
scope or chart recorder. 
LDJ Electronics Inc., 1064 Naughton Ave., 

Troy, Mich. 48084. Phone (313) 689-3623 

1357] 

5-MHz pulse generator 

is priced at $ 125 

The DM-4 pulse generator provides 
symmetrical and asymmetrical 
pulses over the frequency range 
from 0.5 hertz to 5 megahertz. 
Priced at only $ 124.95, the unit has 
a positive output from 100 millivolts 
to 10 volts, and rise and fall times of 
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Any scope in this family 
gets you started 

in the data domain. 
Pick any one of these HP 
scopes. With the optional 
Logic State Switch, and the 
1607A Logic State Analyzer. 
you have an economical and 
convenient way to time-share 
the display between tradi-
tional time-domain measure-
ments and the new data 
domain. Select the data 
domain and your scope's 
CRT displays the results of 
your measurements in l's and 
O's. Select time domain and 
you have a display of elec-
trical waveforms. It gives you 
a digital test setup that lets 
you perform both functional 
and electrical measurements 
with the same instrument. 
You'll have: 

Data Domain PLUS third-
channel trigger % iew in the 
100 MHz 1740A. This scope 
lets you see the trigger signal 
along with the other two 
channels so you can make 
accurate timing measurements 
from the trigger signal to 
events on either or both 
channels and see the trigger 
point. Large display, 1 mV 

..../11111111111111111111111111111111b._ 
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sensitivity to 40 MHz on both 
channels.. and it's only 
$1.495* ( plus $ 105* for the 
Logic State Switch). 

Data Domain PLUS Dual-
Delayed Sweep, microprocessor 
and digital readout in the 275 
MHz 1722A. Put this scope 
in your lab and you have a 
partner that takes care of dial 
settings and calculations. It 
gives you a direct digital 
readout of time, frequency. 
voltage, and percent. This 
plus Dual-Delayed Sweep 
for rapid, accurate timing 

measurements. Price is 
$4.750* ( plus $ 150* for the 
Logic State Switch). 

Data Domain PLUS Dual-
Delayed Sweep and 200 MHz 
in the 1712A. This low-cost 
high-frequency scope gives 
you the measurement con-
venience and accuracy of 
Dual-Delayed Sweep, and 
scaled voltage output for 
direct readout of time intervals 
on your DVM. And it's 
priced at just $ 2,950* ( plus 
$150* for the Logic State 
Switch). 

HEWLETT à PACKARD 

Data Domain PLUS 275 MHz 
in the 1720A. Here's real 
bandwidth value in a dual -
channel scope. It has excep-
tionally stable triggering and 
it's priced at just $ 3.500* 
(plus $ 150* for the Logic 
State Switch). 

Data Domain Pl.t S general 
purpose in the 200 MHz 
17108. Here's another scope 
with real bandwidth value. 
It gives 200 MHz bandwidth 
at $ 2,900* ( plus $ 150* for 
the Logic State Switch). 

Pick the scope with the Logic 
State Switch ( option 101) 
that best fits your needs and 
your budget. Then add the 
1607A ( priced at $2,750*) 
and you're ready to begin 
tackling problems in both 
the time and data domain. 
Contact your local HP field 
engineer for all the details. 
.Dome,tie U.S.A. price, only. 

Data/Time Domain 
Oscilloscopes 

Sales and senoce from 172 of.lces ,1 65 counInes 
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The Shock 

Signal-Conditioning 

System with 

high slew rate 

capability! 

The Dynamics Series 7601 Shock Signal-Conditioning 
System features a 500 kHz bandwidth with a stewing 
rate of 25 V/i.ds. 

Designed to amplify and condition Hi " G" 
shock signals from piezoelectric or 
iezoresistive transducers without slewing 

(overloading) problems. 
Selection of operation is by a plug-in card 
containing transducer sensitivity control and all 
signal conditioning required for each type 
of transducer. 

Mainframe contains the system power supply, 
precision differential amplifier with 
input-output isolation and all common controls 
(i.e. Full Scale g switch, output level 
controls. etc.). 

For immediate attention to your requirements contact 

Dave Cantrell. 

DYNAMICS 
DrinON OF WAUGH CONTROLS COPE'. 

9001 Fullbright Avenue • Chatsworth 

California 91311 • ( 213)998-0121 

138 Circle 138 on reader service card 
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less than 30 nanoseconds. Pulse 
width and spacing are indepen-
dently adjustable from 100 ns to 1 
second in seven overlapping ranges. 
A TrL-compatible sync pulse, which 
leads the main outputs by 40 ns, is 
also provided. 
Continental Specialties Corp., 44 Kendall 

St., Box 1942, New Haven, Conn. 06509. 

Phone (203) 624-3103 [ 358] 

Spectrum analyzers have 

four-digit frequency readout 

A family of three microwave spec-
trum analyzers from Nelson-Ross 
features four-digit LED frequency 
display, direct-reading absolute-
level calibration, 70-decibel on-scale 
dynamic range, and internal self-
checking of amplitude and fre-
quency calibration. The 630 and 631 
each covers the frequency range 

from 10 megahertz to 40 gigahertz— 
the former in seven overlapping 
bands and the latter in six such 
bands. The model 632 (shown) 
spans the range from 500 kilohertz 
to 2 GHz in a single band. The units 
can display frequency spans up to 2 
GHZ and, at the other extreme, have 

Electronics/June 24, 1976 



Available as boards or a complete system 

Stop waiting 
for a better NOW. 

!Mini 3 
Is here 
now. 

J.‘0001111fflosio, 
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If your OEM system is tied to 
NOVA* software and 
peripherals but you 

need a mini with more 
performance and less price, 

stop waiting and give us a call. 
The Monolithic Memories pMINI 3 is here 

and deliverable right now. 

For more information, or to arrange a hands-on 
demo, call TWX, write Al Trejo, or contact your 

local representative. 

United States 
Monolithic Memories, Inc. 

1165 E. Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Phone: 408/739-3535 
TWX: 910-339-9229 

Europe 
Monolithic Memories,GmbH 

6000 Munich 80 
Mauerkircherstr. 4 

West Germany 
Phone: (089) 982601 
Telex: (841) 524385 

Far East 
MMI Far East Ltd. 

Parkside-Flat Building 
4-2-2 Sendagaya 

Shibuya-Ku 
Tokyo 151, Japan 

Phone: (3) 403-9061 

Nova is a trademark of the 
Data General Corporation 

Look at the features. 
See if we can t enhance 

performance, and 
reduce your cost, 

all at the same time. 

High speed 300ns micro cycle cpu. 
Maximum flexibility through user 

microprogrammable PROMs. 
Complete 32K words system with paper tape 1.0. 

and multiply/divide on only two boards. 
Upward and downward compatible. 

High speed, bipolar, LSI, microprocessor from the 
leading bipolar manufacturer. 

High density, solid state MOS memory with up 
to 32K words on one board. 

Low power consumption. 

And the price is right. 
Compare for yourself: 

CONFIGURATION 

CPU, Chassis, P.S., Front Panel 
32K words memory  
Auto Program load  
PM/AR 
MPY/Div  
Real Time Clock 
TTY Control  
PTR Control  
PIP Control  
Slots used 

List Price 

NOVA 
2/10  

p.MINI NOVA 
3/09 3/12  

5 

$13.800 

2 

$9,450 

Above pricing derived from Data General April 1, 1975 price list and 
MMI May 15, 1976 price list. Single unit prices. 

MonolithÉ Memories 
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'TIME & 
FREQUENCY. ... 

If these words are important to you 
then you should know more about 
Spectracom Corporation. We special-
ize in TIME and FREQUENCY, and 
produce test equipment that leads the 
industry. 

For instance, our WWVB RECEIV-
ERS are the finest available. Priced 
from about $700 to $2500, they all 
have features and performance found 
only in competitive equipment costing 
$5,000 to $10,000. And some of these 
features, such as positive go/no-go 
front panel phase lock indication, are 
available only from Spectracom. For 
the first time, you can install a re-
ceiver and immediately know beyond 
doubt that it is working, receiving a 
strong enough signal, and giving cor-
rect frequency calibration and time 
code information! The green "go" light 
will be on steadily, because our re-
ceivers work well under poor signal-to-
noise conditions where other won't! 
Another example is our FREQUEN-

CY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, also the 
finest on the market. You don't need 
a separate cable for each remote sta-
tion. You install our system by running 
one coaxial cable past each remote 
station in turn, similar to a cable TV 
system. Buffered line taps at each 
station give you the standard fre-
quency you need there. If you want 
to add a station somewhere along the 
line, just cut the cable and insert 
another line tap for the desired fre-
quency! Up to 25 stations can be 
driven from one base station that costs 
about $650, and the cost is even less 
if you buy the system built into one of 
our VLF Receivers! 
Our FREQUENCY STANDARDS can 

also be furnished with the Distribution 
Amplifier built in. We also have a 
Frequency Standard that is furnished 
as part of a WWVB Receiver, tracked 
continuously against the N BS standard 
frequency. 
So you see, we have good reasons 

to be proud of our products. And the 
people who buy them and use them 
are proud of them too. For the highest 
quality and performance you can buy 
in Time and Frequency test equip-
ment, or for special communications 
test equipment, call your Spectracom 
sales engineer. 

SPECTRACOM CORP. 
87 WEDGEWOOD DR 
PENFIELD, NY 14526 
PHONE 716 381 4827 

New products 

phase-locked circuits that provide 
narrow-band analysis with a resolu-
tion to 300 kHz. Pricing is $7,750 for 
the 630, $7,100 for the 631, and 
$5,975 for the 632. Delivery time for 
all three is 15 weeks. 
Nelson-Ross Electronics, 5 Delaware Dr., 

Lake Success, N Y 11040 Phone ( 516) 

328-1100 [359] 

31/2 -digit panel meter 

sells for $69 

Priced at only $69 in unit quantities, 
the DM-350D1 is a unipolar 31/2-
digit panel meter that pulls only 1.5 
watts from a 5-volt supply. Other 
members of the DM-350 family in-
clude bipolar and ac-powered ver-
sions, the most expensive of which, 
the DM-350A2, is both ac-powered 
and bipolar and sells for $89 in unit 
quantities. All four members of the 
family use 0.43-inch red LED dis-
plays, have a sampling rate of two 
samples per second regardless of 
signal level, and have a maximum 
uncertainty of 2 counts. Bias current 
is typically 45 nanoamperes, 500 nA 
maximum. Polarity indication for 
the bipolar models is automatic, and 
temperature drift does not exceed 
10 millivolts over the operating 
range from 0°C to 50°C. 
Datel Systems Inc, 1020 Turnpike St. Can-

ton, Mass 02021 Phone ( 61 7) 828-8000 

[360) 

TOPICS 

Instruments 

Tele-Dynamics, Fort Washing-

ton, Pa., has announced that all 
30 models of its HR series of 
modular dc supplies have been 

given component recognition by 
Underwriters Laboratories 
Bird Electronics Corp., Cleve-
land, Ohio, has announced 

price reductions on three of its 
Thruline directional rf wattme-
ters. The model 4314 has been 

reduced from $475 to $395, the 
battery-powered 4311 from $450 

to $395, and the rack-mounted 
4511 from $495 to $395. 

SWITCHING 
POWER  
SUPPLIES 

e COMPACT AND LIGHT 
WEIGHT! 

e LOWER PRICE WITH 
HIGHER RELIABILITY! 

e SIMPLER CIRCUITS 
BUT HIGHER 
EFFICIENCY! 

OUTPUT OUTPUT 

V OLT A GE CLIVIENT 

(V) ( A) 

10 

Sole D ist r. butor : 

WAMCO Technical. Sales. Inc 
705 W. 1 6th St, Costa Mesa 
Calif. 92627, U. S. A. 
Tel. No. .17141-833-9361 or 

¡714}-642-5100 
TELEX No.678-459. 

YuTAKA ELECTRIC MFG. CO., LTD. 

No.228 KARIYADO NAKAHARA-KU, KAWASAKI 
CITY KANAGAWA PREF-211 JAPAN 
TELEX: J2289D CABLE: TLX-122890 YUTACO 
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Go SDVM* 
stron-Donner 

z "smart" DVM 
Meet Model 7115, the industry's first microprocessor-
based digital multimeter. It does what no conventional 
DVM could hope to co: 

Automatic zero/self calibration. Using its computing 
power and built-in menory, Model 7115 continually cali-
brates itself against drift and component aging. Similarly, 

it detects and corrects for zero 
drift and offset error Result: 
accurate readings all the time! 

Self-diagnosis. Microprocessor 
power again. Out-of- limit con-
ditions or failures are signalled 

on the front panel; internal LED's direct the operator to their location inside. 

High-speed autoranging. A rapid new S-D autoranging technique finds the 
correct range, goes there immediately and reads. It's 
not only a big improvement for bench use, but systems 
users can now use autoranging. 

Command performances. An optional keyooard for pro-
gramming the Model 7115 allows it to linearize and nor-
malize, run comparison programs for checking out-of-
toierance conditicns, multiply by a constant, average 
readings ... and much more. 

These features, too. Up to 100 readings/sec. • DC accu-
racy of 0.002% rdg. • Parallel programming or ASC' I 

option • True RMS AC volts option • High accuracy 
resistance measuring option. 

Get the full story on the first SDVM from Scientific De-
vices, or contact us at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, Cali-
fornia 94518. Phone (415) 676-5000. Overseas, contact 
Systron-Donner in Munich; Leamington Spa, U.K.; Paris 

(Le Port Marly); Melbourne. 

CIONNIER 
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17 days from now this trace 
will look the same as it does 
today. Now that's storage! 

The Gould OS-4000 Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope... 
will store any signal up to 450 kHz 
for as long as you need, while pro-
viding the performance of a con-
ventional 10 MHz scope as well. 
The OS-4000 opens the door for 
entirely new viewing possibilities 
involving low frequency measure-
ments. It is ideal for displaying and 
recording transient waveforms for 
medical, electrical, vibration, dy-
namic testing and pulse testing 
applications. 

The digital storage capability 
provides a non-flickering, full trace 
at low frequencies and a unique 
"Dot Joining" technique. 
The OS-4000 will allow you to 

simultaneously view stored and 
real time signals. These may even 
be superimposed to reveal small 
changes. 
The OS-4000 also allows you to 

examine a single event trace prior 
to, as well as after, a trigger point; 
and it's stored indefinitely as long 
as power is supplied to the unit. 

If you'd like a hard copy of a 
stored trace, you can record it in 
either analog or digital form on 
your recorder by using the Gould 
4001 Output Unit. 

Find out how the unique Gould 
OS-4000 Digital Storage Oscillo-
scope and the companion 4001 
Output Unit can make your work 
more efficient and easier. Call your 
nearest Gould Sales Engineer for 
details. Or write Gould Inc., Instru-
ment Systems Division, 3631 Per-
kins Avenue,Cleveland,Ohio 44114. 

PHONE TOLL FREE FOR BROCHURE (800) 325-6400. 
(In Missouri (800) 342-6600) 
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New products 

Subassemblies 

Rms-dc module 
spans 8 MHz 

Converter, suited for 

DVMs, offers accuracy within 

0.5% in 5-volt operation 

Manufacturers of digital voltmeters, 
of noise sources, and of in-house test 
equipment for calibration will be 
among those interested in a wide-
band true-rms-to-dc converter from 
Analog Devices Inc. The model 442 
extends the capability of models 440 
and 441, introduced earlier by the 
company's Modular Instrument di-
vision. 

Fred Pouliot, marketing manager 
for analog modules in the division, 
says the model 440 "has had a good 
portion of the rms-to-dc-converter 
market," but the 442 tops it in band-
width, a feature that DVM makers, 
in particular, are looking for. The 
442 offers 8-megahertz bandwidth 
accurate to within -±0.5% t'or crest 
factors up to 10. A crest factor is a 
measurement of the shape of a 
waveform; it equals the peak value 
divided by the true rms value of the 
waveform. 

Further, the 442 holds error down 
to -±2 millivolts ±0.15% of reading 
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MODEL 442 WIDEBAND RMS TO OC CONVERTER 
ERROR VERSUS INPUT FREQUENCY 

1V„„, INPUT SIGNAL 

2k 

t 

over a wide input signal range, 0 to 
2 v rms, without external adjust-
ment. The package measures 11/2 by 
11/2 by 0.4 inches, and the price 
starts at $95 for one to nine. 

Pouliot notes that it's not too dif-
ficult to deliver good accuracy in an 
rms-to-dc converter operating at 1 
V, "but users need it to operate at 5 
V, and with a 10-millivolt input. 
they want it to respond at 500 
kilohertz. They also want that ac-
curacy to 0.5% at 5 v-and that's 
where this product shines, essen-
tially offering three decades of per-
formance ( e.g., 5 mv to 5 v, 7 mv to 
7 v) with that accuracy." 
Two correction circuits yield the 

accuracy. One of them results in 
better crest-factor performance 
(reading error increases by only 
0.5% for crest factors up to 10), and 
the other provides higher frequency 
response for various input signal 
levels down to that low-level 10 mv. 

Essentially, the 442 improves on 
Analog Devices' own model 440 by 
a factor of 10 in accuracy and has 
increased the bandwidth by two or-
ders of magnitude, Pouliot says. Ac-
curacy is virtually independent of 
the shape of the input waveform be-
cause the model 442 converter re-
sponds to the total effective dc heat-
ing value of the ac and dc com-
ponents of the input. 
The unit is available from stock in 

three drift selections, each of which 
is specified from 0 to 75°C: the 442L 

442K 

10E 20E 301, 40k 50E 100k 200k 300k 400k 500k 1M 

SINEWAVE INPUT FREQUENCY - 

ELECTRONIC FILTER 
MODEL 4111 
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The 
predictable 

filter. 
Get -±-1% gain,-± 1% frequency and -±-2° 
phase accuracy. 24 dB/octave. From 
.01 Hz to 1 MHz. With tenth decade 
step switch positions for repeatability. 
Available as shown or dual low-pass. 
For information on electronic filters,AC 
instrumentation amplifiers, dynamic 
strain gage amplifiers, and auto-gain 
amplifiers, contad: Ithaco, Box 818-
MD3,Ithaca,NY.14850.607/272-7640. 

ITHACO 
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor 
add 

PRINTINA 
to your equipment 

PRINTINA OEM- S is a 
complete alphanumeric 

printer for $ 159 
in 100 unit quantity fob Italy. 

• About the size of a postcard. 

• Power supply 5 V DC, 400 MA. 

• 64 characters. up to 32 columns. 

• Bit parallel column serial ASCII 
or BCD input code. 

Other models are available. 

For more information write: 

Ing. GUIDO GAY 

Viale Buffoli, 32 
I - 20095 Cusano Milanino 
Italy 

New products 

with ±-35 mv/ C -±0.01% of read-
ing[C maximum drift, priced at 
$145 for one to nine; model 442K 
with ±50 mv/'C ±-0.01% of read-
ing/ cC maximum drift, priced at 
$120; and the model 442J with max-
imum drift of -1100 mv/ C -±0.01% 
of reading/C, priced at $95. Sub-
stantial DEN4 discounts are available, 
the company says. 
Analog Devices Inc., P.O. Box 280, Route 

One Industrial Park, Norwood, Mass. 02062. 

Call Lowell Wickersham at ( 61 7) 329-4700 

[381] 

Isolation amplifiers 

are optically coupled 

Although widely used in digital cir-
cuits, optical couplers have been re-
garded as too nonlinear and un-
stable for use in precision analog 
applications. Burr-Brown has over-
come these problems in its model 
3650 and 3652 isolation amplifiers 
with a technique that combines a 
LED emitter with a matched pair of 
photodiodes. One of the two diodes 
provides the optical coupling and 
isolation while the second provides 
negative feedback to the input cir-
cuit. This not only greatly reduces 
gain nonlinearity, it also compen-
sates for light-output degradation 
caused by LED aging. Other design 
features of the isolation amplifiers 
are laser-trimmed thick-film hybrid 
circuitry, special insulation mate-
rials, and a low-leakage ceramic 
substrate, as well as thick- film glass 
passivation. 
The resulting amplifiers have a 

continuous isolation-voltage rating 
of 1,500 V although each unit is 
100% tested at 4,000 V. Isolation-
mode dc rejection is 120 decibels. 
and isolation resistance and capaci-

FIGARO 
GAS 

SENSOR 
TOS quickly senses 

even small 
amount 
of gas. 

Ijipi 
New Models, 

some with highly sensitive 
CO sensor, now on the market. 
Please contact the address below directly for 

catalogs and price/delivery information 

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC. 
3-7-3, Fligashitoyonaka Toyonaka City Osaka 560 

Japan/Tel 1061 849-2156 

Cable: FIGARO TOTONAKAi Telex: 05286155 FIGARO J 

Circle 179 on reader service card 

INTRODUCING A NEW 
REVOLUTIONARY 

MULTI— DIGIT 

SOLID STATE READOUT 

BELOW $1 Bib 
El al al 
ing 8 8 8 

FEATURES: 

PER DIGIT 

Non- fatiguing CLECTROLUMINESCENT 

light 

Space saving thin profile 
Wired for multiplexing 

Low a.c. power consumption 

Compatible with IC logic 

decoders and segment drivers 
Rugged, pluggable laminated 

plastic construction 

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER 

ORDER FROM STOCK at 97C per digit, 
any of the following multi-digit 

readouts having 2 to 5 digits: 
1/2" high with 9-segments 

0.6" high with 7-segments 

(minimum order--$ 10.) 

1 LP T L ROBINSON CO . INC 
Po BOX D. EAST AURORA NY 14052 
TEL. 11161 652-2111 TELEX. 91566 
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New products 

tance are 10'2 ohms and 3 pico-
farads, respectively. Leakage cur-
rent is less than 500 nanoamperes at 
a voltage of 240 y rms and a line 
frequency of 60 hertz. Two levels of 
linearity are offered. The H-grade 
devices have a maximum nonlinear-
ity of 0.3% while the J-grade units 
are rated at 0.1%. 
The 3650 has a transconductance 

transfer function of 1 volt per micro-
ampere. A pair of gain-setting re-
sistors added to the input will con-
vert the unit to a voltage-in/voltage-
out device. The 3652 consists of the 
isolation stage of the 3650 plus two 
FET-input buffer-amplifier stages. 
This provides a three-wire input 
with an input impedance of 10 11 
ohms and a common-mode rejec-
tion ratio of 80 dB at 60 Hz with a 
5-kilohm source-resistance imbal-
ance. Both devices are housed in 
compact ceramic dual in-line pack-
ages that measures 1.75 inches by 
1.15 in. by 0.22 in. In lots of 100 
pieces, prices on the 3650 start at 
$26.50, while those on the 3652 start 
at $35.50. 
Burr- Brown. P. 0. Box 11400, Tucson, Ariz. 

85734. Phone Dennis Haynes at ( 602) 294-

1431 [383] 

Photosens tive ICs are 

housed in transparent DIPs 

A family of optoelectronic inte-
grated circuits consists of various 
combinations of integrated circuits 
and photodetectors housed in single 
dual in-line packages molded out of 
an optically clear epoxy material. 
The eight-pin DiPs make it easy to 
employ optical filtering to tailor the 
response of the various devices to 
specific wavelengths. An example of 
a device in the "Seeing-ic" family is 
the MCC-401—a photo-switch/ 
optical detection device which in-
cludes a photodetector, an ampli-
fier, a voltage-operated trigger, and 
a voltage reference. It is used in ap-
plications where illumination must 
be converted into a linear electrical 
signal. Other devices in the family 
are intended for exposure and aper-
ture control systems, smoke detec-

• 
New Clip-Coolers 

I Obsolete 
Competitive Devices 

I 
I 
I Compare Wakefield's Series 291 Clip-Coolers with 

similar heat sinks and you'll see why they are E I 
I unquestionably the best buy. 

Up to two times better heat transfer capability a)) I 
I than competitive units. Just clip them on. Their one- 

piece construction needs no special springs or othEr 2 I 
1 mounting hardware. Only 4c in quantity. a = ,it 
I Try one free: 

See for yourself. Indicate your specs, then cut out -:; I 
I and mail for a free sample. c 

Height: I , . 36" I] . 75" E'''' l 
I Finish: ! 1 Plain I I Black I 1 Gold o 

Configuration- I ' TO-202 I TO-220 E II 
I o , 

i 
1 z ei s, WAKEFIELD ENGINEERING INC. 1 
II .„. ,  - IION ROAD VVAKEFIELD MA 01880 (617 i 245!9Œ) 

148 6713  AU en*Eargai nr),,,MIN, 11 

S4111.11MIMIMMIMMMIMMÉMill.M.I.Me 

20 25 . 30 

WAT TS DIS,..1,0 
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 1 

OUR EASIEST-TO-USE I 
2650: 

NOW MULTI-SOURCED. I 

All the 2650's 
you need, in stock at 
Signetics, authorized 
distributors, 
Advanced Memory 
Systems (AMS) and 
Philips, too. 

THINK 

Clip coupon to letterhead. 
Or call (408) 739-7700, Ext. 2982/3. 
Please rush me my FREE 2650 
Short Form Catalog. 

Name Title 

Tel, 

811 E. AMES, 

MS. 

EITIDtiC5pP ,eik.a,;:iPbecer 
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Plessey makes 
2 million capacitors 

every day 

Plessey is one of the world's biggest 
manufacturers of fixed capacitors and 
specialises in film-foil and metallized film 
capacitors: polypropylene, polycartxmate, 
polystyrene, polyester. From loop': to mill:. 
Worldwide demand is met at a rate of 2 million a 
day from our main plants in Scotland, Italy, 
Germany and the USA. 
Technical data on request. 

ii"„, PLESSEY 
nip' CAPACITORS 
Plessey Capaciturei 

I mernati (((( al Ileadquarters 
Itailtgate,West 1.othian, Scotland 
P1148 2R1. 
Telephone: liathgate (oscdo 53511 
Telex 72433 

Plessey 1. :apat itors 
.334 Sterling Center. Di avr 

Westlake Village, Caliltnikla 9136i USA 
Telephone 2 t 3-889-4120 

TClee (110-494-4779 

Plessey :ondensatori SpA Plessey Kondensatoren 
Sis m) Marconi ( Bologna) 89to Landsberg am Lech 

Via S I.tnetito 1-7 Italy Rudolf Diesel Stratle 
Telephone 84 12 57-8 (1ermany 

Telex 51324 Circle 146 on reader ei vice card 
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New products 

tion, headlight dimming, and other 
industrial and commercial appli-
cations. Pricing on the various de-
vices currently runs from $2.75 to 
$4.95 each in thousands down to 
$1.50 each in lots of 100,000. 
Micro Components Corp., 99 Bald Hill Rd.. 

Cranston, R. I. 02920. Phone (401) 463-

6000 [384] 

Plug-in power supply 

delivers 500 mA at 24 V dc 

A compact power supply that plugs 
directly into any convenient wall 
outlet delivers 500 milliamperes at 
24 volts. (Another version puts out 
250 MA at 48 v.) Believed to be the 
most powerful wall-mounted, plug-
in supply ever to get UL approval. 
the PowerPak is regulated to within 
1% for line-voltage variations of 
10%. Overall dimensions of the sup-
ply are 5 inches high by 2.5 in. wide 
by 2.2 in. deep. Cases for the Pow-
erPak have an integral eyelet for at-

33% more power to the people. 
Power/Mate presents 

Econo/Mate II. 
The open frame power supply. 
Now Power/Mate brings you 33% 

more power in the same package size 
with the second generation of our 
Econo/Mate series. 
The size is the same. the basic 

components are the same for easy 
interchangability. But that's where the 
similarity ends. 
Econo/Mate II adds features like 

dual AC primary and a plug-in IC 
regulator for improved regulation 
And Econo/Mate II is tough. 

Computer design, quality control. and 
Power/Mate's experience helps 
insure 100,000 hr. MTBF even at this 
higher power output. 

But for all its features, Econo / Mate 
II is still, most of all, economical. 
We wouldn't call it Econo/Mate 

if it wasn't. 
Econo/Mate II is in stock, ready for 

delivery. Send for our free brochure. 

101E1 

Prices start at $19.95. 

POWER/MATE CORP  
Worlds largest manufacturer of quality power supplies 

514 South River Street/Hackensack. N.J. 07601/Phone (201) 343-6294 TWX 710-990-5023 

Circle 182 on reader service card 

piammrnmmiummmeal 
MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 2 

2650 
I DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE I 

FOR ALL 
• COST/CAPABILITY LEVELS. 

ETT_IEU 
n171 

°RE 
ID171 

••• 

Here now: 
•PC1001 

Prototyping Card 
•PC2000 4K 

Byte RAM Card 
•DS2000 Demo 
Base with PS. 

•PC3000 Smart 
Typewriter 

Democard 
•KT9000 Proto- . 

ik typing Kit 

0 0\ More Soon! 

I (It Clip o your letterhead. I 
Send me the Short Form Catalog I G I, indu hog the foregoing data sheets. I 

I 
New, Title  

I 

Tel 

THINK 

smnutiese :seunisee c-r- -i.. J 

M.S. 

811 E ARGUES. SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086 
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If you spend more than 20 
minutes picking a PC. connector 

It's your guide to the broadest line of 
printed circuit connectors made by any sin-
gle manufacturer We have just about every-
thing and in more combinations and more 
depth than anyone — more types of contact 
terminations, insulator materials, mounting 
styles, contact designs, types of plating. 

Send for our catalog. Browse through it 
and you'll discover that picking out the right 
printed circuit connector for your job is as 
simple as it should be. 

Quick delivery. 
And you can get your hands on our con-

nectors, too — in a hurry if need be. We keep 
a large inventory; so do our distributors 

Our "Whatever-you-need-we've-got" department. 

As you can guess, we have a lot of tooling 
filed away. Our production engineers have 
a unique talent at taking an existing bit 
of tooling, fiddling with it, and turning out a 
"custom" connector that's exactly what you 
need. Your extra cost is only a modest set-up 
charge...a long way from a full retooling cost. 

Use the coupon. 

...you don't have this 

171i. Send me: 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY _ 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

[ Your latest printed circuit connector catalog. 
L] ... and your nearest rep. I want to talk to him about a 

particular problem I have. 

gar! 

TELEPHONE 

STATE 

Vikin 
CONNECTORS 
Viking Industries, Inc./ 21001 Nordhoff Street 

Chatsworth, CA 91311 U.S.A./(213) 341-4330/ DATACON DIVISION 
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New products 

tachment to the wall outlet. 
Ault Inc., 1600H Freeway Blvd., Min-

neapolis, Minn. 55430. Phone (612) 560-

9300 [385] 

Five-output power supply 

has high efficiency 

A 375-watt switching power supply 
which is up to 80% efficient, puts out 
five regulated voltages. The princi-
pal output is 5 volts at up to 75 am-
peres. The remaining four outputs 
can be selected from among the fol-
lowing six: 2 v at 5 A, 5 v at 5 A, 12 

at 3 A. 15 v at 3 A. 18 v at 3 A. and 
24 v at 2 A. The model MM-250 has 
a maximum peak-to-peak ripple 
and noise specification of 1% or 50 
millivolts, line regulation to within 
0.4%, and load regulation to within 
0.4%. Response time is 200 micro-
seconds to within I% for a 25% load 
change. The price is $595. 
LH Research Inc., 1821 Langley Ave., Irvine, 

Calif. 92714. Phone ( 714) 546-5279 [ 386] 

TOPICS 

Subassemblies 

Kepco Inc., Flushing, N.Y., is 
offering its first switching- mode 
dc power supplies. Made in Ja-
pan by TDK, the switchers are 
available in 15 models with three 
power ratings: 50, 100, and 150 
watts. . . Electronic Devices 
Inc., Yonkers, N. Y., has an-
nounced a new rating in their 
small, round Minibridge quick-
disconnect rectifier designs. The 
model PKF is rated at 12 am-
peres and is offered with voltage 
ratings from 50 to 1,000 volts. 
. . . Deltron Inc., North Wales, 
Pa., has received approval per 
UL 478 for the 40 models of its Q 
series of open-frame power sup-
plies. . . . Preston Scientific 
Inc., Anaheim, Calif., has intro-
duced a new series of optional 
controls and outputs that inter-
face with data-acquisition sys-
tems and automated instrumen-
tation. The options are for the 
company's 8300 XWBRC instru-
mentation amplifiers. 

Available: 
(Al PLeS 
Compiler for 
16- & 32-bit 
computers and on 
Time-share, (B) 16-
& 32-bit Assemblers 
arid Simulators. 

JACKS/PINS 
STANDARD & CUSTOM 
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BERYLLIUM\ 
COPPER CAGES 

SEND 
FOR CATALOG L.040 • 

.:,ONCORD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
37 GREAT JONES STREET, NEW YORK, to Y 10012 

(212) 777-6571 TWX 710-')81-4930 
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 3 

2650 
I HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGE I 

SPEEDS 
YOUR DEVELOPMENT 

12 

THINK 

:Wdae eV.' 

Clip to letterhead. 
Seod me quickly the 2650 Short 
Form Catalog including data 
sheets on the foregoing software. 

Name 7 itle 

Tel M.S. 

811 E. ARMIES, SUNNYVALE. CA. 94086 
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New products 

Data handling 

Cartridge holds 
10 megabytes 

Microdata technique permits 

recording density of 6,400 

bits/inch on 3M-type unit 

By doubling recording density to 
6,400 bits per inch, Microdata Corp. 
can pack more than 10 megabytes 
of data into a single 3M-type data 
cartridge. 
The new cartridge-tape drive, 

called Lodestar, is intended for use 
by original-equipment manufac-
turers in minicomputer and micro-
computer systems and also as a po-
tential replacement for reel-to-reel 
drives and floppy disks. 
The drive's recording technique— 

modified frequency modulation—is 
similar to that used on IBM's 3330-
type magnetic-disk drives and re-
sults in a flux-change density of 
3,200 changes per inch, half the bit 
density. According to William Zeiss-
ner, head of the development proj-
ect at Microdata, one major prob-
lem was in designing the decoding 
circuitry to work with tape speed 
variations as wide as -±25%. 

Data is recorded on the 300-foot, 
1/4-inch-wide tape in four serial 
tracks at 30 inches per second, for a 
transfer rate of 192,000 bits per sec-
ond. In the search mode, the tape 
moves at 90 in./s. 
Any 3M-type cartridge may be 

used in the drive, Zeissner says, but 

at the higher density, use of stan-
dard tape could result in errors at-
tributable to the tape itself. To en-
sure error-free operation, Microdata 
says, it will offer cartridges that are 
certified to be error-free at the 
higher density. Data error rate of 
the drive is less than 1 bit in 108. 

Overall, a single-cartridge drive 
measures 4.25 by 6.96 by 10 inches. 
When mounted in a rack, single and 
dual-cartridge units take up only 
5.25 in. of rack space. Up to four 
drives may be mounted in a rack 
space of 7.25 in. 

Lodestar offers an industry-stan-
dard interface and is available with 
a formatter that is plug- and soft-
ware-compatible with existing con-
trollers designed for reel-to-reel 
transports. "This will not only sim-
plify integration of the drive into 
the user's system, but will allow him 
to evaluate and prove the unit's reli-
ability on his own system without 
unnecessary expense," says Bud 
Bleininger, Microdata vice president 
for peripherals. 

Prices for the cartridge tape drive 
start at $ 1,000 each in quantities of 
100. 
Microdata Corp., 17481 Red Hill Ave., Irvine, 

Calif. 92713. Phone (714) 540-6730 [361] 

Optical character reader 

uses simple scan technique 

Optical character recognition ma-
chines usually carry big price tags 
because they're computer-controlled 
and have sophisticated laser-scan-
ning systems. Context Corp. has 

\ 

V 

/c(IP 

taken the same simple scanning 
technique incorporated in its model 
101 bar-code reader [Electronics, 
Oct. 2, 1975, p. 129] and applied it 
to a machine that reads OCR font B 
at a price that reflects the machine's 
simplicity. Context Corp. was for-
merly known as Taplin Business 
Machines Inc. 
The model 201 is aimed at origi-

nal equipment manufacturers and 
will sell for $ 14,900, but Context 
president Gordon Baty stresses that 
"deep spEni discounts are possible, 
comparable to those of disk drives, 
because our customers are systems 
builders." He foresees the model 
201 character reader becoming a 
computer peripheral in small word-
processing and business data-pro-
cessing systems, as well as small 
printing or editorial text-prepara-
tion shops. 
The unit, which reads up to 400 

characters per second, has an inex-
pensive light bulb and photodiode 
array as its light source and sensor, 
respectively, instead of a much more 
costly laser light source and vidicon 
sensor. Nor is there a positioning 
servo for paper acceleration or di-
rection changes; the paper moves at 
a constant speed below a spinning 
drum containing the light source, 
mirrors and sensor array. 
An automatic stack feeder accom-

modating 50 pages is standard, per-
mitting unattended operation. A 
hard-wired processor is employed 
for the recognition function, instead 
of a more expensive minicomputer. 
This processor uses a combination 
of matrix-matching and feature-
analysis techniques. 
Context Corp., 4 Ray Ave., Burlington, 

Mass. 01803 Phone (617) 273-2222 [362] 

lnfotek offers floppy disk 

for HP 9830A calculator 

Production of add-on or replace-
ment subsystems for the widely used 
Hewlett-Packard 9830A scientific 
calculator is becoming big business 
for a small California firm, Infotek 
Systems. Its latest offering is a 
floppy disk that would replace the 
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and the best step 
New Performance Engineered 

New Half Rack Sweep Generators featuring a range 
of 1 to 1500 MHz in just TWO bands: 

Band 1 — 1 to 900 MHz sweep width 
Band 2 — 800 to 1500 MHz with 700 MHz sweep 

width 

New Spectrum Analyzer (9040) with a dynamic 
range of 72 dB, phase lock, KHz resolution, frequency 
and level calibration, and manual / automatic filter con-
trol. 

Attenuators — in-line and rotary attenuators for the 
lowest vseiR and insertion lass — operating up to 
4000 MHz in 50, 75, and 90 ohms. 

AV 
Elemetrics Corp. 

lE Pinebrook, N.J. 07058 

This 
Publication 

is Available in 
In I( ROFOR31 

fron1... 

Xerox University Microfilms 

300 North Zeeb Road, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 

(313) 761-4700 

PLEASE WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE INFORMATION 

MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 4 

2650 SUPPORT CKTS 
ARE ALL 

MULTI-SOURCED. 

o 

• • 

• 

Available: 
interface, ROM,. 
RAM, PROMs/ 
EROMs. Coming. 
PPI, PCI, A-D 
Converters, SDLC 
Specials from 
AMS, too. 

Attach to y ) ur let erhead. 
Put me on 'tour reservation list for 
the first mailing on upcoming 2650 
Interfacing Circuits. 

Name Title 

Tel. 

811 E. ARGUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086 

• 
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Who's the performance winner 
in 16k and 32k memory systems? 

Check the specs. 

Fabri-Tek has packed more speed and 
total performance into single- board 16K 
and 32K memory systems than anybody 
else in the business. Compare our 696 
and 698 systems against the competition, 
and you'll see what we mean. We'll not 
only beat them in specifications— 
we're the only company that offers 
you total upward compatibility to 
32K. At competitive prices, too. It's 
what you'd expect from a company 
with years of leadership in the memory 
business. Go with the winner— call us 
today for the best in both off-the-shelf 
and custom memory systems. 

FABRI- 
TEK EMM 

DATA 
PRODUCTS 

, 

DATA RAM 

MODEL 696 698 Micro 3000 
D.D. 

Micro 3000 
Q.D. 

Store 
1680 

DR- 103 DR 103 

MEMORY SIZE 16K 32K 16K 32K 16K 32K 16K 32K 

CYCLE TIME 650 650 650 850 650 650 750 

ACCESS TIME 250 250 270 300 280 265 300 

PHYSICAL 
SIZE 

11.75x15.4 
x1.0 

11.75x15.4 
x1.0 

11.75x15.4 
x1.0 

11.75x15.4 
x1.0 

11.75x15.4 
x1.0 

11.5x13.7 
x1.0 

11.5x13 
x1.0 

7 

COMPATIBILITY 
16K TO 32K YES NO NO NO 

SALES Boston 
OFFICES: (617) 969-5077 

Tom Fitzgerald 

Chicago 
(312) 437-4116 
Bruce Richardson 

Fe\ 11---TEIK. INC. 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 • (612) 935-8811 

Dallas Hawthorne, Calif. San Jose, Calif. Minneapolis 
(214) 661-3155 (213) 973-0484 (408) 246-8391 (612) 935-8811 
Al Yarnell Wally Harrison John French Jack Graham 

Don deVries 
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New products 

9830A's data-storage cassette. Ear-
lier, Infotek developed a semicon-
ductor-memory system that ex-
panded the calculator's storage 
capacity. 
"The most important thing about 

the F-30 floppy disk is that it emu-
lates the 9830A cassette system, so 
that no changes in existing software 
are required," says Stanley Kurzet, 
director of marketing at Infotek. 
The floppy disk (middle section in 
photo) stores 305,000 bytes, which 
he says is equivalent to the capacity 
of seven HP cassettes. According to 
Kurzet, the floppy disk's inherent 
filing speed is 50 times faster than 
that of the cassette drive. For trans-
ferring data into or from the scien-
tific calculator, he adds, the speed 
improvement is approximately 31/2 
times that of the current HP mass 
memory system—five seconds com-
pared with 18 seconds to store a 
10,000-word array. 
The Infotek F-30 uses the Signet-

ics model 2650 8-bit microprocessor 
for control and the Pertec Corp. 
model 500 disk drive. The floppy 
disk is 4 inches high and fits be-
tween the calculator and printer, or 
it can be used at a remote location. 

Price is $3,895 and delivery time 
is 10 weeks. 
Infotek Systems Inc., 733 E. Edna Pl., Co-

vina, Calif. 91723. Phone (213) 966-7431 

[363] 

Video RAM provides CRT 

display of 512 characters 

A video random-access memory 
that acts an interface between a mi-

65 watts of reliable power 
in frequencies 
of 10 to 
2500 MHz. 

And here's what we 
new 15122. 

• solid state circuitry 

II short and open circuit protection 

• frequency stability .001% 

la external pulse or AM modulation 

II internal square wave modulation 

• low tube cost/operating hour 
II qualified to MIL-STD-461 and 810 

 ̂

• 

. 

built into our It has six different plug-.in head• 's 

Model 
Freq. 
(MHz) 

Pwr. 
(MIN) 

6047 
6048 
6049 
6050 
6051 
6052 

You have now ended your search for a 
stable, reliable 65 watt oscillator. Just 
call or write for detailed engineeiing 
data. Or ask for a demonstration. 

MCL, INC., 10 North Beach Avenue, 

LaGrange, Illinois 60525. (312) 354-4350 

10-50 
50-200 

200-500 
400-1000 
1000-2000 
2000-2500 
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65 
65 
65 
65 
40 
35 

MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 5 

! 2650 CRASHPROOF 1.1 
• DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: " 

TWIN 
I WITH DUAL FLOPPY DISKS. I 

n 

• TestWare INstrument 
• (TWIN) lets you 
• develop software 
I and hardware 
• together in an actual 
• environment 

THINK 

Clip to letterhead. Mail now. 
Plea.3e send me l'650 Short Form 
Catalog full data on TWIN. 

Name Title 

Tel. M.S. 

811 E AROUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94886 

ST1§111iltiC5t/P_,, 
a st fi. y U.S. PbirlpS COrpOra bon 
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Mot& microprocessor 
users wish their analog 
interface problems would 
go away. 
• 
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We made them disappear. 

With our monolithic CMOS converters. 
10- and 13-bit A/D converters with tri-state output 
logic that gets you directly onto the microprocessor 
data bus. And our 10-bit DIA converter with double-
buffered inputs direct from the microprocessor. And 
each communicates in two bytes: the 8 LSB's, and 
the remaining MSB's. 

Our AD7550, industry's newest and most 
accurate monolithic CMOS A/D converter, uses a 
patented (Analog Devices U.S. Patent No. 3872466) 
'quad slope conversion technique to provide 
13-bit accuracy, 1 ppinrC offset and gain drifts, and 
has its own amplifier, comparator, clock and 
digital logic. 

Our AD7570 is a monolithic CMOS 10-bit 
successive approximation A/D converter with ratio-
metric operation and only 20mW of dissipation. 
Parallel and serial outputs with 20µ,s conversion 
time provide excellent application flexibility. 

Our AD7522 is a monolithic CMOS multiply-
ing, 10-bit DAC. It's the only such device available 
with double buffered inputs that can be loaded in 
parallel or serial mode. Low dissipation, very low 
feedthrough and drifts of only 1 ppm/°C complement 
the interface handshaking routine for maximum 
flexibility and optimum performance. 

These I/O peripherals, the AD7550, AD7570 
Circle 154 on reader service card 

and AD7522 data converters are your only real 
solutions for interfacing a microprocessor to the 
analog world. 

And these are just three of a complete line of 
more than 20 IC conveiters that make a lot of your 
conversion problems disappear. For more informa-
tion, write Analog Devices, the real company in 
precision measurement and control. 

Data buss 
 v2 

Rervrence 

I 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

le real IC Converter company. 
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, Massachusetts 02062 

East Coast: (617)329-4700, Midwest: (312) 894-33(X), West Coast: (213) 595-
1783, Texas: (214) 231-5094. Belgium: 03 38 27 07, Denmark: 97 9599, Eng-
land: 01/94 10 466, France: 686-77 60, Germany: 089/5303 19, Japan: 03/26 
36 826, Netherlands: 076-122555 and representatives around the world. 



New products 

crocomputer and a cathode-ray-
tube alphanumeric display is orga-
nized as 512 8-bit words. On the in-
put side, the device—designated the 
MTX-1632—is directly connected to 
bus-organized systems and looks 
like a 512-by-8 RAM. The output is a 
video signal that directly drives a 
television monitor to provide a 16-
by-32 field of 512 ASCII characters. 
The video RAM offers a flicker-free 
display and requires only a single 5-
volt power supply. It can drive up to 
25 TV monitors and offers character 
blink and an access time of less than 
650 nanoseconds. 
Matrox Electronic Systems, P.O. Box 56, 

Ahuntsic Stn., Montreal, Que., Canada H3L 

3N5. Phone Lorne Trottier at (514) 481-

6838 [364] 

Adapter permits DEC users 

to convert to LSI-11 

Without redesigning controllers al-
ready in use on the Digital Equip-
ment Corp. PDP-11 line, users can 
now convert to the LSI-11 and the 
PDP-11/03 by means of an adapter. 
The unit, developed by Able Com-
puter Technology, is called the 
model 10001 Univerter. It is offered 
as an option that converts the LSI-
11 bus to a Unibus structure and 
permits full bidirectional communi-
cation between the two. A pseudo-
status register returns control to the 
user over all four Unibus interrupt 
levels, and an extended memory 
map provides a virtual-memory 
scheme that extends addressing to 
512,000 words. The Univerter offers 
significant speed advantages when 
both memory and direct-memory-
access devices are placed on the 
Unibus side of the adapter. The 

HyComp. We ARE for real! 

• Our Thin Film Networks are for real, 
• Our Precision is for real, 
• Our Quality is for real, 
• Our Delivery is for real. 

The original designer of thin film ladder 
networks for IC quad switches supply the 
following entirely equivalent series 

HC 130 
HC 130A 
HC 210 

AD 850 
AD 851 
AD 855 

These and others - in quantity and on time. 
Send for our free resistor network catalog. 

IlyCorrip 
146 Main Street 
P.O. Box 250 
Maynard, Mass. 01754 
(617) 897-4578 
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO. 6 

2650. 
APPS1-4-TrélZFRS 
IN STOCK NOW. 

e WM» • 

Dozens of people 
to support systems, 
hardware, testware, 
devices in USA 
and Europe 
More coming 

THINK 

Attach to your letterhead. Mail. 
Send me the list of 2650 
Applications Engineers with 
addresses & phone numbers. 

Name Title 

Tel. M S. 

811 E. ARGUES. SUNNYVALE. CA. 94085 

Bignntien I 
M. ere = muumuu 
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R CLAO.S.Eissio,Ns, NEW  JEISTORRICSEY,E 
PLANT 

415 SOUTH FIFTH STRE 
(Adjacent to Newark; 10 miles west of New York City) 

To prepare for redevelopment of real estate, 
we have been authorized to dispose of 

ELECTRON TUBE 
MFG. EQUIPMENT 

Following is a partial list of Machinery & Equipment now on sale at the plant 

SEALING & EXHAUST MACHINES 
(37) RCA 16 - Head Sealing and Exhaust Machines 

with Induction Furnaces, Vacuum Pumps, Recti-
fiers, RF Generators, Filament Lighting and Con-
trol Panels, Motor Drives and Electrics. These 
Machines Are Interchangeable to Produce Many 
Types of Miniature or Power Tubes. 

TUBE TESTING EQUIPMENT 
RCA Computerized Conveyor Type Tube X- Ray Testing Machine, Corn 

plete with Drives, Controls, Electrics and Digital Readout Consoles. 
(4) RCA Automatic Conveyor Type Tube Testing Machines. Tests Gm, 

Shorts, Gas, Plate Current, Emission, and Opens. Complete with 
Electronic Detecting Equipment. Machines Designed to test 2100 
Tubes Per Hour. 

(140) RCA Semi Universal Twin Triode Tube Test Consoles. Tests for 
Shorts, Gas, and Plate Current. Complete with Instrumentation and 
Controls. TUBE AGING EQUIPMENT 

(2) RCA Fully Automatic Rotary Tube Aging Machines, Capacity 1120 
Tubes Per Hour at an 18 Minute Aging Cycle. Machines Complete 
with Control Consoles, Motor Drives and Electrics. 

Aporox. 250 Tube Aging Racks. Complete with Timers and Controls. 
Equipped for Interchangeable Socket Sizes. Racks are equipped 
with Either Right or Left Hand Controls. 

(18) Power Equipment Co. Rectifiers — Voltage In 220/60, Voltage Out 
50-150V DC @ 40 Amps. 

(50) Asst. Test Consoles and Stations. 

FURNACES 
(2) Hydrogen Furnaces, Conveyor Type, Complete with Transformers, 

Electrics, Instrumentation, Drives and Controls. 
Electric Furnace Co. Conveyorized Brazing Furnace, 75 KW - 220 

Volts with Blowers, Pumos, Controls and Electrics. 

FINE WIRE EQUIPMENT 
(4) Vaughn Ring Blox 16 Die Cold Wire Drawing Machines, Type GF2, 

with Motor Drives and Adjustable Speed Controls. 
(3) Multi Wire Fine Wire Cold Drawing Machines. 
(7) Waterbury Farrel and Bradford Wire Rolling Machines. 
(4) Meteor Type ME301 Wire Spooling Machines with AC Motor Drives 

and Controls. 
(2) Barth Cleveland Wire Coil Winders w/AC Motor Drives & Controls. 
(11) Asst. Double and Single Helical Coil Winding Machines. 
(2) Balleffet Die Polishing Machines with Controls and Electrics. 

FINE WIRE ANNEALING/DRAWING EQUIPT. 
(100) Bench Model Hot Fine Wire Drawing Units, with Controls and 

Electrics. 
(20) Hydrogen Fine Wire Annealing Units with Electrics and Spooling 

Devices. 
(8) Hoskins Bench Model Electric Fine Wire Annealing Furnaces with 

Controls. 
(8) Fine Wire Coating Machines with Hydrogen Furnaces, Automatic 

Spooling Equipment, Drives and Controls. 
WIRE TESTING EQUIPMENT 

Instron Tensile Testing Machine, Model 1130, with Digital Readout 
and Controls. 

(2) lnstron Universal Floor Model Testing Machines, Model TTC. with 
Chart Recorders. 

(2) Instron Table Model Tensile Testers, Model TM, with Console 
Recorders. 

Sale Under Supervision of 

Plant Phone: 

(201) 482-1132 

GRID EQUIPMENT 
(28) RCA Automatic Grid Winding Machines with Automatic Traying, 

Motor Drives and Controls. 
(17) Sylvania Automatic Grid Winding Machines with Automatic 

Traying, Motor Drives and Controls. 
(84) RCA Universal Semi Automatic Grid Lathes with AC Motor Drives 

and Controls. 
(10) RCA Automatic Frame Grid Machines w/Motor Drives & Controls. 
(13) RCA Automatic Grid Welding Machines with Feeders, Variable 

Speed Motor Drives and Controls. 

TUBE EQUIPMENT 
(2) RCA Tube Glass Cutting and Anode Sealing Machine Production 

Lines with Automatic Feed and Discharge, Complete with Drives. 
Controls and Electrics. 

(6) 48-Head Bulb Cutting Tubulating Machines with Auto Hopper 
Feeders, Discharge Conveyors, Motor Drives and Controls. 

(17) Rotary 24-Head Glass Stem Machines with Hopper Feeds, Motor 
Drives and Controls. 

(100) RCA Automatic Stem Trimming and Forming Machines with 
Motor Drives and Controls. 

(8) Rotary Multi Head Stem Trimming & Forming Machines with 
Drives and Controls. 

(2) Metal Tube Exhaust Machines, 16 Head Capacity, with Vacuum 
Pumps, Motor Drives and Controls. 

(8) Rotary Flat Press Stem Machines with Motor Drives and Controls. 
(3) Tube Bulb Punch Out Machines with AC Motor Drives & Controls. 
(12) Automatic Spade Winding Machines with Poly Auto Pac Units, 

Motor Drives and Controls. 
(12) Asst. Spade Winding Machines with AC Motor Drives & Controls. 
(4) RCA 42 Tube Capacity Tube Spot Knockers, for High Voltage 

Tubes, Complete with Power Supplies and Electrics. 
(2) Rotary Tube Cementing Base Machines w/Motor Drives & Controls. 
(8) Rotary Tube Base Soldering Machines with Index Tables, Motor 

Drives and Controls. 
(3) Cathode Semi Automatic Coating Machines, Conveyor Type, with 

Spray Heads, Pressure Spray Tanks, and Related Equipment. 

TWEEZER TYPE WELDERS 
(300) Bench Model Tweezer Type Production Welders with Power 

Supplies, and Electrics: Taylor Windfield, Westinghouse and RCA. 

TUBE SEAL. WELDERS 
(3) National Tube Seal Welders: ( 1) 400 KVA, (2) 75 KVA, with Rotary 

Indexing Tables, Welding Controls and Electrics. 

MISC. EQUIPMENT 
Dreyer Oxide Strip Carbonizing System (8" Strips) with 4-Station 

Spooler, Transformers and Electrics. 
De Vilbiss Automatic Conveyorized Tube Spraying Line with Bake 

Oven, Soray Equipt., & Exhaust. 
Precious Metal Plating Lines with Related Equipt. and Machinery. 

DEGREASERS 
Blakeslee Continuous Conveyor Type Solvent Vapor Degreaser, Model 
THLLUL, with Pumps, 12 x 21 x 7 Conveyor Baskets, Drives and 
Controls. S/N 17866. 

(10) Asst. Type Degreasing Tanks w/Related Equipt. & Accessories. 

TUNGSTEN WIRE DEPARTMENT 
Machinery and Equipment to Manufacture Tungsten Wire — Includes 

600 Ton Hydraulic Powdered Metal Press, Complete Tungsten Slug 
Treating System, Annealing Furnaces, Wire Drawing and Swaging 
Machines, Wire Drawing Tables, and Miscellaneous Support Equipt 

DAVID W EISZ CO. Auctioneers 
LOS ANGELES: 930 S. Robertson Blvd., 90035, U.S.A. (213) 655-4300 
N. PALM BEACH, FLA.: 721 U.S. Hwy. One, 33408, U.S.A. (305) 848-2533 

SAN FRANCISCO: 135 Post St., 94108, U.S.A. (415) 392-5050 
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New products 

faster "handshake" allows the bus 
to be released quickly and frees the 
processor or other devices to make 
effective use of an increased band-
width over the basic LSI-11 bus. As 
a result, low-cost, low-speed control-
lers can be used without taking 
speed away from devices that need 
it. The Univerter is a standard 
quad-width board that can be in-
stalled into an LSI-11 card cage or 
into the PDP-11103. It is available 
from stock at prices as low as $480 
when bought in quantity. 
Able Computer Tecinology, 1538-E East 

Chestnut St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 

Phone (714) 547-6236 [365] 

Compact unit added to line 

of rugged computers 

Designed for applications where size 
and weight are particularly impor-
tant, the model 1650 is the most 
compact computer to date in Rolm 
Corp.'s line of severe-environment 
machines. The 1650 incorporates 
advances in microprocessing tech-
niques, along with a new double-
density core memory, to achieve 
small package size, the company 
says. The central processing unit, up 
to 32,000 words of core memory, 
and a dc power supply are housed 
in a rugged chassis measuring 5 I- \ 
73/4 by 121/2 inches. 
Rolm Corp., 18922 Fcrge Dr., Cupertino 

Calif. 95014 [366] 

THE SUNSHINE STATE 
OFFERS HIGHER PROFIT 
POTENTIALS TO ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS 
THAN ELSEWHERE IN THE 
COUNTRY! 

Florida's substantial labor 
and operating cost advantages, 
plus ready access to the markets of 
the United States, Latin America and 
the world, combine to offer a unique 
profit opportunity for a Florida-
based manufacturer. 
Before you make any decisions 

regarding your business, this new industry 
study documenting Florida's position 
should be reviewed carefully. 
To get your copy of Florida Profit Potentials 

in Electronic Products Manufacturing, write or call 

,41,1 A lei e i,,irioanrpoe: Department Hennessy, Econnieomic 1; Directoro 

107 W. Gaines Street, Room 103E 

/ceoveropemrceent 
1  

Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
WE'RE MORE THAN SUNSHINE (904)488-5507 
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 7 

BY SEPTEMBER 
THE 2650 IS OVER 

30% FASTER. 

Your system s 
features can be 
extended with the 
speedier 2650. 
Current 2650 soft-
ware will apply. 

I THINK 

S US. Philips Crpo,.ition gliltiCH pFej 
Rm..Subsdury  MINIMUM 

1E2 iiidham 
Clip to your letterhead. 
Put me on your reservation list for 
the first mailing of the faster 2650 
data sheet. 

Name Title — 

Tel. M.S 

811 E. ARGUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94088 
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The easiest-to-use 
microprocessor 

(Photograph approximately 2x actual size.) 

The single- chip 2650 is easiest-to-buy, too. Now only $21.50 [100-upl. 
Full support of customer and product is the key to 

ease of development with the 2650. Applications 
engineers in the U.S. and abroad are at your beck and 
call at every stage. Software for almost anyone's 
requirements and machines. Development hardware 
is versatile and inexpensive. All circuits are 
multi-sourced. 

Flow Chart: How to travel safely and quickly 
from spec sheet to your µC. 

Applications Engineers — in the field now, 
more coming. Specific assistance to you is 

available around the USA, and in Belgium, 
Holland, Germany, France, Sweden, Britain, Italy, etc. 

Multi-sourced 2650 — available in any 
quantity from Signetics, at the unprecedented 

low price of $21.50. Also available from AMS 
and Philips, and from Signetics' authorized distributors. 

Development Software — includes the PL µS, 
an extremely efficient High Level Language 

(compiler) that reduces programming effort and 
cuts development time. ANSI standard Fortran IV 
executes on most machines without alteration. 
2650AS1000/1100 Assembler and 2650SM1000/1100 
Simulator are available in both 32- and 16-bit, on GE 
and NCSS time-sharing. 

d ie 

Multi-sourced Support Circuits — You'll need 
MOS and/or Bipolar Memories, Interface and 

Logic. Signetics has everything for a complete 
system. Back up any item from other sources. Coming 
soon from Signetics are: Programmable Peripheral 
Interface and Communications Interface, A-D 
Converters, Synchronous Data Link Controller, 16k 
NMOS & Bipolar ROMs, 4k & 8k NMOS EROMs, and 
8k Bipolar PROMs. 



(pDevelopment 
Hardware 

Development Hardware — Design/develop/ 
prototype with a variety of cost/capability 

levels of hardware support. Including 
prototyping cards and kits, smart typewriter -demo 
card, 4k-byte RAM card, and more. Applications 
help if you need it. 

TWIN With Floppy Disks — "crashproofs” 
your system checkout. With DOS, Resident 

Assembler, and Text Editor. You develop 
programs and circuits together in an actual system 
environment with TWICE (TestWare In Circuit 
Emulator). PROM programming, too. 

Over 30% Faster 2650.— By the time you've 
proven out your i.LC, you'll have available a 

faster 2650 if you want it. Uses the same 
software. For still higher speeds, call Signetics Bipolar 
Microprocessor Marketing about our 2650 emulator 
using 3000 series P. 

You go from gleam-in- your-eye to proven prototype in 
less time for less cost, and the ei you develop is easier 
and cheaper to produce in quantity, when you start 
with the 2650. Start now by mailing the coupon. 

Attach this to your letterhead for fast response. 

Send me complete 2650 shori form catalog. 
Have a Field Applications Engineer call me for 
appointment. 

My need is: D immediate D 6 months D information only 

My application is  

Name Title 

Telephone 

THINK Si lintiC5pP 
Mail Stcp 

,d US Phhps Corporat,on 

811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086  
L_   _J 
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New products/materials  

It programs 
itself to 
test your 
printed-circuit boards. 

Forget about software costs when you install 
a SHORTFINDER FF202 to test bare boards 
or to find shorts and opens on printed-
circuit assemblies. The microprocessor-
controlled FF202 uses data derived from a 
known good board to generate the test 
program. Self-programming a typical board 
requiring 600 test points takes only 24 
seconds. Then, FF202 finds and identifies 
shorts and opens and automatically prints 
repair data at 400 ms per fault. 

SHORTFINDER FF202 can help you increase 
product yield and reduce manufacturing cost. 
Let us show you how. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA. 

Circle 160 on reader service card 

IN1 5 AVIS °Ralf, LATHAM, NY 12110 (518) 783-7786 

FAULTFINDERS Inc. 

Irvine, CA Cicero, IN 
Sunnyvale, Waltham, MA 
Park Ridge, IL 

Faultfinders GmbH, Eschborn, Germany 

Thin-wall Teflon tubing is heat-
shrinkable and impervious to vir-
tually all solvents and chemicals. 
Other characteristics include a tem-
perature range of -420°F to 500°F 
and zero water absorption. The in-
side diameter and wall thickness are 
said to be completely uniform. 

Walls are as thin as 0.001 inch with 
an internal diameter of 0.002 in. and 
larger. The tubing is also available 
with an internal diameter as small 
as 0.001 in., and this type comes 
with a wall thickness of 0.007 in. or 
greater (the average diameter of a 
human hair is 0.003 in.). When ap-
plied over miniature solid and 
stranded wires, the tubing will not 
flake or dust off. 
Zeus Industrial Products, 101 Foot of 

Thompson St.. Raritan, N.J. 08869. Phone 

(201) 526-0800 [476] 

A thick-film sealing glass paste, 
called Silica-Seal 1141, is used for 
screen-printing applications in the 
manufacture of liquid-crystal dis-
plays. The paste is screen-printed on 
one or both glass plates. 

it can also be used as resistor 
overglaze and, in this application, 
very small changes in resistance oc-
cur as a result of the low encapsula-
tion temperature required for her-
meticity. While usually packaged in 
shatter-proof plastic jars, Silica-Seal 
1141 can be shipped in reusable 
plastic syringes for clean-room ap-
plications or for added convenience 
of the user. 
Thick Film Systems Inc., 324 Palm Ave., 

Sarda Barbara, Calif. 93101. Phone (805) 

963-7757 [477] 

Polyvinyl-chloride tape is said to 
combine the advantages of a heat-

less shrinkable tape and a new 
chemical tape-bonding technique. 
Adhesives have been eliminated 
and replaced by a permanent chem-
ical self-bonding process that pro-
duces a virtually homogeneous envi-
ronmental seal after cure. Rated at 
-35°C to 105°C, the PVC tape pro-
vides insulation protection at 600 
volts per mil and can also be used in 
most conventional tape appli-
cations. 
Insulation Systems Inc., 2698 Marine Way, 

Mountain View, Calif. 94043. Phone (415) 

964-1459 [479] 

Used in coatings for electronic ap-
plications, a chemical compound 
called Sartomer SR-383 is said to 
exhibit good thermal stability, can 
improve heat resistance and flame 
retardancy, and can be used to help 
slow down curing speed. SR-383, 
which is diallyl chlorendate, is sol-
uble in most organic solvents but is 
insoluble in water. 
Sartomer Co., Bolmar and Nield Sts., West 

Chester, Pa. 19380. Phone Charles Demos 

at (215) 692-8400 [480] 

Low-density artificial-dielectric 
foam sheet comes in two types, Ec-
cofoam HiK Flexible, which will 
readily conform to complex con-
tours and can be cut with shears; 
and Eccofoam HiK Rigid, which is 
easily machined. Density of both is 
about 5 pounds per cubic feet and 
both can be cemented to them-
selves, to each other, or to other ma-
terials. Standard sheet size is 12 by 
12 inches (30.5 by 30.5 cm), and 
thickness is 0.5 in. ( 1.27 cm). Dielec-
tric-constant values range from 1.1 
to 6.0. Price is $41 per sheet for 10 
or more. 
Emerson & Cuming Inc., Dielectric Materials 

Division, Canton, Mass. 02021 [478] 
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Market-Directed 
Surveys Provide 
Inputs Tailored To 
Your Decision 
Making 

Do you know the size of markets 
for your products? Do you know 
if your products are preferred? 
By whom? And why they're 
preferred? Do you know if your 
salesmen reach the buying 
influences for your products? 
What proportion are contacted? 
Which is your best advertising 
message? What are your 
industry's marketing trends? 

These are a small number 
of the questions that can be 
answered for you through 
actionable research by the 
unique facilities of McGraw-Hill. 

Today's dynamic market-
place requires more market 
information than ever before. 

Studies conducted by 
McGraw-Hill Research to fill the 
needs of corporate manage-
ment, marketing executives, 
product managers, sales 
managers and advertising 
managers are identified as 
"Marketing Directed Surveys" 
by McGraw-Hill Research. 

These surveys bring you 
new information about your 
company, its products, their 
markets, marketing tools used 
in the markets, and your 
advertising program. 

For more information about 
"Market- Directed Surveys," 
write for our booklet Answers for 
Decision Makers in Marketing, 
or phone Allen Cobb, Jr., 
Director of Research 
(212) 997-6823. 

McGraw-Hill Research 
McGraw-Hill 
Publications Company 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
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THE SOLUTION FOR THOSE DIFFICULT 
IF FILTERING PROBLEMS 

Model 

BP70-2— 

BP70-10* 

BP148- 3— 

• 

FEATURES: APPLICATIONS: 
Linear Phase Satellite 
High Rejection Communications 
Low Shape Factor CATV/TV 
Compact Size Microwave 
Stable Communications 
Economical Radar 

TYPICAL FILTERS IN CURRENT PRODUCTION 
Small Quantities Available Stock to 30 Days 

Center 
Frequency 

21 9MHz 

43 88MHz 

65 76MHz 

70MHz 

70 7MHz 

148M Hz 

Bandwidth 

400KHz@ db 
550KHz@ 3db 

5 25MHz (a, 1db 

400KHz (0 1db 
550KHz@ 3db 

2M Hz (a' 1db 
2 25MHz @ 3db 

10MHz@ 1db 
11 5MHz@3db 

300KHz@ 1db 
500KHz@3db 

Ampli-
tude 
Ripple 

Bandwidth 
At Ultimate 
Rejection 

1MHz r 35db 

7 25MHz (0 45db 

1 1MI-17 «, 45db 

3 5MHz (0,45db 

15 5MHz@50db 

1 2MHz@40db 

3MHz @ 5db : 3db 8MHzu 32db 
4.2MHz €13db 

Phase 
Linearity 

13 1db 

(0 1db 
m 3db 

(0 1db 

:3 @ 1db 

L1rr lcib 

Typical Insertion Loss 20db/Mil Spec Versions Available 
Temperature Coefficient, *90 ppm/C° • • 03 ppm/(C° )2 Ref . 25°C 

Andersen offers SAW phased coded devices and dispersive filters 
for IF signal processing in spread spectrum communications, radar 
pulse compression, compressive receiver systems, and real time 
spectrum analysis. 

Andersen's engineering staff provides quick turn around on cus-
tom designs Andersen's production staff is facilitated for high vol-
ume manufacture. Call or write for complete information 

ANDERSEN LABORATORIES, INC. 
1280 Blue Hills Avenue • Bloomfield, Conn 06002 

203-242-0761•TVVX 710-425-2390 
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You're gonna 
have to hide 
this book! 

Your colleagues will want to bor-
row it all the time. And you won't 
be able to blame them. 101 mod-
ern, practical designs. With com-
ponent values worked out, with 
performance data and descrip-
tions. 

Brand new designs, developed 
and tested by a crack team of IC 
designers. 

Why don't you get yourself a copy 
and then tell your buddies to get 
their own? It only costs three 
bucks. 

interderagn 
1255 Reamwood Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Send me your book -101 Analog IC De-

signs." I have enclosed my check for $3.00 

(prepaid only). 

Name 

Title_ 

Company__ 

Address  

City_ 

State  Zip 

Send to: INTERDESIGN, INC. 
1255 REAMWOOD AVENUE 

SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 

01 

162 

New literature 
Flake thermistors. A detailed tech-
nical catalog from Victory Engineer-
ing Corp., Victory Rd., Springfield, 
N.J. 07081, presents data on the 
firm's three basic types of thick-film 
flake thermistors. Included in Prod-
uct Bulletin VM 2056 are drawings, 
plus resistance-temperature and 
voltage-current characteristics, data 
on frequency response and specific 
detectivity, and a discussion of in-
frared fundamentals. Circle 422 on 
reader service card. 

Broadband amplifiers. A wide vari-
ety of transistor amplifiers that 
cover various portions of the fre-
quency range from 100 kilohertz to 
18 gigahertz is described in a cata-
log put out by Amplica Inc., 780 
Lakefield Rd., Westlake Village, 
Calif. 91361. Among the amplifiers 
are multi-octave low-noise units, 
medium-power linear devices, high-
power class-C assemblies, and high-
power linear amplifiers. [423] 

Optoelectronics. A 192-page opto-
electronics manual contains infor-
mation on emitters, detectors, cou-
plers, optoelectronic theory and sys-
t em design, reliability 
measurements, symbols, terms, and 
specifications. Copies can be ob-
tained by sending $3 plus applicable 
tax to GE Semiconductor, Electron-
ics Park, Bldg. 7-49, Syracuse, N. Y. 
13201. 

High-voltage supplies. Power sup-
plies with outputs from 1,000 to 
50,000 volts are covered in a catalog 
put out by Bertan Associates Inc., 
180 Miller Pl., Hicksville, N. Y. 
11801. Applications for the supplies 

CRT • PHOT OMIT IPLIER - OEM • ELECTRON BEAM • X RATS 

include nuclear instrumentation, 
photomultiplier tubes, cathode-ray 
tubes, X-ray systems, and electron 
microscopes. [425] 

Plastics. A comprehensive plastics 
catalog from Ain Plastics, 160 South 
MacQuesten Pkwy., Mount Vernon, 
N.Y. 10550, includes nine pages of 
technical data in addition to infor-
mation on sizes, shapes, and prices. 
[426] 

Interchangeable thermistors. Curve-
matched Unicurve thermistor cata-
log L-6A describes a line of low-cost 
interchangeable thermistors that are 
matched to within 0.2°C over their 
various operating ranges. New to 
the line are low-resistance units with 
resistances of 100, 300, 500, and 
1,000 ohms at 25°C. Copies of bulle-
tin L-6A are available from Fenwal 
Electronics, 63 Fountain St., Fram-
ingham, Mass. 01701 [427] 

Wire and cable. A 14-page con-
densed catalog of wire, cable, braid-
ing, power cords, shielding, and tub-
ing is offered by Weico Wire & 
Cable Inc., 215 Central Ave., Farm-
ingdale, N.Y. 11735 [428] 

Metal seals. A wide range of Airpax 
glass-to-metal and ceramic-to-metal 
seals is described in the company's 
short-form catalog 4002. Included 
are relay headers; TO-8, TO-5, and 
TO-46 headers; optical windows; 
frame packages and dual in-lines for 
hybrids, and actuators for electro-
mechanical relays. The catalog may 
be obtained by writing to Hermetic 
Seal Department, Airpax Electron-
ics, Cambridge Division, Woods 
Rd., Cambridge, Md. 21613 [429] 

Static control. Systems solutions to 
problems of static control in elec-
tronics industries are described in a 
brochure from 3M Company's Nu-
clear Products department. The bro-
chure describes steps in electronics 
production processes and shows 
how 3M Safeguard Systems can be 
combined to provide protection 
from static-charge buildup. The bro-
chure is available from 3M Com-
pany, Dept. Nu6-4, P.O. Box 33600, 
St. Paul, Minn. 55133 [430] 
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THE SOLDERING IRON 
VS. 

THE PROTO-BOARD. 
(IT'S NO CONTEST.) 

The Soldering Iron 

If you're still designing and testing breadboard 
circuits the conventional way, you're doing a 
lot of extra work, and getting a lot of grief in 
return. You've got to think as much about 
manual labor as you do about the circuit. Maybe 
even more. 
Every time you add a component, there are 2 

or more connections to make... over a dozen 
with most IC's, while watching out for overheat-
ing components and cold solder joints. And 
that's only half the problem. 
The other half is when you want to change 

components or connections. Even with good 
desoldering equipment, you can still have a 
hassle on your hands. Ever try to desolder a 
temperature-sensitive 14-pin DIP or a com-
ponent-filled board?) CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION For more information, see your 

Solder. Desolder. Resolder. CSC dealer or distributor...or 
Desolder: Now there's a better contact us for our catalog and 
way... distributor list. 

The Proto-Board 

Witn the CSC Proto-Board breadboarding 
system, cornecting components is as simple 
as pushing a lead into a hole. Rugged 5-point 
contacts insure low-resistance connections, 
and where jumpers are needed, components 
are interconnected with standard #22 AWG 
solid wire. 

That's all there is to it. 
You can choose Proto-Boards with anywhere 

from 630 to 3060 solderless tie-points. 
Proto-Boards with or without regulated power 
supplies. Even assemble your own, with the 
same solderless QT sockets and Bus Stripe 
for smaller for larger) capacity. However you 
do it, you'll save time...money...aggravation 
...on every circuit. 

Continental Specialties Carp.. 44 Kendall Street. Box 1942, New Haven. CT. 06509 • 203-624-3103 TWX: 710-465-1227 
West Coast Office: Box 7809, San Francisco, CA. 94119 • 415-421-8872 TWX: 910-372-7992 

Canada: Len Finkler Ltd.. 25 Toro Rd.. Downsview. Ontario • 416-630-9103 

1975 Continental SpecIaltles Corp •LI S. Pat No D235.554 
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High-Accuracy 

Phase 
Meters 
0.5 Hz to 2 MHz 

Digital or meter 
readouts 

As low as $1150 
• 
• 

• 
I 7') e 

• • 

'ClVII,U71%(:)]Nr 
C o .A. 
for be,le, e,ecOrt,c1 rn• 0•,,,enrs 

930 E. Meadow Dr. • Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(415) 494-6666 

Circle 164 on reader service card 

Classified 
section 
FOR EMPLOYMENT 

AND SALES OPPORTUNITIES 

RATES $46 per adverttstng tnpn 'y") Cum-
rnNsronable 
SIZES 'n" to 10' deep In wens of one ca. 
urrn r1 'ir") two t Ps" three ( Sr  and lour 
(7' 

CLOSING Two weeks pnot to matünd 

MAILING One week pup, t) soue date 
ISSUE DATE Ev,ry other Thursday 

AD ORDERS/SOX NUMBER ANSWERS 
Se-1d to ElectronY:s. Post Office ahr 90G. Nec 
York N Y 10020 

POSITION VACANT 

Position Available— Need BS Eng. 
+ U S exper in engineering or tech-
nical sales 7- ee paid by employes 
Over 1.000 11.S cl ent tos. Est 
1959 Send resume & present 
salary Atomic Personnel. Inc.. Bol 
L 1518 Walnut. Phila, PA 14102. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

Electronics' Industry Newsletter tells 
you which firms have current employ 
ment opportunities, in the field of 
Electronics, tor all types of Engineers 
Sales Repre,entatives, Technicians 
Executives. CompLter Perscnne, 
and others. b_atest produc: informa-
tion is also reported. For infermatior 
write: Electrnnics. 'ndustry News 
letter. Dept. 304A. 23573 F'rosaect 
Avenue. Farmington, MI 48024. 

Electronics advertisers June 24. 1976 

° Adret Electronique 

Advanced Micro Devices 

• Airpax Electronics 

* American Microsystems Inc. 

AMF/Potter 8 Brumfield 

• AMP Incorporated 

• Analog Devices Inc. 

• Anderson Labs 

Anritsu Electric Co., Ltd. 

• Boums Inc. 

• Cherry Electrical 
Products Inc. 

Chicago Miniature 
Lamp Works 

C8K Components 

• Coil-Ler Mfg. Inc. 

a° Communication Associates Inc. 

Computer Automation 

• Concord Electronics Corp. 

• Continental Rentals 

• Continental Specialties 
Corporation 

Data General Corporation 

• Data Precision 

Datawest Corp. 

Delco Electronics Division 
General Motors Corporation 

• Dialight Corporation 

•t Eastman Kodak Company 
Graphics Division 

' Electrol 

Electronic Navigation 
Industries 

• Erie Technological nrIzi .c  
p Inc. 

• Exact Electronics 

Fabri-Tek Inc. 

Fairchild Semiconductor Inc. 

Faultfinders Inc. 

Figaro Engineering Inc. 

Florida Dept. of Commerce 

• John Fluke Mfg. Co., Ltd. 

t Fujitsu Limited 

• Galileo Electro-
Optics Corp. 

° Ganz Measuring Instruments 

t General Electric Valox 

General Instrument 
Corporation, Microelectronics 
Division 

▪ GenRad 

• Gould Inc., Instrument 
Systems Division 

Gralex 

• Hewlett-Packard 
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NEW! 

* SEPA S.p.A. 14E 

Sfernice 7E 

SGS Ates 7 

° Siemens A.G. Munich 52 

Signal Transformer 7 

Signetics Corporation 
Division of U.S. Philips 

•.:9 151.15 3.155.157.158.159 

Sorensen Power Supplies 37 

Spectracom Corp. 140 

Sprague 51 

Systron Donner Concord 
Instrument 141 

n Tansitor Electronics 6 

Teledyne Philbrick 117 

Teradyne Inc. 64 

Texas Instruments 
Incorporated Components Div. 57-62 

n TRW Capacitors 63 

" Ultra Electronics 
Components Ltd. 12E 

n Unitrode Corporation 27 

Viking Industries 148 

Wakefield Engineering Inc. 145 

Dynamics, Div. of Waugh Controls 138 

Wavetek San Diego 88 

David Weisz Co. 156 

Wiltron Company 164 

Yokogawa Corporation of 
America 124 

Yutaka 
Electric Co., Ltd. 140 

• For more informaticn of complete product line see adver-
tisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide 
Advertiser in Electronics International 

t Advertiser in Electronics domestic edition 

A mighty big 
catalog about 

'tei•lh some mighty 
small switches. 

This 44 page catalog corsolidates the complete line of C&K small 
switchesinto a single.faci-filtd, easy-to-'ead volume. It includes ev-
erything you need to know about toggles,tocker and lever handles, 
printed arcuit mountings. snap-acting pushbuttons, 6 AMP alternate 
action and momentary pushbuttons, subminiature and microminiature 
pushbeons, illuminated rockers, migiabre power, slide, and 
thumbwheel switches plus how-to-order information and a complete 
list of wotidwide C&K distributors. Ask for your free copy and we'll 
show you a million and age ways to Urn on the juice. 

C&K Components, Inc. 103 Morse Street. Watertown, MA 02172 
TEL: (617) 926-0800 TWX: 710 327 046D TELEX: 92 2546 
Free Engimering Samples oi Reque%'. 

Circle 1E5 on reader service card 

The Answer Book. 
It makes your job 
easier. $25. 
"What companies make the products I 
need? How do I contact them locally? 
How do I get their current catalogs fast?" 

Ask The Answer Book. Over 4000 
products, 6000 manufacturers with their 
local contacts, directory of trade names 
and catalogs, inquiry "bingo" card for 
5-second ordering of current catalogs. 

Electronics Bu) ers' Guide 
1221 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y.. 10020 

Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book 
I've enclosed $25 ( USA and Canada only, 
elsewhere send $35). Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days. 

retWFACT3REFCS SALES 
0465 AP; torgierogs 

Name 

temEs 

Company 

Street 

City State Zip 
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HERE'S THE GREAT DPM 
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR. 
$70 

*Also available for 5VDC power at lower cost 

Compared to other DPMs any-
where near its price, the new 
Model 38 is truly in a performance 
class by itself. Second generation 
LSI components and advanced 
DPM technology have been com-
bined to close the gap between 
high quality and low cost. Now, 
our Model 38, the great $70 DPM, 
brings you both. 

With  all the 
most-wanted 
features never 
before available 
at this price. 

• 372-DIGITS 
• 0.1% ACCURACY 
• /2" LED DISPLAY 
• AC LINE POWER* 
• NEMA CASE 

oriam_Ex 
INDUSTRIES 

viSION OF GENERAL MIGROV4AVE GOR'ORATION 

155 MARINE ST., FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735 • Tel. 516-694-3607 • TWX 510-224-6406 
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The book that 
turns businessmen 
into best 
sellers. 

M ill à e A Public Service of This e Magazine 
lna & The Advertising Council  

Many who've read it are now reap-
ing the rewards. Because they've 
found that U.S. exports are a $95 
billion a year business, that export-
ing creates both company profits and 
company growth, that U.S. goods 
have never been more competitive in 
international markets. Above all, 
they've found that, with the help 
available from the U.S. Commerce 
Department, selling overseas is no 
more difficult than selling at home. 
And this fact-filled book can prove 
the same to you.Write Charles W. 
Hostler, Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for International Commerce, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, BIC 8C, 
Washington, D.C. 20230. 
U.S. Department of Commerce 

Advertising Sales Staff 

Pierre J. Braudé New York [212] 997-3468 
Paris Tel: 720-73-01 
Director of Marketing 

Atlanta, Ga. 30309 
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N.E. 
[404: 892-2868 

Boston, Maas. 02116: James R. Pierce 
607 Boylston St. [617] 262-1160 

Chicago, M. 60611: 
645 North Michigan Avenue 
Robert W. Bartlett (312) 751-3739 
Robert M. Denmead (312) 751-3738 

Clevidand, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle 
[716] 586-5040 

Dallas, Texas 75201: 
2001 Eryant Tower. Suite 1070 
[214] 742-1747 

Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr. 
123 Speer Blvd. e 400 
[303] 837-1010 

Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W. Bartlett 
1400 Fisher Bldg. 
[313] 873-7410 

Houston, Texas 77002: Paul Reiss 
601 Jefferson Street. Dresser Tower [ 713] 659-8381 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly 
Bradley K. Jones. 3200 Wilshire Blvd.. South Tower 
[213] 487-1160 

New York, N.Y. 10020 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
Warren H. Gardner 212] 997-3617 
Michael J. Stoller [2-12] 997-3616 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Warren H. Gardner 
Three Parkway, 
[212] 997-3617 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner 
4 Gateway Center. [212] 997-3617 

Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle 
9 Greylock Ridge. Pittsford, N.Y. 
[716] 586-5040 

San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris 
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street, 
[415] 362-4600 

Paris: Alain Off ergeld 
17 Rue-Georges Bizet. 75 Paris 16, France 
Tel: 720-73-01 

Geneva: Alain Offergeld 
1 rue du Temple. Geneva. Switzerland 
Tel: 32-35-63 

United Kingdom O Scandinavia: Robert Ghey 
Tel: 01-493-1451. 34 Dover Street. London WI 

Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc. 
Kungsholmsgatan 10 
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden 
Tel: 08 51 68 70 Telex: 179 51 

Milan: Luigi Rancati 
1 via Baracchini. Italy Phone 86-90-656 

Brussels: Alain Offergeld 
23 Chaussee de Wavre 
Brussels 1040. Belgium 
Tel: 13-73-95 

Frankfurt/Mein: Fritz Krusebecker 
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany 
Phone 72 01 81 

Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagiri, McGraw-Hill 
Publications Overseas Corporation, 
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5. 3-chome. 
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
[581] 9811 

Australasia: Warren E. Ball, IPO Box 5106, 
Tokyo. Japan 

Business Department 

Thomas M. Egan, 
Production Manager [212] 997-3140 

Carol Gallagher 
Production Manager International [212] 
997-2045 

Dorothy Carter, Production Manager Do-
mestic 
[212] 997-2908 

Frances Vallone, Reader Service Manager 
[212] 997-6057 

Electronics Buyers' Guide 
George F. Werner, Associate Publisher 
[212] 997-3139 

Regina Hera, Directory Manager 
[212] 997-2544 
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Look To The Leader For Thyristors 
...Get Hutson Quality, Reliability 

At Hutson, we emphasize quality and reliabil-
ity. And we keep on improving our devices to 
make them better . .. and to reduce their cost 
to you. 

Hutson is a leader in thyristor applications 
technology and one of the largest manufac-
turers of thyristors. Since 1965, Hutson's 
advanced state-of-the-art technology has 
produced high quality, low cost semiconduc-
tors for the industrial user. 

Call a Hutson representative .. . and try our 
quality and reliability when you need thyristors. 

ill (214) 241-3511 2%019. Box 4v2a31 re y 

View Lane 

Dallas, Texas 75234 

ALABAMA Huntsville: K&E Associates ( 2051 883-9720. 
ARIZONA Tempe. Gassner & Clark (602) 968-9037. CALIFORNIA 
Glendale: Orion Sales (213) 240-3151; Redwood City: Parks & Pruitt 
(415) 364-1640; Tustin: Orion Sales ( 714) 832-9687. COLORADO 
Denver: Electrodyne. Inc. 1303) 757-7679. CONNECTICUT Newton: 
Gerber Sales (203) 426-3440. FLORIDA Lighthouse Point: R. C. 
Simon ( 305) 941-2757. GEORGIA Hartwell: K & E Associates 
(404) 376-5438. ILLINOIS Chicago: LT«, Inc. ( 312) 286-1500. 
INDIANA Greenwood: Valentine/Schillinger (317) 888-2260; South 
Bend: Valentine/Schillinger ( 219) 291-6258. KANSAS Wichita: 
Dytronix, Inc. (316) 943-6221. MARYLAND Baltimore: Stemler 
Associates ( 301) 944-8262: Pasadena: Stemler Associates 
(703) 548-7818. MASSACHUSETTS E. Longmeadow: Gerber Sales 
(413) 525-3059; Waltham: Gerber Sales ( 617) 890-8040. MICHIGAN 
Grosse Point Park: Greiner Assoc. ( 313) 499-0188. MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis: Bitronics Sales Co. (612) 835-7744 MISSISSIPPI: 
Corinth K & E Associates ( 601)287-5369. MISSOURI Hazelwood: 
Dytronix, Inc,. ( 3141 731-5799; Kansas City: Dytron ix. Inc. 
(818) 761-6543. NEW JERSEY Haddonfield: Sunday- O'Brien 
(609) 429-4013: Irvington: Murray Gallagher, Inc. (201) 399-4350. 
NEW YORK N. Syracuse Precision Sales (315) 458-2223 ( NYC, 
Gallagher — see New Jersey). OHIO Chagrin Falls: Midwest 
Marketing Association ( 216) 247-6655: Cleveland: Midwest 
Marketing Assoc. (216) 249-2816: Dayton: Midwest Marketing Assoc. 
(513) 433-2511. OREGON Beaverton: N. R. Schultz ( 503) 643-1644. 
TEXAS Plano: Precision Devices (214) 423-7618. WASHINGTON 
Bellevue: N. R. Schultz (206) 454-0300. WISCONSIN Greenfield: 
L-Toc, Inc. (414) 545-8900. UTAH Salt Lake City: Electrodyne. Inc. 
(801) 277-8392. 

HUTSON INDUSTRIES 

TWX 910-860-5537 

Circle 167 on reader service card 

One Thomas Edison is not enough. 

The world, with all its problems and difficulties, needs 
all the Edisons it can get. And while true genius is rare, there 
will always be a need for people who can continue what he 
began. 

But there are two problems. Finding talented people. 
And developing their talents. 

You can help with the first problem if you know a high 
school graduate who is interested in electricity or electronics. 

If so, we can solve the second problem. The Navy 
offers what we believe to be some of the world's finest 

training in advanced electronics. We can take a qualified 
young man or woman with no prior training, and, in a few 
months, have him well on the way to being not only an 
electronics expert, but a confident, mature individual. 

Then, when his education is completed, he'll have 
the opportunity to see much of the world while he works 
with the most sophisticated electronic equipment he'll 
ever see. For which he'll receive a good salary as well as all 
Navy benefits. 

We'd be happy to send more information about the 
Navy advanced electronics program. Simply send in the 
coupon below. 

Because you may be helping someone who can help 
the world. 

The Navy. 
Capt. Robert W. Watkins 
Navy Opportunity Information Center 
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803 

Please send more information on the Navy's Advanced 
Electronics Program. (If you don't want to wait, call 
800-841-8000 toll- free, anytime.) 

NAME  
iPli.".ise Print) 

ADDRESS 

CITY PHONE 

STATE ZIP  
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FEATURE ARTICLES FROM ELECTRONICS 
AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM 

No of 

copies 
wanted New reprints 

R-600 World market report 1 976 

24 pp $5.00 

_ R-526 How reliable are today's com-

ponents 16 pp $3.00 

R-524 Special report on bipolar 

large-scale integration 12 pp 

$3.00 
R-522 Special report on power semi-

conductors 12 pp $3.00 

  R-514 Eight ways to better radio re-

ceiver design 6 pp $3.00 

 . R-512 Design of circuits for dan-

gerous environments 4 pp 

$3.00 

_ R-510 Bipolar integration advances 

with FL microprocessor 8 pp 

$2.00 
R-508 Designing microprocessors 

with standard- logic devices 

12 pp $3.00 
- R-506 The case for component 

burn- in 7 pp $2.00 

Charts 
_ R-516 Electronic symbols (chart) 

$2.00 

- R-211 Electromagnetic spectrum 

(16-page report and chart) 

$4.00 

R-213 Electromagnetic spectrum 
(chart) $2.00 

R-326 Optical spectrum (6-page re-

port and chart) $3.00 

_ R-327 Optical spectrum (chart) 

$2.00 

Books 
R-520 Microprocessors-Electronics 

Book Series $8.95 

_ R-11 Computer-aided Design 135 

pp $4.00 
R-032 Active Filters 88 pp $4.00 

R-031 Circuit Designer's Casebook 

182 pp (U.S. only) $5.50 

(foreign) $ 12.00 

Payment must 
accompany your order 

Make check or money order pay-

able to Electronics Reprints. All 

orders are shipped prepaid by 

parcel post. Allow two to three 
weeks for delivery. 

Back issues now available: 

1960 to 1969, $5.00 each 
1970 to 1973, $3.00 each 

1974 to 1975, $4.00 each 

Other Reprints 
R-518 Special issue- productivity 

$4.00 

R-434 Designing automated systems 

with the new standard inter-

face 12 pp $3.00 

R-432 An update on communi-

cations satellites 8 pp $2.00 

R-430 Choosing the right bipolar 

transistor model for com-

puter-aided design 20 pp 

$3.00 
R-428 Designing with low-cost la-

sers 6 pp $2.00 

R-504 U.S. forecast 1975 20 pp 

$3.00 
R-502 European forecast 1975 

20 pp $3.00 

R-500 Japanese forecast 1975 

16 pp $3.00 

All three forecasts $7.50 

R-426 Special issue-technology up-

date 1974 $4.00 

R-424 Microprocessor applications 

28 pp $3.00 

R-422 A microprogramable mini-

computer 8 pp $2.00 
R-420 Computerized text-editing 

and typesetting 8 pp $2.00 
R-418 Computer analyses of rf cir-

cuits 8 pp $2.00 
R-416 Optical waveguides look 

brighter 8 pp $2.00 
R-414 The ion-implanted n-channel 

process 6 pp $2.00 

R-412 Liquid cooling of power semi-

conductors 6 pp $2.00 

R-410 Special report on passive 

components 16 pp $3.00 

R-408 Bringing sight to the blind 

8 pp $2.00 
R-406 Designing with the new logic, 

C-MOS and bipolar 16 pp 
$3.00 

R-328 Special issue-pervasiveness 

of electronics $2.00 

R-324 Semiconductor memories are 

taking over data-storage ap-

plications 16 pp $3.00 

R-322 Special report: new displays 

complement old 10 pp $2.00 

R-320 Special report on designing 

with flat cable 14 pp $3.00 

R-318 Special report on auto elec-

tronics 16 pp $3.00 

R-316 Hybrid circuits solve tough 

design problems 16 pp $3.00 

R-312 Leadless, pluggable IC pack-

ages reduce costs 7 pp $2.00 

R-310 Penetration color tubes are 

enhancing information dis-

plays 6 pp $2.00 

R-308 Program for transitior from 

nonlinear to linear transistor 

model 6 pp $2.00 

R-306 Charge-coupling improves its 

image, challenging video 

camera tubes 8 pp $2.00 

R-209 Semiconductor RAMs land 

computer mainframe jobs 

15 pp $2.00 

R-207 Technology gap starts to 

close for computer peripher-

als 16 pp $3.00 
R-205 Bridging the analog and dig-

ital worlds with linear ICs 

16 pp $3.00 

R-203 East Europe market report 
16 pp $2.00 

R-113 Optoelectronics makes it at 

last 34 pp $4.00 

R-107 Wanted for the ' 70s: easier-

to-program computers 24 pp 

$4.00 

R-104 The new concept for memory 

and imaging: charge-coupling 

12 pp $2.00 
R-023 Special report on tomorrow's 

communications 32 pp $3.50 

R-15 Special report on LSI pack-

aging 18 pp $3.00 

USE THIS PAGE AS YOUR ORDER FORM 
Cost of orders 
Plus 10% handling charge 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

SEND REPRINTS TO 

Name 

Company__ 

Street 

City State 

_ _ Dept. 

Mail your order to: 

Janice Austin 

ELECTRONICS REPRINTS 

P.O. Box 669 

Hightstown. N.J. 08520 

Zip 
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Electronics 
Reader Service 
For additional information 

on products advertised, 
new products or new literature, 
use these business reply cards. 

Complete entire card. 

Please print or type. 

Circle the number on the Reader 
Service postcard that corresponds 
to the number at the bottom of the 
advertisement, new product item, or 
new literature in which you are 
interested. 

To aid the manufacturer in filling your 
request, please answer the three 
questions. 

All inquiries from outside the U.S. thal 
cannot reach Electronics before the 
expiration date noted on the Reader 
Service postcard must be mailed 
directly to the manufacturer. The 
manufacturer assumes all respon-
sibilities for responding to inquiries. 

Subscriptions & Renewals 

Fill in the subscription card adjoining 
this card. Electronics will bill you at 
the address indicated on the card. 
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Electronics 
NAME 

PHONE (  COMPANY  

STREET ADDRESS  

CITY STATE ZIP   

Industry classification (check one): 
a D Computer & Related Equipment e D Test & Measuring Equipment j D Independent R&D Organizations 
b D Communications Equipment & Systems f D Consumer Products k D Government 
c D Navigation, Guidance or Control Systems g D Industrial Controls & Equipment 
d D Aerospace, Underseas Ground Support h D Components & Subassemblies 

Your design function (check each letter that applies): 
X U I do electronic design or development engineering work. 
y D I supervise electronic design or development engineering work. 
z D I set standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and materials. 

Estimate number of employees (at this location): 1. D under 20 2. D 20-99 3. 0 100-999 

1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 181 196 211 226 241 256 271 348 363 378 393 408 423 438 453 468 483 498 703 718 
2 17 32 47 62 77 92 107 122 137 152 167 182 197 212 227 242 257 272 349 364 379 394 409 424 439 454 469 484 499 704 719 
3 18 33 48 63 78 93 108 123 138 153 168 183 198 213 228 243 258 273 350 365 380 395 410 425 440 455 470 485 500 705 720 
4 19 34 49 64 79 94 109 124 139 154 169 184 199 214 229 244 259 274 351 366 381 396 411 426 441 456 471 486 501 706 900 
5 20 35 50 65 80 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 260 275 352 367 382 397 412 427 442 457 472 487 502 707 901 

6 21 36 51 66 81 96 111 126 141 156 171 186 201 216 231 246 261 338 353 368 383 398 413 428 443 458 473 488 503 708 902 
7 22 37 52 67 82 97 112 127 142 157 172 187 202 217 232 247 262 339 354 369 384 399 414 429 444 459 474 489 504 709 951 
8 23 38 53 68 83 98 113 128 143 158 173 188 203 218 233 248 263 340 355 370 385 400 415 430 445 460 475 490 505 710 952 
9 24 39 54 69 84 99 114 129 144 159 174 189 204 219 234 249 264 341 356 371 386 401 416 431 446 461 476 491 506 711 953 

10 25 40 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 265 342 357 372 387 402 417 432 447 462 477 492 507 712 954 

11 26 41 56 71 86 101 116 131 146 161 176 191 206 221 236 251 266 343 358 373 388 403 418 433 448 463 478 493 508 713 956 
12 27 42 57 72 87 102 117 132 147 162 177 192 207 222 237 252 267 344 359 374 389 404 419 434 449 464 479 494 509 714 957 
13 28 43 58 73 88 103 118 133 148 163 178 193 208 223 238 253 268 345 360 375 390 405 420 435 450 465 480 495 510 715 958 
14 29 44 59 74 89 104 119 134 149 164 179 194 209 224 239 254 269 346 361 376 391 406 421 436 451 466 481 496 701 716 959 
15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 347 362 377 392 407 422 437 452 467 482 497 702 717 960 

4.0 over 1000 
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e D Test & Measuring Equipment 
f D Consumer Products 
g D Industrial Controls & Equipment 
h O Components & Subassemblies 

j D Independent R&D Organizations 
k D Government 

Your design function (check each letter that applies): 
X D I do electronic design or development engineering work. 
y D I supervise electronic design or development engineering work. 
z D I set standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and *materials. 

Estimate number of employees (at this location): 1. 0 under 20 2. 0 20-99 3.0 100-999 4.0 over 1000 

1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 181 196 211 226 241 256 271 348 363 378 393 408 423 438 453 468 483 498 703 718 
2 17 32 47 62 77 92 107 122 137 152 167 182 197 212 227 242 257 272 349 364 379 394 409 424 439 454 469 484 499 704 719 
3 18 33 48 63 78 93 108 123 138 153 168 183 198 213 228 243 258 273 350 365 380 395 410 425 440 455 470 485 500 705 720 
4 19 34 49 64 79 94 109 124 139 154 169 184 199 214 229 244 259 274 351 366 381 396 411 426 441 456 471 486 501 706 900 
5 20 35 50 65 80 95 110 125 140 155 170 185 200 215 230 245 260 275 352 367 382 397 412 427 442 457 472 487 502 707 901 

6 21 36 51 66 81 96 111 126 141 156 171 186 201 216 231 246 261 338 353 368 383 398 413 428 443 458 473 488 503 708 902 
7 22 37 52 67 82 97 112 127 142 157 172 187 202 217 232 247 262 339 354 369 384 399 414 429 444 459 474 489 504 709 951 
8 23 38 53 68 83 98 113 128 143 158 173 188 203 218 233 248 263 340 355 370 385 400 415 430 445 460 475 490 505 710 952 
9 24 39 54 69 84 99 114 129 144 159 174 189 204 219 234 249 264 341 356 371 386 401 416 431 446 461 476 491 506 711 953 
10 25 40 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 160 175 190 205 220 235 250 265 342 357 372 387 402 417 432 447 462 477 492 507 712 954 

11 26 41 56 71 86 101 116 131 146 161 176 191 206 221 236 251 266 343 358 373 388 403 418 433 448 463 478 493 508 713 956 
12 27 42 57 72 87 102 117 132 147 162 177 192 207 222 237 252 267 344 359 374 389 404 419 434 449 464 479 494 509 714 957 
13 28 43 58 73 88 103 118 133 148 163 178 193 208 223 238 253 268 345 360 375 390 405 420 435 450 465 480 495 510 715 958 
14 29 44 59 74 89 104 119 134 149 164 179 194 209 224 239 254 269 346 361 376 391 406 421 436 451 466 481 496 701 716 959 
15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 347 362 377 392 407 422 437 452 467 482 497 702 717 960 



Electronics 
Reader Service 

If the cards below have already been used, 

you may obtain the needed information 

by writing directly to the manufacturer, 

or by sending your name and address, 

plus the Reader Service number and issue date, 

to Electronics Reader Service Department, 

P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa 52732. 
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A 300 RF POWER AMPLIFIER 

Using solid-state technology to replace bulky tube-type equipment, 
EN l's broadband amplifiers are tomorrow ideas available today. 

ENI's Class A power amplifiers already cover the frequency 
spectrum of 10 kHz to 1 GHz. with power outputs ranging from 

300 milliwatts to over 4000 watts. And we're still climbing. 
Driven by any signal generator, frequency synthesizer or sweeper. 
ENI's compact portable amplifiers are completely broadband and 

untuned. Amplifying inputs of AM. FM. SSB. TV and pulse 
modulations with minimum distortion, these rugged units am 

versatile power sources for general laboratory work, RFI/EMI 
testing, signal distribution, RF transmission, laser modulation, 
data transmission. NMR, ultrasonics and more. 
Designed to be unconditionally stable and failsafe (impervious 
to severe load conditions including open or short circuit loads), 
ENI power amplifiers will deliver their rated power to any load, 
regardless of match. 
For information write: ENI. 3000 Winton Rd. So.. Rochester, 
New York 14623. Call 716-473-6900. TELEX 97-8283 ENI ROC. 

ENI 
World's Leader in Solid State Power Amplifiers 

Circle 901 on reader service card 



So good ... 
you can actually feel the difference! 

pownws announces an ADVANCED 
building-block potentiometer... 
... with a velvety smooth control feel 
that will enhance the quality image of 
your equipment. It's BOURNS® new 
Model 80 Building-Block potentiometer. 

The Model 80 incorporates a unique 
new shaft torque control device which 
enables us to produce an advanced 
modular potentiometer with a smooth, 
consistent high quality "feel" . . . 
regardless of the number of modules 
ganged on a single shaft (shaft torque 
only .3 to 2.0 oz.- in.). 

MODULAR VERSATILITY, 
FACTORY ASSEMBLY 
Bourns modular concept combines the 
design versatility of advanced building-

Corm., or conductive 

plastic element 

on ceramic substra.s 

One piece metal bushing 
and hont plate assembly 

nickel plate finish 

l'orque control der me 

%Caber. IMPS gssemblO 

Interally facer& positive 

rnec ha mcal stops 

Positree coupled robust°, 
minenum bacelash 

Sellastenroleing, 

tire resostant 
thermoplasfic body 

block construction with factory as-
sembled reliability and quality control. 
All Model 80 potentiometers are built 
to your "prescription" by full-time 
production personnel, under the 
supervision and control of the industry's 
most respected quality assurance 
organization. High-volume assembly 
techniques, plus mass-produced 
modular components stock means fast 
delivery . . . at competitive prices. 

CERMET OR CONDUCTIVE 
PLASTIC 
Boums Model 80 is available with 
either cermet or conductive plastic 
elements in virtually all linear and non-
linear tapers. Element types may be 
mixed in multiple section units. 
INDEPENDENT LINEARITY IS 
±5% . offering more precise phasing 
of potentiometer output to panel 
calibration. 

SUPER SETABILITY 
A multifinger wiper and precise 
resistive ink formulations provide tight 

CRV in both cermet and conductive 
plastic elements. This — combined 
with a smooth, no backlash feel — 
makes for easy, accurate operator 
settings. 

STANDARD TAPER', 

10 20 30 00 50 60 70 80 90 100 

PERCENT EFFECTIVE CLOCKWISE ROTATION 

NO SHARP KNEE ON TAPERS 

Model 80 audio tapers provide a smooth 
"knee", which allows improved 
setability within the crossover area on 
both cermet and conductive plastic. 

FREE SAMPLES 
Write on your 
company letterhead 
and tell us about 
your application. 
We'll send you the 
Model 80 that best 
suits your needs. 

pop.nws 
TR MPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION 

1200 COLUMBIA AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92507 
PHONE 714 781-5122, TWX 910 332-1252, CABLE BOURNSINC 
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